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Disclaimer:
Whilst all care and diligence have been exercised in the preparation of this report, AEC Group
Limited does not warrant the accuracy of the information contained within and accepts no liability for
any loss or damage that may be suffered as a result of reliance on this information, whether or not
there has been any error, omission or negligence on the part of AEC Group Limited or their
employees. Any forecasts or projections used in the analysis can be affected by a number of
unforeseen variables, and as such no warranty is given that a particular set of results will in fact be
achieved.
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Executive Summary
Background
As part of the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a
partnership between the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism
Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the
Wet Tropics Management Authority is seeking to develop a pilot Experience Development
Strategy (EDS) for the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs. The Strategy aims to identify
existing and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville that
function as tourism hubs providing a combination of urban tourism experiences and a
base for a range of day trip experiences into the surrounding Wet Tropics and Great
Barrier Reef. It aims to outline how the region can innovate, improve and renew the
experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to remain a competitive destination.

Experiences Audit Approach & Methodology
The tourism experiences audit report has included stakeholder workshops and individual
tourism industry stakeholder consultations and a detailed tourism product audit to profile
the regions experience tourism products and market. In order to make the analysis
manageable, the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area was divided into smaller, geographically
logical and more focused regions. The regions individually examined were:


The Atherton Tablelands;



Cairns CBD;



Cairns Urban;



Innisfail and Mission Beach;



Port Douglas and Daintree;



The Burdekin;



Charters Towers;



Magnetic Island;



Townsville CBD;



Townsville Urban; and



Tully and Hinchinbrook.

For each region, the analysis produced three key outputs:


A spider diagram illustrating strength of existing tourism product alignment with the
psychographic and interest indicators of five key types of International Experience
Seekers (Ready To Leave, Self-Challengers, Comfort & Learning, Cocoon Travellers
and Travel in Style);



Alignment of Experience Seeker psychographic indicators with Tourism Australia
defined experiences by region. The Tourism Australia defined ‘Australian’ experiences
of core interest to International Experience Seekers are Aboriginal Australia, Nature in
Australia, Outback Australia, Aussie Coastal Lifestyle, Food and Wine, Australian
Major Cities and Australian Journeys. The psychographic indicators of how
International Experience Seekers interpret these experiences are authentic personal
experiences, social interactions, meeting and interacting with the locals, experiencing
something different from their normal day-to-day life, understanding and learning
about different lifestyles and cultures, participating in the lifestyle and experiencing it,
rather than observing it, challenging themselves – physically, emotionally and/or
mentally, visiting authentic destinations that are not necessarily part of the tourist
route and exposure to unique and compelling experiences; and



Identified key existing and potential hero, secondary and supporting experiences for
each region. Hero experiences are defined as those experiences which are powerful
enough to significantly influence International Experience Seekers to choose Australia
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as a destination. Secondary experiences are powerful enough to change visitor’s
itineraries once they are in, or committed to coming to, Australia. Supporting
experiences are those that do not significantly influence travel plans or itineraries in
themselves however add significantly to the quality and depth of experience once at a
destination. In some cases, a recognised cluster of supporting experiences can act as
a hero or secondary experience in itself.
It is important to note that the assessments were not able to rate quality or authenticity
of experiences, only how experiences present in terms of alignment with key
International Experience Seeker interests.

Findings
It is clear that nature dominates the experiences both available and sought by
international tourists visiting the Cairns and Townsville areas. Whilst seemingly too
obvious, the research and consultation conducted for this study confirms that ‘reef and
rainforest’ are overwhelmingly the headline attractions for international tourists, with the
reef the number one ‘must see’. Baring extreme natural calamity, the same assets will
still be the region’s dominant tourism assets in a century’s time. Many of the experiences
(though not all) sought by international tourists coming to North Queensland are based in
these two natural assets. However, the way in which visitors seek to experience this
nature is changing, and much of the tourism product available in the Cairns and
Townsville areas is not well aligned to the interests of International Experience Seekers.
Table E.3 summarises the availability of Tourism Australia’s defined key experiences
relative to Experience Seeker indicators for the Cairns and Townsville areas.
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Table E.1: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for Cairns and Townsville Areas
Study Area

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in Australia

Outback Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Cairns CBD

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Cairns Urban

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Atherton Tablelands

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Innisfail and Mission
Beach

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Port Douglas and
Daintree Area

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Townsville CBD

Weak to Some
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Townsville Urban

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Magnetic Island

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Burdekin

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences
to Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Charters Towers

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Tully and
Hinchinbrook

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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Summary of Cairns Area & Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
‘Cairns’ and more notably the Cairns CBD is the key destination for the majority of
International visitors to the North and Far North Queensland regions. However, Cairns
itself is not the key tourism product of interest; rather this is the daytrips and
surrounding regions. Tourism product that has developed in Cairns is increasingly
isolated from locals, their culture, and their activities. The Cairns tourism industry has
become very effective at providing reasonable to excellent quality, packaged activities,
products and tours for tourists. This current product has the advantage of being easy to
plan, itemise, package and sell, and has been successful in the past. The issue from the
perspective of the International Experience Seeker is that it can be very hard in Cairns to
stop feeling like a tourist or holidaymaker. International Experience Seekers would rather
feel like a guest, traveller or voyager. They want to feel like they are seeing the real,
genuine and ‘hidden’ aspects of their destinations, warts and all. In Cairns itself, the
previous success and high levels of professionalism in much of the industry paradoxically
contributes to the destination being less attractive for the International Experience
Seeker. Furthermore, many locals in Cairns seek to escape from the ‘tourist scene’ and
so are often recreating in different areas and seeking not to interact with tourists in the
city.
The regions surrounding Cairns are generally considerably stronger in their appeal
(existing and potential) to International Experience Seekers. Indeed accessing the
regions (including the Great Barrier Reef) is the reason that most International
Experience Seekers would be spending time in Cairns itself. The regions generally have
more appeal to the International Experience Seeker because they have stronger
connections to nature, rural life, Indigenous culture and journeys. There is also some
appeal in that the regions are generally less developed and less tourism-focussed. From
an International Experience Seeker’s perspective, however, product and experiences of
interest in the regions can be patchy, with much of the industry developed around
achieving a ‘quick grab’ of the attention of more traditional types of tourists making short
visits from a base in Cairns.
Cairns, and also Port Douglas, are still the foremost destinations from which to
experience the Great Barrier Reef. Great Barrier Reef experiences for the Cairns and Port
Douglas areas are identified in the Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit (EC3 Global,
2009) as:


Learn to dive and snorkel with a range of options including helmet dives;



The adrenalin package – skydiving, jet skiing, heli-tours;



The thrill of an encounter with marine life (including the Great 8) in the ‘wild’ on an
adventure dive;



Fishing adventures on the reef;



See where the rainforest meets the reef; and



Catch your first glimpse of the reef from above.

Whilst the current audit was focussed on terrestrial product, it has been clear through the
background research and consultations that the Great Barrier Reef is the clear dominant
asset for Cairns and much of its regions. This is just as true for International Experience
Seekers. The region successfully provides a range of options to experience the reef, from
short snorkelling trips on large, comfortable catamarans, to extended live-on-board
diving adventures that travel to relatively undiscovered and remote reef diving locations.
Existing and potential experiences for the Cairns Area by focus region is summarised in
Table E.4.
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Table E.2: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Cairns Area1 Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive
International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Cairns CBD

The melting pot of tourists, migrants
and itinerants using Cairns as a base
to explore the reef and rainforest

 ‘Barefoot’ people / culture
 Setting / vista of the city / esplanade
and inlet
 Markets (though concern that they
decreasingly reflect a genuine North
Queensland culture)
 Tropical smells
 Compact, relatively well serviced CBD

 CBD that reflects North Queensland’s
culture, character and regional
offerings. CBD as an entree to the
region and its experiences
 Genuine interaction with North
Queensland locals
 Tropical Garden CBD
 Reflection of links to Papau New Guinea
and South East Asia
 Sense of links to history, town of
itinerants and migrants
 Positive interaction with Indigenous
people (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders)

The Cairns CBD itself has relatively little to
directly offer the International Experience
Seeker. There is a perception that Cairns CBD is
primarily a dormitory and sales desk for
experiences in the region, and the results of the
product audit largely confirm this.

Cairns Urban

Tropical Road Journey (as part of
larger regional touring routes)

 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Mix of Australian cultures (large
proportion of Cairns’ residents are
relatively recent migrants from
elsewhere in Australia)
 Tropical Gardens (e.g. Botanic Gardens,
Sugarworld Gardens)
 Northern Beaches and beachside
communities
 Rainforest experiences (though many
considered ‘shallow’ and overpackaged)
 Classic tourist attractions (Zoos, tours,
shops)

 Local lifestyle immersion

The Cairns Urban area has much to offer
tourists. From an International Experience
Seeker’s perspective, much of the available
product and experiences are perceived as high
quality, but sterilised from the Cairns
community and culture. It would appear the
sterilisation of the industry has occurred both
as the industry has sought to develop more
professional and packaged product and as
locals have sought to escape the ‘tourist scene’
as it has grown in dominance in the city.

Atherton
Tablelands

Immersion in tropical highlands / hill
country atmosphere (mist, rainforest,
farms, wildlife)

 Touring Atherton Tablelands (carbased) diverse landscapes (rainforests,
lakes, waterfalls, towns, landscape,
heritage, agriculture and food areas)
 Wildlife interactions
 Adventure sports and events
 Camping
 Swimming in lakes, creeks and rivers
 Markets

 In-depth rainforest experiences
 Other forms of touring (cycle, walk,
horse-riding, etc)
 Interaction with local Indigenous
people, culture and history
 Adventure sports and events

The Atherton Tablelands is foremost a nature
destination, however it presents a large
diversity of landscapes and experiences. Some
parts of the Atherton Tablelands have a strong
tourist presence (particularly Kuranda) however
the majority of the region displays a mix of
farmers, lifestyle settlers and visitors. Visitation
to the Atherton Tablelands has traditionally
been dominated by inter-regional tourists.
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Innisfail and
Mission
Beach Area

Laid-back tropical beach, islands, reef
and water activities

 Nature interactions (wildlife)
 History (architecture and culture, e.g.
pubs, Innisfail CBD)
 Extreme / adventure activities (white
water rafting, skydive)
 Swimming and walking waterholes,
creeks and rivers
 Warm rain
 Journey through tropical landscape

 Local community (eccentrics, artists,
health and wellbeing, accommodation
of wildlife into lifestyles)
 Indigenous culture and farm discovery
 Food and produce
 Innisfail region Italian Culture

The Innisfail and Mission Beach area present a
relatively good potential alignment with
International Experience Seeker interests. The
focus of the area is Mission Beach, which has
traditionally been one of the destinations that
North Queenslanders holiday at. Mission
Beach’s major appeal (the laid-back and
secluded feel) is not always maintained.
The Innisfail and hinterland part of this area
has no clear tourism centre. This is not
necessarily an issue for Experience Seekers,
provided the region is able to be experienced as
day-trips or as a touring region.

Port Douglas

Boutique tropical resort town, base
to reef and rainforest







From an International Experience Seeker
perspective Port Douglas does not have
clear underdeveloped experiences. The
only observation is that there is a need to
protect the character of the destination if it
desired that it continues to work for
International Experience Seekers.

Port Douglas presents a very different tourist
proposition to the other areas considered in this
audit. It is the most successful destination in
the study in appealing to the ‘Stylish Traveller’
and the town is clearly foremost about tourism.
At the same time, the majority of Port
Douglas’s development has not detracted from
a sense of North Queensland character. Port
Douglas is arguably the most successful
destination in this study for appealing to
international visitors for its destination value,
rather than as primarily a base to explore the
reef and rainforest. There is a clear need is to
protect and build on its existing successes.

Daintree Area

Immersion in nature – world-famous,
ancient rainforest

 Wildlife interactions
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest

 Community character - eccentricity and
creativeness
 Tune to nature’s cycles
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest
 Involvement, interaction with rainforest
research and learning
 Wet season experience (‘Rainforest in
the rain’)

The Daintree area has developed credibility in
containing some of the highest quality
rainforest in the world. From an International
Experience Seeker’s there are some excellent
products in the area, however most are
relatively shallow. There is also the impression
driving through much of the Daintree that it
presents a lot of cheap and cheerful products
and experiences rather than the in-depth
experiences one may expect to find from an
internationally recognised wilderness.

Dining and shopping
Resort Town beach
Resort Activities (golf, spas, etc)
People watching / spotting
Lifestyle town culture

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
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Summary of Townsville Area & Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
In tourism terms the Townsville Region is a strong contrast to the Cairns region. Tourist
numbers, particularly international tourists, are a fraction of Cairns’ numbers. Whilst the
Wet Tropics Management Area extends to the northern boundary of the Townsville urban
area, the city itself experiences much dryer winters and a less reliable wet season than
further north.
The Great Barrier Reef is a major contributor to the Townsville economy and lifestyle
(Townsville has the largest cluster of tropical reef researchers in the world) however
there are minimal opportunities for visitors to access the reef, other than some notable
more advanced diving tours. Townsville is home to Reef HQ (a reef aquarium) however
this mainly serves as an important supporting experience rather than a true attractor
(hero or secondary) experience. An issue for Townsville is that the reef is at least twice
the distance from port than it is from Mission Beach, Cairns or Port Douglas. This
increases the cost, complexity and risk of running commercial operations to visit the reef.
Great Barrier Reef Experiences identified by EC3 Global in their audit (2009 Great Barrier
Reef Experiences Audit) for the Townsville area are:


Have a ‘hands-on’ learning experience and contribute to the conservation of the
world’s largest living structure;



Actively contribute to the conservation of the reef;



Learn to dive / snorkel in one of the seven natural wonders of the world;



Experience natural events such as coral spawning; and



Get your thrills from a deep sea adventure dive.

Whilst from a low base, tourism in Townsville has grown at a respectable pace in recent
years. The lifestyle appeal of Townsville has improved dramatically in recent years (since
about 2000) with the improved lifestyle infrastructure and economic growth driving
Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) and business visitors, as well as traditional holiday
tourists.
The regions surrounding Townsville in general do not have a strong tourism focus. The
most tourism focused is Charters Towers, however the region is still dominated by
agriculture (primarily beef) and mining in its outlook.
Whilst Cairns’ tourism industry is too sterilised from the local people and culture to
appeal strongly to International Experience Seekers, much of the Townsville region is
hidden and difficult to access and interact with for international tourists. A small number
of international tourists will stay long periods in Townsville and seek to involve
themselves in the local lifestyle (behaviour characteristic of some Experience Seekers)
however a large number that do visit move on relatively quickly to other destinations.
Existing and potential experiences for the Townsville Area by focus region is summarised
in Table E.5.
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Table E.3: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Townsville Area1 Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to
drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Townsville
CBD

No existing hero experiences have
been noted for the Townsville CBD.
Whilst a small number of
international tourists spend a
significant amount of time in the
Townsville CBD, for the vast majority
it is a side-trip or overnight stop on
the way to something else.

 Immersion in an authentic Australian
tropical city, built for locals to enjoy –
access local lifestyle
 Events for locals (sports, festivals)
 Being served by locals, experiencing
with locals rather than other tourists
 Reef education and interpretation
 North Queensland pride
 Escape the tourist scene
 Evening walks (Castle Hill, Strand, etc)

 Immersion in a small, vibrant and
authentic Australian tropical city
 Genuine local interactions (locals able
and prepared to explain region)
 Indigenous experiences
 Interaction with local knowledge
community (academics and
researchers)

The Townsville CBD is the focus of tourism to
the region and where almost all international
tourists who spend time in the region gravitate
to at some point. Unfortunately Townsville’s
CBD has deteriorated significantly since the
1980s and has been poorly utilised even by
locals. Significant revitalisation investments
have been made in the Townsville CBD in
recent years, however it is too early to note if
this is having a significant impact on tourism.

Townsville
Urban Area

No existing hero experiences for
International Experience Seekers
have been identified for the
Townsville Urban area.

 Community Events (e.g. sporting
matches, festivals)
 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Bush camping / rough beach camping
 Northern Beaches
 Birdwatching (Paluma)
 Rainforest wildlife and immersion
(Paluma)

 ‘Beach hut culture’
 Inshore boating and islands (Cape
Cleveland to Palm Group)

The Townsville Urban area generally has very
little product offering for tourists. A number of
attractive natural attractions exist which some
self-drive international tourists access.

Magnetic
Island

Tropical Island ‘Escape’ Community







 Truly sustainable / self-sufficient
holiday community

Magnetic Island has traditionally functioned as
a holiday island for North Queensland residents.
This function has declined over recent years
whilst visitation from the rest of Australia and
international visitors has increased, but not to
the level that would compensate the reduction
in inter-regional visitors.
Magnetic Island has a limited range of tourism
experiences available, some of which is indepth but much of which is keyed into
providing limited activities for inter-regional
visitors. The core product for Magnetic Island is
the setting of much of its accommodation that
immerses an escape holiday lifestyle into a
bush island setting.

Wildlife interactions
Secluded tropical island beaches
Island time
Alternative / eccentric locals
Landscape (Boulders, hoop pines and
sea)
 Do meet local people
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Burdekin

No existing hero experiences from
the perspective of International
Experience Seekers have been
identified.






Farming culture
Bush camping
Cane fires
Working, thriving contemporary country
town
 Fishing, gathering and hunting






The Burdekin region is a highly agriculture
focussed region with minimal tourism product.
Mostly, the region does not consider itself to
have an interest in tourism. The region does
experience an inflow of international
backpackers each year and there is also a
reasonable level of camping and caravanning in
the region by inter-regional and inter-state
visitors.

Charters
Towers

Immersion in country, ghosts and
heritage (‘stay in an old pub at
night’)

 See real cowboys walking down the
street
 See horse sports events where most of
the spectators are locals
 Spend time on a working cattle station;
 Local events (e.g. Goldfield Ashes)
 Bush camping
 Real-life bush town (main street)

 White Mountains (nature, landscape
and indigenous experiences)*
 Locals that engage and inform tourists
 Mining industry and heritage
exploration

Charters Towers is the most tourist focussed of
the Townsville regions, however tourism is still
a relatively minimal contributor to the local
economy and environment compared to much
of the Cairns region.
The primary experiences of Charters Towers
relate to its mining and heritage, and the
country town atmosphere. There is some
evidence that both domestic and international
tourists are increasingly seeking inland Australia
experiences, and Charters Towers seems to be
benefiting from this.

Tully and
Hinchinbrook
Area

Hinchinbrook Island








 Inshore boating – Hinchinbrook
Channel and islands
 Migrant culture (Italian, Finnish,
Kannaka)

The Tully and Hinchinbrook area is noted for a
number of highly recognised natural assets but
relatively minimal tourism activity compared to
the regions further north. Most of the natural
attractions serve as side-trips or day-tours for
independently travelling international visitors.
Tully Gorge and Wallaman Falls are particularly
popular detours for travellers. Hinchinbrook
Island is noted as being a significant (but
niche) attractor of international visitors in its
own right.
Tully and Hinchinbrook also attract significant
numbers of domestic and intra-regional
tourists, with fishing and camping the major
drawcards.

Wallaman Falls
Tully Gorge
Wetlands
Fishing and crabbing
Birdwatching
Swimming in rivers and creeks
(waterholes)

Wetlands and wildlife
Hut culture
Italian / Greek migrant culture
Sugar Mill

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
* Note: White Mountains is just beyond the ‘daytrippable’ area of this study (similar to Undara Lava Tubes) but has the potential to be a significant hero experience in its own right that impacts on Charters Towers.
Source: AECgroup
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1.

Introduction
As part of the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a
partnership between the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism
Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the
Wet Tropics Management Authority is seeking to develop a pilot Experience Development
Strategy (EDS) for the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs. The Strategy aims to identify
existing and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville that
function as tourism hubs providing a combination of urban tourism experiences and a
base for a range of day trip experiences into the surrounding Wet Tropics and Great
Barrier Reef. It aims to outline how the region can innovate, improve and renew the
experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to remain a competitive destination.
As the EDS is also a pilot, it is also required that the report be prepared with advice,
lessons learnt and findings that will be used by the Destination Management Planning
Working Group to help with preparing best practice EDS’s for other locations.
It is required that the Strategy considers issues relating to products, facilities, services
and information for Experience Seekers including:


Commercial opportunities;



Access issues;



Investment potential;



Skills and labour requirements;



Conservation opportunities;



Marketing needs;



Visitor management issues;



Product development; and



Infrastructure requirements.

A Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit has already been completed. It is anticipated that
the EDS will build on this audit for reef-based experiences and undertake more
fundamental research to underpin the land-based opportunities development.

1.1

Project Objectives
The deliverables required for the EDS itself as per the Statement of Requirement are:


Detailed Project Plan: Timeframes, methodology, process for engagement with the
Cairns-Townsville EDS Project Management Committee, consultation details and a
communication plan to be developed following a project initiation workshop with the
Cairns-Townsville EDS Project Management Committee;



Consultation Results Report;



Draft Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan;



Final Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan;



Experience Development Plan Implementation Plan: Sets out clear priorities,
resource requirements (human and financial), timeframes, milestones, and
responsibilities for delivery along with a simple performance monitoring framework;
and



Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan Summary Report: Short
summary of the EDS outlining key elements for policy makers, commercial operators
and investors.

The project also requires the following deliverables be prepared:


Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan Preparation Lessons Report:
Advice/findings from the EDS of use in assisting the Working Group to integrate best
practice into EDSs in other locations; and
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Approximately 45 minute presentation to a full day workshop organised by the
Destination Management Planning Working Group and participation in discussions
throughout the event.

1.2

Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report is to profile the Cairns and Townsville region’s Experience
Seeker tourism products, through detailed stakeholder consultation (via regional
workshops) and a tourism product audit to summarise all available assets in the region
and identify gaps that exist in the market. This report represents the third of five reports
under development in this project.

1.3

Approach & Methodology
The tourism experiences audit report has included stakeholder workshops and
consultation and a detailed tourism product audit to profile the regions experience
tourism products and market. The methodology used to undertake this research is
detailed below.

1.3.1

Consultation Process
Consultations undertaken at the stage of the preparation of this experiences audit report
have included:


Individual phone and person-to-person discussions with tourism industry operators
and representatives throughout the course of the project to date;



Limited invitation ‘focus group’ workshops help by AECgroup with tourism industry
operators and representatives from the 19th of April 2011 to the 6th of May 2011.
Workshops were held in Ayr, Townsville, Charters Towers, Ingham, Tully, Atherton
Tablelands, Cairns and Mossman Gorge. Target attendances were 10-12 people with
actual attendance varying from five to fourteen. Invitees were selected from across
sectors of the terrestrial tourism industry in the relevant region. Workshops ran
between two and four hours depending on the quantity of feedback from the groups;
and



Individual informal consultations with tourism operators, visitor information centres
and other tourism involved businesses through ‘cold calling’ on businesses throughout
the region. Approaches were targetted at ‘front-line’ managers and workers, who
were most exposed to direct discussions and feedback from international tourists in
the region. These informal consultations were conducted during the days prior to
each workshop with between nine and twenty operators consulted in each region
(Burdekin, Townsville, Charters Towers, Hinchinbrook, Cassowary Coast, Atherton
Tablelands, Cairns and Port Douglas/Daintree). The informal consultations were
useful for gaining insight from operators who would not normally attend workshops or
undertake formal consultations.

Further consultations will be conducted throughout the development of the Experiences
Development Strategy and results recorded in this report and others updated as
required.
1.3.2

Experience Tourism Product Audit Process
The experience tourism product audit involved building a model capable of scoring
individual assets, summarising the results by region and product type and presenting the
information in graphical form. The following steps were taken to achieve this:


Develop sub-regions for the Cairns-Townsville region;



Identify tourism product categories;



Identify all tourism assets in each region and align them under the appropriate
tourism product category;



Score each product using a 1 to 5 scoring system, with the following meaning;
o

Score of 1 = clearly and overwhelmingly detracts from experience;
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1.3.3

o

Score of 2 = clearly detracts from experience;

o

Score of 3 = neutral or uncertain alignment with experience;

o

Score of 4 = clear alignment with experience;

o

Score of 5 = clear and outstanding alignment with experience;



Determine the average score per product category for each Experience Seeker type;
and



Plot the results on a spider graph for each tourism sub-region.

Experience Seeker Types
Research by AECgroup into the Experience Seeker psychographic has revealed five key
types of Experience Seeker of relevance to the Cairn-Townsville Tourism Market. These
types of Experience Seeker are outlined in Table 8.1. Key markers of each type of
Experience Seeker used to assess alignment of existing products and experiences have
been identified and are also presented in Table 8.1.
Table 1.1: Experience Seeker Types and Markers
Experience
Seeker Type

Type Description

Markers

Ready To Leave

18-24yrs, immerse in people & culture, value
for money, not driven by comfort







Self-Challengers

25-54yrs, seek challenging experiences, see
destination before discovered

 Local Culture/ Events/ People/ Language
(Contemporary)
 Clubs/bars
 Hiking/Cycling/Wilderness
 Indigenous Culture
 Local Food/Wine (Local Produce)
 Local Markets
 Travel in comfort & enjoy luxuries

Comfort &
Learning

Older, married, safety is important, see
places before discovered & understand
destination, not risk averse






Modest Accommodation
Camping
Diving/ Snorkelling
Hiking
Local Culture/ Events (Contemporary)








Luxury Accommodation
Famous Landmarks
Guided Tours
Cultural Activities/ Events (Contemporary
and Indigenous)
Photography
Local Food/Wine (Local Produce)
Shopping
Hiking
Local Markets
Bird/Animal Watching

Cocoon Travellers

Young, affluent, married, fit, happy to be
'tourists', no interest in immersing in local
culture or seeking unique experience, looking
for 'multiple experiences'







Moderate/ Luxury Accommodation
Golf
Hiking/ Wilderness
Food/ Wine (Fine Dining)
Relaxing
Shopping

Travel in Style

Superior vacation experience affirms status,
all age groups, single, travel a big part of life,
not seeking adventure








Luxury/ Resort Accommodation (Prestige)
Sightseeing
Cruises
Health Spas
Golf
Less likely to visit/stay in towns

Source: Tourism Australia, AECgroup
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2.

Experiences Product Audit
An audit of available ‘experiences’ is a useful starting point to consider the Cairns and
Townsville region from the perspective of the International Experience Seeker tourist.

2.1

Background
The challenge in developing an experience audit is that experiences are by their nature
difficult to define and capture in a systematic and objective fashion. The approach taken
in this audit has been to utilise a conventional tourism product audit, and then rank
alignment of these products with the provision of defined experience types known to be
sort by International Experience Seeker tourists. This approach still fails to capture
factors such as quality and authentic, and fails to capture broader experiences that may
not be directly related to identifiable tourism products. However it provides a relatively
objective, repeatable and systematic approach to understanding the existing value of
regions to International Experience Seeker tourists.
A comprehensive audit of tourism products throughout the Cairns and Townsville region
has been undertaken in order to appropriately profile available Experience Seeker
tourism products and identify potential gaps in the product offering. The audit has
involved identifying tourism products by smaller regions, grouping them by type and
systematically scoring them on a one to five scale for factors of interest to each
Experience Seeker personality.
For the preparation of the product audit, the Cairns and Townsville tourism regions were
broken into smaller, geographically logical and more focused regions. The regions
considered were:


The Atherton Tablelands;



Cairns CBD;



Cairns Urban;



Innisfail and Mission Beach;



Port Douglas and Daintree;



The Burdekin;



Charters Towers;



Magnetic Island;



Townsville CBD;



Townsville Urban; and



Tully and Hinchinbrook.

Tourism products identified for assessment were grouped and summarised under the
following categories:


Hotels / accommodation;



Shopping / markets (Townsville CBD, Cairns CBD and Port Douglas only);



Bars, nightlife, restaurants (Townsville CBD, Cairns CBD and Port Douglas only);



Tours;



Nature destinations;



Events; and



Attractions (miscellaneous).

Tourism products were subject to grading on a one to five scale in relation to
compatibility and appeal to individual experiences sort by each Experience Seeker type.
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In total, 34 experience types across five core types of Experience Seekers were graded
for each tourism product. Results were summarised under each tourism product category
(as an average) for each tourism sub-region.

2.2

Tourism Audit Interpretation
The results from the tourism audit provided each tourism product category with a
average score between one and five for each of the five Experience Seeker type and subregion. The results are presented using a spider diagram for each region, with five axis
representing the five Experience Seeker types. The following sub-sections discuss the
appropriate approach to interpreting the results of the tourism experiences audit on the
spider diagrams.

2.2.1

General Compatability of Product Offering for Experience Seekers
The spider diagram can be interpreted to indicate the compatibility of average of tourism
products offered in the respective region for Experience Seeker tourists. Note for regions
with low average scores, certain products may still exist with very high compatibility.
Furthermore some products may be under-rated in their appeal due to factors such as
quality and authenticity not attempting to be captured in the application of ratings.
Generally speaking, a high score represents high product compatibility and a low score
presents low product compatibility. Figure 16.1 depicts both high (left diagram) and low
(right diagram) tourism product compatibility for all five Experience Seeker types. In the
left diagram (Figure 16.1), Hotels/Accommodation scores highly under each Experience
Seeker type, meaning tourism products in the area have clear, identifiable appeal to all
types of Experience Seekers. In the right diagram (Figure 16.1) scores for
Hotels/Accommodation are low, indicating the region has limited product that aligns with
experiences sort by International Experience Seekers.
Figure 2.1: High Compatibility vs. Low Compatibility

Source: AECgroup

2.2.2

Orientation of Product Offering for Experience Seekers
Figure 16.1 depicted a scenario where the tourism product scored equally amongst the
five Experience Seeker types. In reality, this is unlikely to be the case, as each
Experience Seeker is different in terms of preferences and ultimately the tourism product
that aligns with their preferences. Tourism products for a region are more likely to appeal
to particular types of Experience Seekers, and in some cases, one type alone, as regions
develop a certain level of specialisation to particular segments of the tourist market.
Figure 16.2 depicts the difference in a region with broad appeal across the five
Experience Seeker types and a region with appeal to one of the five Experience Seeker
types. The left diagram (Figure 16.2) represents appeal across the five types of
Experience Seekers, as the product is scored equally among Experience Seeker types.
This means that Hotels/Accommodation is relatively evenly compatible to all Experience
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Seeker types. In practice, this would result from different accommodation establishments
in the region appealing to different segments of the market, rather than single
establishments appealing to all five Experience Seeker types.
The right diagram (Figure 16.2) represents a specialised product alignment for one type
of Experience Seeker. In this case Hotels/Accommodation for this particular region is
more compatible with the Travel in Style Experience Seeker, meaning accommodation in
the region is generally high quality, exclusive and prestigious.
Figure 2.2: Broad Product Appeal vs. Specialised Product Appeal

Source: AECgroup

2.2.3

Combining Product Types
Figure 16.1 and Figure 16.2 have shown examples of spider diagrams featuring one
tourism product category. However, the tourism product audit characterised tourism
products under several tourism product categories. Figure 16.4 portrays a typical spider
graph with all assessment tourism product categories overlayed on the same graph.
Grouping product categories together forms an Experience Seeker profile for the
respective region and allows categories to be compared with one another.
Figure 2.3: Multiple Tourism Product Types Compared

Source: AECgroup
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2.2.4

Identifying Gaps
One of the key aims of the tourism product audit is to identify potential gaps in tourist
product offering. In most cases, gaps in tourism products will exist when there is a
current market for a particular Experience Seeker type, yet the product offering does not
reflect the market. For example, Figure 16.4 depicts a region with Attractions
(miscellaneous) highly compatible with Comfort and Learning Experience Seekers.
However, the Hotels/Accommodation offered in the area is skewed towards the Travel in
Style Experience Seeker. This disparity would warrant further consideration.
The results may indicate that there is a gap in appropriate accommodation facilities to
cater for the Comfort and Learning Experience Seekers visiting the region’s tourism
attractions. It may be assumed that the Travel in Style Experience Seeker would not
likely be staying in the region unless there were also other tourism product types that
appealed to them. In this case, the product may be beyond the region being considered,
but still accessible.
Figure 2.4: Identifying Gaps in Tourism Product Orientation

Source: AECgroup

2.3

Cairns Area Experience Audit

2.3.1

Cairns CBD

2.3.1.1

Regional Description
The Cairns CBD region aligns with Cairns’ core central business district, which includes
Cairns Central Shopping Centre, the City, the Port of Cairns, the marina and the
esplanade. Cairns CBD is a focal point for tourism activity in the Cairns region, with the
majority of accommodation, dining facilities, tour desks, and tour services to the
surrounding regions.

2.3.1.2

Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Cairns CBD area are:


Cairns CBD has a strong function as a dormitory and tour desk to the attractions of
the surrounding regions (led by reef than rainforest). There was little surprise that
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Cairns CBD in itself does not demonstrate significant product alignment with
Experience Seekers for most product types;

2.3.1.3



There is an increasing tendency for tourists in Cairns to bargin hunt, and the industry
feels it is in a race to the bottom with discounting to win customers;



There are few ‘locals’ in Cairns CBD either living or visiting, most people are tourists,
itinerant workers and relatively recent immigrants from the southern states;



Some operators in Cairns CBD claimed to be doing well in specialised areas.
Businesses that depend on ‘walk-in’ patronage seemed to be doing worse than those
that connected with tourists before they arrived to Cairns;



The setting of Cairns’ CBD in the landscape was seen as a major asset;



The reef continues to dominate enquiries from tourists in Cairns;



The mix of people and cultures is seen as an asset for Cairns CBD;



A major complaint from tourists was that Cairns is expensive; and



There is a perception that Cairns CBD has become a tourist enclave that is somewhat
sterilised from the rest of the region. Cairns CBD is not considered to reflect North
Queensland.

Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit suggests a low to moderate compatibility for Experience
Seekers within Cairns CBD itself, with some exceptions in the Tours and
Shopping/Markets categories. Tours and Shopping/Markets display strongest alignment
with Comfort & Learning, Self Challengers and Cocoon Travellers Experience Seekers,
however, is very weak for Travel in Style Experience Seekers, recording 3.10 or less in all
categories excluding Tours.
Cairns CBD’s Tours and Shopping/Market tourism products are the most appealing for
Experience Seeker travellers. The region’s Tour products are most compatible with
Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers. The region’s Shopping/Market tourism products
are most compatible for Self Challengers, with high scoring products including the Pier
Marketplace, the Esplanade Market Stalls, City Place Market Stalls and Rusty’s Markets.
Note for Shopping/Market the assessment considers the type of retail provided, but not
the quality or authenticity of the retail product.
The remaining product categories of Events, Attractions, Hotels/Accommodation and
Bars, Nightlife and Restaurants have relatively weak compatibility with Experience
Seekers. Hotels/Accommodation is best suited to Cocoon travellers and is relatively weak
in alignment for other Experience Seeker types.
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Figure 2.5: Cairns CBD – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seekers Type
Ready to
Leave
4.00
3.90
3.80
3.70
3.60
3.50
3.40
3.30
3.20
3.10
3.00

Travel in Style

Tours
Self‐
Challengers

Shopping/markets (tourist
focussed)
Events
Attractions (Miscellaneous)
Hotels/Accomodation
Bars, Nightlife and Restaurants

Cocoon
Travellers

2.3.1.4

Comfort &
Learning

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined
Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest
to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.1 cross-references those major Australian
experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of
experiences currently available in the Cairns CBD. Note that as per the product audit,
quality of authenticity of experiences is very difficult to capture in this assessment.

Source: AECgroup
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Table 2.1: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Cairns CBD
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

N/A

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

N/A

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

N/A

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Very Weak
Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Overall

Weak to Very
Weak Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

Cairns CBD only aligns with four major Australian Experiences: Aboriginal Australia, Nature in Australia, Aussie Coastal Lifestyle and Food and
Wine. Of these Aboriginal Australia and Food and Wine experiences have the clearest potential to be delivered in an authentic way to
International Experience Seekers. Cairns CBD could also serve as an important melting of, and entree to, other Australian experiences, such as
Nature in Australia, Outback Australia, Aussie Journeys and Aussie Coastal Lifestyle (tropical). Whilst Cairns CBD cannot be the authentic
experience, it can more authentically and comprehensively present and celebrate the experiences of the broader region.
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2.3.1.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Cairns CBD have been identified based on the audit and consultations conducted to
date. These are presented in Table 16.2 below.
Table 2.2: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Cairns CBD
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Melting pot of tourists, migrants and itinerants using
Cairns as a base to explore the reef and region

CBD that reflects North Queensland’s culture,
character and regional offerings. CBD as an entrée to
the region and its experiences.

Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
‘Barefoot’ people / culture

Genuine interaction with North Queensland locals

Setting/vista of the city / esplanade / inlet

Tropical garden CBD

Markets (though concern that they decreasingly reflect
a genuine North Queensland culture)

Reflection of links to Papau New Guinea and South
East Asia

Tropical smells

Sense of links to history, town of itinerants and
migrants

Compact, relatively well-serviced CBD

Positive interaction with Indigenous people (Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islanders)

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

Cairns CBD is clearly a tourist-driven location and it would struggle to present as
anything else. Throughout its history Cairns has grown through attracting visitors,
migrants and itinerates. Today, these visitors, migrants and itinerates are more from
distant parts of Australia and overseas, rather than broader North Queensland.
There is a sense however that in recent decades Cairns CBD has largely locked out the
rest of North Queensland. Currently, the CBD is largely perceived as a dormitory from
which to access the reef and surrounding regions. Through better embracing its tropical
location and surrounding regions and cultures, Cairns CBD could work more as entree
and place of celebration of North Queensland experiences and culture.
2.3.2

Cairns Urban

2.3.2.1

Regional Description
The ‘Cairns Urban’ region refers to the remaining urbanised area of Cairns, excluding the
CBD. Tourism highlights include Cairns South / Gordonvale, Redlynch and surroundings,
Smithfield and the Northern Beaches. The tourism product offering includes
accommodation, retail, natural assets, beaches, entertainment and other activities. The
Smithfield and Northern Beaches area has the greatest tourism product offering, with
Skyrail, Tjapukai Aboriginal Park, Cable Ski Park, and seven beaches.

2.3.2.2

Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Cairns area are:


Suburban Cairns had much to offer tourists, although suburban attractions were
mostly considered underutilised. Examples included the botanic gardens, Mt Whitfield,
Crystal Cascades and many of the northern beaches;



Palm Beach is considered one of the most successful destinations in recent years, and
one where some unique North Queensland character exists in a tourist destination;



There is a perception that many locals still view tourism as an interloper industry in
Cairns. The perception is that tourists may not be as welcomed in suburban Cairns by
locals;
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2.3.2.3



The main route through Cairns is dominated by strip retail, accommodation and
tourist products. This contributes to an inauthentic presentation of the region;



Much of Cairns’ tourism products have evolved to successfully provide relatively small
‘bytes’ of experiences for package tourists. These products generally are of minimal
interest to most types of International Experience Seekers;



The drive from Cairns to Port Douglas is well-regarded and appreciated by tourists;
and



There are many ‘small experiences’ in the Cairns urban area, such as waterholes,
parks and beaches which are well utilised by locals. These experiences present the
opportunity for tourists to feel that they are participating in the lifestyle – rather than
simply observing it, and seeing the more authentic side of Cairns.

Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit for the Cairns Urban region has revealed a moderate to high
compatibility for Experience Seekers in certain categories, particularly the Tours and
Events product categories. The product offering is by no way complete for any Experience
Seeker type. Ready to Leave and Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers have relatively
compatible Tours, and Self Challengers find the region’s Events most appealing, however
there is limited compatibility with multiple product categories for each Experience Seeker
type.
The
region’s
Nature
Destinations,
Attractions
(Miscellaneous)
and
Hotels/Accommodation have relatively weak compatibility with al Experience Seeker
types.
Generally speaking, Cairns Urban tourism products are of minimum appeal to Experience
Seekers. However, the region does have a number of Tours and Events products that
work in its favour. High scoring Tours include Heritage 4WD Tours, Down Under Tours,
Tropical Horizon Tours, Wilderness Challenge, Trek North Safaris and the Cairns Explorer,
and high scoring Events include the Cairns Show and the Palm Cove Fiesta. Gaps in
experience tourism products exist in the remaining categories, particularly in
Hotels/Accommodation which only exhibits moderate alignment with one type of
Experience Seeker (Comfort & Learning). The considerable accommodation offering
within Cairns Urban region is likely dependent on other types of tourists to the
Experience Seeker psychographic.
Figure 2.6: Cairns Urban – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seeker Type
Ready to Leave
3.80
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3.60
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3.40
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Travel in Style

Self‐Challengers

3.20

Tours
Nature Destinations

3.10
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Events
Attractions (Miscellaneous)
Hotels/Accomodation

Cocoon
Travellers

Comfort &
Learning

Source: AECgroup
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2.3.2.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined
Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest
to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.3 cross-references those major Australian
experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of
experiences currently available in the Cairns Urban Area.
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Table 2.3: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Cairns Urban Area
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Overall

Some
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

For the Cairns Urban Area, there is a clear interaction with local’s households and lifestyles with nature that is less apparent in much of the
CBD. The coastal journey from Innisfail to Port Douglas / Daintree is already well regarded by tourists and an increasingly popular means to
experience the area. Throughout this area International Experience Seekers have greater possibilities for experiences alongside locals, such as
swimming in waterholes and beaches, eating at towns, dining strips and barbeques and walking through gardens, parks and forests. As such,
whilst the Cairns CBD may be the point to be introduced to the region and mix with other visitors, the Cairns Urban Area is where International
Experience Seeker can mix with locals in activities and experiences.
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2.3.2.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Cairns Urban area have been identified based on the audit and consultations
conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.4Table 16.2 below.
Table 2.4: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Cairns Urban Area
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Tropical Road Journey
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Swimming in waterholes and creeks

Local lifestyle immersion

Mix of Australian cultures (large proportion of Cairns’
residents are relatively recent migrants from elsewhere
in Australia)
Tropical gardens (e.g. botanic gardens)
Northern Beaches and beachside communities
Rainforest experiences (though many considered
‘shallow’ and overly packaged)
Classic tourist attractions (Zoos, tours, shops)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

A clear hero experience to specifically define the Cairns Urban Area Experience to
International Experience Seekers has not been identified. However the Cairns Urban Area
is a key part of the tropical road journey, which is an increasingly popular experience.
There are many supporting experiences that are accessed along the journey with strong
potential to access both traditional tourist and more authentic local experiences
throughout the journey.
2.3.3

Atherton Tablelands

2.3.3.1

Regional Description
The Atherton Tablelands represents the inland area between Innisfail and Cairns including
the towns of Ravenshoe, Millaa Millaa, Herberton, Malanda, Yungaburra, Atherton,
Kuranda and Mareeba. The region is positioned upon a natural plateau amongst lush
rainforest. The region has significant fruit and vegetable crops due to the relatively cool
climate and regular rainfall, although some parts are relatively dry (e.g. Mareeba and
Herberton). In terms of tourism products, the Tablelands is foremost a nature based
destination, with several large lakes, areas of rainforest, wetlands and waterfalls.

2.3.3.2

Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Atherton Tablelands are:


Nature dominates the attraction of the Atherton Tablelands;



The region’s waterfalls are highly recognised by interstate and international visitors
and often sought after;



The region has long been popular with visitors from within the North Queensland
region. Camping, fishing and ‘escaping to the cool’ are seen as major drivers of interregional tourism;



Most itineraries for interstate and international visitors to Far North Queensland seem
to give limited time to the Tablelands. The Atherton Tablelands is considered to be
dense with attractions and visitors often express surprise at how much there is to
potentially see;
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2.3.3.3



Food/wine, settler history, landscape history, in-depth nature and wilderness
experiences, adventure sports and indigenous culture are considered to be
underdeveloped aspects of the Atherton Tablelands tourist offering;



Kuranda has developed a specialised niche primarily catering to providing products to
short-duration visitors (few hours) with little likelihood of returning. Kuranda is not
generally felt to be integrated with the rest of the Tablelands, and some operators
were concerned that many visitors may feel that they have experienced the
Tablelands based on a visit to Kuranda;



Many international visitors to the Cairns region do not plan for the Tablelands in their
itineraries or devote only a day or less to it; and



It is felt that the Atherton Tablelands has proven it has much to offer visitors,
however the region has largely not been successful developing cut-through in
markets that may want to visit for long periods. It is also felt that the Atherton
Tablelands largely fails to deliver nature beyond relatively short and shallow
experiences.

Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit for the Atherton Tablelands region demonstrates moderate
product alignment for Experience Seekers. Tourism products generally appeal to the
Comfort & Learning Experience Seeker, and to a lesser extent, Self Challengers and
Cocoon Travellers. Product offering that is compatible with Travel in Style and Ready to
Leave Experience Seekers is limited.
The Atherton Tablelands Tours and Natural Destinations are highly appealing to Comfort
& Learning Experience Seekers, with Skyrail, the Kuranda rail tour, the WWII Amphibious
Duck tour, Blazing Saddles, Wildlife Mountain Safari, Kangaventure, Mount Hypipmee
Crater, the Mareeba Tropical Savannah and Wetland Reserve and Barron Gorge all
scoring highly.
Hotels/Accommodation products in the Tablelands are most suited for Cocoon Travellers,
and are relatively neutral amongst the other Experience Seeker types. The region’s
Events products are most suited for Self Challengers – in particular the Kuranda Spring
Festival, the Mutchilba Mango Mardi Gras, Tastes of the Tablelands and the Atherton
Show.
The results from the tourism product audit reflect the Atherton Tabelands’ as a nature /
eco-tourism destination, which particularly appeals to Comfort and Learning Experience
Seekers. The nature and diversity of tours operated in the region adds an informative
and relaxed approach for experiencing the area, and aligns quite strongly with Comfort
and Learning Experience Seekers interests. However, accommodation in the region is
more suited for Cocoon Travellers, indicating that the region is less accommodating for
Comfort and Learning Experience Seekers to stay for extended periods.
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Figure 2.7: Atherton Tablelands – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seekers
Type
Ready To
Leave
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3.80
3.70
3.60
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3.40
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Challengers

3.30
3.20
3.10

Tours
Nature Destinations
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(Miscellaneous)
Events

3.00

Hotels/Accomodation

Cocoon
Travellers

Comfort &
Learning

Source: AECgroup

2.3.3.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined
Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest
to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.5 cross-references those major Australian
experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of
experiences currently available in the Atherton Tablelands.
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Table 2.5: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Atherton Tablelands
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Overall

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

The Atherton Tablelands displays existing experiential strengths around Nature in Australia and Australian Journeys with a high density and
diversity of landscapes and attractions within a relatively small area. The region also has some experiences with further development potential
around Food and Wine and Aboriginal Australia. Whilst parts of the Atherton Tablelands align with Outback Australia the experiences in this
category available within a day-trip of Cairns are mostly relatively weak.
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2.3.3.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Atherton Tablelands have been identified based on the audit and consultations
conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.6 below.
Table 2.6: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Atherton Tablelands
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Immersion in tropical highlands / hill country
atmosphere (mist, farms, rainforest, wildlife)

In-depth rainforest experiences
Touring (drive, cycle, walk, horse-riding, etc)

2

Supporting (‘Depth Creating’ ) Experiences
Touring Atherton Tablelands (car-based) diverse
landscapes (rainforests, lakes, waterfalls, towns,
landscape, heritage, agriculture and food areas)

Interaction with local Indigenous people, culture and
history (was most dense concentration of aboriginal
nations in Australia)

Wildlife interactions

Adventure sports and events (i.e. those that include
significant uncontrolled natural and environmental
variables) e.g. mountain biking, adventure racing,
motorcross, climbing, water-skiing, whitewater
rafting/kayaking

Adventure sports and events (i.e. those that include
significant uncontrolled natural and environmental
variables) e.g. mountain biking, adventure racing,
motorcross, climbing, water-skiing, whitewater
rafting/kayaking
Camping
Swimming in lakes, creeks and rivers
Local produce
Markets
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

The Atherton Tablelands has a strong base of product of potential interest to the
International Experience Seeker. As the region retains a strong agricultural industry base
and much of its tourism product was developed to service inter-regional tourists (or more
independent international tourists), it is generally easier to experience the region in a
more in-depth and authentic way than the Cairns CBD and urban area.
Due to its density of attractions, variable landscape and cooler climate, the Atherton
Tablelands is well suited to a touring experience. At present touring is almost entirely
conducted by car. With appropriate infrastructure development, the region also has
potential for walk or cycle touring.
Rainforest experiences on the Atherton Tablelands are widely available, although the
well-know experiences are often relatively shallow. More in-depth experiences are often
very difficult for visitors to discover and access. The Tablelands has not as a whole had
great success in gaining recognition as a place to visit by international tourists, and
hence much of its tourism development catering to the international market is focussed
on
providing
short
accessible
experiences.
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2.3.4

Innisfail & Mission Beach

2.3.4.1

Regional Description
‘Innisfail and Mission Beach’ incorporates Babinda, Innisfail, Mission Beach and Dunk
Island. The core of tourism activity in this region occurs around Mission Beach and Dunk
Island.

2.3.4.2

Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Cassowary Coast region are:

2.3.4.3



Reef continues to dominate the ‘must-see’ attractions for international visitors to the
region;



Being in nature and the potential for wildlife interactions is considered the key
attraction of staying in Mission Beach;



The region is also significant for adventure offerings (skydive, white-water rafting)



Not seen as too touristy;



Mission Beach area is still popular with North Queenslanders;



Area is relatively spread out, dining and transport can be inconsistent, best suits
independent travellers;



The beach at Mission Beach is noted as an experience in itself, due to the setting of
rainforest and Dunk Island and the relative lack of other people; and



Self-drive tourists are more important in the Mission Beach and Innisfail region, with
less tour bus activity from Cairns compared to the north of Cairns and inner
Tablelands.

Product Audit and Findings
The product audit for Innisfail and Mission Beach has revealed moderate to high product
compatibility, particularly in the categories of Events, Tours and Nature Destinations.
Tourism products in the region generally appeal to Self Challengers, Ready to Leave and
Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers. Product offering in the Innisfail and Mission
Beach is more limited for Travel in Style and Cocoon Traveller Experience Seekers.
The region’s Events rate as the strongest aligned product to Experience Seekers, with
relatively high scores for Self Challengers and Comfort & Learning. High scoring events
from the product audit include the Innisfail Show, the Mission Beach Film Festival, the
Feast of Three Saints, the Great Pyramid Race and Country Fair. The Tours product
category also scores highly, particularly for Ready to Leave and Self Challenger
Experience Seekers. High scoring Tours included Mission Beach Charters, Eco Adventures
and Cultural Camp, Barrajack Encounters and Kurrimine Beach Horse Rides. Nature
Destinations are relatively evenly distributed among Experience Seeker types, with
particular interest to Ready to Leave Experience Seekers. Hotels/Accommodation and
Attractions (Miscellaneous) achieved relatively poor outcomes for all Experience Seeker
types.
The Innisfail and Mission Beach region has a relatively good product offering that is
compatible with Experience Seekers. The region’s events have strong cultural aspects,
which are particularly appealing to Self Challengers and Comfort and Learning Experience
Seekers. However, the region has relatively poor product alignment in
Hotels/Accommodation for all Experience Seeker types.
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Figure 2.8: Innisfail and Mission Beach – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience
Seeker Type
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2.3.4.4

Comfort & Learning

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined
Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest
to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.7 cross-references those major Australian
experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of
experiences currently available in the Innisfail and Mission Beach area.
In terms of Australian Experiences available in the Innisfail and Mission Beach area, the
most dominant is the Nature in Australia experiences. The potential for encounters with
wildlife moving throughout backyards, town streets and beaches is however, consider
supporting (depth building) to the coastal lifestyle experience. Mission Beach is a clear
display of tropical Aussie Coastal Lifestyle with an idealic tropical beach and genuine laidback atmosphere. The close coastal islands, inner reef, sailing and watersports potential
and simply the quality and relative quiet of the beaches is the core experience. To an
international tourist, Mission Beach would likely present as still somewhat undiscovered,
safe and accessible tropical beach experience.
Despite some notable exceptions (e.g. the Feast of the Senses Festival) the Innisfail and
Mission Beach area is weak in providing Food and Wine experiences. Some notable
Aboriginal Australia experiences are available, however, these experiences are not a clear
part of the region’s offering. Adventure activities (skydiving, white water rafting etc) are
available and build on the location and sense of nature. The road journey through the
region, with considerable opportunities for side-trips and detours to beaches, attractions
and even the Atherton Tablelands is one of the dominant experiences for the region, and
one that is increasingly popular with international tourists.
Source: AECgroup
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Table 2.7: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Innisfail and Mission Beach
Area
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Overall

Some
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Weak
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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2.3.4.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Innisfail and Mission Beach area have been identified based on the audit and
consultations conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.8 below.
Table 2.8: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Innisfail and Mission
Beach Area
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Laid-back tropical beach, islands, reef and water
activities
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Nature interactions (wildlife)

Local community (eccentrics, artists, health and
wellbeing, accommodation of wildlife into lifestyles)

History (architecture and culture, e.g. pubs, Innisfail
CBD)

Indigenous culture and farm discovery

Extreme / adventure activities (white water rafting,
skydive)

Food and produce

Swimming and walking waterholes, creeks and rivers

Innisfail region Italian Culture

Warm rain
Journey through tropical landscape
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

The primary experience identified for the Innisfail and Mission Beach area is the
experience of lodging on a quiet and idyllic tropical beach surrounding by nature and
wildlife. This experience may only, however, be of primary interest to some International
Experience Seekers.
A range of other experiences exist in the region, however for the most part they are
supporting experiences rather than those with the clarity and credibility to be
international draw-cards in their own right. As with much of the Cairns-Townsville region,
a major experience for the Innisfail and Mission Beach area is the journey through the
region, discovering various towns and points of interest within the tropical setting.
2.3.5

Port Douglas & Daintree

2.3.5.1

Regional Description
The Port Douglas and Daintree region includes the beach town of Port Douglas, Mossman
and the Daintree wetlands and estuaries. Port Douglas is regarded as one of the more
tourism focused areas in the broader Townsville and Cairns regions, providing relaxing
beaches and a broad range of accommodation. The Daintree is also another popular
tourist destination, as it is home to the famous Daintree wetlands and estuaries. The
region has an array of ecotourism focused products, including accommodation and tours.

2.3.5.2

Consultation Findings
Key points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and representatives
from the Port Douglas and Daintree areas are:


It is felt that the Daintree should be able to present as the most in-depth/ genuine
rainforest destination in the Far North;



Many tourists do not make it past rainforest visits around Cairns – either through lack
of knowledge or lack of promotion of the Daintree whilst in Cairns;



Daintree rainforest experiences have been somewhat sanitised by regulations and a
‘race to the bottom’ by operators;
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2.3.5.3



Daintree community has no locals – is a present day pioneer community. Residents
have to be innovative to find solutions to simple issues due to the environment and
isolation;



The Daintree community feels that they live by the cycles of nature more closely than
others;



Port Douglas has been successful in developing a sense of prestige, although recent
years have seen significant discounting to try to maintain occupancies;



Port Douglas is mostly comprised of non-locals, itinerates and lifestyle seekers;



Port Douglas is a tourist village, but not considered to be overly ‘touristy’;



Port Douglas does not cater for budget travellers, e.g. few backpackers;



Port Douglas and region has a relatively strong corporate events market (both
domestic and international);



The Reef dominates the major ‘thing to do’ from Port Douglas; and



Shopping and dining is a significant part of the Port Douglas experience.

Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit for Port Douglas and the Daintree has revealed a moderate
compatibility with Experience Seekers. Tourism products are most clearly aligned for Self
Challengers (Shopping/Markets and Events), and to a lesser extent, Comfort & Learning
(Shopping/Markets and Events) and Cocoon Traveller (Shopping/Markets and Nature
Destinations) Experience Seekers. Products that are compatible with Travel in Style and
Ready to Leave Experience Seekers are relatively limited in the region as a whole,
however Port Douglas records the highest levels of product compatibility with Travel in
Style Experience Seekers of any area considered in the Cairns-Townsville Experiences
Audit.
The region’s Shopping/markets have the greatest compatibility, scoring high for Self
Challengers, Comfort & Learning and Cocoon Traveller Experience Seeker types. The
region’s markets and shops have a cultural twist, incorporating Indigenous culture, local
food and produce, and arts and crafts, which are appealing to Experience Seekers.
The region’s Events also scored relatively well, particularly for Self Challengers and
Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers. The region only hosts a small number of events
each year, however, they all possess aspects that align with experiences sort by
Experience Seekers.
The remaining product categories (Attractions, Bars, Tours, Nightlife and Restaurants,
and Hotels/Accommodation) have relatively limited compatibility with Experience
Seekers. Hotels/Accommodation in the region is most strongly aligned to Cocoon
Traveller Experience Seekers, although the alignment is still only moderate, and scores
poorly for all other Experience Seeker types.
The results from the tourism product audit suggest Port Douglas’ assets
(Shopping/markets and Events) provide it with a strong basis for further Experience
Seeker tourism development and it may also have the strongest potential to further
develop the Travel in Style Experience Seeker type. The Daintree’s tourism product is
centred around Nature Destinations and Tours, however these product categories have as
a whole scored relatively low in terms of alignment to Experience Seekers.
Hotels/Accommodation product offering is relatively weak in alignment, and is not in itself
likely a significant drawcard to attract Experience Seeker travellers to the region.
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Figure 2.9: Port Douglas and the Daintree – Orientation of Tourism Products by
Experience Seeker Type
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Source: AECgroup

2.3.5.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined
Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest
to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.9 cross-references those major Australian
experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of
experiences currently available in the Port Douglas and Daintree area.
The Port Douglas and Daintree area is the most tourism focussed region of those defined
in this study and also has the most comprehensive product offering for International
Experience Seekers. The coast highway from Cairns to Port Douglas and the Bloomfield
Track (Daintree to Cooktown road) are highly regarded journeys. Although these
journeys are short by Australian standards, this is not the case for many international
visitors. Port Douglas has a developed food and wine sector with a number of venues
reflecting on the unique environment or regional ingredients. The beach at Port Douglas
is also well patronised by both tourists and locals and with its accessibility to
accommodation and the town centre provides a tropical version of the Australian village
beach.
The Mossman and Daintree area has developing Aboriginal Australia experiences and a
strong focus on Nature in Australia. For the Daintree itself, Nature in Australia
experiences are in the Clear Experience Availability to Outstanding Experience
Availability, with the sense of immersion in nature imposing on all Daintree experiences.
However the area is limited in presenting in-depth and involved experiences (other than
possibly the Bloomfield Track journey) that would lend further credibility to the entire
destination.
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Table 2.9: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Port Douglas and Daintree
Area
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Overall

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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2.3.5.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Port Douglas and Daintree area have been identified based on the audit and
consultations conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.10 below.
Table 2.10: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Port Douglas and
Daintree Area
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Boutique tropical resort town (Port Douglas), base to
reef and rainforest
Immersion in nature - world-famous, ancient rainforest
(Daintree)
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Dining and shopping (Port Douglas)

Community character - eccentricity and creativeness
(Daintree)

Resort Town beach (Port Douglas)

Tune to nature’s cycles (Daintree)

Resort Activities (golf, spas, etc) (Port Douglas)

Indigenous culture and interpretation of the rainforest
(Daintree)

People watching / spotting (Port Douglas)

Involvement, interaction with rainforest research and
learning (Daintree)

Lifestyle town culture (Port Douglas)

Wet season experience (‘Rainforest in the rain’,
Daintree)

Wildlife interactions (Daintree)
Indigenous culture and interpretation of the rainforest
(Daintree)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

Port Douglas is a true resort town. Whilst a base to experiencing the reef and rainforest,
as a resort town it also delivers an identifiable package of experiences (beach, dining,
luxury, shopping) within the town that is of attraction to some types of International
Experience Seeker. In particular, Port Douglas is the only destination in the CairnsTownsville region that this study identifies as having significant appeal to the Travel in
Style Experience Seeker. Ensuring a continued appeal to this type of Experience Seeker
should lend the credibility to the destination to appeal to a broad range of International
Experience Seekers and non-Experience Seekers.
The Daintree’s hero experience relates to a full immersion experience in the rainforest
and nature. The basis for this experience is clear however the area is still inconsistent in
the delivery of this image and lacks major cut-through hero images of the experience.
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2.4

Cairns Area Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
‘Cairns’ and more notably the Cairns CBD is the key destination for the majority of
International visitors to the North and Far North Queensland regions. However, Cairns
itself is not the key tourism product of interest; rather this is the daytrips and
surrounding regions. Tourism product that has developed in Cairns is increasingly
isolated from locals, their culture, and their activities. The Cairns tourism industry has
become very effective at providing reasonable to excellent quality, packaged activities,
products and tours for tourists. This current product has the advantage of being easy to
plan, itemise, package and sell, and has been successful in the past. The issue from the
perspective of the International Experience Seeker is that it can be very hard in Cairns to
stop feeling like a tourist or holidaymaker. International Experience Seekers would rather
feel like a guest, traveller or voyager. They want to feel like they are seeing the real,
genuine and ‘hidden’ aspects of their destinations, warts and all. In Cairns itself, the
previous success and high levels of professionalism in much of the industry paradoxically
contributes to the destination being less attractive for the International Experience
Seeker. Furthermore, many locals in Cairns seek to escape from the ‘tourist scene’ and
so are often recreating in different areas and seeking not to interact with tourists in the
city.
The regions surrounding Cairns are generally considerably stronger in their appeal
(existing and potential) to International Experience Seekers. Indeed accessing the
regions (including the Great Barrier Reef) is the reason that most International
Experience Seekers would be spending time in Cairns itself. The regions generally have
more appeal to the International Experience Seeker because they have stronger
connections to nature, rural life, Indigenous culture and journeys. There is also some
appeal in that the regions are generally less developed and less tourism-focussed. From
an International Experience Seeker’s perspective, however, product and experiences of
interest in the regions can be patchy, with much of the industry developed around
achieving a ‘quick grab’ of the attention of more traditional types of tourists making short
visits from a base in Cairns.
Cairns, and also Port Douglas, are still the foremost destinations from which to
experience the Great Barrier Reef. Great Barrier Reef experiences for the Cairns and Port
Douglas areas are identified in the Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit (EC3 Global,
2009) as:


Learn to dive and snorkel with a range of options including helmet dives;



The adrenalin package – skydiving, jet skiing, heli-tours;



The thrill of an encounter with marine life (including the Great 8) in the ‘wild’ on an
adventure dive;



Fishing adventures on the reef;



See where the rainforest meets the reef; and



Catch your first glimpse of the reef from above.

Whilst the current audit was focussed on terrestrial product, it has been clear through the
background research and consultations that the Great Barrier Reef is the clear dominant
asset for Cairns and much of its regions. This is just as true for International Experience
Seekers. The region successfully provides a range of options to experience the reef, from
short snorkelling trips on large, comfortable catamarans, to extended live-on-board
diving adventures that travel to relatively undiscovered and remote reef diving locations.
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Table 2.11: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Cairns Area1 Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to
drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Cairns CBD

The melting pot of tourists, migrants
and itinerants using Cairns as a base
to explore the reef and rainforest

 ‘Barefoot’ people / culture
 Setting / vista of the city / esplanade
and inlet
 Markets (though concern that they
decreasingly reflect a genuine North
Queensland culture)
 Tropical smells
 Compact, relatively well serviced CBD

 CBD that reflects North Queensland’s
culture, character and regional
offerings. CBD as an entree to the
region and its experiences
 Genuine interaction with North
Queensland locals
 Tropical Garden CBD
 Reflection of links to Papau New Guinea
and South East Asia
 Sense of links to history, town of
itinerants and migrants
 Positive interaction with Indigenous
people (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders)

The Cairns CBD itself has relatively little to
directly offer the International Experience
Seeker. There is a perception that Cairns CBD is
primarily a dormitory and sales desk for
experiences in the region, and the results of the
product audit largely confirm this.

Cairns Urban

Tropical Road Journey (as part of
larger regional touring routes)

 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Mix of Australian cultures (large
proportion of Cairns’ residents are
relatively recent migrants from
elsewhere in Australia)
 Tropical Gardens (e.g. Botanic Gardens,
Sugarworld Gardens)
 Northern Beaches and beachside
communities
 Rainforest experiences (though many
considered ‘shallow’ and overpackaged)
 Classic tourist attractions (Zoos, tours,
shops)

 Local lifestyle immersion

The Cairns Urban area has much to offer
tourists. From an International Experience
Seeker’s perspective, much of the available
product and experiences are perceived as high
quality, but sterilised from the Cairns
community and culture. It would appear the
sterilisation of the industry has occurred both
as the industry has sought to develop more
professional and packaged product and as
locals have sought to escape the ‘tourist scene’
as it has grown in dominance in the city.

Atherton
Tablelands

Immersion in tropical highlands / hill
country atmosphere (mist, rainforest,
farms, wildlife)

 Touring Atherton Tablelands (carbased) diverse landscapes (rainforests,
lakes, waterfalls, towns, landscape,
heritage, agriculture and food areas)
 Wildlife interactions
 Adventure sports and events
 Camping
 Swimming in lakes, creeks and rivers
 Markets

 In-depth rainforest experiences
 Other forms of touring (cycle, walk,
horse-riding, etc)
 Interaction with local Indigenous
people, culture and history
 Adventure sports and events

The Atherton Tablelands is foremost a nature
destination, however it presents a large
diversity of landscapes and experiences. Some
parts of the Atherton Tablelands have a strong
tourist presence (particularly Kuranda) however
the majority of the region displays a mix of
farmers, lifestyle settlers and visitors. Visitation
to the Atherton Tablelands has traditionally
been dominated by inter-regional tourists.
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Innisfail and
Mission
Beach Area

Laid-back tropical beach, islands, reef
and water activities

 Nature interactions (wildlife)
 History (architecture and culture, e.g.
pubs, Innisfail CBD)
 Extreme / adventure activities (white
water rafting, skydive)
 Swimming and walking waterholes,
creeks and rivers
 Warm rain
 Journey through tropical landscape

 Local community (eccentrics, artists,
health and wellbeing, accommodation
of wildlife into lifestyles)
 Indigenous culture and farm discovery
 Food and produce
 Innisfail region Italian Culture

The Innisfail and Mission Beach area present a
relatively good potential alignment with
International Experience Seeker interests. The
focus of the area is Mission Beach, which has
traditionally been one of the destinations that
North Queenslanders holiday at. Mission
Beach’s major appeal (the laid-back and
secluded feel) is not always maintained.
The Innisfail and hinterland part of this area
has no clear tourism centre. This is not
necessarily an issue for Experience Seekers,
provided the region is able to be experienced as
day-trips or as a touring region.

Port Douglas

Boutique tropical resort town, base
to reef and rainforest







From an International Experience Seeker
perspective Port Douglas does not have
clear underdeveloped experiences. The
only observation is that there is a need to
protect the character of the destination if it
desired that it continues to work for
International Experience Seekers.

Port Douglas presents a very different tourist
proposition to the other areas considered in this
audit. It is the most successful destination in
the study in appealing to the ‘Stylish Traveller’
and the town is clearly foremost about tourism.
At the same time, the majority of Port
Douglas’s development has not detracted from
a sense of North Queensland character. Port
Douglas is arguably the most successful
destination in this study for appealing to
international visitors for its destination value,
rather than as primarily a base to explore the
reef and rainforest. There is a clear need is to
protect and build on its existing successes.

Daintree Area

Immersion in nature - world-famous,
ancient rainforest

 Wildlife interactions
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest

 Community character - eccentricity and
creativeness
 Tune to nature’s cycles
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest
 Involvement, interaction with rainforest
research and learning
 Wet season experience (‘Rainforest in
the rain’)

The Daintree area has developed credibility in
containing some of the highest quality
rainforest in the world. From an International
Experience Seeker’s there are some excellent
products in the area, however most are
relatively shallow. There is also the impression
driving through much of the Daintree that it
presents a lot of cheap and cheerful products
and experiences rather than the in-depth
experiences one may expect to find from an
internationally recognised wilderness.

Dining and shopping
Resort Town beach
Resort Activities (golf, spas, etc)
People watching / spotting
Lifestyle town culture

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup

2
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2.5

Townsville Area Experience Audit

2.5.1

Townsville CBD

2.5.1.1

Regional Description
The Townsville CBD tourism region encompasses Townsville’s City centre, Mariners
Peninsula, the Strand beachfront, North Ward, Castle Hill, Palmer Street / South
Townsville, Reid Park and the Civic Theatre. Townsville CBD accounts for the majority of
tourism activity in Townsville, including almost all of the region’s accommodation and
restaurant facilities.

2.5.1.2

Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Townsville CBD are:

2.5.1.3



Townsville does not regard itself as a tourist destination and most tourism ‘product’
has a strong dependence on locals. Much of the accommodation available is focussed
business visitors or inter-regional visitors;



Much of Townsville’s international visitation is stopovers on the east coast road trip;



International tourists who do stay for significant periods in Townsville report enjoying
the feel of a real / authentic Australian town. Many only discover what it has to offer
by accident;



Appeal is as an escape from the tourist trail;



Townsville can be difficult to discover as a tourist and locals are not always
considered approachable. However there is a sense of being served by locals rather
than itinerant tourism workers;



Townsville is well known for the reef in some circles and is often a disappointment
that tourists cannot access (other than options for advanced divers such as Yongala);



Townsville is focussed on developing a CBD with infrastructure and events to appeal
to locals. Much of this infrastructure and events appeals to tourists;



International tourists in Townsville still ask primarily for reef experiences (also, to a
lesser degree rainforest). There is disappointment that access to the reef from
Townsville for tourists is generally unavailable; and



Tourists is Townsville key more into the local lifestyle (particularly in winter), rather
than do the tourist things.

Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit for Townsville CBD has revealed a weak to moderate
compatibility with Experience Seekers. The current product offering in Townsville CBD
primarily appeals to Comfort & Learning and Self Challengers Experience Seeker types,
and to a lesser extent, Cocoon Travellers. Tourism product offering aligning with Travel in
Style Experience Seekers is limited, and is more likely related to product which is
significantly utilised by locals.
Townsville CBD’s Shopping/markets are most compatible with Self Challengers, followed
by Comfort & Learning and Cocoon Travellers, with the region’s markets (including
Cotters and Strand Night Markets) scoring the highest.
The region’s Events appeal to Self Challengers and, to a less extent, Comfort & Learning
Experience Seekers. Townsville CBD’s high scoring events are primarily cultural themed,
including the Townsville Cultural Festival, the Palmer Street Jazz Festival and the
Australia Chamber Music Festival.
Results also reveal a moderate compatibility of Tours for Comfort and Learning and
Hotels/Accommodation with Cocoon Travellers Experience Seekers.
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Townsville CBD has the moderately well aligned base in terms of attractions and
entertainment for Experience Seekers. This is possibly because much of the product
available to tourists is primarily supported by local demand, and hence needs to provide
more depth to attract repeat visitation. However, the region is lacking facilities that align
with Experience Seekers around basic needs, including Hotels/Accommodation and
restaurants.
Figure 2.10: Townsville CBD – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seeker
Ready to Leave
3.60
3.50

Shopping/markets
(tourist focussed)

3.40

Events

3.30

Travel in Style

3.20

Self‐Challengers
Tours

3.10
3.00

Attractions
(Miscellaneous)
Hotels/Accomodation

Cocoon Travellers

Comfort & Learning

Bars, Nightlife and
Restaurants

Source: AECgroup

2.5.1.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined
Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest
to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.12 cross-references those major Australian
experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of
experiences currently available in the Townsville CBD.
The Townsville CBD has relatively weak experiences of interest to International
Experience Seekers. The dominant experience available is a display of Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle, with events and activities on The Strand and Cleveland Bay immensely popular
with residents. These experiences vary in their accessibility to international visitors.
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Table 2.12: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Townsville CBD
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Social interactions

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Overall

Weak to Some
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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2.5.1.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Townsville CBD have been identified based on the audit and consultations conducted
to date. These are presented in Table 16.13 below.
Table 2.13: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Townsville CBD
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Immersion in a small, vibrant and authentic Australian
tropical city
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Immersion in an authentic Australian tropical city, built
for locals to enjoy – access local lifestyle

Genuine local interactions (locals able and prepared to
explain region)

Events for locals (sports, festivals)

Indigenous experiences

Being served by locals, experiencing with locals rather
than other tourists

Interaction with local knowledge community
(academics and researchers)

Reef education and interpretation
North Queensland pride
Escape the tourist scene
Evening walks (Castle Hill, Strand, etc)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

The Townsville CBD does not currently display any clear hero experiences which would
significantly cut through and appeal to the International Experience Seeker. Townsville’s
existing appeal is as a genuine city, where a tourist can be without feeling like a tourist.
This experience is of interest to the International Experience Seeker if they recognise it
exists to be accessed. The issue with Townsville is that at times the CBD can be too shut
down and tourists are left with the impression that there is nothing for them. As the city
grows, and the CBD becomes increasingly vibrant and active, the appeal of the
Townsville CBD to niches of International Experiences Seekers should develop. A
comparative location which has developed this potential would be Wellington (New
Zealand) which is not a ‘tourist city’ but appeals as a vibrant and appealing place to visit
and simply immerse oneself in New Zealand life.
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2.5.2

Townsville Urban

2.5.2.1

Regional Description
‘Townsville Urban’ represents the remaining area in the Townsville Local Government
Area (excluding the CBD). The key tourism areas in ‘Townsville Urban’ include the
Riverway complex, Dairy Farmers Stadium, Pallarenda, the Northern Beaches (Bushland,
Saunders, Toolakea, Toomulla, Rollingstone and Balgal) and Paluma and Crystal Creek.
Tourism products in suburban areas of Townsville primarily include events based at
Riverway and Dairy Farmers Stadium. The northern areas of ‘Townsville Urban’ have a
nature focus, with beaches in the coastal regions and rainforest in the mountain region of
Paluma.

2.5.2.2

Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Townsville Urban area are:

2.5.2.3



The primary source of international tourists in the Townsville urban area is the east
coast touring route;



International tourism activity is minimal in most areas of the Townsville urban area,
limited mostly to overnight stops whilst passing through;



The Paluma and Rollingstone area get some international tourists who have sort out
the destination. The primary driver of their visitation tends to be nature and
birdwatching; and



Townsville urban areas are relatively undiscovered from an international tourism
perspective. There is minimal tourism infrastructure with many of the products of
potential interest to tourists targeted at local visitors.

Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit for Townsville Urban has revealed relatively weak product
compatibility for Experience Seekers. Product compatibility was evenly scored among the
Experience Seeker types, excluding Travel in Style, which recorded minimal product
compatibility.
In terms of tourism product offering, Townsville Urban is probably best known for its
events, which include the National Rugby League, Horse Racing, the Townsville Show, the
Black River Rodeo and music festivals. However, despite some events possessing
elements that appeal to Experience Seekers, on average, events in the area have
relatively weak compatibility. Tours and Nature Destinations were the most appealing
products, as the region includes the Northern Beaches and Paluma rainforest areas.
Tours scored well with Comfort & Learning and Nature Destinations were most appealing
to Ready to Leave Experience Seekers.
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Figure 2.11: Townsville Urban – Orientation of Tourism Products and Experience Seeker
Type
Ready To Leave

Travel in Style
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3.00
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Nature Destinations

Self‐Challengers
Events

Attractions
(Miscellaneous)

Cocoon Travellers

Comfort & Learning

Hotels/Accomodation

Source: AECgroup

2.5.2.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined
Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest
to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.14 cross-references those major Australian
experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of
experiences currently available in the Townsville Urban area.
Experiences to appeal to the International Experience Seeker in the Townsville Urban
area are overall relatively weak despite some notable exceptions. The area of key
exceptions is Nature in Australia. There are also some notable experiences potentially
available around experiencing Aussie Coastal Lifestyle. Lastly the popular east coast road
journey passes through the Townsville Urban area although for many tourists the
Townsville section is transited rather than toured, with the Townsville CBD being the
most visited stop in the section.
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Table 2.14: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Townsville Urban Area
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Social interactions

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Overall

Weak to Very
Weak Experiences

Some
Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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2.5.2.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Townsville Urban area have been identified based on the audit and consultations
conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.15 below.
Table 2.15: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Townsville Urban Area
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Community Events (e.g. sporting matches, festivals)

‘Beach hut culture’

Swimming in waterholes and creeks

Inshore boating and islands (Cape Cleveland to Palm
Group)

Bush camping / rough beach camping
Northern Beaches
Birdwatching (Paluma)
Rainforest wildlife and immersion (Paluma)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

No hero experiences for International Experience Seekers have been identified for the
Townsville Urban area. There is significant international tourism passing through the
Townsville Urban area however at this stage available experiences are generally at the
supporting level.
There is evidence of some international tourists visiting the Paluma and Rollingstone
areas as a destination. This is a small niche market with the primary interest being birdwatching and nature. These visitors are likely to be within the International Experience
Seeker psychographic and for these visitors, birdwatching and nature is a secondary or
even in rare cases a hero experience.
2.5.3

Magnetic Island

2.5.3.1

Regional Description
Magnetic Island is positioned off the coast of Townsville and is accessible by regular ferry
connections, which take approximately 20 minutes. The Island is a popular tourist
destination and provides a variety of products. There are several small townships on the
Island, including Picnic Bay, Nelly Bay, Arcadia and Horseshoe Bay. Much of the Island is
National Park land, providing walking trails, landscape and wildlife watching
opportunities.

2.5.3.2

Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from Magnetic Island are:


Magnetic Island is the most recognised destination in the Townsville region for
international tourists, however its recognition and visitation levels are well below
destinations in Far North Queensland;



Nature is a major component to the island experience;



Magnetic Island is both loved and despised for its quirky community;



As a destination Magnetic Island is being utilised less by local tourists, which is
leading to loss of infrastructure and businesses in tourism; and



Magnetic Island is perceived by some international tourists as an ‘escape’ from the
east coast touring / party trail.
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2.5.3.3

Product Audit & Findings
Magnetic Island’s tourism product audit has revealed that the region has excellent
accommodation options for Experience Seekers, with Tours and Events forming more
specialist markets among Experience Seeker types. Hotels/Accommodation has scored
high compatibility with all Experience Seeker types, excluding Travel in Style Experience
Seekers. Magnetic Island is therefore unique amongst in the regions considered in this
experiences audit in that Hotels/Accommodation is the leading product category for
alignment with Experience Seeker interests. Tours recorded a moderately compatible
score for Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers, and Events appeal mainly to Cocoon
Traveller Experience Seekers.
Excluding Hotels/Accommodation product categories are fairly evenly distributed among
Experience Seekers types, except for Travel in Style. Travel in Style Experience Seekers
have negligible compatibility with all of the product categories in the region.
Magnetic Island has a unique basis for Experience Seeker tourism, with accommodation
forming a basis to appeal to a broad range of Experience Seeker types. Other elements of
experience tourism do exist on the island, but they are relatively specialist among
Experience Seeker types. Product development could focus on broadening the scope of
Attractions, Events, Nature Destinations and Tour products offered on the island, to
provide a more rich experience for of Experience Seeker types, however, it is equally
important that the region does not compromise its accommodation based experiences.
Figure 2.12: Magnetic Island – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seeker
Type
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Events
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(Miscellaneous)

Source: AECgroup

2.5.3.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined
Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest
to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.16 cross-references those major Australian
experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of
experiences currently available on Magnetic Island.
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Table 2.16: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for Magnetic Island
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Social interactions

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Very Weak
Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Overall

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Very Weak to
Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

Magnetic Island offers clear experiences around Nature in Australia and Aussie Coastal Lifestyle. The nature experience is significantly different
to that offered elsewhere in the Townsville and Cairns regions, with a dry tropical island dominated by wildlife such as koalas, wallabies,
cockatoos and currawongs. The Aussie Coastal Lifestyle experience is also relatively unique, with Magnetic Island considered an island suburb
of Townsville, and alternative community and a holiday community.
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2.5.3.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
Magnetic Island have been identified based on the audit and consultations conducted to
date. These are presented in Table 16.17 below.
Table 2.17: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for Magnetic Island
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Tropical Island ‘Escape’ Community

Truly sustainable / self-sufficient holiday community

Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Wildlife interactions
Secluded tropical island beaches
Island time
Alternative / eccentric locals
Landscape (Boulders, hoop pines and sea)
Do meet local people
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

Magnetic Island is primarily a destination that provides an ‘escape’ with the coastal
lifestyle, nature and community contributing to this escapism. As identified in the Product
Audit, the key experience on Magnetic Island is the accommodation itself, with this often
being nestled amongst bush, wildlife and beaches. Other activities and products are
generally supporting or part of the accommodation experience.
2.5.4

Burdekin

2.5.4.1

Regional Description
The Burdekin region lies approximately one hour south of Townsville City and is
characterised by one of Australia’s largest sugarcane growing regions. The Burdekin’s
built assets include the towns of Home Hill, Ayr and Giru, however, most of the tourism
activity occurs around the regions natural assets and coastal areas. The Burdekin River /
Delta, Alva Beach, Groper Creek, the Barratta’s, Jerona and the Cromarty Wetlands
provide a number of tourism experiences, including fishing, boating, water sports,
camping, caravanning and hiking.

2.5.4.2

Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Burdekin are:


The Burdekin is foremost an agricultural town and much of the community does not
see tourism as of significance to the region;



The most significant tourism in the Burdekin is ‘grey nomads’, which generally come
to the region in winter for the warmth and fishing;



International tourism in the region is primarily related to younger travellers staying to
undertake casual agricultural work;



Tourists are interested in the cane industry (farms, mills and fires) however attempts
to present these products to tourists have failed;



There is good participation in local events by international tourists working in the
region;



The potential of wetlands and wildlife in the Burdekin for tourism has been long
recognised, but there is minimal access to these experiences at present; and



The Burdekin has a melting pot culture, but this is not well displayed.
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2.5.4.3

Product Audit and Findings
The tourism product audit in the Burdekin has revealed low product compatibility for
Experience Seekers, with no product category exceeding an average score of 3.35. The
results from the audit are not unsurprising, as the region is primarily regarded as a major
agricultural producing region, with a limited focus on tourism. The region’s highest
scoring products include Hotels/Accommodation (for Ready to Leave, Comfort and
Learning and Cocoon Traveller Experience Seekers), Events (for Ready to Leave and Self
Challenger Experience Seekers) and Nature Destinations (for Comfort and Learning
Experience Seekers).
Despite recording low scores, the Burdekin has the potential to further develop its
Experience Seeker products. The region’s tourism product categories scored relatively
evenly, suggesting that the region presents a weak, but relatively broad-based product
offering.
The status as an agricultural region and a weak compatibility in
Hotels/Accommodation for Ready to Leave Experience Seekers may mean opportunity for
the region to improve its attractiveness to backpacker style Experience Seekers beyond
being a base for labouring or fruit picking work.
Figure 2.13: Burdekin – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seeker Type
Ready To Leave
3.40
3.35
3.30
3.25
Hotels/Accomodation

3.20
3.15

Travel in Style

Self‐Challengers

3.10
3.05

Tours
Nature Destinations

3.00
Events
Attractions
(Miscellaneous)

Cocoon
Travellers

Comfort &
Learning

Source: AECgroup
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2.5.4.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.18
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in the Burdekin.

Table 2.18: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Burdekin
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Social interactions

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Overall

Weak to Very
Weak Experiences

Weak
Experiences to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

The Burdekin currently has relatively weak experiences available to the International Experience Seeker. The most developed experiences are
around Aussie Coastal Lifestyle, Australian Journeys and Nature in Australia however experiences in these areas are all lacking in accessibility
for international visitors. Perhaps the experiences area with the greatest potential for future development is Nature in Australia.
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2.5.4.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Burdekin have been identified based on the audit and consultations conducted to
date. These are presented in Table 16.19 below.
Table 2.19: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Burdekin
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Farming culture

Wetlands and wildlife

Bush camping

Hut culture

Cane fires

Italian / Greek migrant culture

Working, thriving contemporary country town

Sugar Mill

Fishing, gathering and hunting
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

No identified hero experiences for International Experience Seekers have been identified
for the Burdekin. There is potential to develop further some significant supporting
experiences to be accessed by international tourists touring through the region or from
day-trips
from
Townsville.
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2.5.5

Charters Towers

2.5.5.1

Regional Description
The Charters Towers region is situated south west of the City of Townsville and includes
the City of Charters Towers and the surrounding areas. Charters Towers has a rich
history, centred around the gold rush in the late 19th century. At its peak, Charters
Towers was the second largest centre in Queensland, and many of the relics from this
time are still visible. These days Charters Towers still services a thriving mining industry,
with gold and silver the main spoils. There are also healthy beef cattle and agricultural
industries in the area.

2.5.5.2

Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Charters Towers are:

2.5.5.3



Tourism in Charters Towers seems to be performing reasonably well in recent years –
though the driver is domestic tourists;



International tourists to Charters Towers are increasing. There seems to be growing
interest from international and domestic tourists to tour the inland routes of
Australia;



Heritage, gold and cattle dominate the history and present day experiences in
Charters Towers;



North Queensland tourists visit the Charters Towers region primarily for events and
camping. International visitors are more likely to stay in town;



Being able to experience an underground mining experience is considered a key
missing experience for the region;



Opening hours of services for visitors can be an issue;



Charters Towers is genuinely ‘country’, visitors will see people walking down the
street with big hats and belt buckles. Horse ownership is very high and horse sports
are popular; and



Tourism in not very visible in Charters Towers.

Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit for Charters Towers has revealed a moderate alignment with
Experience Seekers. The region has scored relatively strongly in Tours (for Ready to
Leave and Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers) and Nature Destinations (for Ready
to Leave and Cocoon Traveller Experience Seekers).
Generally speaking, the product offering in Charters Towers is most compatible for Ready
to Leave Experience Seekers, with strong scores in both Tours and Nature Destinations.
However, there is a notable product alignment for Comfort & Learning (in Tours) and
Cocoon Travellers (in Nature Destinations).
Compatibility in Hotels/Accommodation, Events and Attractions are relatively weak
among all Experience Seeker types.
The results from the product audit reflect Charters Towers’ potential strength in natural
assets and the environment, although accessibility currently limits the potential of many
of these attractions. The region is surrounded by several National Parks and lies in the
heart of the Burdekin River and Dam catchment area. Otherwise, tours showcasing the
heritage of the region are the strongest aligning product type.
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Figure 2.14: Charters Towers – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seeker
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2.5.5.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.20
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in Charters Towers.

Table 2.20: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences in Charters Towers
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Overall

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Some
Experiences

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak to Very
Weak Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

The clearest experiences for Charters Towers lie with Outback Australia and Australian Journeys. The heritage and country experiences of
Charters Towers will remain at the core of its tourist experiences into the foreseeable future. There is also potential to further develop Nature in
Australia and Aboriginal Australia experiences in the Charters Towers region.
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2.5.5.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
Charters Towers have been identified based on the audit and consultations conducted to
date. These are presented in Table 16.21 below.
Table 2.21: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for Charters Towers
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Immersion in country, ghosts and heritage (‘stay in an
old pub at night’)

White Mountains (nature, landscape and indigenous
experiences)*

Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
See real cowboys walking down the street

Locals that engage and inform tourists

See horse sports events where most of the spectators
are locals

Mining industry and heritage exploration

Spend time on a working cattle station
Local events (e.g. Goldfield Ashes)
Bush camping
Real-life bush town (main street)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
*Note: White Mountains will be beyond a day-trip distance from Townsville
Source: AECgroup

2

Charters Towers has some of the most complete heritage streetscapes and buildings in
Australia, derived from the phenomenal wealth generated by the town’s gold booms of
1871 to 1917. This heritage and character is of interest to International Experience
Seekers are relatively accessible for international visitors, though still largely off the
tourist trail. This experience has been categorised as a hero experience, although it is
more of the level where it would likely interest International Experience Seekers to
change their itineraries to experience (e.g. tour the inland route), rather than come
specifically to Australia to experience (i.e. a secondary experience). Supporting
experiences in Charters Towers are primarily available through its potential to provide
genuine Australian bush experiences and characters.
White Mountains is also noted as a potential hero and certainly secondary experience
based on the quality of its landscapes, flora and fauna and Indigenous art and heritage.
White Mountains is mostly inaccessible at present. It is also beyond a day trip distance
from Townsville. In this way, it is perhaps more similar to the Undara Lava Tubes from
Cairns.
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2.5.6

Tully & Hinchinbrook

2.5.6.1

Regional Description
The Tully and Hinchinbrook region includes Ingham, Lucinda, Hinchinbrook Island and
Tully. The region is characterised by significant sugarcane and fruit crop areas, coastal
beaches and wetlands, inland mountainous and rainforest areas and small townships.

2.5.6.2

Consultation Findings
The Tully and Hinchinbrook regions were the hardest hit regions by Cyclone Yasi. The
consultations were delayed due to the cyclone, however industry in these regions were
still largely preoccupied by the recovery effort when consultations were undertaken. In
summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Tully and Hinchinbrook region are:

2.5.6.3



Nature is the dominant feature of the Tully and Hinchinbrook region;



Inter-regional tourism to the region is strongly dominated by fishing;



The region’s strong migrant history and culture is largely inaccessible to visitors.
There is concern that culture is being lost without being recorded or remembered. It
is recognised that the culture is highly valuable for tourism, however the cost and
difficulty of bringing associated experiences to market are prohibitive;



Hinchinbrook Island, Wallaman Falls and Tully Gorge are strong nature based
destinations. There is also a multitude of smaller attractions and waterholes;



Hinchinbrook Island is a niche hero experience (International tourists are known to
come to Australia specifically to experience the Thorsbourne Trail);



Most international tourists in the region stay one night, or are working in the banana
industry (based from Cardwell or Tully). If visitors stay more than one night will
normally head to Wallaman Falls or Tully Gorge;



Tully Gorge has a strong basis of adventure activities – the attraction of these is the
nature setting as well as the activity itself; and



Much of the region has poor services for tourists – for example minimal dining options
and unhospitable opening hours.

Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit for Tully and Hinchinbrook has revealed a moderate
compatibility distributed relatively evenly among Experience Seeker types. There is a
small concentration of product compatibility for Comfort & Learning, scoring strongly in
Hotels/Accommodation and moderately in Tours and Events.
Hotels/Accommodation is the most strongly aligned product category for Tully and
Hinchinbrook scoring high compatibility for Comfort & Learning and moderately for Self
Challengers. Tours is the second most compatible category, scoring moderately for
Comfort & Learning and Ready to Leave Experience Seekers.
Tully and Hinchinbrook is best known for its natural assets, including Hinchinbrook Island,
beaches, national parks and rainforest regions. Despite some stand-out attractions, these
assets have on average scored relatively weak compatibility with Experience Seekers,
meaning further development around these assets is required for them to reach their full
potential.
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Figure 2.15: Tully and Hinchinbrook – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience
Seeker Type
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2.5.6.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined
Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest
to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.22 cross-references those major Australian
experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of
experiences currently available in the Tully and Hinchinbrook area.

The strongest experience availability for the Tully and Hinchinbrook Area is currently
based on Nature in Australia. For most of region, the sense of nature is an inclusion into
a wide range of activities. The region also has a collection of relatively in-depth and
genuine Aboriginal Australia experiences available. Whilst these experiences are still
mostly underdeveloped and niche, they align well with the interests of International
Experience Seekers.
Other experiences areas of note for the region are Aussie Coastal Lifestyle (particularly
small beach / recreational fishing communities) and Australian Journeys.
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Table 2.22: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Tully and Hinchinbrook
Area
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Social interactions

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Overall

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some
Experiences

Very Weak to
Weak Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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2.5.6.5

Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Tully and Hinchinbrook area have been identified based on the audit and
consultations conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.23 below.
Table 2.23: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Tully and Hinchinbrook
Area
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Hinchinbrook Island

Inshore boating – Hinchinbrook Channel and islands

Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Wallaman Falls

Migrant culture (Italian, Finnish, Kannaka)

Tully Gorge
Wetlands
Fishing and crabbing
Beach camping?
Birdwatching
Swimming in rivers and creeks (waterholes)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

The key existing hero experience for the region is Hinchinbrook Island, and more
specifically the Thorsbourne Trail. Whilst a restricted and relatively niche product,
Hinchinbrook Island is known to be a specific attractor of international tourists to
Australia. Other major nature-based experiences in the area, such as Wallaman Falls,
Tully Gorge and Tyto Wetlands are also relatively well know, but are for most visitors
experiences to be had along the coastal road tour, rather than primary attractors in
themselves.
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2.6

Townsville Area Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
In tourism terms the Townsville Region is a strong contrast to the Cairns region. Tourist
numbers, particularly international tourists, are a fraction of Cairns’ numbers. Whilst the
Wet Tropics Management Area extends to the northern boundary of the Townsville urban
area, the city itself experiences much dryer winters and a less reliable wet season than
further north.
The Great Barrier Reef is a major contributor to the Townsville economy and lifestyle
(Townsville has the largest cluster of tropical reef researchers in the world) however
there are minimal opportunities for visitors to access the reef, other than some notable
more advanced diving tours. Townsville is home to Reef HQ (a reef aquarium) however
this mainly serves as an important supporting experience rather than a true hero or
secondary (attractor) experience. An issue for Townsville is that the reef is at least twice
the distance from port than it is from Mission Beach, Cairns or Port Douglas. This
increases the cost, complexity and risk of cancelations in running commercial operations
to visit the reef. Great Barrier Reef Experiences identified by EC3 Global in their audit
(2009 Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit) for the Townsville area are:


Have a ‘hands-on’ learning experience and contribute to the conservation of the
world’s largest living structure;



Actively contribute to the conservation of the reef;



Learn to dive / snorkel in one of the seven natural wonders of the world;



Experience natural events such as coral spawning; and



Get your thrills from a deep sea adventure dive.

Whilst from a low base, tourism in Townsville has grown at a respectable pace in recent
years. The lifestyle appeal of Townsville has improved dramatically in recent years (since
about 2000) with the improved lifestyle infrastructure and economic growth driving
Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) and business visitors, as well as traditional holiday
tourists.
The regions surrounding Townsville in general do not have a strong tourism focus. The
most tourism focused is Charters Towers, however the region is still dominated by
agriculture (primarily beef) and mining in its outlook.
Whilst Cairns’ tourism industry is too sterilised from the local people and culture to
appeal strongly to International Experience Seekers, much of the Townsville region is
hidden and difficult to access and interact with for international tourists. A small number
of international tourists will stay long periods in Townsville and seek to involve
themselves in the local lifestyle (behaviour characteristic of some Experience Seekers)
however a large number that do visit move on relatively quickly to other destinations.
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Table 2.24: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Townsville Area1 Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to
drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Townsville
CBD

No existing hero experiences have
been noted for the Townsville CBD.
Whilst a small number of
international tourists spend a
significant amount of time in the
Townsville CBD, for the vast majority
it is a side-trip or overnight stop on
the way to something else.

 Immersion in an authentic Australian
tropical city, built for locals to enjoy –
access local lifestyle
 Events for locals (sports, festivals)
 Being served by locals, experiencing
with locals rather than other tourists
 Reef education and interpretation
 North Queensland pride
 Escape the tourist scene
 Evening walks (Castle Hill, Strand, etc)

 Immersion in a small, vibrant and
authentic Australian tropical city
 Genuine local interactions (locals able
and prepared to explain region)
 Indigenous experiences
 Interaction with local knowledge
community (academics and
researchers)

The Townsville CBD is the focus of tourism to
the region and where almost all international
tourists who spend time in the region gravitate
to at some point. Unfortunately Townsville’s
CBD has deteriorated significantly since the
1980s and has been poorly utilised even by
locals. Significant revitalisation investments
have been made in the Townsville CBD in
recent years, however it is too early to note if
this is having a significant impact on tourism.

Townsville
Urban Area

No existing hero experiences for
International Experience Seekers
have been identified for the
Townsville Urban area.

 Community Events (e.g. sporting
matches, festivals)
 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Bush camping / rough beach camping
 Northern Beaches
 Birdwatching (Paluma)
 Rainforest wildlife and immersion
(Paluma)

 ‘Beach hut culture’
 Inshore boating and islands (Cape
Cleveland to Palm Group)

The Townsville Urban area generally has very
little product offering for tourists. A number of
attractive natural attractions exist which some
self-drive international tourists access.

Magnetic
Island

Tropical Island ‘Escape’ Community







 Truly sustainable / self-sufficient
holiday community

Magnetic Island has traditionally functioned as
a holiday island for North Queensland residents.
This function has declined over recent years
whilst visitation from the rest of Australia and
international visitors has increased, but not to
the level that would compensate the reduction
in inter-regional visitors.
Magnetic Island has a limited range of tourism
experiences available, some of which is indepth but much of which is keyed into
providing limited activities for inter-regional
visitors. The core product for Magnetic Island is
the setting of much of its accommodation that
immerses an escape holiday lifestyle into a
bush island setting.

Wildlife interactions
Secluded tropical island beaches
Island time
Alternative / eccentric locals
Landscape (Boulders, hoop pines and
sea)
 Do meet local people
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Burdekin

No existing hero experiences from
the perspective of International
Experience Seekers have been
identified.






Farming culture
Bush camping
Cane fires
Working, thriving contemporary country
town
 Fishing, gathering and hunting






The Burdekin region is a highly agriculture
focussed region with minimal tourism product.
Mostly, the region does not consider itself to
have an interest in tourism. The region does
experience an inflow of international
backpackers each year and there is also a
reasonable level of camping and caravanning in
the region by inter-regional and inter-state
visitors.

Charters
Towers

Immersion in country, ghosts and
heritage (‘stay in an old pub at
night’)

 See real cowboys walking down the
street
 See horse sports events where most of
the spectators are locals
 Spend time on a working cattle station;
 Local events (e.g. Goldfield Ashes)
 Bush camping
 Real-life bush town (main street)

 White Mountains (nature, landscape
and indigenous experiences)*
 Locals that engage and inform tourists
 Mining industry and heritage
exploration

Charters Towers is the most tourist focussed of
the Townsville regions, however tourism is still
a relatively minimal contributor to the local
economy and environment compared to much
of the Cairns region.
The primary experiences of Charters Towers
relate to its mining and heritage, and the
country town atmosphere. There is some
evidence that both domestic and international
tourists are increasingly seeking inland Australia
experiences, and Charters Towers seems to be
benefiting from this.

Tully and
Hinchinbrook
Area

Hinchinbrook Island








 Inshore boating – Hinchinbrook
Channel and islands
 Migrant culture (Italian, Finnish,
Kannaka)

The Tully and Hinchinbrook area is noted for a
number of highly recognised natural assets but
relatively minimal tourism activity compared to
the regions further north. Most of the natural
attractions serve as side-trips or day-tours for
independently travelling international visitors.
Tully Gorge and Wallaman Falls are particularly
popular detours for travellers. Hinchinbrook
Island is noted as being a significant (but
niche) attractor of international visitors in its
own right.
Tully and Hinchinbrook also attract significant
numbers of domestic and intra-regional
tourists, with fishing and camping the major
drawcards.

Wallaman Falls
Tully Gorge
Wetlands
Fishing and crabbing
Birdwatching
Swimming in rivers and creeks
(waterholes)

Wetlands and wildlife
Hut culture
Italian / Greek migrant culture
Sugar Mill

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
* Note: White Mountains is just beyond the ‘daytrippable’ area of this study (similar to Undara Lava Tubes) but has the potential to be a significant hero experience in its own right that impacts on Charters Towers.
Source: AECgroup

2
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3.

Summary of Key Experiences
Table 17.1 summarises the availability of Tourism Australia’s defined key experiences
relative to Experience Seeker indicators for the Cairns and Townsville areas. It is clear
that nature dominates the experiences both available and sought by international tourists
visiting the Cairns and Townsville areas. Whilst seemingly too obvious, the research and
consultation conducted for this study confirms that ‘reef and rainforest’ are
overwhelmingly the headline attractions for international tourists, with the reef the
number one ‘must see’. Baring extreme natural calamity, the same assets will still be the
region’s dominant tourism assets in a century’s time. Many of the experiences (though
not all) sought by international tourists coming to North Queensland are based in these
two natural assets. However the way in which visitors seek to experience this nature is
changing, and much of the tourism product available in the Cairns and Townsville areas is
not well aligned to the interests of International Experience Seekers.
It is important to note that the assessment is not able to rate quality or authenticity of
experiences, only how experiences present in terms of alignment with key International
Experience Seeker Interests.
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Table 3.1: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for Cairns and Townsville Areas
Study Area

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in Australia

Outback Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Cairns CBD

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Cairns Urban

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Atherton Tablelands

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Innisfail and Mission
Beach

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Port Douglas and
Daintree Area

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Townsville CBD

Weak to Some
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Townsville Urban

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Magnetic Island

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Burdekin

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences
to Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Charters Towers

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Tully and
Hinchinbrook

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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Table 17.2, Table 17.3, Table 17.4 and Table 17.5 summarise the core identified
experiences of interest to International Experience Seekers in a hierarchy from hero
experiences of broad market appeal, to supporting experiences of niche market appeal.
This hierarchy is explained further below


Hero Experiences: Hero experiences are those experiences which are primary
drivers of traveller behaviour, those experiences which in themselves cause tourists
to travel to a particular destination. For the purpose of this summary hero are
dominant experiences powerful enough to be a major reason for international tourist
to come over to Australia and North Queensland. Hero experiences are than further
broken down into those which are considered to have broad appeal across the various
types of International Experience Seekers, and those which are considered to mostly
appeal to specific types or niches of Experience Seekers.



Secondary Experiences: For the purpose of this summary secondary experiences
are those not usually powerful enough to be a significant reason for international
tourists to come over to Australia and North Queensland, but powerful enough to
significantly change the itinerary of international tourists who have already decided to
come to Australia or are in Australia. Secondary experiences are again further broken
down into those which are considered to have broad appeal across the various types
of International Experience Seekers, and those which are considered to mostly appeal
to specific types or niches of Experience Seekers.



Supporting Experiences: Supporting experiences are those which are not in
themselves significant justification to visit a destination (although a strong,
recognised collection of supporting experiences can become a primary experience in
itself, such as many metro/urban destinations). Generally they lack the clarity of
image or ‘wow’ factor to gain significant recognition with tourists before they reach
their destination. However the supporting experiences often fill the majority of time
for travellers once they arrive, and may even have a stronger impact than the
primary experiences on how the tourist ends up perceiving the destination, and the
stories and recommendations (or otherwise) they take away with them. International
Experience Seeker are known to be powerful propagators of their impressions with
their views highly respected both by other experience seekers and the nonexperience seeker tourist psychographics. Hence understanding the supporting
experiences is just as important as understanding the primary experiences.
Once again, the supporting experiences identified have been further broken down into
those which are considered to have broad appeal across the various types of
International Experience Seekers, and those which are considered to mostly appeal to
specific types or niches of Experience Seekers.

The experiences summarised in Table 17.2, Table 17.3, Table 17.4 and Table 17.5 have
been reworded from the descriptions given in the rest of the study to take on the more
subjective description style used to present experiences in the Great Barrier Reef
Experiences Audit (2009).
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Table 3.2: Summary of Existing Experiences in the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Region with Broad Market Appeal for International Experience Seekers
Hero Experiences1

Secondary Experiences2

Dive or snorkel the Great Barrier Reef and immerse yourself in the world’s greatest kaleidoscope
of marine life

Discover where laid-back tropical beaches, islands, reef, rainforest and a few locals come
together off the beaten track at Mission Beach

Make your own adventure and head out on a great Australian road trip into North Queensland

Experience complete sensory immersion in Daintree’s world-famous, ancient rainforests

Live it up in the boutique tropical resort town of Port Douglas

Melt into the bustle of tourists, migrants and itinerants passing through Cairns

Smell, hear and feel some of the world’s oldest rainforests

Escape from the mainland into the Magnetic Island bush island community
Get amongst the country, ghosts and heritage at Charters Towers
Supporting Experiences3

Stroll the CBD and absorb the tropical vista of Cairns’ esplanade, inlet and mountains

See if you recognize some faces on the street at Port Douglas

Positive interaction with Indigenous peoples (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islands) in Cairns city

Hang out with the Australian expats scene at Port Douglas

Explore the many markets across North Queensland’s cities and towns

Escape the tourist scene in Townsville

Inhale thick tropical air and smells in the Cairns CBD

Do what the locals do and take an evening walk along the Strand or up Castle Hill

Catch up on all those loose ends in the Cairns CBD before your next adventure

Open up your understanding and experience the Great Barrier Reef on dry land in Townsville

Join people from across Australia to live a bit of the Cairns lifestyle

See where the rugged Australian bush and an tropical island getaway merge on Magnetic Island

See how the locals ‘rough it’ at the Cairns Northern Beaches and beachside communities

Walk down the street with real cowboys at Charters Towers

Explore where the city of Cairns nestles into the rainforests

Try on a hat and boots and hand out at to some bush events in Charters Towers

Chill out, just be a tourist for a day and take advantage of the first class visitor attractions
throughout Cairns

Get out onto a working cattle station

Tour the highland Atherton Tablelands by car and discover diverse landscapes, rainforests, lakes,
villages and towns, waterfalls, agriculture and food

Rough it a little with bush camping along North Queensland’s inland route

Get out into the wilderness and see what wildlife and nature finds you

Get a real steak and beer at Charters Towers

Learn how food is grown, produced and eaten in the tropics

Be drenched by Wallaman Falls, Australia’s highest falls

Mix it with the other famous and beautiful people dining and shopping at Port Douglas

Experience the raw power of moving water as you shoot the rapids in Tully Gorge

Be seen on the beach at Port Douglas (or Palm Cove)

Stroll the CBD and absorb the tropical vista of Cairns’ esplanade, inlet and mountains

Escape the paparazzi (or just life) in five stars at a Port Douglas Resort
1

Experiences that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit Australia or North Queensland.
Experinces that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experiences Seekers to adjust or change their itineraries once committed to, or in, North Queensland.
3
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
2
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Table 3.3: Summary of Existing Experiences in the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Region with Niche Market Appeal or Appeal to Limited Segments of
International Experience Seekers
Hero Experiences1

Secondary Experiences2

Immerse yourself in the highland rainforests, farms and villages of the Atherton Tablelands
Set out into the forests to sport birds and creatures that you can’t find anywhere else
Walk, sail or kayak the rugged tropical Hinchinbrook Island
Supporting Experiences3
Liberate your feet and leave your shoes at home when you go out in Cairns

Stir up a North Queenslander and see them fire up their famous regional pride

Dive bomb with the local kids into one of North Queensland’s many lakes, waterfalls, waterholes
and creeks

Seek out birds and wildlife that you won’t see anywhere else

Experience the tropics with the heightened senses that adrenaline brings by trying extreme and
adventure sports, activities and events

See how long you can resist submitting to ‘island time’ on Magnetic Island

Set up camp for a while in the bush or on a beach

Get a debate going with a local on Magnetic Island

Spot the heritage across North Queensland’s towns and cities

Escape the mainland with North Queensland families holidaying on Magnetic Island

Learn to love the warmth and wet and experience the rainforest in its natural element

Find out how Australians learnt to farm in the tropics

Hang out in Townsville and learn why locals love living in Australia’s biggest tropical town

Experience a contemporary thriving and working country town of Ayr

Book into an event, sporting match or show in Townsville and participate with some of the
keenest crowds in Australia

Get some tips from the locals on how to fish, gather and hunt for a feed

1

Experiences that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit Australia or North Queensland.
Experinces that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experiences Seekers to adjust or change their itineraries once committed to, or in, North Queensland.
3
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
2
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Table 3.4: Summary of Potential or Largely Underdeveloped Experiences in the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Region with Broad Market Appeal for
International Experience Seekers
Hero Experiences1

Secondary Experiences2
Sample life in a truly sustainable and self-sufficient community on Magnetic Island
Begin to explore North Queensland’s culture, character and regional offerings from Cairns CBD
Sample life in a truly sustainable and self-sufficient community on Magnetic Island
Begin to explore North Queensland’s culture, character and regional offerings from Cairns CBD
Sample life in a truly sustainable and self-sufficient community on Magnetic Island
Begin to explore North Queensland’s culture, character and regional offerings from Cairns CBD
Supporting Experiences3

Learn how the North was made exploring the mining industry and heritage

Learn how Australia’s Indigenous people interpret the bush and rainforest

Explore the swamps and wetlands where the wildlife finds sanctuary during the region’s dry
season

Meet up with local Indigenous people and see how they live today and in history

Buy, beg, steal or borrow your way onto a boat and get out to explore the hidden bays and
inshore islands

Find out how Australians have come to live and love the tropics

Ask a local for directions to a waterhole for a swim

Learn how waves of migrants kept reinventing Cairns to result in the town of today

Take the time to attune your senses to the tropical rainforest’s cycles in the Daintree

Recharge in a tropical garden CBD

See how food is grown, produced and eaten in the tropics

Escape to the hills and beaches of Cairns and see what the locals get up to

1

Experiences that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit Australia or North Queensland.
2
Experinces that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experiences Seekers to adjust or change their itineraries once committed to, or in, North Queensland.
3
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
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Table 3.5: Summary of Potential or Largely Underdeveloped Experiences in the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Region with Niche Market Appeal or Appeal to
Limited Segments of International Experience Seekers
Hero Experiences1

Secondary Experiences2

Camp and hike White Mountains’ maze of gorges, wildflowers and aboriginal art

Drop in on Townsville and take in the lifestyle of Australia’s largest tropical city

Experience the rainforest, bush and coast by foot, bike, paddle, sail or climb
Spend time with local Indigenous people and find out how they understand and appreciate this
environment
Take a touring holiday of the Atherton Tableland villages, rainforests and farms by bike, car, foot
or horse
Immerse yourself in the rainforest and completely disconnect from the outside world
Supporting Experiences3
Experience the centre of the modern sugar industry with a trip through a sugar mill

Meet the characters who came to the Daintree, and how they have come to adapt to and
become inseparable from the rainforest

Hire a shack or beach hut and rough it a little on a tropical beach

Meet the migrant peoples who built North Queensland, and see how they have held onto their
cultures (with a few unique North Queensland twists)

Meet up with some of the world leading researchers working to unlock the secrets of North
Queensland’s natural world

Meet the locals at Mission Beach – they are all a little bit different

Get involved with the research effort to understand the ancient Daintree rainforest

Feel Cairns’ connection to the Pacific and South East Asia

1

Experiences that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit Australia or North Queensland.
2
Experinces that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experiences Seekers to adjust or change their itineraries once committed to, or in, North Queensland.
3
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
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1.

Introduction

3.1

Background
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Strategy (the Strategy) identifies existing
and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville and their regions.
It focuses on Cairns and Townsville as tourism hubs to provide a combination of urban
and regional tourism experiences into the surrounding Wet Tropics and Great Barrier
Reef. The Strategy outlines how the region can innovate, improve and renew the
experience for tourists in order to remain a competitive destination.
Developing the Strategy has been undertaken with a focus on a single, specific segment
of the tourism market – that being the International Experience Seeker psychographic as
defined by Tourism Australia. This means that the Strategy does not necessarily cover
the issues and needs of all tourism segments. None-the-less focussing on the
International Experience Seeker is of value to developing the broader tourism market.
Experience Seekers are often at the forefront of tourism trends and also highly influential
with other market segments through the destinations and experiences they recommend.
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Strategy has been prepared as part of
the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a partnership between
the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism Queensland,
Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the Wet Tropics
Management Authority.

3.2

Strategy Development
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Strategy summarises the results of
several reports and other work undertaken over the course of the project. Key reports
and research feeding in to this strategy are:


Experience Seeker Product Alignment Framework Report (Attachment A);



Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area Context Review Report (Attachment B);



Cairns-Townsville Experience Audit Report (Attachment C);



Great Barrier Reef Experience Audit Report (EC3 Global, 2009);



Individual phone and person-to-person discussions with tourism industry operators
and representatives;



‘Focus group’ workshops conducted across the Cairns-Townsville tourism regions;



Individual informal consultations with tourism operators, visitor information centres
and other tourism involved business across the Cairns-Townsville tourism regions;
and



Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan Report.(Attachment D)

A Project Steering Committee consisting of representatives from the Wet Tropics
Management Authority, Tourism Queensland, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and
Townsville Enterprise Limited was consulted through the process of developing this
strategy.

3.3

Study Regions
The Cairns-Townsville tourism study area is defined by the hubs of Cairns and Townsville
and the regions surrounding which are within a common day-trip range.
For the Cairns Tourism Hub the study area has been defined to extend to Tully / Mission
Beach to the south, to the Atherton Tablelands to the west and Daintree to the north. For
the Townsville Tourism Hub the study area has been defined to extend to the Burdekin
Region to the south, Charters Towers to the west and Tully/ Mission Beach to the north.
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The study regions are depicted in Figure 10.1 below.
Figure 1.1: Cairns and Townsville Tourism Hubs EDS Study Areas

Source: AECgroup

Inner reefs and islands which are generally visited as day-trips from Cairns or Townsville
are also considered, however outer reef areas and those accessed from outside of
Cairns/Port Douglas or Townsville areas are not.
In order to better analyse the existing situation the Cairns-Townsville tourism area was
broken down into a number of tourism precincts. These tourism precincts were the
Daintree, Port Douglas, Atherton Tablelands, Cairns Urban, Cairns CBD, Mission Beach
and Innisfail, Tully and Hinchinbrook, Townsville Urban, Townsville CBD, Magnetic Island,
Charters Towers and the Burdekin.
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2.

What is an Experience Seeker?
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Strategy is unusual amongst
contemporary tourism strategies in focussing on a single tourist psychographic, the
International Experience Seeker. In order to develop a strategy for Experience Seekers it
has been essential to gain a detailed understanding of the psychographic and what it is
that drives them as tourists. Other destinations (including Queensland) use different
market segmentation methodologies to understand their markets but most have a
segment defined to include the ‘sensation seeking’ type of personality. Tourism
Queensland uses a six segment classification of which Self Discoverers appear to be core
Experience Seekers, Active Explorers likely dominated by Experience Seekers, Stylish
Travellers likely to include a large proportion of Experience Seekers, and Unwinders,
Connectors and Social Fun-seekers likely to contain lower proportions aligning with
Experience Seekers.
Whilst the focus on a single market segment may appear limiting, there are broader
reasons for addressing this one market segment.
Firstly, Experience Seekers are recognised by Tourism Australia as the best fit
international market segment for Australia’s (and North Queensland’s) tourism
proposition. Experience Seekers are relatively high earners and spenders, they travel
regularly, they are prepared to travel long distances and they enjoy (even seek out)
remote and less visited destinations.
Secondly, Experience Seekers are known opinion leaders within their social networks and
tend to be at the ‘leading edge’ of tourism trends. Places popular with, and recommended
by, Experience Seekers are likely to become increasingly popular with all types of
tourists.
Finally, Experience Seekers are most interested in visiting destinations which locals love
and actively make the most of their environment, assets, community and culture.
Experience Seekers want to feel part of local lifestyles and understand how locals enjoy
the region. In order to improve appeal to Experience Seekers it is required to improve a
region’s strength of community and appeal to its own residents. As such, a successful
strategy for Experience Seekers will create benefits for the region that reach beyond the
tourism industry and economy.
Whilst most people tend to tell their friends about their holidays, Experience Seekers tell
and influence. A recommendation of a destination by an Experience Seeker is
particularly powerful in creating additional visitations by word-of-mouth recommendation.

3.4

Understanding Experience Seekers

3.4.1

Key Characteristics
Experience Seekers are long haul travellers who are less affected by travel distance, time
and cost, and research shows this finding to be globally consistent. Experience Seekers also
share a unique set of values, attitudes and motivations that stretch beyond holiday
behaviour and well beyond the category of travel.
The research reports that Experience Seekers:


Are experienced international travellers;



Seek out and enjoy authentic personal experiences they can talk about;



Involve themselves in holiday activities, are sociable and enjoy engaging with locals;



Are active in their pursuits and come away having learnt something;



Are somewhat adventurous and enjoy a variety of experiences on any single trip;
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Place high importance on value and hence critically balance benefits with costs; and



Place high value on contrasting experiences (i.e. different from their day-to-day lives).

Travelling is not simply a luxury or escape for Experience Seekers. Rather travelling is an
essential component of their lives that provides opportunities to educate themselves
about new places and cultures, experience new things and grow as a person.
3.4.2

Key ‘Wants’
The Experience Seeker has a number of key ‘wants’ to satisfy their travel experience,
including:


Authentic personal experiences;



Social interactions – making friends and developing personal relationships;



Meet and interact with the locals;



Experience something different from their normal day-to-day life;



Understand and learn about different lifestyles and cultures;



Participate in the lifestyle and experience, rather than observing it;



Challenge themselves – physically, emotionally and/or mentally;



Visit authentic destinations that are not necessarily part of the tourist route; and



Exposure to unique and personally compelling experiences.

A detailed examination of the make-up of the Experience Seeker psychographic is
contained in the background report to this Strategy, Experience Seeker Product
Alignment Framework Report.
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3.

Tourism Status Quo
Experience Seekers seek to immerse themselves in the destinations they visit and as
such interact more with the broader population and non tourism sectors than most other
types of tourist. This section briefly introduces the socio-economic and tourism status
quo in the Cairns-Townsville region and the current availability of experiences that align
with known preferences of International Experience Seekers.
The Cairns-Townsville region is home to around 500,000 people, living across a diverse
range of landscapes and communities. The region includes dry outback areas, country
towns, cool misty highlands, major industry areas, the wettest locations in Australia and
the largest city in tropical Australia. Tourism activity varies from minimal in areas such as
the Burdekin and parts of Townsville to being by far the largest contributor to the
economy in areas such as Port Douglas.

3.5

Importance of Tourism to the Region
In 2009, the Cairns-Townsville region had an estimated resident population of around
500,000 residents, almost equally distributed between the Far North (Cairns) and
Northern (Townsville) regions. Population growth over the past five years has been
strong, averaging 2.8% per annum between 2004 and 2009. Population growth was
relatively stronger in the urban centres of Cairns and Townsville, compared with outer
lying regions. Population in the Cairns-Townsville region is forecast to exceed 700,000 by
2031, representing average annual growth of 1.9% over the next 20 years.
According to the latest ABS ‘employment by industry’ data, key industry employers within
the Cairns-Townsville region include Retail Trade, Health Care, and Public Administration
& Safety sectors. These three sectors together accounted for nearly a third of the region’s
employment in 2006. Apart from the abovementioned sectors, the region has competitive
strengths in the Accommodation & Food Services, and Education sectors as indicated by
their relatively higher employment shares (when compared with the State).
Accommodation & Food Services, often used to proxy tourism activity, represents a
significant sector in Cairns.
North Queensland, particularly the Cairns region, has a higher contribution from tourism
than the State or National average.

3.6

Visitor Markets
During the year ending September 2010, the region had an estimated 5.7 million visitors,
representing an annual decrease of 7.2% compared to the previous year. Visitation to the
region has been in decline since 2007. This decline has been in part due to the impacts of
the Global Financial Crisis in key source markets, natural disasters and the strengthening
of the Australian dollar, but is also due to increasingly sophisticated competition from
other international destinations and patchy success by the region’s tourism industry in
responding to changing tourism preferences. Any strategy such as this cannot hope to
address all of the factors behind the recent declines, but instead needs to focus energy
onto those things the region can influence and develop.
Nearly half of the people travelling to the region were domestic day visitors, with the
remainder comprising of domestic overnight (38.6%) and international (14.2%) visitors.
The region is the third most significant destination in Australia for international visitors.
Total visitation to the Cairns-Townsville region over the past year has included an
estimated 18 million visitor nights spent within the region, over three quarters of which
were spent in the Cairns area. The average number of nights spent by domestic visitors
in the Cairns-Townsville region was 4.9, nearly half of the average nights spent by
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international visitors. The former was marginally above the State average (4.4 nights)
while the latter was considerably below the State average of 19.4 nights.
Figure 3.1: Cairns-Townsville Region, Visitors 2006-2010
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Source: Tourism Queensland (2010), Queensland Treasury (2010)
Note: Collection of data for 2011 has been affected by extreme weather in Queensland and is therefore not reported

Most of the North Queensland region’s tourism industry has performed poorly in recent
years, both due to external factors (e.g. economic conditions in source markets, natural
disasters, currency) and internal factors (e.g. being out-competed by other destinations,
failing to reinvest and adapt to new growth markets). The region must understand and
concentrate on improving those factors which it can control.

3.7

Competitors
International Experience Seekers are prepared to travel long distances and reach into
less tourist focussed areas. Hence, the competition for the International Experience
Seeker is more global in nature, and the number of competing destinations is greater,
than for most other types of tourists.
Other destinations in the world are demonstrating success in attracting International
Experience Seekers. None are directly comparable, with the Cairns and Townsville
tourism region being unique from other destinations in the world. Most notably, almost all
of the remainder of the tropical world is developing, whilst Australia is a developed or
first world economy. None-the-less, somewhat comparable destinations around the world
which are proving successful with Experience Seekers include New Zealand, South East
Asia, South Africa, Hawaii and parts of South America (e.g. Costa Rica). Examining some
of these destinations reveals key strategies behind their success, such as focussing on
developing and marketing unique assets rather than conventional tourism products,
leveraging credibility with Experience Seekers from other sectors (e.g. through
encouraging international ecology researchers to operate in the destination), coordinated
public and private sector approaches to tourism development both regionally and over
time and building on community and lifestyle as tourism assets. At a minimum, North
Queensland needs to catch up on some of these areas to be competitive for International
Experience Seekers.
North Queensland faces strong competition from destinations around the world which are
becoming increasingly sophisticated in attracting and servicing international visitors.
Many comparable cheaper destinations to North Queensland such as in Asia learnt and
6
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built upon the lessons from Cairns’ tourism successes in the 1990s.

3.8

Availability of Experiences
It is clear that nature dominates the experiences both available and sought by
international tourists visiting the Cairns and Townsville areas. Whilst seemingly too
obvious, the research and consultation conducted for this study confirms that ‘reef and
rainforest’ are overwhelmingly the headline attractions for international tourists, with the
reef the number one ‘must see’. Baring extreme natural calamity, the same assets will
still be the region’s dominant tourism assets in a century’s time. Many of the experiences
(though not all) sought by international tourists coming to North Queensland are based in
these two natural assets. However the way in which visitors seek to experience nature is
changing, and much of the tourism product available in the Cairns and Townsville areas is
not well aligned to the interests of International Experience Seekers.
Table 19.1 summarises the availability of Tourism Australia’s defined key experiences for
the Cairns and Townsville areas. Key experiences identified of interest to international
visitors by Tourism Australia are Aboriginal Australia, Nature in Australia, Outback
Australia, Aussie Coastal Lifestyle, Food & Wine, Australian Major Cities and Australian
Journeys. North Queensland has some existing strengths, though with room for
improvement, in some interest areas (e.g. Nature in Australia, Australian Journeys), no
foreseeable prospect of addressing other interest areas (e.g. Australian Major Cities) and
clear underdeveloped experiences around the remainder of interest areas (e.g. Aboriginal
Australia, Food & Wine).
It’s the reef and rainforest stupid! The reef and rainforest are genuine and durable
tourism assets of interest to International Experience Seekers. Where the region fails
with Experience Seekers is in the delivery of some experiences based on these assets and
in the secondary and supporting experiences available in the region.
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Table 3.1: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for Cairns and Townsville Areas
Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in Australia

Outback Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food & Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Cairns CBD

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Cairns Urban

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Atherton Tablelands

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Innisfail and Mission
Beach

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Port Douglas and
Daintree Area

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak to Some
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Townsville Urban

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Magnetic Island

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Burdekin

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences
to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Charters Towers

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Tully and
Hinchinbrook

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Study Area

Townsville CBD

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Detailed analysis underpinning this summary is available in the background report, Cairns-Townsville Experiences Audit Report (ATTACHMENT C)
Source: AECgroup
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3.9

Existing & Potential Experiences

3.9.1

Cairns Area & Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
‘Cairns’ and more notably the Cairns CBD is the key destination for the majority of
International visitors to the North and Far North Queensland regions. However, Cairns
itself is not the key tourism product of interest for Experience Seekers; rather this is the
daytrips and surrounding regions. Tourism product that has developed in Cairns is
increasingly isolated from locals, their culture, and their activities. The Cairns tourism
industry has become very effective at providing reasonable to excellent quality, packaged
activities, products and tours for tourists. This current product has the advantage of
being easy to plan, itemise, package and sell, and has been successful in the past. The
issue from the perspective of the International Experience Seeker is that it can be very
hard in Cairns to stop feeling like a tourist or holidaymaker. International Experience
Seekers instead want to feel like a guest, traveller or voyager. They want to feel like they
are seeing the real, genuine and ‘hidden’ aspects of their destinations, warts and all. In
Cairns itself, the previous success and high levels of professionalism in much of the
industry paradoxically contributes to the destination being less attractive for the
International Experience Seeker. Furthermore, many locals in Cairns seek to escape from
the ‘tourist scene’ and so are often recreating in different areas and seeking not to
interact with tourists in the city.
The regions surrounding Cairns are generally considerably stronger in their appeal
(existing and potential) to International Experience Seekers. Indeed accessing the
regions (including the Great Barrier Reef) is the reason that most International
Experience Seekers would be spending time in Cairns itself. The regions generally have
more appeal to the International Experience Seeker because they have stronger
connections to nature, rural life, Indigenous culture and journeys. There is also some
appeal in that the regions are generally less developed and less tourism-focussed. From
an International Experience Seeker’s perspective, however, product and experiences of
interest in the regions can be patchy, with much of the industry developed around
achieving a ‘quick grab’ of attention from more traditional types of tourists making short
visits from a base in Cairns.
Cairns, and also Port Douglas, are still the foremost destinations from which to
experience the Great Barrier Reef. Great Barrier Reef experiences for the Cairns and Port
Douglas areas are identified in the Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit (EC3 Global,
2009) as:


Learn to dive and snorkel with a range of options including helmet dives;



The adrenalin package – skydiving, jet skiing, heli-tours;



The thrill of an encounter with marine life (including the Great 8) in the ‘wild’ on an
adventure dive;



Fishing adventures on the reef;



See where the rainforest meets the reef; and



Catch your first glimpse of the reef from above.

Whilst the audit prepared in the development of this strategy was focussed on terrestrial
product, it has been clear through the background research and consultations that the
Great Barrier Reef is the dominant asset for Cairns and much of its regions. This is just
as true for International Experience Seekers. The region successfully provides a range of
options to experience the reef, from short snorkelling trips on large, comfortable
catamarans, to extended live-on-board diving adventures that travel to relatively
undiscovered and remote reef diving locations.
3.9.2

Townsville Area & Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
In tourism terms the Townsville region is a strong contrast to the Cairns region. Tourist
numbers, particularly international tourists, are a fraction of Cairns’ numbers. Whilst the
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Wet Tropics Management Area extends to the northern boundary of the Townsville urban
area, the city itself experiences much dryer winters and a less reliable wet season than
further north.
The Great Barrier Reef is a major contributor to the Townsville economy and lifestyle
(Townsville has the largest cluster of tropical reef researchers in the world), however,
there are minimal opportunities for visitors to access the reef, other than some notable
more advanced diving tours. Townsville is home to Reef HQ (a reef aquarium) however
this mainly serves as an important supporting experience rather than a true hero
(attractor) experience. An issue for Townsville is that the reef is at least twice the
distance from port than it is from Mission Beach, Cairns or Port Douglas. This increases
the cost, complexity and risk of cancellations in running commercial operations to visit
the reef. Great Barrier Reef Experiences identified by EC3 Global (2009) for the
Townsville area are:


Have a ‘hands-on’ learning experience and contribute to the conservation of the
world’s largest living structure;



Actively contribute to the conservation of the reef;



Learn to dive / snorkel in one of the seven natural wonders of the world;



Experience natural events such as coral spawning; and



Get your thrills from a deep sea adventure dive.

Whilst from a low base, tourism in Townsville has grown at a respectable pace in recent
years. The lifestyle appeal of Townsville has improved dramatically in recent years (since
about 2000) with the improved lifestyle infrastructure and economic growth driving
Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) and business visitors, as well as traditional holiday
tourists.
The regions surrounding Townsville in general do not have a strong tourism focus. The
most tourism focused is Charters Towers, however the region is still dominated by
agriculture (primarily beef) and mining in its outlook.
Whilst Cairns’ tourism industry is too sterilised from the local people and culture to
appeal strongly to International Experience Seekers, much of the Townsville region is
hidden and difficult to access and interact with for international tourists. A small number
of international tourists will stay long periods in Townsville and seek to involve
themselves in the local lifestyle (behaviour characteristic of some Experience Seekers)
however a large number that do visit move on relatively quickly to other destinations.
3.9.3

Summary of Key Experiences
Table 19.2 and Table 19.3 summarise the core identified experiences of interest to
International Experience Seekers in a hierarchy from hero experiences of broad market
appeal, to supporting experiences of niche market appeal. The Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences highlight areas where challenges and opportunities for the region to improve
its appeal exist, though it needs to be noted that not all existing underdeveloped
experiences are worthwhile pursuing.
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Table 3.2: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Cairns Area
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero
Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Cairns CBD

The melting pot of tourists,
migrants and itinerants using
Cairns as a base to explore
the reef and rainforest

 ‘Barefoot’ people / culture
 Setting / vista of the city / esplanade and
inlet
 Markets (though concern that they
decreasingly reflect a genuine North
Queensland culture)
 Tropical smells
 Compact, relatively well serviced CBD

 CBD that reflects North Queensland’s
culture, character and regional offerings.
CBD as an entree to the region and its
experiences
 Genuine interaction with North
Queensland locals
 Tropical Garden CBD
 Reflection of links to Papau New Guinea
and South East Asia
 Sense of links to history, town of
itinerants and migrants
 Positive interaction with Indigenous
people (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders)

The Cairns CBD itself has relatively little to directly
offer the International Experience Seeker. There is a
perception that Cairns CBD is primarily a dormitory
and sales desk for experiences in the region, and
the results of the product audit largely confirm this.

Cairns Urban

Tropical Road Journey (as
part of larger regional touring
routes)

 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Mix of Australian cultures (large
proportion of Cairns’ residents are
relatively recent migrants from elsewhere
in Australia)
 Tropical Gardens (e.g. Botanic Gardens,
Sugarworld Gardens)
 Northern Beaches and beachside
communities
 Rainforest experiences (though many
considered ‘shallow’ and overpackaged)
 Classic tourist attractions (Zoos, tours,
shops)

 Local lifestyle immersion

The Cairns Urban area has much to offer tourists.
From an International Experience Seeker’s
perspective, much of the available product and
experiences are perceived as high quality, but
sterilised from the Cairns community and culture. It
would appear the sterilisation of the industry has
occurred both as the industry has sought to develop
more professional and packaged product and as
locals have sought to escape the ‘tourist scene’ as it
has grown in dominance in the city.

Atherton
Tablelands

Immersion in tropical
highlands / hill country
atmosphere (mist, rainforest,
farms, wildlife)

 Touring Atherton Tablelands (car-based)
diverse landscapes (rainforests, lakes,
waterfalls, towns, landscape, heritage,
agriculture and food areas)
 Wildlife interactions
 Adventure sports and events
 Camping
 Swimming in lakes, creeks and rivers
 Markets

 In-depth rainforest experiences
 Other forms of touring (cycle, walk,
horse-riding, etc)
 Interaction with local Indigenous people,
culture and history
 Adventure sports and events

The Atherton Tablelands is foremost a nature
destination, however it presents a large diversity of
landscapes and experiences. Some parts of the
Atherton Tablelands have a strong tourist presence
(particularly Kuranda) however the majority of the
region displays a mix of farmers, lifestyle settlers
and visitors. Visitation to the Atherton Tablelands
has traditionally been dominated by inter-regional
tourists.
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero
Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Innisfail and
Mission
Beach Area

Laid-back tropical beach,
islands, reef and water
activities

 Nature interactions (wildlife)
 History (architecture and culture, e.g.
pubs, Innisfail CBD)
 Extreme / adventure activities (white
water rafting, skydive)
 Swimming and walking waterholes,
creeks and rivers
 Warm rain
 Journey through tropical landscape

 Local community (eccentrics, artists,
health and wellbeing, accommodation of
wildlife into lifestyles)
 Indigenous culture and farm discovery
 Food and produce
 Innisfail region Italian Culture

The Innisfail and Mission Beach area present a
relatively good potential alignment with
International Experience Seeker interests. The focus
of the area is Mission Beach, which has traditionally
been one of the destinations that North
Queenslanders holiday at. Mission Beach’s major
appeal (the laid-back and secluded feel) is not
always maintained.
The Innisfail and hinterland part of this area has no
clear tourism centre. This is not necessarily an issue
for Experience Seekers, provided the region is able
to be experienced as day-trips or as a touring
region.

Port Douglas

Boutique tropical resort town,
base to reef and rainforest







From an International Experience Seeker
perspective Port Douglas does not have
clear underdeveloped experiences. The only
observation is that there is a need to protect
the character of the destination if it is to
continue to work for International
Experience Seekers.

Port Douglas presents a very different tourist
proposition to the other areas considered in this
audit. It is the most successful destination in the
study in appealing to the ‘Stylish Traveller’ and the
town is clearly foremost about tourism. At the same
time, the majority of Port Douglas’s development
has not detracted from a sense of North
Queensland character. Port Douglas is arguably the
most successful destination in this study for
appealing to international visitors for its destination
value, rather than as primarily a base to explore the
reef and rainforest. There’s a clear need is to
protect and build on its existing successes.

Daintree Area

Immersion in nature - worldfamous, ancient rainforest

 Wildlife interactions
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest

 Community character - eccentricity and
creativeness
 Tune to nature’s cycles
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest
 Involvement, interaction with rainforest
research and learning
 Wet season experience (‘Rainforest in
the rain’)

The Daintree area has developed credibility in
containing some of the highest quality rainforest in
the world. From an International Experience
Seeker’s there are some excellent products in the
area, however most are relatively shallow. There is
also the impression driving through much of the
Daintree that it presents a lot of cheap and cheerful
products and experiences rather than the in-depth
experiences one may expect to find from an
internationally recognised wilderness.

Dining and shopping
Resort Town beach
Resort Activities (golf, spas, etc)
People watching / spotting
Lifestyle town culture

1 Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
2 Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
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Table 3.3: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Townsville Area
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero
Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Townsville
CBD

No existing hero experiences
have been noted for the
Townsville CBD. Whilst a
small number of international
tourists spend a significant
amount of time in the
Townsville CBD, for the vast
majority it is a side-trip or
overnight stop on the way to
something else.

 Immersion in an authentic Australian
tropical city, built for locals to enjoy –
access local lifestyle
 Events for locals (sports, festivals)
 Being served by locals, experiencing with
locals rather than other tourists
 Reef education and interpretation
 North Queensland pride
 Escape the tourist scene
 Evening walks (Castle Hill, Strand, etc)

 Immersion in a small, vibrant and
authentic Australian tropical city
 Genuine local interactions (locals able
and prepared to explain region)
 Indigenous experiences
 Interaction with local knowledge
community (academics and researchers)

The Townsville CBD is the focus of tourism to the
region and where almost all international tourists
who spend time in the region gravitate to at some
point. Unfortunately Townsville’s CBD has
deteriorated significantly since the 1980s and has
been poorly utilised even by locals. Significant
revitalisation investments have been made in the
Townsville CBD in recent years, however it is too
early to note if this is having a significant impact on
tourism.

Townsville
Urban Area

No existing hero experiences
for International Experience
Seekers have been identified
for the Townsville Urban area.

 Community Events (e.g. sporting
matches, festivals)
 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Bush camping / rough beach camping
 Northern Beaches
 Birdwatching (Paluma)
 Rainforest wildlife and immersion
(Paluma)

 ‘Beach hut culture’
 Inshore boating and islands (Cape
Cleveland to Palm Group)

The Townsville Urban area generally has very little
product offering for tourists. A number of attractive
natural attractions exist which some self-drive
international tourists access.

Magnetic
Island

Tropical Island ‘Escape’
Community







 Truly sustainable / self-sufficient holiday
community

Magnetic Island has traditionally functioned as a
holiday island for North Queensland residents. This
function has declined over recent years whilst
visitation from the rest of Australia and international
visitors has increased, but not to the level that
would compensate the reduction in inter-regional
visitors.
Magnetic Island has a limited range of tourism
experiences available, some of which is in-depth but
much of which is keyed into providing limited
activities for inter-regional visitors. The core product
for Magnetic Island is the setting of much of its
accommodation that immerses an escape holiday
lifestyle into a bush island setting.

Wildlife interactions
Secluded tropical island beaches
Island time
Alternative / eccentric locals
Landscape (Boulders, hoop pines and
sea)
 Do meet local people
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero
Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Burdekin

No existing hero experiences
from the perspective of
International Experience
Seekers have been identified.






Farming culture
Bush camping
Cane fires
Working, thriving contemporary country
town
 Fishing, gathering and hunting






The Burdekin region is a highly agriculture focussed
region with minimal tourism product. Mostly, the
region does not consider itself to have an interest in
tourism. The region does experience an inflow of
international backpackers each year and there is
also a reasonable level of camping and caravanning
in the region by inter-regional and inter-state
visitors.

Charters
Towers

Immersion in country, ghosts
and heritage (‘stay in an old
pub at night’)

 See real cowboys walking down the
street
 See horse sports events where most of
the spectators are locals
 Spend time on a working cattle station;
 Local events (e.g. Goldfield Ashes)
 Bush camping
 Real-life bush town (main street)

 White Mountains (nature, landscape and
Indigenous experiences)*
 Locals that engage and inform tourists
 Mining industry and heritage exploration

Charters Towers is the most tourist focussed of the
Townsville regions, however tourism is still a
relatively minimal contributor to the local economy
and environment compared to much of the Cairns
region.
The primary experiences of Charters Towers relate
to its mining and heritage, and the country town
atmosphere. There is some evidence that both
domestic and international tourists are increasingly
seeking inland Australia experiences, and Charters
Towers seems to be benefiting from this.

Tully and
Hinchinbrook
Area

Hinchinbrook Island







 Inshore boating – Hinchinbrook Channel
and islands
 Migrant culture (Italian, Finnish,
Kannaka)
 Hinchinbrook Island walk/kayak and
other wilderness adventures

The Tully and Hinchinbrook area is noted for a
number of highly recognised natural assets but
relatively minimal tourism activity compared to the
regions further north. Most of the natural attractions
serve as side-trips or day-tours for independently
travelling international visitors. Tully Gorge and
Wallaman Falls are particularly popular detours for
travellers. Hinchinbrook Island is noted as being a
significant (but niche) attractor of international
visitors in its own right.
Tully and Hinchinbrook also attract significant
numbers of domestic and intra-regional tourists,
with fishing and camping the major drawcards.

Wallaman Falls
Tully Gorge
Fishing and crabbing
Birdwatching
Swimming in rivers and creeks
(waterholes)

Wetlands and wildlife
Beach/holiday hut culture
Italian / Greek migrant culture
Sugar Mill

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
* Note: White Mountains is just beyond the ‘daytrippable’ area of this study (similar to Undara Lava Tubes) but has the potential to be a significant hero experience in its own right that impacts on Charters Towers.
Source: AECgroup

2
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3.10

Key Issues in Developing the Experience Seeker Market
A range of general issues to the performance of the tourism sector in the CairnsTownsville tourism areas have been raised and explored through the process of
developing the Experience Development Strategy. These issues (and other more minor
ones) are part of the basis for developing the strategy. Core issues which are noted as
particularly significant to the industry’s potential success with International Experience
Seekers are:


Cost of Business and Product Delivery: North Queensland, and Australia in
general, is a very expensive destination for international tourists, both in terms of the
cost and time to travel here, and also the cost of living and activities once in the
country. Business operating costs are relatively high due to high regulatory
requirements and high labour costs. The high cost of operating in Australia makes it
more difficult to provide the in-depth and high value experiences that International
Experience Seekers seek. Australian tourism operators aren’t able to compete on
price which leaves value as the only focus to achieve growth and improved
performance;



Access: The hero experiences of the Cairns-Townsville region are dominated by
those associated with the reef and rainforest. However developing access to much of
the region’s wilderness areas can be difficult, particularly for commercial operations.
As a result, many commercial tours visit that are easily publicly accessible and
provide little scope for in-depth visitor engagement (e.g. short board walks on the
edge of a rainforest wilderness). There is also a low level of exclusive operator access
arrangements to wilderness areas. This level of access can appear as poor value to
International Experience Seekers;



Impediments to Authenticity, Spontaneity and Innovation: Australian
businesses are amongst the most regulated in the world with the resulting benefit
that products and services provided have a high minimum standard of quality and
safety. However, the burden of regulations also creates higher costs and risks to
pursuing new business concepts, with a result in tourism products that gravitate
towards the same tried and tested concepts. There is precedent elsewhere in
Australia in deliberately minimising the burden of establishing businesses in order to
nurture innovation, risk-taking and development of a more interesting product mix
for consumers;



Community Attitudes to Tourism: Most International Experience Seekers enjoy
opportunities to interact with local communities in a genuine way. However, many
areas in the Cairns and Townsville tourism area have low community interest in
tourists. As a result, not all areas are able to maximise their appeal to International
Experience Seekers;



Market Feedback Inefficiency: Australia and North Queensland is a ‘trip of a
lifetime’ for many international tourists due to the cost and distance to visit. Because
international travellers are experiencing and learning about the region as they go
there is little opportunity to try different experiences and return to those that meet or
exceed expectations. As a result there is relatively poor direct market feedback on
those experiences which best suit International Experience Seekers;



Previous Tourism Development Trends: The tourism industry in the Cairns region
in particular was very successful in developing tourism products to suit its markets
through the 1990s. However since this time market trends have changed and
international destination competitors have copied the Cairns successes with new and
fresher products and experiences. Much of the tourism product and experiences
developed previously are not so well suited to current key markets, such as the
International Experience Seeker; and



Competition from Other Destinations: North Queensland is not unique in the
world in possessing high quality reef and rainforest. Many other destinations have
become much better at utilising these assets for tourism in recent years, often by
learning from the successes of the Cairns tourism industry through the 1990s.
Furthermore, many of the competing destinations are closer to key source markets
15
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and much cheaper to visit than Australia. Assets that were clear competitive
advantages for North Queensland in the past have less appeal as unique today.
Parts of North Queensland have developed large, professional and previously successful
tourism industries. In the context of the Experience Seeker market, these features can
actually be a disadvantage. If the region intends to develop new tourism markets it must
pursue new development and service methodologies.
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4. Cairns-Townsville Experience
Development Recommendations
3.11

Precinct Visions
In order to prepare this strategy, the Cairns-Townsville tourism area was broken down
into a number of tourism precincts. Visions for each of these precincts that encapsulates
the personality and character that appeals to Experience Seekers were developed as part
of the process to developing the strategy. They present a glimpse both of where the
precinct is now, and where it could be, in terms of appeal to International Experience
Seekers.
Queensland’s current global tourism brand is Queensland, where Australia shines.
Tropical North Queensland also has a specific global tourism brand Adventurous by
Nature. To leverage off these brands there is a need to have a clear understanding of the
experience and vision of each of the precincts. The experiences and visions presented
reflect the broader tourism brands as well as insight gained from the analysis and
consultations.

Cairns CBD
The vision for the Cairns CBD is to be a bustling port of call which introduces the
culture and character of North Queensland.
The hero experience for the Cairns CBD is being a part of the hub of activity where
visitors resupply, plan and organise their expeditions to the world heritage reefs and
rainforests.
Lonely Planet describes Cairns as ‘unashamedly a tourist town’. The tourist town feel is
irrevocably a part of the Cairns experience, and should be enhanced and taken to the
level of a world class tropical destination rather than rejected in any artificial attempt to
make Cairns a homely town.

Cairns Urban
The vision for the Cairns Urban area is to be where tourists meander and discover
the sites, attractions and glimpses of North Queensland lifestyles.
The Cairns Urban experience is just being a tourist, visiting the tourist attractions and
tourist sites but also discovering the town, landscape and local people.
The Cairns Urban area is relatively large and diverse. It contains a large number of
traditional tourist assets and attractions, many of which are very good in their own ways,
and also in parts introduces the local suburban tropical lifestyle. Even Experience Seekers
enjoy traditional tourist attractions at times and in the right context. The stand-out area
is the Cairns CBD to Port Douglas route, which is a classic tour in itself and offers a
multitude of traditional tourist and non-touristy attractions and detours along the way.

Port Douglas
The vision for Port Douglas is to enhance its status as a boutique resort town with
an aspirational reputation.
The hero experience is the feeling of self-satisfaction from holidaying in a famous resort
town exclusive enough that the rich and famous come to relax and play.
All of the trappings of a true resort town – excellent food, shopping, resorts, spas, etc are
implicit as part of the Port Douglas experience – they do not need to be promoted
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strongly in themselves. Port Douglas also happens to be a superior base from which to
tour the reef and rainforest – ideally in style.

Daintree
The vision of the Daintree is to make every activity and experience indivisible from
nature and its influences.
The hero experience is to feel completely immersed within the rainforest world,
experiencing constant reminders from all senses (sights, sounds, smells, touches) of the
presence of the rainforest.
With a little time and help interpreting the surroundings, visitors can hope to begin to
become attuned to the rainforests rhythms and cycles.

Atherton Tablelands
The vision for the Atherton Tablelands is to be widely regarded and recognised as a
destination for touring and exploration.
The Atherton Tablelands hero experience is losing oneself in the patchwork of rainforests,
farms, villages, lakes, waterfalls, lodges and food producers whilst moseying about the
region.
The Atherton Tablelands is not best experienced as a side-trip or a day-trip; however this
seems to be how many international tourists to the region attempt to access it. Rather it
presents a combination of parts that should be sampled over a tour to create the
Atherton Tablelands experience. For the Atherton Tablelands the hero experience is
contained in the process of the touring itself, just as the Great Ocean Road region or the
south of France are recognised as regions to be toured rather than visited. The rolling
vistas and pleasant ‘eternal spring’ tropical highlands climate add to the appeal of touring
the Atherton Tablelands.

Innisfail Region
The vision for the greater Innisfail area is to be an ‘escape’ for touring and
discovering the working centre of wet tropics.
The Innisfail region experience is discovering the working wet tropics, away from the
tourist crowds.

Mission Beach
The vision for Mission Beach is to live the secluded tropical dream.
The Mission Beach hero experience is the laid-back and off the beaten track experiences
of tropical beaches, islands, reef, rainforest and a few interesting locals.

Tully & Hinchinbrook
The vision for the Tully and Hinchinbrook area is to be a remote wildernesses for
adventurous nature-based tourists.
The hero experience for Tully and Hinchinbrook is adventuring in the wet tropics
wilderness.
The Tully and Hinchinbrook area has some relatively well recognised tourism assets, but
overall the region is relatively undiscovered by international visitors. This extends to both
its cultural and natural values. The region has some of the wildest wilderness areas in the
study including Hinchinbrook Island, such as its world-class Thorseborne Trail and
Girringun National Park.
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Townsville CBD
The vision for the Townsville CBD is to be North Queensland’s contemporary capital
reflecting the region’s strength of economy and lifestyle.
The hero experience for Townsville CBD is experiencing in a small, thriving tropical city
away from tourists.
It is likely to take some time for this experience to develop to significant hero level of
International Experience Seekers. The key interest for International Experience Seekers
in Townsville is the local contemporary culture, activity and vibrancy reflected in the CBD,
rather than any attraction per se. This local activity and vibrancy is not yet fully
developed. Townsville is home to a multitude of industries, including the largest cluster of
tropical marine researchers in the world. Whilst in Cairns visitors can see the reef as a
tourist, in Townsville they may be able to learn about the reef from the scientists
studying it.

Townsville Urban
The vision for the Townsville urban area is to access the urban tropical lifestyle that
locals love.
The key experience for the Townsville urban area is being amongst contemporary urban
tropical Australia.
This experience is unlikely to act as a true hero experience for any significant numbers of
International Experience Seekers in the foreseeable future. For International Experience
Seekers the Townsville Urban Area is where it is possible to escape the tourist trail and
immerse oneself in the grain and detail of contemporary urban Australia. Townsville has a
diverse economy with education, defence, regional services, research, manufacturing and
trade prominent. The community is relatively active with a high level of support for
events, activities and sporting matches. This broad-based economy and community forms
a backdrop to a genuine experience for visitors where they can escape the tourist scene.

Magnetic Island
The key vision for Magnetic Island is to be a unique sustainable and secluded bush
island community escape.
The hero experience of Magnetic Island is the feeling of escape into another world with its
quirky people and combination of bush and tropical island.
Magnetic Island has a clearly unique landscape and community. The sense of its
uniqueness and disconnection from the mainland is part of its character, and is generally
well captured by the accommodation options on the Island. Further enhancement of the
Island’s unique character is expected through measures to make it more self-sufficient in
energy and other needs.

Burdekin
The vision for the Burdekin is to be a thriving, contemporary rural community and
lifestyle.
The key experience for the Burdekin is experiencing the lifestyle of a contemporary,
thriving agricultural community.
The Burdekin is unlikely to develop true hero experiences status for International
Experience Seekers in the foreseeable future. However, it is not without interest to
International Experience Seekers already in the region. The Burdekin has the largest and
most consistent sugar growing area in North Queensland and is also a significant
producer of fruit and vegetable crops. Much of its potential for International Experience
Seekers is currently hidden and underutilised.
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Charters Towers
The vision for Charters Towers is to be a real country town of heritage, ghosts and
rural industry.
The hero experience for Charters Towers is absorbing the heritage and country flavour.
Charters Towers has increasingly captured the interest of visitors with its heritage and
mining industry the key attraction. The history of Charters Towers has been relatively
well preserved and antique fittings and equipment can be found throughout the town with
little searching. It is also increasingly attracting international visitors, although from a
relatively low base. Charters Towers is able to provide an authentic country Australia
atmosphere, with people wearing hats and big belts everyday sights walking through the
streets.
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3.12

Community Development & Education Recommendations
Facebook update – from Townsville, sometime in the future
So without anything planned for the next few hours we followed the flow of the crowd
and ended up at a local rugby (they just call it ‘football’) match. We weren’t really sure at
first whether it was open to the public but soon enough we got talking to a local couple
who’s two kids were playing. After the obligatory teasing of our Yanky accents and
arguments with Chad as to why rugby is tougher than American Football, they asked
about what we were up to on our visit and how long we were in town. Seeing that we will
still be here tomorrow night we are now heading out to the stadium to see the local pros
play against Melbourne, after which our new Aussie ‘mates’ are convinced Chad will be
forever disappointed in boring old American Football.
International Experience Seekers place high value on interacting with locals, and
experiencing local lifestyles in a genuine and authentic fashion. Regions that as a whole
do not embrace tourism, or present barriers to tourists interacting with local communities
and lifestyles, will struggle to build a positive rapport with the International Experience
Seeker market.
There is a need to build social capital and community vibrancy across North Queensland if
the region is maximise its appeal to International Experience Seekers. In a sense, many
communities need to learn to love themselves and their regions, before International
Experience Seekers will be able to love them back. Confident communities are generally
less threatened by tourism and better placed to interact with visitors in a positive way.
Table 4.1: Community Development and Education Strategies
Strategy

Description

Outcome

Making Communities
Tourism Aware

Engaging communities across North Queensland
to improve their understanding of tourism, its
relevance and importance. Community
education would also extend to what tourists,
particularly target psychographics such as
Experience Seekers, are expecting and seeking
from the destinations they visit.

Communities across North
Queensland possessing a
stronger and more accurate
understanding of the
contribution of tourism.

Great Communities in
Which to Live are Great
Communities to Visit

Communities with strong social capital have a
solid basis to build their appeal to International
Experience Seekers. Community culture and
social capital development needs to be led from
the community level, with a role for
stakeholders from the State and Federal level,
including from tourism, to act in support.

Stronger sense of community,
local culture and shared values
that translates into more
inviting and engaging
communities to visit.

Where, What, How and
Why Guides

Developing detailed guidebooks to the region
would lay the foundations to a more informed
community and a more complete visitor
experience in North Queensland. Detailed guides
could be expanded to other formats, for
example through a virtual support tool / online
community linked to the guide.

Detailed guides to North
Queensland that serve as
references to the depth, detail
and diversity of experiences in
the region to both visitors and
residents.
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Strategy

Description

Outcome

Lifestyle North
Queensland

Communities require a conscious appreciation
of, and ability to express, local lifestyle benefits
otherwise visitors will continue to find genuine
North Queensland culture and lifestyle difficult
to access. Stories developed through
competitions would be used both to promote
North Queensland to visitors, and to reinforce
local knowledge, identity and pride within North
Queensland.

Video portraits of the ‘real’
North Queensland lifestyle,
community and culture.
Enhanced understanding of
North Queensland lifestyle,
community and culture locally
and overseas.
Reference collection of North
Queensland stories.
Potentially short professional
documentaries to be aired
around the world to promote
the North Queensland
destination through local
stories.

Community
Ambassadors

North Queenslanders are not always the most
approachable people, and visitors can quickly
become shy to ask for directions, advice or
simply strike up a chat. A program of developing
community ambassadors as people visitors know
that they can talk to for real advice in North
Queensland could assist in making North
Queensland communities more accessible and
friendly for visitors.

A network of registered
community ambassadors across
North Queensland.
Recognition by tourists of the
badges or signs that indicate a
community ambassador.
Better interaction by
International Experience
Seekers with local people and
experiences.

Source: AECgroup
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3.13

Industry Education, Skills & Labour Requirement
Recommendations
Traveller forum post, from somewhere in the USA, sometime in the future
So I am browsing the net and looking at this accommodation place in the rainforest
there. A chat window opens up and a message comes up:
‘Hi im jack – anythign I can help yo with?’
Poor guy can’t type but I can make out the message. I am not sure whether I should just
ignore him – but decide that would be rude.
‘Well, planning a trip out your way and just starting to look around at some options’
I reply.
‘no wories, what ae the main htings you want to experience on your trip?’
Anyway, he then sizes me up pretty quick with a couple of other questions. In the end
given my childhood obsession with the Jungle he suggests that the tours I was looking at
just won’t cut it. He suggests a four day full immersion tour that goes deep into the
forest and we won’t see or hear civilisation for the entire period. Also gives us the best
chance of seeing some wildlife. Of course he also suggests that after that I spend a
couple of nights being pampered and living the good life at their establishment.
I am good with that. But I better check out that tour he suggests first. He has given me
the Skype address of the guy who runs it and tells me I will only get him on Tuesday
nights as he is usually in the jungle (rainforest he calls it) other nights.
The Experience Seeker is a valuable market segment to pursue for tourism, both in terms
of their direct potential but because they are leaders of tourism trends and other
markets. However it is not always an easy market to understand or to successfully
communicate too. There is a general lack of understanding of this market in the North
Queensland tourism community. Recommended in this strategy are several initiatives to
focus on improving skills and understanding in North Queensland’s tourism industry to
the unique requirements and desires of Experience Seekers.
Table 4.2: Industry Education, Skills and Labour Requirement Recommendations
Strategy

Description

Outcome

Who is the International
Experience Seeker?

Across North Queensland, many tourism
operators have a relatively limited
understanding of International Experience
Seekers, the way they think, and the types of
communication that they value. This general
lack of understanding impedes the ability of the
industry to both develop appropriate products
and market themselves to International
Experience Seekers. There is a need for broad
training of the North Queensland tourism
industry with regard to International Experience
Seekers.

Broader understanding across
the North Queensland industry
of the Experience Seeker
psychographic as a leader
segment and how to improve
products, experiences and
information provided to them.
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Strategy

Description

Outcome

Being Personnel and
Genuine Online

Tourism businesses need to increasingly
communicate directly and personally with
prospective customers prior to them even
reaching Australia. Online communication
methods are divers and may involve websites,
blogs, forum postings, social networking sites,
emails and direct online conversations (e.g.
Messenger or Skype). Passive web pages are
increasingly ineffective on their own. There is a
need for on-going industry education as to how
to better use the online world to reach out to
International Experience Seekers.

Broader understanding across
the North Queensland tourism
industry of how to use the
online world to communicate to
target markets.

Quality and
Accreditations

Accreditation systems provide a framework for
promoting and continually raising product
standard expectations in Great Barrier Reef
operations and Wet Tropics operations. These
assist international visitors, who generally will
have minimal experience with the region,
optimise their choices to their preferences. It is
recommended that schemes focus on knowledge
and competency and be voluntary for
participation by businesses.

To ensure a high ceiling of
expectations of knowledge
delivery for tourism operators
using the Great Barrier Reef
and/or Wet Tropics World
Heritage Area as a basis to their
product.

Source: AECgroup
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Communication & Marketing
Summary of a travel review, published in a weekend newspaper magazine,
sometime in the future
We visited Tropical North Queensland as guests of Tourism Queensland. Sure, they
sponsored us and gave us plenty of information on what to see and do, but overall, they
just let us get on with our thing. Which was good, because we really wanted to find out
about the full North Queensland story.
At first, Cairns seems much the same as it has always been. Tourism here is in your face,
there are no shortages of places to eat, stay and book trips to the ever popular reef and
rainforest. But at the same time, there is more. Public places are, well, more public in
focus – there are little snippets of information, images, creations everywhere that lead
you into thinking more about what there is in the region. I think I learnt more about the
tropical rainforests in my first two hours walking the streets of Cairns then I did in my
entire three day stay 10 years ago.
And options to experience the rainforest? Well there are still plenty of the regular tours.
But there are other options too. A professional guides cooperative promises to change
your understanding of the forest or your money back. Tag along tours with the local
bushwalking club – you cover your own costs and gear and you can tag along into all
sorts of wild and wonderful places.
So what did I do? Well, it all sounds wonderful but I went with a more traditional guided
bus, sights and walk tour. They promote themselves as customising their itinerary dayto-day to take in the best experiences on offer at that particular time. Sounds a bit
amateurish but it really works. For my trip, there had been good rain up at Mt Lewis
overnight that was expected to bring out the creepy crawlies. And sure enough, as the
sun set and we sat quietly in the dark, thousands of fireflies emerged from the forest
floor and crawled up the trees and bushes turning the forest into a galaxy of twinkling
stars. From my stroll around Cairns CBD last night I knew the fireflies were actually male
beetles trying to find a mate. And that once their show started to subside it would be
time to start looking for glow-in-the-dark fungi.
Experience Seekers are generally savy to, and even sceptical of, marketing. However
they can be effectively communicated to particularly through modern media and online
mediums. Passive marketing is largely ineffective or only useful as support to more direct
and personalised approaches. Unfortunately, communicating successfully with Experience
Seekers can be resource intensive, however this needs to be considered against their
potential high value as guests.
A range of measures are recommended to assist the region in better communicating to
Experience Seekers in their homes and once in Australia. Communications in general
need to be more personal, in-depth, independent and credible than more traditional
forms of tourism marketing.
Table 4.3: Communication and Marketing Recommendations
Strategy

Description

Outcome

Where are the
Experience Seekers of
the Future?

Wealth is currently growing faster in Asia, the
Middle East and Eastern Europe than it is in the
developed economies of Western Europe and
North America. Developing economies will form
an increasing share of global tourists in the
future. For Asian Experience Seekers, Australia
is a dramatic contrast in terms of landscape,
space, culture and language but also relatively
close to visit. There is a need to better
understand and target Experience Seekers from
these up and coming markets.

For North Queensland to
become a market leader as a
destination for Experience
Seekers from up-and-coming
developing nations, particularly
in Asia.
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Strategy

Description

Outcome

Active and Accessible
Online Community

Passive online presences (e.g. web pages) are
increasingly just a bare minimum level of online
involvement. It is recommended that resources
be dedicated to providing real-time online
interactivity for potential visitors to North
Queensland.

Cutting edge and evolving
online presence for North
Queensland that communicates
effectively with International
Experience Seekers.

Real Experiences,
Images and Stories

Marketing to Experience Seekers requires a
different set of collateral to that used for
traditional marketing. Collateral should be nontourist focussed, authentic, genuine and not
afraid of presenting as a little amateurish. A
database of experiences, images and stories
should be collated from North Queensland that
can be drawn upon for development of a variety
of collateral materials to support communicating
to International Experience Seekers.

Database that can be utilised by
organisations and industry to
communicate with, and market
North Queensland to,
International Experience
Seekers.

Indigenous Knowledge
and Context

Indigenous knowledge could be harnessed
where acceptable with Indigenous groups to
develop a seasonal and landscape guide of the
wet and dry tropics regions of North
Queensland. This guide would be used as a
basis to promoting, understanding and
interpreting the region and available experiences
throughout the year.

Indigenous Seasonal and
Landscape systems and stories
to help broaden the North
Queensland experience for
International Experience
Seekers.

Aspirational Port
Douglas

It is important that Port Douglas continues to
nurture its relevance to key Travel in Style
tourists such as celebrities, major business and
political figures whose reputations lend
credibility to the destination. The destination
should provide the utmost in polished
professional service and products. The nontouristy, real and deliberately amateurish
impressions which are recommended for
communicating with the bulk of the Experience
Seeker market are not appropriate for Port
Douglas.

Port Douglas being the
destination that most tourists
see as being a little above what
they normally would be able to
access.
Port Douglas not losing its
credibility with the leading edge
of the Travel in Style segment.

Generate Opinions

Exposure of North Queensland for Experience
Seekers through opinion pieces and neutral
media should focus on North Queensland
nature, culture, lifestyle and experiences rather
than tourism images and experiences.

Increased number of credible
articles and reviews based on
North Queensland experiences
in international media.
Increased number of
documentaries and TV
segments shown internationally
that feature North Queensland
natural and cultural
experiences.

Regional Destinations
Live

Cairns CBD is envisaged in this strategy as a
Port of Call, a place to take stock, get your
bearings, interact with other travellers and
prepare for a range of adventures and
experiences in the North Queensland region. In
order to better introduce the regions and North
Queensland in Cairns, a series of outdoor
community information screens could be
installed in key public spaces, such as at the
Esplanade Lagoon or at Cairns City Mall.

To provide a live and active
introduction to the regions in
the CBD.
To introduce a sense of activity,
vibrancy and connection to
various destinations from the
CBD.

Source: AECgroup
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Commercial Opportunities
Summary of post on a Travel and Food forum, sometime in the future
The guy at the front desk of our hotel asked us if we had any plans tomorrow night. ‘No,
we didn’t have anything specific’ we indicated.
‘Well, if you are up for something a bit different, rather than going to some restaurant for
dinner, there is a Sicilian lady who does cooking classes once a month. It’ll cost you
about the same as a restaurant, but you get to learn how to make the meal, learn about
North Queensland and Italian food, and you eat as you go. She only takes 8 people so if
you are interested you should try to book now.’
We quickly glanced at each other – this was nothing like what we had expected to get in
North Queensland – but sounded fun. ‘Book us in’.
‘Ok, looks like there will be six of you tomorrow. Also, her husband can seem a bit
grumpy at first, but don’t let that put you off – he is just a bit uncomfortable at first’
Not really sure how this was going to turn out we dutifully turned up to the house at 6
the next night. To cut a long story short it was great. We had no idea that this sort of
thing existed. ‘Us Italians never starve - we will eat anything’ she would proclaim as she
would recount childhood stories of searching under rocks for freshwater shrimp at the
river whilst her mother did the washing or the first Christmas that they tried a bush
turkey for dinner (get a younger one, maybe fatten it up first). They had been in the
region since teenagers and started working the cane farm before mechanical harvesters
made it easy. And her husband opened up after a few drinks and started winding us all
up with stories of floods, cyclones, crocodiles and snakes. We never caught onto his
name.
When it was all done we said our goodbyes and stumbled home with one eye in the grass
for those snakes we had just heard so much about.
Much of the North Queensland region has a well developed and relatively professional
tourism industry and commercial gaps are not numerous. From the perspective of
International Experience Seekers, facilitating more ’cottage industry’ operators that
reflect local culture and speciality interests in the region would be advantageous and
support traditional tourist operators. Such operators typically lack the business skills or
resources to undertake serious investments in tourism, but can add significantly to the
depth and character of a destination in a way that appeals to Experience Seekers.
Table 4.4: Commercial Opportunities Recommendations
Strategy

Description

Outcome

Tourism / Industry
Partnerships

There is little incentive for industrial businesses
(e.g. sugar mills) to develop tourism
components, even where there is demand. In
order to bring such product to market it would
preferable to outsource the tourism component
to tourism focused operators. There is a role for
local business development work to identify
potential industrial businesses open to the
model, potential tourism partners, and assist
negotiation of operational agreements
acceptable to all parties.

Commercial relationships that
allow visitor access to local
assets where the
owner/operators have minimal
incentive to allow tourism
access.

Small Operator Laws and
Regulations Revision

A network of smaller, more authentic tourism
businesses in North Queensland would provide
colour and depth to the local experience for
International Experience Seekers. Precedent
exists for reducing regulation on small operators
(e.g. Victorian Liquor Control Reform Act of
1998) to stimulate innovation.

To stimulate the provision of
more diverse, authentic and
genuine tourism services and
product throughout North
Queensland.
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Strategy

Description

Outcome

Bringing Life to Heritage
Spaces

An adaptive reuse policy to stimulate tourism
uses of heritage and period buildings in North
Queensland would serve to both stimulate
investment in the update of older buildings and
bring a limited style of product to the North
Queensland tourism offering, providing tourists
better and more direct linkages to the region’s
history.

To improve the viability of
tourism use of heritage
buildings.
To add more unique buildings
to the tourism product mix in
North Queensland.

Individual Operators Cooperative

The lack of small, artisan or hobby focused
tourism services in North Queensland is a
comparative disadvantage for the region
compared to many other international
destinations. A co-operative arrangement may
be one solution to pooling resources for small,
hobby and part-time tourism operators to
reduce their barriers of entry.

Stimulate a variety of small
operators to enter the industry
providing unique and authentic
tourism options.

Source: AECgroup
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Product & Destination Development
Online guestbook entry to a small accommodation house’s website, sometime in
the future
We were only going to spend one day on the Tablelands but our hosts had it all planned
out. They showed us some maps, attenuating them with scribbled notes as they talked,
fitted some helmets and adjusted the seats on the bikes.
‘When you get to Atherton let Sheryl know to give us a call as to when you want to be
picked up. If we don’t hear by 8 we’ll send out the search and rescue.’
The plan was to cycle a series of lanes and paths and take in some of the Tablelands best
features. This was adventure in style. Breakfast, morning tea, lunch, afternoon tea would
all be had at various establishments along the way with dinner and drinks whilst waiting
to be picked up and taken back to our accommodation. Great service guys and
recommend you to anyone!
In general, the Cairns-Townsville tourism area is lacking in assets of significant interest
to International Experience Seekers. The rainforest and particularly the Great Barrier
Reef are world-class and durable assets from which many of the tourism experiences,
including those of interest to International Experience Seekers, are derived. Where the
region can let down the International Experience Seeker is with a lack of access to, or
unsatisfying or shallow delivery of experiences based on, these assets. A number of
secondary experiences that act to colour a tourist’s overall experience are also weak.
Several new products are recommended based on their potential to meet areas of
significant interest to International Experience Seekers, or fill clear gaps in regional
offerings. Most recommendations below are, however, based on enhancing the use of
existing assets and products through better delivery of associated experiences. As such,
they would support existing operators by improving the attraction of the existing tourism
asset base.
Table 4.5: Product and Destination Development Recommendations
Strategy

Description

Outcome

The Where, What, How
and Why of Indigenous
Experiences

Authentic Indigenous Engagement is of strong
interest to International Experience Seekers and
international tourists in general. A network, trail
or map of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Australia experiences for North Queensland
would assist in both directing tourists to such
experiences but also in presenting North
Queensland as a credible destination to learn
more about Indigenous Australia.

Detailed guides to North
Queensland the serve as
references to the depth, detail
and diversity of experiences in
the region to both visitors and
residents.

Finding North
Queensland in the Cairns
CBD

There is no reason that the Cairns CBD cannot
be both a tourist town and a place of reflection
and celebration of the region’s history and
culture. Accentuating North Queensland culture
and history in the Cairns CBD should be a
priority of future CBD planning by Council and
relevant State interests.

Create visible linkages in the
Cairns CBD to its North
Queensland history and
heritage.
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Strategy

Description

Outcome

Townsville Second
Capital

Townsville is Northern Australia’s largest city
and has recently been nominated as
Queensland’s second state capital by the State
Government. The CBD of Townsville has,
however, in recent decades been neglected and
deteriorated to the point that it became a poor
reflection of the size and vibrancy of the city
and North Queensland more broadly.
Revitalisation of the city is being encouraged by
local and State governments. For International
Experience Seekers, a current goal of a more
vibrant, active city better utilised by locals for
commerce and recreation would better suit their
interest in immersing in genuine and vibrant
local environments.

More vibrant and connected
Townsville CBD better utilised
by locals and tourists.

Beginning the Reef and
Rainforest Experience in
Cairns

Experience Seekers tend to seek greater levels
of information regarding the destinations they
visit and activities they undertake than other
types of tourists and the Cairns CBD is an ideal
place to access this information.

High quality entrees to reef and
rainforest experiences
developed throughout the
Cairns CBD.
A stronger sense of the
potential of the experiences in
North Queensland reflected in
the Cairns CBD.

Tully to Hinchinbrook
Wilderness Adventures

The Hinchinbrook to Tully area is blessed with
some significant in-depth wilderness and nature
assets and experiences. The Thorsborne Trail on
Hinchinbrook Island, for example, is a niche
hero experience of further potential. Some of
these experiences are reasonably developed
however much is underutilised for various
reasons, including poor recognition, poor access,
limited information availability and the generally
low profile of tourism through much of the
region in general. The Hinchinbrook to Tully
natural and wilderness assets have the potential
to satisfy the more adventurous International
Experience Seekers, due to their more rugged
and committed natures.

Recognition of the region by
International Experience
Seekers as a hub for genuine
tropical wilderness and
adventure experiences.

Experiencing
Contemporary
Indigenous Communities

International Experience Seekers are a logical
target market for North Queensland Indigenous
communities to develop tourism as they are
typically interested in contemporary Indigenous
lifestyles and culture, are adventurous and not
deterred by lack of traditional tourist comforts,
and seek new and hidden experiences that are
off the traditional tourist trail. There is need to
extend education of the ways of the Experience
Seeker tourist to Indigenous communities and
potential Indigenous tourism operators.

Tourism developments from
North Queensland Indigenous
communities which are
sympathetic to International
Experience Seekers (who are
likely to be their major market).

Food, Culture and North
Queensland

Food and cuisine seems unlikely to develop into
a hero experience for North Queensland in the
foreseeable future however it could form a very
important component of supporting experiences.
A reference to North Queensland cuisine,
produce and food would be a first step to
localising North Queensland’s food and cuisine
to improve interest for International Experience
Seekers.

Improved information on how
to present North Queensland
food and cuisine.
Increased use of North
Queensland styles and
ingredients throughout the
region.
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Strategy

Description

Outcome

Daintree Wilderness
Hero Experience

It is recommended that a major new wilderness
hero experience be developed in the Daintree
rainforest. The hero experience would only be
aimed at a very small proportion of visitors to
the region actually undertaking it (much like the
Overland Track in Tasmania), with the primary
purpose of the experience to enhance the
credibility, reputation and mystique of the
Daintree rainforest for all tourists.

To develop a major wilderness
hero experience that will lend
credibility to the Daintree
rainforest experience and
support operators by increasing
interest in the destination.

Visit Self Sufficient
Communities

The Daintree and Magnetic Island are perfect
communities to leverage sustainability and selfsufficiency as a core component of their
experience offering to tourists. Experiencing
sustainable living through immersing oneself in
a sustainable destination is of interest to
International Experience Seekers.

A high level of self-sufficiency
for the Daintree and Magnetic
Island communities that is
visible and accessible by
tourists as part of their
experience.

Tour Atherton
Tablelands

A series of trails and laneways across the
Atherton Tablelands would open up the region
to a style of experience not currently available in
North Queensland. Routes for walking, cycling
or horseriding could pass through forests, farms,
along back roads and through towns. Tourers
could stay at the many accommodation
establishments scattered throughout the
Atherton Tablelands and/or camp on the trails,
and they could dine at the various towns along
the way.

To create a network of trails on
the Atherton Tablelands to
enable touring by tourists via a
multiple of means.

Mission Beach and
Experiencing the Reef

Plans for a safe harbour at Mission Beach are
currently being promoted by the Mission Beach
business community. The proposal is a good fit
for improving the appeal of the area to
International Experience Seekers, by enabling
reasonably reliable access to the region’s reef
and island assets.

A safe harbour constructed at
Mission Beach which
significantly reduces the impact
of weather on the ability to
operate boats for tourists from
the area.

Beyond Just Reef and
Rainforest

Generally underutilised wilderness and nature
assets in North Queensland include the region’s
wetlands (including mangrove areas and
seasonal freshwater wetlands) and inland
wilderness areas (such as White Mountains,
Valley of Lagoons area and inland areas of the
Atherton Tablelands). Whilst some of these
areas are accessible to some level, most are
poorly promoted and very few enable more in
depth exploration and interpretation.

Wilderness and nature-based
sites across North Queensland
the serve to slow tourists in the
region.

White Mountains

The quality of natural landscape in the White
Mountains National Park has the potential to see
it develop as a significant niche hero experience
for International Experience Seekers, much as
Hinchinbrook Island currently does. Developing
White Mountains National Park will require
access, camping, trails and basic facilities to be
established and promotion of the park and its
attributes.

Access developed to the better
parts of White Mountains
National Park and a serious of
trails established. White
Mountains as part of network of
in-depth wilderness experiences
in region (e.g. Misty Mountains,
Daintree, Hinchinbrook).

Great Tropical Drive

The current Great Tropical Drive information is
successful from an Experience Seeker credibility
perspective in presenting relatively objective
notes regarding the region, its assets and
experiences. However the concept is in need of
refreshment, further development and update.

Updated and enhanced Great
Tropical Drive project.

Source: AECgroup
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Planning & Architecture
Story as recited in a lunch room (translated), Shanghai, sometime in the future
‘Where to for dinner?’ was the inevitable topic launched soon after we met up with Feng
and Qiang in the foyer. None of us knew the town at all but our guides had indicated in
the briefing that we would be fine to wander about the city and discover it for ourselves.
We wandered about for a bit and there were plenty of options. There were even some
good Chinese places with Chinese menus but Qiang was determined to go somewhere
different. In the end we ended up in one corner of town that was a little quieter and
populated with a few restaurants that seemed to be well patronised. This must be were
the locals hang out. Nothing was written in Chinese so it was a little daunting but Qiang
was insistent. Which is all fine for him, as of course I have been delegated the task of
trying to order...
Design is well known by architects, town planners and urban designers to have a major
effect on people’s moods, attitudes and impressions of a location. Tourists, including
Experience Seekers, are affected by planning and architecture. International Experience
Seekers are particularly drawn to design cues that are different to their everyday
experience and which reflect a region’s culture and climate and contain stories and
lessons. From this perspective, it is worthwhile to reflect on some planning and
architecture issues of particular relevance to the region’s presentation to International
Experience Seekers.
Table 4.6: Planning and Architecture Recommendations
Distinctive Streetscapes

Cairns Regional Council is currently finalising a
new masterplan for the CBD. Current drafts of
the plan note that tropical character is defined
strongly by plantings. It also puts forth means
to improve streetscapes through other measures
such as better reflection of Cairn’s cultural
heritage. The strategy recommendation here is
to reinforce that such issues do impact
significantly on the CBD’s attractiveness to
tourists. There is also scope to recognise cues
from the reef and rainforest environments and
local Indigenous cultures on Cairns’ streets.

A range of developments on
Cairns CBD streets that
accentuate the tropical setting
and create a unique Cairns
character.

Guiding Built Character

It is recommended that development style guide
for Cairns CBD in particular, but possibly also
broader Cairns and other parts of North
Queensland, be developed which provides rich
information on the heritage, culture and other
unique characteristics of Cairns and North
Queensland as a foundation guide to
developers, architects and designers to
incorporate into their designs.

Developers in the Cairns CBD
that consider the benchmark
style guide in the initial stages
of planning future projects –
reduced redrafting of plans at
the development application
stage.
More consistent development
style across the CBD which
contributes more coherently to
a unique Cairns character.

Tourism Free Areas

Tourism Free Areas in the Cairns CBD would
provide Experience Seekers parts of the city
where they can ‘escape’ the tourism scene.
They may also encourage locals to better utilise
the CBD as sections would feel less overrun by
tourism. Tourism businesses could be
encouraged to move to tourism precincts
through both incentives and planning
restrictions in other parts of the CBD.

To enable areas of the Cairns
CBD to retain a domestic
character.
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Description

Outcome

Conserving Port Douglas

Port Douglas is the only area in the CairnsTownsville tourism area that has developed
significant success with the Travel in Style type
of International Experience Seeker. Whilst Port
Douglas has suffered through the post GFC
tourism slump it remains amongst the best
positioned tourist destination in the CairnsTownsville tourism area to matching its market.
For Port Douglas’s long term performance it is
important that it does not lose its prestigious
reputation through short-term measures to
maintain visitor numbers such as moving downmarket or relaxation of successful development
controls.

Port Douglas as a location that
continues to generate success
with the Travel in Style type of
International Experience Seeker

Inseparable Daintree
and Rainforest

For Experience Seekers, the Daintree experience
needs to be a complete immersion within the
rainforest environment. It is recommended that
more sympathetic development styles in the
Daintree by encouraged through a local
development style guide and / or additional local
planning controls developed in consultation with
the Daintree community.

Improved sympathy of all built
structures in the Daintree to the
rainforest environment.
Enhance the sense of total
immersion in the rainforest
when in the Daintree.

Source: AECgroup
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5.

Progressing the Strategy
An Experience Development Strategy is a new approach to tourism development and
represents a departure from previous tourism strategies with its tight focus on one key
segment of the broader tourism market and the focus on the emotional benefits for the
tourists. Given the far-reaching scope of recommendations in this plan a range of key
stakeholders have been noted as being relevant to achieving the outcomes sought. Many
other stakeholders need to be ultimately involved in implementing many of the strategies
if outcomes are to be maximised.
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Strategy acts as a guiding document to
inform future work and actions by a range of private and public sector stakeholders both
within and beyond tourism stakeholders. It is not a strategy that can be implemented by
a single stakeholder in a serious of step-by-step actions. This is not an intentional
outcome but a result of developing a strategy addressing the requirements of the
Experience Seeker psychographic.
Ultimately, International Experience Seekers are most interested in visiting destinations
which locals love and actively make the most of their environment, assets, community
and culture. Experience Seekers want to feel part of local lifestyles and understand how
locals enjoy the region. The benefit of this need for broad reaching strategies is that
success in implementing them will also result in flow-on success across other interests,
from stronger and more liveable communities to improved destination reputation and
appeal with other types of tourists.
The region is blessed with genuine and authentic natural assets of interest to
International Experience Seekers, however much more can be done to develop
experiences based on those assets, and to support visitors in the region with better and
more diverse secondary experiences.
North Queensland will remain an expensive and distant destination for tourists for the
foreseeable future. It must learn to increasingly supply value to higher yield visitors
rather than rely on volume. The International Experience Seeker has been highlighted by
Tourism Australia as the best fit high value market for Australia and this is supported by
the research prepared for this strategy. However they are in many ways not an easy
market and to maximise success will require a much more holistic and in-depth approach
to tourism.
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Attachment A - Experience Seeker Product Alignment Framework

Executive Summary
Background
As part of the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a
partnership between the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism
Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the
Wet Tropics Management Authority is seeking to develop a pilot Experience Development
Strategy (EDS) for the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs. The Strategy aims to identify
existing and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville. Both
these centres function as tourism hubs providing a combination of urban tourism
experiences and bases for a range of day trip experiences into the surrounding Wet
Tropics and Great Barrier Reef. It aims to outline how the region can innovate, improve
and renew the experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to remain a competitive
destination.
International Experience Seekers display a number of attractive characteristics for
Australia to target such as they are regular travellers, high spenders and are prepared to
travel long distances. However, they are also highly focussed on authenticity and
perceived value for money whilst being difficult to reach through traditional marketing.
Key to developing the EDS is a thorough understanding of the Experience Seeker tourist
and psychographic. Based on the psychographic indicators of a number of types of
International Experience Seekers, AECgroup has developed an Experience Seeker Product
Alignment Framework which is utilised for the Experiences Audit reported in a subsequent
report.

Segmenting Touist Markets by Psychographic Profile
There are four accepted methods of segmenting tourist markets, using factors related to:


Geography;



Demography;



Psychography; and



Behaviour.

Psychographic profiling is used to segment consumers by lifestyle, attitudes, beliefs,
values, personality, buying motives, and/or extent of product usage. Psychographic
analyses are used like geographic (place of residence or work) and demographic (age,
income, occupation) criteria to describe and identify customers and prospective
customers and to aid in developing strategies to appeal to specific psychographic
segments of the market. Psychographic profiling has only relatively recently been applied
to understanding tourism markets. Tourism Australia has defined a number of
international tourist psychographics of which the Experience Seeker is of interest to this
study.

What is an Experience Seeker?
An Experience Seeker is a psychographically defined type of tourist. Tourism Australia’s
Experience Seeker is similar to other sensation seeking tourist and personality
psychographics defined by other research. They are associated with sensation seeking
behaviour in one or more of the following four dimensions, namely:
1.

Thrill and Adventure Seeking – the desire to engage in activities of a physical nature
involving speed, danger, novelty, and defiance of gravity;
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2.
3.

Experience Seeking – the desire to engage in activities designed to produce novel
experiences through travel, music, art, meeting unusual people, or following
alternative lifestyles with other similar people;

4.

Disinhibition – the release through uninhibited social activities with or without the aid
of alcohol; and

5.

Boredom Susceptibility – the displeasure at routine activities, repetitive experiences,
and predictable people.

More formally, Tourism Australia’s Experience Seekers are defined by their responses to a
propriety questionnaire that explores responses to a range of questions covering the four
dimensions of sensation seeking.
Key Characteristics
Experience Seekers are long haul travellers who are less affected by travel distance, time
and cost, and research shows this finding to be globally consistent. Experience Seekers also
share a unique set of values, attitudes and motivations that stretch beyond holiday
behaviour and well beyond the category of travel.
The research reports that Experience Seekers:


Are experienced international travellers;



Seek out and enjoy authentic personal experiences they can talk about;



Involve themselves in holiday activities, are sociable and enjoy engaging with locals;



Are active in their pursuits and come away having learnt something;



Are somewhat adventurous and enjoy a variety of experiences on any single trip;



Place high importance on value and hence critically balance benefits with costs; and



Place high value on contrasting experiences (i.e. different from their day-to-day lives).

Profile
Experience Seekers can be found among all age groups, income levels, and geographic
locations. Within this segment there are commonalities in attitude to travel, personal
development and everyday life that exist across countries. Commonalities include:


Travelling is a big part of their life. As experienced travellers they are often interested
in travel for travels sake and see it as an important aspect of their lifestyle and well
being;



Compared to the average long haul traveller, Experience Seekers want to get off the
beaten track and interact with local people to make friends, develop personal
relationships and engage in the lifestyle;



The desire for self-discovery and education when travelling. As well as observing,
they also want to personally experience cultures and lifestyles different from their
own. Exposure to such experiences results in a deep sense of personal fulfilment
meeting their desire to grow as an individual;



The desire to challenge themselves physically, emotionally and/or mentally. By
learning about different cultures and challenging themselves, the opportunity for self
discovery is enhanced;



They are drawn to destinations that are ‘yet to be discovered’ or are away from the
standard tourist trail. To be able to experience the true natural and cultural
surroundings they have a preference for locations that are un-touched rather than
stylised tourist destinations.
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Key ‘Wants’
The Experience Seeker has a number of key ‘wants’ to satisfy their travel experience,
including:


Authentic personal experiences;



Social interactions – making friends and developing personal relationships;



Meet and interact with the locals;



Experience something different from their normal day-to-day life;



Understand and learn about different lifestyles and cultures;



Participate in the lifestyle and experience, rather than observing it;



Challenge themselves – physically, emotionally and/or mentally;



Visit authentic destinations that are not necessarily part of the tourist route; and



Exposure to unique and personally compelling experiences.

Demographic and Behavioural Attributes
In terms of understanding the demography and behavioural attributes of Experience
Seekers, they typically:


Come from households that have higher than average household income;



Consider travel to be an important part of their lifestyle;



Are not overly materialistic;



Are tertiary educated;



Are open-minded and have an interest in world affairs;



Are selective about their media consumption;



Are opinion leaders within their peer and social groups; and



Are not characterised by nationality, preferred holiday style/mode or age.

Relative to other travellers, Experience Seekers also tend to stay longer and spend more
at their destination.

Experience Seeker Product Alignment Framework
Experience Seeker Markers
Research by AECgroup into the Experience Seeker psychographic has revealed five key
types of Experience Seeker of relevance to the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Market. These
types of Experience Seeker are outlined in Table E.1. Key markers of each type of
Experience Seeker that can be assessed for alignment with existing products and
experiences in the Cairns-Townsville region have been identified and are also presented
in Table E.1.
Table E.1: Experience Seeker Types and Markers
Experience
Seeker Type

Type Description

Markers That Typically Align With Type

Ready To Leave

18-24yrs, immerse in people & culture, value
for money, not driven by comfort







Self-Challengers

25-54yrs, seek challenging experiences, see
destination before discovered

 Local Culture/ Events/ People/ Language
(Contemporary)
 Clubs/bars
 Hiking/Cycling/Wilderness
 Indigenous Culture

Modest Accommodation
Camping
Diving/ Snorkelling
Hiking
Local Culture/ Events (Contemporary)
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Experience
Seeker Type

Type Description

Markers That Typically Align With Type
 Local Food/Wine (Local Produce)
 Local Markets
 Travel in comfort & enjoy luxuries

Comfort &
Learning

Older, married, safety is important, see
places before discovered & understand
destination, not risk averse












Luxury Accommodation
Famous Landmarks
Guided Tours
Cultural Activities/ Events (Contemporary
and Indigenous)
Photography
Local Food/Wine (Local Produce)
Shopping
Hiking
Local Markets
Bird/Animal Watching
Moderate/ Luxury Accommodation
Golf
Hiking/ Wilderness
Food/ Wine (Fine Dining)
Relaxing
Shopping

Cocoon Travellers

Young, affluent, married, fit, happy to be
'tourists', no interest in immersing in local
culture or seeking unique experience, looking
for 'multiple experiences'








Travel in Style

Superior vacation experience affirms status,
all age groups, single, travel a big part of life,
not seeking adventure

 Luxury/ Resort Accommodation
(Prestige)
 Sightseeing
 Cruises
 Health Spas
 Golf
 Less likely to visit/stay in towns

Source: Tourism Australia, AECgroup

Product Alignment Assessment
A product alignment scale (Table E.2) has been developed by AECgroup for assessing
tourism products and experiences relative to the markets outlined in Table E.2.
Table E.2: Product Alignment Scale
Rating

Value

Definition

Highly Consistent

5

The product displays characteristics that clearly and acutely align it with the indicator
experience

Consistent

4

The product displays characteristics that clearly align it with the indicator experience

Neutral

3

The product is irrelevant to the indicator experience or it is uncertain whether it
aligns or not

Inconsistent

2

The product displays characteristics that clearly conflict with the indicator experience

1

The product displays characteristics that clearly and acutely conflict with the
indicator experience

Highly
Inconsistent
Source: AECgroup

Assessment against the product alignment scale is only able to capture the superficial
aspects of a tourism product or experience relative to those experiences sought by
Experience Seekers. The assessment is unable to capture factors such as value, quality
or authenticity of the product of the experience. As such, the result of the assessment is
best considered as an indicator of how a product or experience presents to the
Experience Seeker, rather than how satisfied an Experience Seeker is likely to be who
engages with the product or experience.
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6.

Introduction
As part of the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a
partnership between the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism
Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the
Wet Tropics Management Authority is seeking to develop a pilot Experience Development
Strategy (EDS) for the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs. The Strategy aims to identify
existing and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville. Both
these centres function as tourism hubs providing a combination of urban tourism
experiences and bases for a range of day trip experiences into the surrounding Wet
Tropics and Great Barrier Reef. It aims to outline how the region can innovate, improve
and renew the experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to remain a competitive
destination. As the EDS is also a pilot, it is also required that the report be prepared with
advice, lessons learnt and findings that will be used by the Destination Management
Planning Working Group to help with preparing best practice EDS’s for other locations.
It is required that the Strategy considers issues relating to products, facilities, services
and information for Experience Seekers including:


Commercial opportunities;



Access issues;



Investment potential;



Skills and labour requirements;



Conservation opportunities;



Marketing needs;



Visitor management issues;



Product development; and



Infrastructure requirements.

A Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit has already been completed. It is anticipated that
the EDS will build on this audit for reef-based experiences and undertake more
fundamental research to underpin the land-based opportunities development.

3.18

Project Objectives
The deliverables required for the EDS itself as per the Statement of Requirement are:


Detailed Project Plan: Timeframes, methodology, process for engagement with the
Cairns-Townsville EDS Project Management Committee, consultation details and a
communication plan to be developed following a project initiation workshop with the
Cairns-Townsville EDS Project Management Committee;



Consultation Results Report;



Draft Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan;



Final Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan;



Experience Development Plan Implementation Plan: Sets out clear priorities,
resource requirements (human and financial), timeframes, milestones, and
responsibilities for delivery along with a simple performance monitoring framework;
and



Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan Summary Report: Short
summary of the EDS outlining key elements for policy makers, commercial operators
and investors.

The project also requires the following deliverables be prepared:


Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan Preparation Lessons Report:
Advice/findings from the EDS of use in assisting the Working Group to integrate best
practice into EDSs in other locations; and

1
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3.19

A 45 minute presentation to a full day workshop organised by the Destination
Management Planning Working Group and participation in discussions throughout the
event.

Purpose of this Report
The purpose of the Experience Seeker Product Alignment Framework is to review the
Experience Seeker psychographic profile and develop an Alignment Framework for
evaluating Cairns-Townsville tourism region products and experiences with Experience
Seeker characteristics.

3.20

Approach & Methodology
The following report reviews published research from Tourism Australia and other
relevant sources for Experience Seeker and sensation seeking type psychographics. The
review is then built upon to develop an Experience Seeker Product Alignment Framework.

2
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7.

What is an Experience Seeker?

3.21

A New Approach to Segmentation
There are four accepted methods of segmenting tourist markets, using factors related to:


Geography;



Demography;



Psychography; and



Behaviour.

When researchers use geographic and demographic characteristics for classifying the
market, such as gender, age or ethnic groups/nationality, their main research approach
is classed as a priori 1 segmentation (Woodside, 2007). Additionally, behavioural variables
are used in a priori studies when these variables can be partitioned into categories. For
instance, travel expenditures, trip types and first time/repeat travellers.
On the other hand, a posteriori approaches often are used for psychographic
segmentation. A posteriori segmentation studies primarily employ benefits and
motivations in grouping respondents. Researchers usually adopt this approach when they
have no prior knowledge of the various groups, such as when studying destination choice
preferences. Once segmentations are obtained using the a posteriori method (i.e. based
on psychographic or behavioural characteristics of travellers), demographic and socioeconomic variable often are used to help identify the appropriate names or labels for the
different market segments.
Opaschowski (2001) suggests that the tourism industry is increasingly assuming the
identity of an experience industry, and tourists are willing to pay tourism organisers to
help find optimal experiences within their limited available time. Consequently, proposed
segmentation criteria based on emotional dimensions of experiences are relevant for
tourism segmentation.
Psychographic profiling is used to segment consumers by lifestyle, attitudes, beliefs,
values, personality, buying motives, and/or extent of product usage. Psychographic
analyses are used like geographic (place of residence or work) and demographic (age,
income, occupation) criteria to describe and identify customers and prospective
customers and to aid in developing strategies to appeal to specific psychographic
segments of the market. For example, the market for a specific tourism product may
consist of various psychographic segments described by their primary purchase motives,
usage or lifestyle.
The psychographic characteristics of the market will affect product development,
advertising copy, packaging and channels of distribution.

3.22

Sensation Seeking
Associated with psychographics is the concept of Sensation Seeking. Zuckermann et al
(1964) developed a scale to assess the degree to which people possess this trait. The
sensation seeking scale assesses sensation seeking tendencies on four dimensions, namely:
1.

Thrill and Adventure Seeking – the desire to engage in activities of a physical nature
involving speed, danger, novelty, and defiance of gravity;

2.

Experience Seeking – the desire to engage in activities designed to produce novel
experiences through travel, music, art, meeting unusual people, or following
alternative lifestyles with other similar people;

3.

Disinhibition – the release through uninhibited social activities with or without the aid
of alcohol; and

1

The terms a priori and a posteriori are used to distinguish two different types of knowledge, justification, or
argument: ‘a priori knowledge' is known independently of experience, and 'a posteriori knowledge' is proven
through experience.
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4.

Boredom Susceptibility – the displeasure at routine activities, repetitive experiences,
and predictable people.

In addition to distinct behavioural difference between high and low sensation seekers,
there is considerable evidence that high and low sensation seekers differ in the
psycho-physiological responses as well.
High Sensation Seeking (SS) personality traits are associated with the need for novelty
and stimulation, and have been linked to tourist behaviour. Tourist role, perceptions of
risk associated with travel to particular regions, and international travel experience tend
to vary with the degree to which an individual is a sensation seeker. Research by Lepp
and Gibson (2008) suggests SS is related to tourist role, and that individuals with greater
SS traits tend to choose explorer and drifter roles when holidaying. Interestingly, SS was
not related to perceptions of risk, with both high and low sensation seekers perceiving
risk similarly. However, individuals with greater SS traits were more likely to have
travelled internationally and to have travelled to riskier regions. The findings provide
empirical support for the proposition that personality traits may influence travel styles
and destination choices.
The relationship between an individual’s skill level to the challenges they seek has been
conceptualised by Csikszentmihalyi (1990) into a diagrammatic model (Figure 7.1 and
Figure 7.2). The model further suggests that where the challenges exceed the skills there
may be anxiety, while challenges that are lower than the individual’s skill level may lead
to boredom (Figure 7.1). A SS personality is less comfortable with being static (state of
‘boredom’ in Figure 7.1) and will spend more effort and time to maintain themselves in
the zone of ‘flow’ (Figure 7.1) or ‘flow’ and ‘arousal’ (Figure 7.2). Flow is a constant
balancing act between anxiety, where the difficulty is too high for the person’s skill, and
boredom, where the difficulty is too low.
Figure 7.1: State of ‘Flow’

Source: Csikszentmihalyi (1990)
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Figure 7.2: Detail for State of ‘Flow’

Source: Csikszentmihalyi (1997)

Within the Experience Seeker psychographic, various types of Experience Seeker have
been defined that vary in their approach to maintaining themselves in the ‘flow’ zone. For
example Self-Challengers may be seeking experiences that result in a state of ‘arousal’,
and may be happy to risk ‘anxiety’ to achieve this state. Cocoon Travellers may be
seeking a state of ‘flow’ but only where it extends from a position of ‘control’ and
‘relaxation’.
In overlaying Experience Seeker tourists on Csikszentmihalyi’s models there are two key
considerations:
1.

Whether the particular type of Experience Seeker will seek a state of ‘flow’ from a
position of ‘control’ or a position of ‘arousal’; and

2.

The skill level / experience level of the tourist, which will determine the level of
challenge or intensity of experience that creates the state of flow. For example a
tourist who comes from a highly urbanised environment and has little experience of
other environments may experience a drive through a rainforest in a position of
‘flow’, whilst another tourist who comes from a rural environment in South America
may approach the same experience in a state of ‘boredom’.

Experience Seekers are characterised as generally being experienced travellers and so
the average skill level / experience level of the psychographic can be considered to be
higher than the average of the total tourist market.

3.23

Tourism Australia’s Strategy
At the psychographic level Tourism Australia has identified that common segments exist
that cross national borders, and that for these segments, motivations and attitudes in
relation to travel are more similar across nationalities than their respective cultural
differences. Tourism Australia asserts these characteristics are translatable into
experience preferences, and it is possible to isolate global segments most receptive to
the ‘Australian Experience’.
Tourism Australia has identified common segments across different cultures to classify
‘who’ would be receptive to the Australian Experience. The target consumer (for all
tourism markets except New Zealand and Australia) is referred to as the Global
Experience Seeker.
In terms of segmentation, Tourism Australia has used psychographic studies examining
how travellers think and feel to determine the personal factors that influence them. This
has been undertaken for each of Australia’s key source markets to identify the key long
haul traveller psychographic segments.
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It should be noted that, internationally, the significance of the global sensation seeking
tourist is being increasingly recognised, suggesting that our tourism competitors are
becoming increasingly aware of the market’s potential. Attracting these travellers to
Australia will require ongoing investment in appropriate product development and
marketing to maximise returns from this high yield market.

3.24
7.1.1

Experience Seekers
Key Characteristics
Experience Seekers are long haul travellers who are less affected travel of distance, time
and cost, and research shows these findings to be globally consistent. Experience Seekers
also share a unique set of values, attitudes and motivations that stretch beyond holiday
behaviour and well beyond the category of travel.
The research reports that Experience Seekers:

7.1.2



Are experienced international travellers;



Seek out and enjoy authentic personal experiences they can talk about;



Involve themselves in holiday activities, are sociable and enjoy engaging with locals;



Are active in their pursuits and come away having learnt something;



Are somewhat adventurous and enjoy a variety of experiences on any single trip;



Place high importance on value and hence critically balance benefits with costs; and



Place high value on contrasting experiences (i.e. different from their day-to-day lives).

Profile
Experience Seekers can be found among all age groups, income levels, and geographic
locations. Within this segment there are commonalities in attitude to travel, personal
development and everyday life that exist across countries. Commonalities include:

7.1.3



Travelling is a big part of their life. As experienced travellers they are often interested
in travel for travels sake and see it as an important aspect of their lifestyle and well
being;



Compared to the average long haul traveller, Experience Seekers want to get off the
beaten track and interact with local people to make friends, develop personal
relationships and engage in the lifestyle;



The desire for self-discovery and education when travelling. As well as observing,
they also want to personally experience cultures and lifestyles different from their
own. Exposure to such experiences results in a deep sense of personal fulfilment
meeting their desire to grow as an individual;



The desire to challenge themselves physically, emotionally and/or mentally. By
learning about different cultures and challenging themselves, the opportunity for self
discovery is enhanced; and



They are drawn to destinations that are ‘yet to be discovered’ or are away from the
standard tourist trail. To be able to experience the true natural and cultural
surroundings they have a preference for locations that are un-touched rather than
stylised tourist destinations.

Key ‘Wants’
The Experience Seeker has a number of key ‘wants’ to satisfy their travel experience,
including:


Authentic personal experiences;



Social interactions – making friends and developing personal relationships;



Meet and interact with the locals;



Experience something different from their normal day-to-day life;
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7.1.4



Understand and learn about different lifestyles and cultures;



Participate in the lifestyle and experience, rather than observing it;



Challenge themselves – physically, emotionally and/or mentally;



Visit authentic destinations that are not necessarily part of the tourist route; and



Exposure to unique and personally compelling experiences.

Demographic & Behavioural Attributes
In terms of understanding the demography and behavioural attributes of Experience
Seekers, they typically:


Come from households that have higher than average household income;



Consider travel to be an important part of their lifestyle;



Are not overly materialistic;



Are tertiary educated;



Are open-minded and have an interest in world affairs;



Are selective about their media consumption;



Are opinion leaders within their peer and social groups; and



Are not characterised by nationality, preferred holiday style/mode or age.

Relative to other travellers, Experience Seekers also tend to stay longer and spend more
at their destination.
7.1.5
7.1.5.1

Experience Seekers as a Proportion of Long Haul Travellers by Source Market
Global Experience Seeker
Tourism Australia research suggests Global Experience Seekers represent 30% to 50% of
all potential long haul outbound travellers from key source markets and, importantly, are
‘non-rejecters’ of Australia as a potential long haul travel/holiday destination. Key source
markets are identified as Great Britain, Germany, United States of America, China and
Japan. For each of these countries the estimated size of the long haul market and the
number and proportion that are Experience Seekers is reported in Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.3: Long Haul Travellers by Source Market & Experience Seekers

Source: Tourism Australia
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Despite Experience Seekers representing a significant proportion of outbound travellers
from key source markets it is estimated this group only represents 5% to 15% of
inbound visitors to Australia from these markets. Tourism Australia reports high
satisfaction levels among Experience Seekers when assessing their Australian visit. High
satisfaction levels combined with the relatively low proportion of Experience Seekers that
currently visit Australia suggests there is strong growth potential in this relatively high
yield market segment.
Reviewing Tourism Australia research it appears there are three distinct groupings of
international Experience Seekers, namely:


Self challenger travellers;



Comfort and style travellers; and



Emerging travellers.

An overview of the key characteristics of each of these groups is reported in Table 7.2.
Tourism Australia has been collecting and assessing data to estimate the number of
International Experience Seekers visiting Australia since 2006, with data collected
through the International Visitor Survey and the International Brand Health Monitor.
Questions respondents are asked to respond to include:


I prefer to travel in organised group tours;



The threat of terrorism would have a big influence on my choice of destination;



It’s important to visit countries before they get discovered by too many tourists;



Stepping into the unknown is part of the adventure on vacation; and



I actively seek out local people for conversation when on vacation.

Survey data are put through an algorithm to ascertain whether or not a traveller is
classified as an Experience Seeker.
Unpublished Tourism Australia data report the estimated number of international
Experience Seeker visitors to the Cairns and Townsville regions (see Table 7.1). Given
the relatively large sample size, estimates for Cairns are considered reliable, while those
for Townsville are less reliable. Nonetheless, at the aggregate level, the data suggests
that in the period 2007 to 2010 64% of international visitors to Townsville were
Experience Seekers compared to 49% for Cairns. If, as a rule of thumb you consider
Experience Seekers as people that travel beyond their port of entry to Australia and are
willing to travel to regional areas, intuitively it makes sense that Townsville would select
for a higher proportion of Experience Seekers compared to Cairns.
Table 7.1. International Experience Seeker in Specific Markets
Proportion of Visitors

Proportion of Visitor Nights

Average Length of Stay1

2007

48.3%

56.5%

118%

2008

47.4%

54.9%

115%

2009

50.5%

54.9%

109%

2010

50.9%

59.0%

115%

2007

65.0%

61.8%

95%

2008

63.6%

61.4%

97%

2009

63.2%

58.2%

92%

2010

62.6%

53.1%

85%

2007

47.1%

51.9%

110%

2008

48.3%

50.5%

105%

2009

49.0%

50.1%

102%

2010

49.4%

50.7%

103%

Cairns

Townsville

Queensland

Note: 1 Compared to average length of stay for all international visitors (that is, Experience Seekers and non-Experience Seekers)
Source: Tourism Australia, AECgroup
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7.1.5.2

Australian Experience Seeker (in the domestic market)
Research regarding the characteristics and number of Australian Experience Seekers in
the domestic tourism market is scant. Nonetheless, in terms of types and characteristics,
they are expected to be broadly similar to international Experience Seekers with respect
to the types of experiences and facilities that they want.

9
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Table 7.2. Global Experience Seeker Matrix
Type of
Experience Seeker

Number
(M)

% of Long
Haul
Market1

Profile

Approach to
Long Haul
Travel

Australia as a
Destination

Inspiration from

Travel Profile

Activities

Other Long
Haul
Destinations







Documentaries
Travel Books
Friends/Relatives
Internet
Magazines

 Lone travel
 Stay longer
 Spend more in
aggregate
 Budget to
moderate
accommodation








Hiking
Wilderness
Cultural
Native
Food/Wine
Use local
markets








New Zealand
Canada
South Africa
United States
Germany
Switzerland

 Knowledgeable about
Australia
 Attracted to natural
environment, world
heritage areas, city
life & people

 Newspaper
 Travel Magazine
 Friends/Relatives

 Travel with
partner
 Luxury
accommodation
 About two
weeks






Photography
Food/Wine
Hiking
Shopping











New Zealand
Canada
United States
South Africa
China
Thailand
Hong Kong
Singapore
Malaysia

 Ability to visit friends
and natural beauty
are positives
 Australia not viewed
as unique (similar to
Europe)
 Does not present
educational elements
they desire







 Organised tour
 Luxury
accommodation
 Highest average
spend/day

 Bird/animal
watching













Canada
United States
South Africa
Caribbean
Brazil
Mexico
Malta
Nepal
Malaysia
Philippines
China

Self-challenger Travellers
Self-challengers: Travel fulfils a personal drive to challenge themselves and the reward is intensely personal
United Kingdom

1.8

12%

Germany

1.8

12%

United States

5.5

33%

China

4.3

22%

Japan

5.7

24%

Total2






High income
Educated
Single
Diverse range
of interests

19.1

 Travellers', not
'tourists'
 Immerse in
local culture/
lifestyle
 Self-discovery
through
challenging
experiences

 No major barriers to
visiting
 Attracted to natural
environment, people,
indigenous culture
 Knowledgeable about
Australia
 Explore undiscovered
locations

Comfort and Style Travellers
Comfort Adventurer: Seek to experience the unique and unusual without compromising creature comforts
United Kingdom

2.7

18%

 Older/Retired
 Married
 Highly
educated
 Wide range of
interests

 See places
before they're
discovered
 Drawn to iconic
sights
 Safety is
important
 Travel in
comfort &
enjoy luxuries

Comfort and Learning: Keep learning, security, comfort and enjoyment in balance
Germany

2.1

14%

 Older & live
alone
 Less educated
 Limited range
of interests

 Drawn to
iconic sights
 Enjoy luxuries
of travel
 Want to
'understand'
destination
 Need to
challenge
(affirmation of
immersion)
 Lack
confidence –
group travel

Travel agent
Friends/Relatives
Print media
Travel programs
Travel Books
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Type of
Experience Seeker

Number
(M)

% of Long
Haul
Market1

Profile

Approach to
Long Haul
Travel

Australia as a
Destination

Inspiration from

Travel Profile

Activities

Other Long
Haul
Destinations

 Nonphysical
preference
 Food/Wine
 Local
markets
 Famous
landmarks














New Zealand
Canada
United States
Egypt
United
Kingdom
Germany
Austria
Switzerland
Italy
France
Turkey
Hawaii

Cultural Explorer: Travel fulfils desire to understand other cultures and people while being exposed to challenge of exploring a destination alone
Japan

4.3

18%






Older
Married
Retired
Diverse range
of interests

 Want to enjoy
in comfort
 Holiday not a
reward - less
interested in
spoiling
themselves
 Want to
experience
destination but
lack confidence
(group travel)
 Want to see
tourist icons &
culture

 Lacking in history

 Newspaper
 Travel agent

 Organised tour
 Luxury
accommodation

Cocoon Travellers: Superior holiday experiences are personally satisfying and affirm their status as travellers
United Kingdom

1.8

12%

 Affluent
 Married, no
children
 Interest in
health/ fitness

 Happy to be
'tourists'
 Don't seek
immersive,
authentic
experience
 No interest in
self-discovery
or personal
challenge
when travelling

 No distinctive appeal
drivers
 Generic appeal

 Newspaper
 Friends/Relatives
 Travel programs

 Travel with
partner
 About two
weeks
 Moderate/Lux
accommodation







Golf
Hiking
Wilderness
Food/Wine
Shopping








New Zealand
Canada
United States
South Africa
Mexico
Maldives

 Destination 'delivers',
but not seen as a
place to go now
 Low likelihood of
revisits
 Less convinced about
uniqueness & beauty
of Australia

 Friends/Relatives
 Travel articles
(across all media)

 Organised tour
 Luxury
accommodation
 High spend/day






Sightseeing
Cruises
Health spas
Golf






New Zealand
Caribbean
Pacific Islands
United
Kingdom
Germany
Italy
France
Spain
Switzerland

Travel in Style: Superior Vacation experiences are satisfying but they also affirm status
United States

4.5

27%

 Young, single
& living alone
 College
graduate
 Diverse range
of interests

 Travel a big
part of their
life & an
indulgence
 Destination
influenced by
desire to
impress peers
 Long haul
travel seen as
sophisticated
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Type of
Experience Seeker

Number
(M)

% of Long
Haul
Market1

Profile

Approach to
Long Haul
Travel

Australia as a
Destination

Inspiration from

Travel Profile

Activities

Other Long
Haul
Destinations

 Keen travel
interest (esp.
outside S.E.
Asia)
 Looking for
different
experience
 Keen to be
immersed in
people &
culture
 Confident
travellers, look
for adventure
 Avoid group
travel
 No need for
comfort

 Few rate Australia
highly
 Expectation of a
'different world'
 Good value for
money
 Lack of heritage is an
issue

 Internet
 Friends/Relatives

 n.a.

 Adventure
activities
 Camping
 Diving
 Hiking

 New Zealand
 United States
 Finland

Emerging Travellers
Ready to Leave: Outside world beyond South East Asia beckons
China

4.9

25%

 Young &
single
 Lower
education and
income
 Diverse range
of interests

1
As a proportion of all long haul travellers in that national market
2
As a proportion of all long haul travellers for the identified national markets
Source: Tourism Australia, AECgroup
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8. Experience Seeker Product Alignment
Framework
In order to develop a baseline of the alignment of the Cairns-Townsville tourism offering
with the Experience Seeker psychographic, AECgroup has developed an Experience
Seeker Product Alignment Framework. The framework is applicable to both characterise
existing tourism product and consider the positioning of potential new products.

3.25

Experience Seeker Markers
Research by AECgroup into the Experience Seeker psychographic has revealed five key
types of Experience Seeker of relevance to the Cairn-Townsville Tourism Market. These
types of Experience Seeker are outlined in Table 8.1. Key markers of each type of
Experience Seeker that can be assessed for alignment with existing products and
experiences in the Cairns-Townsville region have been identified and are also presented
in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Experience Seeker Types and Markers
Experience
Seeker Type

Type Description

Markers That Typically Align with Type

Ready To Leave

18-24yrs, immerse in people & culture, value
for money, not driven by comfort







Self-Challengers

25-54yrs, seek challenging experiences, see
destination before discovered

 Local Culture/ Events/ People/ Language
(Contemporary)
 Clubs/bars
 Hiking/Cycling/Wilderness
 Indigenous Culture
 Local Food/Wine (Local Produce)
 Local Markets
 Travel in comfort & enjoy luxuries

Comfort &
Learning

Older, married, safety is important, see
places before discovered & understand
destination, not risk averse






Modest Accommodation
Camping
Diving/ Snorkelling
Hiking
Local Culture/ Events (Contemporary)








Luxury Accommodation
Famous Landmarks
Guided Tours
Cultural Activities/ Events (Contemporary
and Indigenous)
Photography
Local Food/Wine (Local Produce)
Shopping
Hiking
Local Markets
Bird/Animal Watching

Cocoon Travellers

Young, affluent, married, fit, happy to be
'tourists', no interest in immersing in local
culture or seeking unique experience, looking
for 'multiple experiences'







Moderate/ Luxury Accommodation
Golf
Hiking/ Wilderness
Food/ Wine (Fine Dining)
Relaxing
Shopping

Travel in Style

Superior vacation experience affirms status,
all age groups, single, travel a big part of life,
not seeking adventure








Luxury/ Resort Accommodation (Prestige)
Sightseeing
Cruises
Health Spas
Golf
Less likely to visit/stay in towns

Source: Tourism Australia, AECgroup

3.26

Product Alignment Assessment
A product alignment scale (Table 8.2) has been developed by AECgroup for assessing
tourism products and experiences relative to the markets outlined in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.2: Product Alignment Scale
Rating

Value

Definition

Highly Consistent

5

The product displays characteristics that clearly and acutely align it with the indicator
experience

Consistent

4

The product displays characteristics that clearly align it with the indicator experience

Neutral

3

The product is irrelevant to the indicator experience or it is uncertain whether it
aligns or not

Inconsistent

2

The product displays characteristics that clearly conflict with the indicator experience

Highly
Inconsistent

1

The product displays characteristics that clearly and acutely conflict with the
indicator experience

Source: AECgroup

Assessment against the product alignment scale is only able to capture the superficial
aspects of a tourism product or experience relative to those experiences sought by
Experience Seekers. The assessment is unable to capture factors such as value, quality
or authenticity of the product of the experience. As such, the result of the assessment is
best considered as an indicator of how a product or experience presents to the
Experience Seeker, rather than how satisfied an Experience Seeker is likely to be who
engages with the product or experience.
.
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Executive Summary
Project Background & Objectives
As part of the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a
partnership between the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism
Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the
Wet Tropics Management Authority is seeking to develop a pilot Experience Development
Strategy (EDS) for the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs. The Strategy aims to identify
existing and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville that
function as tourism hubs providing a combination of urban tourism experiences and a
base for a range of day trip experiences into the surrounding Wet Tropics and Great
Barrier Reef. It aims to outline how the region can innovate, improve and renew the
experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to remain a competitive destination.
As the EDS is also a pilot, it is also required that a report be prepared with advice,
lessons learnt and findings that will be used by the Destination Management Planning
Working Group to help with preparing best practice EDS’s for other locations.
The purpose of the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area Context Review is to provide an upto-date summary of the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area, socio-economics, tourism
market and current tourism industry. An extensive discussion of detailed statistics has
not been presented, as a further level of detail to that prepared would add little to
understanding the needs of the region.
The Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area Context Review has been developed primarily
through a desk-top review of available statistics, studies and legislation. Input has also
been included where relevant from consultations with industry through the region
conducted for this study.
Figure E.1: Cairns and Townsville Tourism Hubs EDS Study Areas

Source: Google Earth, AECgroup
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Social & Economic Context
A detailed overview of the Cairns-Townsville region’s social-economic profile is provided
within this document, including:


Historical and forecast population;



Age;



Employment; and



Business / Industry.

In 2009, the Cairns-Townsville region had an estimated resident population of around
500,000 residents, almost equally distributed between the two regions. Population
growth over the past five years has been strong, averaging 2.8% per annum between
2004 and 2009 Population growth was relatively stronger in the urban centres of Cairns
and Townsville, compared with outer lying regions.
Population in the Cairns-Townsville region is forecast to exceed 700,000 by 2031,
representing average annual growth of 1.9% over the next 20 years.
Table E.1: Historical and Project Population 2001 – 2031
Year

Cairns

Townsville

CairnsTownsville

Queensland

2001

202,716

190,266

392,982

3,628,946

2005

218,579

204,824

423,403

3,994,858

2009

245,613

227,340

472,953

4,425,103

2021

302,009

306,145

608,154

5,888,143

2026

326,402

331,082

657,484

6,461,931

2031

352,604

354,898

707,502

7,035,708

Population

Population Growth (% Average Annual)
2001-05

1.9%

1.9%

1.9%

2.4%

2005-09

3.0%

2.6%

2.8%

2.6%

2008-09

2.8%

2.7%

2.7%

2.7%

2009-2021

1.7%

2.5%

2.1%

2.4%

2021-2026

1.6%

1.6%

1.6%

1.9%

2026-2031

1.6%

1.4%

1.5%

1.7%

Source: ABS (2010a), QLD Department of Infrastructure and Planning (2008)

Existing Tourism Market
During the year ending September 2010, the region had an estimated 5.7 million visitors,
representing an annual decrease of 7.2% compared to the previous year. Visitation to the
region has been in decline since 2007. Nearly half of the people travelling to the region
were domestic day visitors, with the remainder comprising of domestic overnight
(38.6%) and international (14.2%) visitors. The region is the third most significant
destination in Australia for international visitors.
Total visitation to the Cairns-Townsville region over the past year has included an
estimated 18.0 million visitor nights spent within the region, over three quarters of which
were spent in the Cairns hub. The average number of nights spent by domestic visitors in
the Cairns-Townsville region was 4.9, nearly half of the average nights spent by
international visitors. The former was marginally above the State average (4.4 nights)
while the latter was considerably below the State average of 19.4 nights.
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Figure E2: Cairns-Townsville Region, Visitors 2006-2010
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Source: Tourism Queensland (2010), Queensland Treasury (2010)

There has been considerable research undertaken in relation to tourism in the CairnsTownsville region. Research has included several regional destination management plans,
tourism industry and market research, and national-based Experience Seeker research.
Table E.2 summarises the relevant research.
Table E.2: Summary of Previous Tourism Research in the Region
Study

Summary

Current Destination Plans
Destination Management
Plan for Townsville North
Queensland (2008-11)

The Townsville North Queensland Destination Management Plan outlines the vision,
goals and strategies for tourism in the Townsville North Queensland region. The
destination plan includes the following key strategic priorities:
 Raise additional funding and support;
 Promote a diversity of experiences;
 Develop quality accommodation and local services;
 Attract and retain skilled workers; and
 Strengthen coordination and cooperation between various stakeholders.

Tropical North
Queensland Destination
Management Plan (200710)

The Tropical North Queensland Destination Plan outlined the collection direction for
the Tropical North Queensland tourism industry over three years.

Tourism Opportunities
Plans

The Tourism Opportunity Plans (TOP) developed by Tourism Queensland, in
conjunction with regional tourism organisations, provide direction for sustainable
development of tourism in Queensland’s tourism destinations over the next 10 years.
TOPs have been completed for both the Townsville Region and Tropical North
Queensland region.

Recent Market Data
Tropical North
Queensland
Repositioning Study –
Research Elements

The Australian Government commissioned consultants to undertake a study regarding
the repositioning of the Cairns tourism industry in domestic and international
markets. The study used a survey methodology, which produced the following key
findings:
 Over 80% of tourists indicated a high level of satisfaction with the Cairns region;
 Over 75% of tourists gave ‘above average’ for affordability;
 82% of domestic tourists indicated that they would consider returning to the
region; and
 Common reasons for travelling to Cairns are weather conditions, local culture and
the natural environment.

Families as a Nature
Tourism market Segment
in North Queensland
Study

This study was undertaken by James Cook University (JCU) and involved surveying
211 family groups, including domestic and international visitors at Cairns Domestic
Airport. The study found that:
 The Great Barrier Reef, beautiful rainforests, and spending time with family were
the main reasons for visiting Far North Queensland; and
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Study

Summary
 Popular destinations in Far North Queensland include Kuranda, Port Douglas,
Cairns Esplanade and Northern Beaches.

Understanding the
Connector Market: How
does Townsville fit with
Connectors’ Ideal
Domestic Holiday

Tourism Queensland, in conjunction with Tourism Research Australia, conducted
market research regarding Townsville’s connectors market segment in 2009. The
research involved 18 connector focus groups across Queensland, along with an online
survey with more than 1,500 Queensland connectors. Based on the study,
Townsville was seen as an ideal holiday destination offering a range of attractions.

Experience Seeker Research
Tourism Australia’s
Strategy

Tourism Australia has identified common segments across different cultures to
classify ‘who’ would be receptive to the Australian Experience. The target consumer
(for all tourism markets except New Zealand and Australia) is referred to as the
Global Experience Seeker.

Source: AECgroup

Competitor Destinations
International Experience Seekers are, by definition, prepared to travel long distances and
reach into less tourist focussed areas. Hence, the competition for the International
Experience Seeker is more global in nature, and the number of competing destinations is
greater, than for most other types of tourists.
It is relevant, therefore, to examine other destinations in the world that are
demonstrating success in attracting International Experience Seekers. The Cairns and
Townsville tourism regions are unique from other destinations in the world. Most notably,
almost all of the remainder of the tropical world is developing, whilst Australia is a
developed or first world economy with a ‘western’ culture. None-the-less, a number of
destinations around the world are valuable to consider in terms of their tourism
performance, assets and strategy. The Tourism Area Context Review considers Cairns,
Costa Rica, Wellington (New Zealand), Malaysia, Cape Town (South Africa), Hanoi
(Vietnam), Darwin, Kauai Island (Hawaii) and Singapore.
Table E.3: Summary of Competitor Experience Tourism Destinations
Destination

Appeal to Experience Seekers

Cairns







Iconic region of a iconic country
Exploring / snorkelling / diving the Great Barrier Reef
Biodiversity and wildlife in the region’s natural attractions (Great Barrier Reef, rainforest)
Accommodation to suit all types of visitor
Provides a base for attractions in surrounding regions (e.g. Port Douglas, Daintree, Kuranda,
Tablelands, Reef, etc.)

Costa Rica








Extensive wildlife viewing / interaction opportunities
Range of adventure activities available
Authentic and detailed rainforest experiences
Is considered safe and accessible, but still exotic enough to be authentic
‘Zoo without bars’ worthy of long term immersion
Good accommodation and night life is available in certain destinations

Wellington,
New Zealand








New Zealand’s national museum, Te Papa – provides cultural and historical delights
Exploring the Maryborough region of the South Island
Cultural highlights and natural surroundings of Wellington’s CBD
New Zealand’s national parliament
Hiking and mountain biking in the Hutt Valley
Exploring the surrounding villages and vineyards

Malaysia







Has a broad range of cultures and experiences available in one location
Culturally significant events
Ecotourism (wildlife, exploration, parks, reefs)
Kuala Lumpur – a centre point for culture, history and city related creature comforts
Scuba diving the surrounding reefs

Cape Town,
South Africa








Swim with and watch whales, sharks and penguins
Conquer Table Mountain by climbing / abseiling or in comfort by cable car
Amazing and beautiful landscape
Multiculturalism and the CBD
Adventure sports along the coastal areas (surfing, kite surfing, sailing)
Provides a gateway for safari and game parks

Hanoi, Vietnam

 Trips and cruises in Ha Long Bay
 Ancient Hanoi, the Old Quarter and pagodas and temples
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Destination

Appeal to Experience Seekers





Hanoi’s lake 18 beautiful lakes
Truc Bach Lake park, referred to the ‘lungs of the City’
Vietnamese culture (tours, food, shopping, craft)
Ecotourism

Darwin








Exploring the famous Kakadu National Park
Gate way to Alice Springs and Ayres Rock
Darwin and Mindil Beach markets
Fishing and crocodile tours
Hiking and camping opportunities
Indigenous cultural experience opportunities

Kauai Island,
Hawaii







Tropical landscape and ecotourism
Water activities (e.g. Fishing, windsurfing, kayaking)
Hiking and camping
Colonial history
Island culture

Singapore

 Cultural aspects (events, foods, performance, arts)
 Ultra-modern cityscape
 Stylish accommodation

Source: AECgroup
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9.

Introduction
As part of the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a
partnership between the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism
Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the
Wet Tropics Management Authority is seeking to develop a pilot Experience Development
Strategy (EDS) for the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs. The Strategy aims to identify
existing and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville that
function as tourism hubs providing a combination of urban tourism experiences and a
base for a range of day trip experiences into the surrounding Wet Tropics and Great
Barrier Reef. It aims to outline how the region can innovate, improve and renew the
experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to remain a competitive destination.
As the EDS is also a pilot, it is also required that the report be prepared with advice,
lessons learnt and findings that will be used by the Destination Management Planning
Working Group to help with preparing best practice EDS’s for other locations.
It is required that the Strategy considers issues relating to products, facilities, services
and information for Experience Seekers including:


Commercial opportunities;



Access issues;



Investment potential;



Skills and labour requirements;



Conservation opportunities;



Marketing needs;



Visitor management issues;



Product development; and



Infrastructure requirements.

A Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit has already been completed. It is anticipated that
the EDS will build on this audit for reef-based experiences and undertake more
fundamental research to underpin the land-based opportunities development.

3.27

Project Objectives
The deliverables required for the EDS itself as per the Statement of Requirement are:


Detailed Project Plan: Timeframes, methodology, process for engagement with the
Cairns-Townsville EDS Project Management Committee, consultation details and a
communication plan to be developed following a project initiation workshop with the
Cairns-Townsville EDS Project Management Committee;



Consultation Results Report;



Draft Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan;



Final Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan;



Experience Development Plan Implementation Plan: Sets out clear priorities,
resource requirements (human and financial), timeframes, milestones, and
responsibilities for delivery along with a simple performance monitoring framework;
and



Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan Summary Report: Short
summary of the EDS outlining key elements for policy makers, commercial operators
and investors.

The project also requires the following deliverables be prepared:


Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan Preparation Lessons Report:
Advice/findings from the EDS of use in assisting the Working Group to integrate best
practice into EDSs in other locations; and
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Approximately 45 minute presentation to a full day workshop organised by the
Destination Management Planning Working Group and participation in discussions
throughout the event.

3.28

Purpose of this Report
The purpose of the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area Context Review is to provide an upto-date summary of the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area, socio-economics, tourism
market and current tourism industry. An extensive discussion of detailed statistics has
not been attempted, as a further level of detail to that prepared would add little to
understanding the needs of the region.

3.29

Approach & Methodology
The Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area Context Review has been developed primarily
through a desk-top review of available statistics, studies and legislation. Input has also
been included where relevant from consultations with industry through the region
conducted for this study.
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10. Project Study Area
3.30

Geographic Area
The Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs study area is defined by the hubs of Cairns and
Townsville and the regions surrounding which are generally utilised for day-trips from
Cairns or Townsville.
For the Cairns Tourism Hub the study area has been defined to extend to Tully / Mission
Beach to the south, to the Atherton Tablelands to the West and Daintree to the north. For
the Townsville Tourism Hub the study area has been defined to extend to the Burdekin
Region to the south, Charters Towers to the west and Tully/ Mission Beach to the north.
The study regions are depicted in Figure 10.1 below.
Figure 10.1: Cairns and Townsville Tourism Hubs EDS Study Areas

Source: Google Earth, AECgroup

Inner reefs and islands which are generally visited as day-trips from Cairns or Townsville
are also considered, however outer reef areas and those accessed from outside of
Cairns/Port Douglas or Townsville areas are not. A Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit
has already been prepared and is not a focus of this study.
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11. Existing Social & Economic Context
This section provides a socio-economic overview of the Cairns-Townsville region,
including key aspects such as population, demographics, and economic structure. For the
purpose of this section, the Cairns-Townsville region is defined as an amalgamation of
the following two regions outlined below:

3.31



Cairns region – This region includes the local government areas (LGAs) of Cairns,
Cassowary Coast, Cook and Tablelands; and



Townsville region – The region refers to the Northern Statistical Division (as defined
by the ABS) and includes the City of Townsville, Burdekin Shire Council, Hinchinbrook
Shire Council and Charter Towers Regional Council.

Population
In 2009, the Cairns-Townsville region had an estimated resident population of around
half a million, 52% of which is attributable to the Cairns region with the remainder
residing within the Townsville region.
For the year to 2009, the Cairns-Townsville region’s resident population grew at an
average annual rate 2.7%, in line with the Queensland State average. During 2004-09,
the region’s annual population growth rate fluctuated between 1.7% in 2004 to 3.2% in
2008, culminating in an average annual rate of 2.8% over the past five years, slightly
above the Queensland State average.
Population growth is an important source of economic stimulus for local economies as
it drives investment through residential development and greater provision of retail,
personal, community and recreational services. Population growth also adds to the
attractiveness of a region for businesses looking to establish operations. Tourism
businesses often generate a significant proportion of revenue from local or regional
customers, so population growth is equally attractive to them.
While population growth is just one influencing factor of economic growth, a
decreasing population can prove to be detrimental to the prosperity of the economy
and the local community with employment and spending being removed from the
economy, causing on-going economic decline in numerous sectors.

According to the Queensland Department of Infrastructure and Planning, the CairnsTownsville region’s population is projected to exceed 700,000 by 2031, representing
average annual growth of 1.9% over the next 20 years, marginally below the State
average.
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Table 11.1: Historical & Projected Population 2001-2031
Cairns

Townsville

CairnsTownsville

Queensland

2001

202,716

190,266

392,982

3,628,946

2005

218,579

204,824

423,403

3,994,858

2009

245,613

227,340

472,953

4,425,103

2021

302,009

306,145

608,154

5,888,143

2026

326,402

331,082

657,484

6,461,931

2031

352,604

354,898

707,502

7,035,708

Population

Population Growth (% Average Annual)
2001-05

1.9%

1.9%

1.9%

2.4%

2005-09

3.0%

2.6%

2.8%

2.6%

2008-09

2.8%

2.7%

2.7%

2.7%

2009-2021

1.7%

2.5%

2.1%

2.4%

2021-2026

1.6%

1.6%

1.6%

1.9%

2026-2031

1.6%

1.4%

1.5%

1.7%

Source: ABS (2010a), QLD Department of Infrastructure and Planning (2008)

Figure 11.1: Population Trends, 2001-31
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3.32

Age Profile
The age distribution within the Cairns-Townsville region is somewhat similar to that of the
State, with the Cairns-Townsville area having a relative younger resident population with
an average age of 35.7 years. This is attributable to the high proportion of residents
under the age of 14 years, reflecting greater presence of families with children in the
region.
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As indicated in the table below, the Townsville region has a higher concentration of
people under the age of 24 years, when compared with the Cairns region, possibly
attributable to a greater number of schools and universities and the large military
presence in the former.
Table 11.2: Average Age of Resident Population, 2006
Age Group (Years)

Cairns

Townsville

CairnsTownsville

Queensland

0-14

21.7%

21.8%

21.8%

20.7%

15-24

12.1%

15.3%

13.7%

13.8%

25-34

13.2%

14.0%

13.6%

13.4%

35-44

15.7%

14.6%

15.1%

14.7%

45-54

14.9%

13.5%

14.2%

13.8%

55-64

11.4%

10.1%

10.8%

11.2%

65+

11.0%

10.7%

10.9%

12.4%

36.3

35.1

35.7

36.7

Average age
Source: ABS (2007)

3.33

Labour Market
The Cairns-Townsville region had an estimated labour force of approximately 260,000 in
the September Quarter 2010. Over the past year, the region’s labour force has increased
at an annual rate of 4.1%, with the unemployment rate dropping by 1.5 percentage
points and reaching 6.4%, considerably above the State average (5.1%). The region’s
high unemployment rate is predominantly attributable to the tourism downturn in the
Cairns region. A detailed breakdown of labour market statistics is in the table below.
Table 11.3: Labour Market Trend, 2009-10
Labour Force (‘000)

Unemployment (%)

Area

2009

2010

2009

2010

Cairns

129.1

128.8

12.2%

8.5%

Townsville

123.8

134.5

3.4%

4.4%

Cairns-Townsville

252.9

263.3

7.9%

6.4%

2,388.8

2,440.3

5.5%

5.1%

Queensland
Source: DEEWR (2010)

3.34

Employment by Industry
According to the latest ABS‘ employment by industry’ data, key industry employers within
the Cairns-Townsville region include Retail Trade, Health Care, and Public Administration
& Safety sectors. These three sectors together accounted for nearly a third of the region’s
employment in 2006.
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Figure 11.2: Employment by Industry, 2006
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Source: ABS (2007)

Apart from the abovementioned sectors, the region has competitive strengths in the
Accommodation & Food Services, and Education sectors as indicated by their relatively
higher employment shares (when compared with the State). Accommodation & Food,
often used to proxy tourism activity, represents a significant sector in Cairns.
Table 11.4: Employment by Industry, 2006
Industry
Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Cairns

Townsville

CairnsTownsville

Queensland

6.4%

4.2%

5.3%

3.5%

Mining

0.7%

1.6%

1.1%

1.7%

Manufacturing

7.4%

9.3%

8.3%

10.1%

Electricity, gas, water and waste services

1.2%

1.5%

1.3%

1.1%

Construction

7.5%

7.6%

7.6%

9.0%

Wholesale trade

3.2%

3.1%

3.1%

4.1%

13.5%

11.8%

12.7%

12.0%

Accommodation and food services

9.9%

6.8%

8.4%

7.1%

Transport, postal and warehousing

6.0%

4.8%

5.4%

5.1%

Retail trade

Information media and telecommunications

1.0%

1.5%

1.3%

1.5%

Financial and insurance services

1.9%

1.9%

1.9%

3.0%

Rental, hiring and real estate services

2.2%

1.8%

2.0%

2.2%

Professional, scientific and technical services

4.3%

4.4%

4.3%

5.9%

Administrative and support services

3.2%

2.4%

2.8%

3.1%

Public administration and safety

8.0%

11.5%

9.7%

6.9%

Education and training

7.8%

9.1%

8.4%

7.9%

10.2%

11.7%

10.9%

10.6%

Arts and recreation services

1.6%

1.2%

1.4%

1.4%

Other services

3.9%

3.7%

3.8%

3.9%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Health care and social assistance

Total
Note: Based on place of work.
Source: ABS (2007)
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3.35

Business Mix
In 2009, there were approximately 40,000 business entities actively trading within the
Cairns-Townsville region, with nearly 60% located in the Cairns region and the remainder
(40%) within the Townsville region. The largest business sectors in the regional economy
include construction and agriculture sectors, together accounting for over a third of the
businesses within the region.
Figure 11.3: Business Mix - Cairns-Townsville Region, June 2009

1.2%
1.0%
0.3%

4.9%
3.7%

16.8%

3.8%

0.6%

7.2%

3.7% 0.2%

10.4%
20.1%
4.5%
0.4%

7.1%
4.6%

7.2%

2.2%

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Mining
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas, water and waste services
Construction
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Accommodation and food services
Transport, postal and warehousing
Information media and telecommunications
Financial and insurance services
Rental, hiring and real estate services
Professional, scientific and technical services
Administrative and support services
Public administration and safety
Education and training
Health care and social assistance
Arts and recreation services
Other services

Source: ABS (2010b)

The Cairns-Townsville region has a relatively higher proportion of tourism related
businesses compared to the State. The region has around 5% of its local businesses
operating within the Accommodation & Food Services sector, with the majority located
within the Cairns region.
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Table 11.5: Business Mix, June 2009
Industry

Cairns

Townsville

CairnsTownsville

Queensland

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

17.0%

16.5%

16.8%

11.4%

Mining

0.6%

0.6%

0.6%

0.5%

Manufacturing

3.9%

3.5%

3.7%

4.4%

Electricity, gas, water and waste services
Construction

0.2%

0.1%

0.2%

0.3%

19.3%

21.1%

20.1%

19.2%

Wholesale trade

2.3%

2.2%

2.2%

3.3%

Retail trade

7.2%

7.1%

7.2%

6.8%

Accommodation and food services

5.3%

3.7%

4.6%

3.7%

Transport, postal and warehousing

6.6%

7.7%

7.1%

6.6%

Information media and telecommunications

0.5%

0.3%

0.4%

0.7%

Financial and insurance services

4.8%

4.2%

4.5%

6.3%

Rental, hiring and real estate services

10.8%

9.9%

10.4%

11.4%

Professional, scientific and technical services

7.2%

7.1%

7.2%

10.1%

Administrative and support services

4.1%

3.4%

3.8%

3.8%

Public administration and safety

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.4%

Education and training

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.1%

Health care and social assistance

3.3%

4.3%

3.7%

4.3%

Arts and recreation services

1.3%

1.1%

1.2%

1.3%

Other services

4.2%

5.9%

4.9%

4.5%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Total
Source: ABS (2010)
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12. Existing Tourism Market Context
3.36

Existing Tourism Market
This section reviews relevant tourism statistics, including visitation numbers, purpose of
visit, and visitors’ expenditure, for the Cairns-Townsville region to provide an indication
of the tourism market within the region.

12.1.1 Visitation Numbers
During the year ending September 2010, the region had an estimated 5.7 million visitors,
representing an annual decrease of 7.2% compared to the previous year. Visitation to the
region has been in decline since 2007. Nearly half of the people travelling to the region
were domestic day visitors, with the remainder comprising of domestic overnight
(38.6%) and international (14.2%) visitors. The region is the third most significant
destination in Australia for international visitors.
Total visitation to the Cairns-Townsville region over the past year has included an
estimated 18.0 million visitor nights spent within the region, over three quarters of which
were spent in the Cairns hub. The average number of nights spent by domestic visitors in
the Cairns-Townsville region was 4.9, nearly half of the average nights spent by
international visitors. The former was marginally above the State average (4.4 nights)
while the latter was considerably below the State average of 19.4 nights.
Figure 12.1: Cairns-Townsville Region, Visitors 2006-2010
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Source: Tourism Queensland (2010), Queensland Treasury (2010)

12.1.2 Purpose of Visit
‘Holidaying’ is the most common reason for visiting the region and accounts for over
two–thirds of domestic overnight visitors’ expenditure. Other reasons for visiting the
region include visiting family or friends, and for business purposes.
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Figure 12.2: Purpose of Visit – Cairns-Townsville Region, 2008/09

23.9%

Holiday
50.2%

Visiting Friends and Relatives
Business

25.9%

Source: Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (2010a), Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (2010b)

12.1.3 Visitors’ Expenditure
Visitors to Cairns-Townsville region expended an estimated total $3.4 billion during
2008/09, almost half of which was attributable to domestic day trippers, with the
remainder by domestic overnight (21.8%) and international visitors (31.5%) to the
region.
Table 12.1: Visitors’ Expenditure – North Queensland Region, June 2009
Visitors

Expenditure ($ billion)

% Shares

Domestic Day

$1.6

46.7%

Domestic Overnight

$0.7

21.8%

International

$1.1

31.5%

Total

$3.4

100.0%

Source: Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (2010a), Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (2010b)

3.37

Current Destination Plans
There are a number of long term strategic direction plans, including destination
management and tourism opportunity plans that are aimed to support sustainable and
balanced growth of the tourism industry across Queensland. Some of the major plans
pertinent to the Cairns-Townsville region have been summarised below.

12.1.4 Destination Management Plan for Townsville North Queensland 2008-11
A Destination Management Plan is a destination-specific plan that delivers on the vision of
the Queensland Tourism Strategy 2 . The current Townsville North Queensland Destination
Management Plan 2008-11 outlines the vision, goals and strategies for tourism in the
Townsville North Queensland region (encompassing the City of Townsville and Local
Government Areas (LGAs) of Charters Towers, Hinchinbrook, Palm Island, Burdekin and
former Cardwell) over three years to 2011 (Tourism Queensland, 2008).
The main aim of the plan is to build sustainable tourism industry through strategic
partnerships which focus on marketing initiatives to attract domestic and international
2

Queensland Tourism Strategy is a state-wide vision for the sustainable development of tourism over a 10 year
period (2006-16).
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customers, suitable tourism infrastructure and product development. Specific planning
goals of the Destination Management Plan are outlined below:


Increase the tourism sector’s economic contribution by increasing visitor numbers,
length of stay, and visitor expenditure;



Develop a united and cohesive tourism sector to enhance the region’s overall
marketing impact; and



Promote sustainable management and development of tourism across the region.

In order to achieve the above mentioned goals, based on industry feedback and key
stakeholder workshops, the Destination Management Plan includes the following strategic
priorities:


Raise additional funding and support for tourism development and marketing;



Promote the diversity of experiences and attributes including the Great Barrier Reef,
outback, heritage and rainforests;



Develop quality leisure accommodation and local services including retail, hospitality,
tours, and transport;



Attract and retain skilled and experienced workers; and



Strengthen coordination and cooperation between various stakeholders including
government agencies and tourism and hospitality industry operators with the aim to
grow tourism in Townsville North Queensland.

12.1.5 Tropical North Queensland Destination Management Plan 2007-10
The Tropical North Queensland Destination Management Plan 2007-10 outlined the
collective direction for the Tropical North Queensland tourism industry over three years.
Key focuses of the plan were destination sustainability and competitiveness, access and
transport services, destination marketing, attractions, tours and activities, conferences
events and festivals, accommodation, retail/food and beverage, customer service,
signage and industry development, community education and coordination. Key goals
were to increase the economic contribution of tourism throughout TNQ, maintain
consistent brand positioning, support sustainable management and development of
tourism and encourage appropriate tourism investment.
The life of the plan has encompassed the dramatic downturn in tourism in Tropical North
Queensland primarily associated with the Global Final Crisis.
12.1.6 Tourism Opportunity Plans
Tourism Opportunity Plans (TOP) developed by Tourism Queensland, in conjunction with
regional tourism organisations, provides direction for sustainable development of tourism
in a Queensland’s tourist destination regions over the next 10 years. An outcome of
extensive research and consultation with a diverse range of regional and external
stakeholders including government agencies, tourism industry operators, developers and
investors, the TOPs aim to:


Identify existing infrastructure upgrades to support tourism growth;



Identify new tourism products that meets future visitor expectations and demands;



Provide relevant research based information on tourism supply and demand;



Identify the need for new
development of tourism; and



Provide an agreed focus and mechanisms for engagement with the tourism industry,
infrastructure providers and private operators.

infrastructure

investment

that

supports

ongoing

Destination specific TOPs for both the Townsville and Tropical North Queensland regions
have been reviewed and key points of each of the plans are summarised below.
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12.1.6.1 Tropical North Queensland TOP (2010-2020)
The Tropical North Queensland TOP provides tourism-related strategic direction over the
next 10 years to 2020 for the Tropical North Queensland region which comprises 22 LGAs
including Cairns Regional Council, Cassowary Regional Council, Cook Shire Council, and
19 neighbouring councils (Tourism Queensland & Tropical North Queensland, 2010). The
working vision of the TOP is:
“To encourage sustainable tourism opportunities that immerse targeted visitors in
experiences which compliment the region’s unique natural and cultural assets.”
The TOP has identified 18 catalyst projects, including tourist investment and associated
infrastructure projects which are likely to create a range of other investment, marketing
and development opportunities for the Tropical North Queensland region.
12.1.6.2 Townsville North Queensland TOP (2010-2019)
The Townsville North Queensland TOP provides tourism-related long term strategic
direction for the region comprising of LGAs of Burdekin Shire, Charters Towers Regional,
Hinchinbrook Shire, Palm Island Aboriginal Shire, and Townsville City (Tourism
Queensland & Townsville Enterprise, 2009). Based on thorough research and extensive
consultation with a range of stake holders, 13 catalyst projects have been recommended
for the region.

3.38

Recent Market Data
This section reviews the recent market studies of specific interest to Experience Seekers
in the Cairns-Townsville region.

12.1.7 Tropical North Queensland Repositioning Study - Research Elements
The Australian Government commissioned consultants to undertake a study regarding the
repositioning of the Cairns tourism industry in domestic and international markets
including the United Kingdom (UK), Japan, China and Korea in 2008/09 (Compass
Research, 2009). The study entailed extensive research involving visitor interviews,
household telephone surveys of Australian residents, online surveys of overseas travel
agents and consultations with local tourism operators. Some of the key findings of the
research report are listed below:


Over 80% of domestic and international visitors indicated a high level of satisfaction
in choosing the Cairns region as a preferred holiday destination;



Over three quarters of total visitors interviewed gave an ‘above average’ rating when
asked whether holidaying in Cairns offered good value for money;



On average, ratings for restaurants were relatively higher for the Australian, UK and
Japanese markets, but lower for China and Korea;



Likelihood of return visits over the next five years was highest amongst Australian
visitors (82%), followed by Chinese visitors (63%); and



Common reasons for choosing the Cairns region as a holiday destination, indicated by
both domestic and international visitors, include its favourable weather conditions,
relaxed and peaceful feel, attractive natural environment, in particular the region’s
rainforests and the Great Barrier Reef.

12.1.8 Families as a Nature Toursim Market Segment in North Queensland Study
Research was conducted by two James Cook University academics to study the ‘family
groups’ tourism market segment in Cairns in 2007-08 (Sibtain & Zeppel, 2008). The
study involved surveying 211 family groups, including domestic and international visitors
at Cairns domestic airport during the end of December 2007 to the end of January 2008.
The visitor survey contained a set of 26 questions, including demographics, transport and
accommodation utilised, reasons for visiting Cairns, importance of environmental factors
in a holiday destination and opinions regarding climate change. Key findings of the
survey are discussed below:
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Main reasons for visiting Cairns include the Great Barrier Reef, beautiful rainforests,
and spending time with the family;



Over two-thirds of the survey respondents were Australian domestic visitors with the
remainder including international visitors, the majority of which were from Europe;



Nearly half of the respondents were in their 40s with a quarter in their 30s and a
tenth under the age of 29 years;



More than half of the survey respondents had visited Tropical North Queensland
previously, with over a quarter having visited over four times; and



Popular tourism destinations in Tropical North Queensland include Kuranda, Port
Douglas, Cairns Esplanade and Northern Beaches.

12.1.9 Understanding the Connector Market: How does Townsville fit with Connectors’
Ideal Domestic Holiday
Tourism Queensland, in conjunction with Tourism Research Australia, conducted market
research regarding Townsville’s connectors market segment 3 in 2009 (Tourism
Queensland, 2009). The study was conducted to provide a greater understanding of
connectors’ holiday needs and wants and their perceptions regarding what Townsville
offers. The research involved 18 connector focus groups across Queensland, along with
an online survey with more than 1,500 Queensland connectors.
Based on the study, Townsville was seen as an ideal holiday destination (by majority of
connectors interviewed) offering a range of attractions including festivals, tropical
islands, beaches, shopping, rainforests, sightseeing and activities for children. In
addition, Townsville was perceived as a destination where they could rest, unwind, destress and have fun. Perceptions about the region were largely dominated by Townsville
City and Magnetic Island.

3.39

Experience Seeker Research

12.1.10 Tourism Australia’s Strategy
At the psychographic level Tourism Australia has identified that common segments exist
that cross national borders, and that for these segments, motivations and attitudes in
relation to travel are more similar across nationalities than their respective cultural
differences. Tourism Australia asserts these characteristics are translatable into
experience preferences, and it is possible to isolate global segments most receptive to
the ‘Australian Experience’.
Tourism Australia has identified common segments across different cultures to classify
‘who’ would be receptive to the Australian Experience. The target consumer (for all
tourism markets except New Zealand and Australia) is referred to as the Global
Experience Seeker.
In terms of segmentation, Tourism Australia has used psychographic studies examining
how travellers think and feel to determine the personal factors that influence them. This
has been undertaken for each of Australia’s key source markets to identify the key long
haul traveller psychographic segments.
It should be noted that, internationally, the significance of the Global Experience Seeker
or similar psychographics are being increasingly recognised, suggesting that our tourism
competitors are becoming increasingly aware of the market’s potential. Attracting these
travellers to Australia will require ongoing investment in appropriate product
development and marketing to maximise returns from this high yield market.

3

Tourism Queensland defines connectors as visitors who see holidays as a chance to connect with the people they
care most about, are likely to compromise their own preferences in terms of activities to ensure everyone else has
a good time.
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13. Environmental & Planning Policies &
Priorities
3.40

Key Environmental & Planning Policies
This section reviews some of the major environmental and planning policies affecting
tourism development and activities in the northern part of Queensland. These include:


Wet Tropics Legislation;



Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Legislation; and



Far North Regional Plan.

13.1.1 Wet Tropics Legislation
The Wet Tropics World Heritage Protection and Management Act 1993 is the Queensland
Government legislation that protects the Wet Tropics of Queensland - a world heritage
site covering an area of 8,940 square kilometres of tropical rainforests from Townsville to
Cooktown. The Act sets out the role of the Wet Tropics Management Authority in
managing the Wet Tropics area. The Act further provides the legal basis for the Wet
Tropics Management Plan 1998 which regulates land use activities in the heritage area
through a zoning and permit system. An outcome of extensive community consultation
program, the Plan entails:


Establishment of four zones (namely A, B, C and D) based on relative ecological
integrities, remoteness from disturbance, intended physical and social setting and the
management purpose of the various localities;



Prohibition of a range of activities which could potentially impact on the World
Heritage Area, in particular, activities which destroy vegetation, result in land
degradation and affect streams or spoil scenic values; and



Permitting some specific activities through a Permit system.

13.1.2 Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Legislation
The Great Barrier Marine Park Act 1975 (the Act) is the primary Act that protects the
world heritage listed Great Barrier Reef. Enacted in 1975, the Act provides the Australian
Government’s legislative framework for ensuring the long term protection and
management of the Great Barrier Reef with the establishment of the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park and the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA). Key provisions
under the Act include, requirement of compulsory pilotage for certain ships in prescribed
areas of the region, prohibition of mining operations in the Great Barrier Reef region,
provision for regulations, collection of the Environmental Management Charge (EMC) 4
and enforcement.
The Act has been recently amended, following a thorough review in 2006, to facilitate
better integration (of the Act) with key environmental laws, in particular the Environment
Protection and Bio Diversity Conservation Act 1999 and thus provide an effective
framework for the protection and management of the Reef in the future.
The GBRMPA uses a number of management tools, including various management and
zoning plans and permit conditions, to achieve the twin goal of offering sustainable
tourism and recreation opportunities throughout the Marine Park, while
simultaneously minimising the adverse impacts of such activities in order to maintain
diversity, integrity and productivity of the Reef.
4

EMC is a charge payable by most commercial operators, granted permits by Great Barrier Reef Management
Authority (GBRMPA). This includes operators conducting tourist programmes and non-tourist commercial charters.
The receipts from EMC is utilised to fund research, education and management of Marine Park.
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13.1.3 Far North Regional Plan (2009-2031)
The Far North Regional Plan 209-2031 is a long term (20 years) statutory regional plan
developed under the Integrated Planning Act 1997 to guide and manage the development
of the Far North Queensland region (including the Aboriginal Shire Councils of Wujal
Wujal and Yarrabah, and Regional Councils of Cairns, Cassowary Coast and Tablelands)
over the next 20 years. The key focus of the Plan entails managing urban growth in a
sustainable way, while addressing various rural and natural resource management issues
with a land use planning component.
The future vision for the Far North region as outlined in the Plan is to have a stronger,
more liveable and sustainable community which includes:


A diversified and strong economy based on the principles of ecologically sustainable
development;



Healthy and relaxed tropical lifestyle;



Well established infrastructure, facilities and services; and



Educated and well-informed community members who are resilient to the anticipated
impacts of climate change and vulnerability.
The Far North Regional Plan seeks to provide the necessary planning frameworks to
ensure that tourism and agricultural industries continue to stimulate the regional
economy of Far North Queensland area.

3.41

Impact of Environmental & Planning Policies on Tourism
The tourism industry in the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area is characterised by a diverse
range of service and product providers. A tourism industry is not strictly an industry by
standard definition, rather it is a type of demand that flows through to a range of
businesses in different industries to varying degrees. As such, the impact of
environmental and planning policies on tourism is highly variable, depending on the type
of business being considered.
In broad terms, Australia and Queensland are by international standards highly regulated
economies in which to do business. This adds cost and complexity to establishing and
operating many businesses, but also creates a less competitive, higher quality industry
with more certainty over outcomes. There is always a trade-off to be made, and any level
of regulation will typically induce calls to both increase and reduce the regulation level
from different interests in industry.
Through the consultations conducted with industry in the preparation of this plan general
issues relating to excessive regulation and red-tape where regularly raised. Many of
these issues related to overall high business regulations imposed in Australia. However,
of note in terms of particular relevance to tourism and the performance of the industry
are the following points:


Complexity of gaining formal approvals to access wilderness areas for tourism uses.
This is seen as an issue for developing new and potentially more in-depth tours and
experiences. It was also suggested that the complexity of approvals is a reason for
why most ‘wilderness’ tours visit relatively shallow and public attractions instead of
off-the-track wildness areas; and



Complexity, uncertainty and cost of developing infrastructure in wilderness areas. The
difficulties around developing infrastructure such as trails, creek crossings and
camping areas in wilderness areas were seen by many stakeholders as a bigger issue
than ideas, potential routes or market demand to developing more in-depth wildness
products and experiences.

North Queensland tourism also benefits from the strict regulations controlling the use and
development within its wilderness and world heritage areas. However much of the
industry believes that the depth of control is stifling the ability of the region to showcase
its natural assets to their best advantage.
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14. Competitor Destinations
3.42

Competition for Experience Seekers
International Experience Seekers are, by definition, prepared to travel long distances and reach into less tourist focussed areas. Hence, the
competition for the International Experience Seeker is more global in nature, and the number of competing destinations is greater, than for
most other types of tourists.
It is relevant, therefore, to examine other destinations in the world that are demonstrating success in attracting International Experience
Seekers. The Cairns and Townsville tourism region is unique from other destinations in the world. Most notably, almost all of the remainder of
the tropical world is developing, whilst Australia is a developed or first world economy. None-the-less, a number of destinations around the
world are valuable to consider in terms of their tourism performance, assets and strategy. Table 14.1considers Cairns, Costa Rica, Wellington
(New Zealand), Malaysia, Cape Town (South Africa), Hanoi (Vietnam), Darwin, Kauai Island (Hawaii) and Singapore.
Table 14.1: Experience Seeker Destinations
Recent Tourism
Performance

Similarity to CairnsTownsville

Appeal to Experience
Seekers

Successful Development
Strategies

‘Adventurous by Nature’.

 Average annual growth
of -2.2% over the past
decade
 Visitation grew modestly
between 2001 and 2006
 Visitation peaked in 2006
at 859,000
 Visitation has fallen by
20% throughout
between 2007 and 2010
 Visitation in 2010 was
estimated at 686,000

NA

 Iconic region of a iconic
country
 Exploring / snorkelling /
diving the Great Barrier
Reef
 Biodiversity and wildlife
in the region’s natural
attractions (Great Barrier
Reef, rainforest)
 Accommodation to suit
all types of tourist
 Provides a base for
attractions in
surrounding regions (i.e.
Port Douglas, Daintree,
Kuranda, Tablelands,
Reef, etc.)

NA

Costa Rica ‘No Artificial
Ingredients’ . Strong

 Average annual growth
of 6.3% over the past
decade
 Visitation fell by 7.9% in
2009
 Visitation in 2010 was
estimated as 2.01 million

Has a major focus on its
rainforests and biodiversity
as a key attraction. The reef
and adventure activities
(e.g. white water rafting,
fishing, zip-lining) are also
focuses, although the reef is
generally considered of

 Extensive wildlife viewing
/ interaction
opportunities
 Range of adventure
activities available
 Authentic and detailed
rainforest experiences
 Is considered safe and

Destination

Key Features

Cairns

Located in the Wet tropics
region, Cairns provides a
gateway to the Great Barrier
Reef and the Rainforest.
The CBD is a great place to
shop and Northern Beaches
are a great place to relax.

Costa Rica

Ecotourism marketing. Costa
Rica ranks first in the Happy
Planet Index and is the
"greenest" country in the
world.
Themes are Sun & Beaches,
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Destination

Key Features

Recent Tourism
Performance

Culture, Adventure,
Ecotourism, Families,
Cruises, Executives, Relax,
Honeymoon, Rural Tourism.
Is the most visited country
in the Central American
region.

Similarity to CairnsTownsville

Appeal to Experience
Seekers

average quality.

accessible, but still exotic
enough to be authentic
 ‘Zoo without bars’ worthy
of long term immersion
 Good accommodation
and night life is available
in certain destinations

Successful Development
Strategies

Dubbed ‘Coolest Little
Capital in the World’ and

 Annual average growth
of 4.5% in international
arrivals via Wellington
 No decline in visitation
experienced throughout
the GFC
 Average annual growth
between 2006 and 2010
of 4.4%
 International arrivals via
Wellington recorded at
149,172 in 2010

Culture, local urban
environment form the focus
of visitation with supporting
experiences in the
surrounding regions. Model
for a future, larger
Townsville (potential future
model for tourism in
Townsville)

 New Zealand’s national
museum, Te Papa –
provides cultural and
historical delights
 Exploring the
Maryborough region of
the South Island
 Cultural highlights and
natural surroundings of
Wellington’s CBD
 New Zealand’s national
parliament
 Hiking and mountain
biking in the Hutt Valley
 Exploring the
surrounding villages and
vineyards

 New Zealand Tourism
Strategy 2015
 Wellington Visitor
Strategy 2015

Malaysia

Malaysia brands itself on
cultural, architectural and
geographical diversity. The
country is very multicultural
and a great example of
many races and religions
living and working together.
The Country has a range of
metropolitan and rural
destinations, which are
spread out over
mountainous, forest and
island destinations.

 Average annual growth
of 9.2% over the past
decade
 No fall in visitation was
recorded through the
GFC period
 Visitation in 2010 was
estimated as 24.6 million

Natural assets and
associated activities (Reef,
rainforest, wildlife) and
climate (tropical)

 Has a broad range of
cultures and experiences
available in one location
 Culturally significant
events
 Ecotourism (wildlife,
exploration, parks, reefs)
 Kuala Lumpur – a centre
point for culture, history
and city related creature
comforts
 Scuba diving the
surrounding reefs

 Kuala Lumpur Structure
Plan 2020

Cape Town, South Africa

Table Mountain is the major
‘icon’, beaches, base for
safaris, climate and good
infrastructure.

 Average annual growth
of 6.8% for international
tourist visitation to South
Africa over the last
decade

No strong similarities,
however useful to
investigate as a successful
Experience Seeker
destination.

 Swim with and watch
whales, sharks and
penguins
 Conquer Table Mountain
by climbing / abseiling or

 City of Cape Town:
Tourism Department –
Tourism Development
Framework Business Plan

Wellington, New Zealand

ranked 4th in the best cities
to visit by Lonely Plant.
Wellington offers all the
creature comforts of a
capital city in a small,
compact, vibrant and
friendly town. The City is
situated in a naturally
stunning area, close to
many of the world’s best
walking and biking trails.
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Destination

Key Features

Recent Tourism
Performance

Similarity to CairnsTownsville

Appeal to Experience
Seekers

Successful Development
Strategies

in comfort by cable car
 Amazing and beautiful
landscape
 Multiculturalism and the
CBD
 Adventure sports along
the coastal areas
(surfing, kite surfing,
sailing)
 Provides a gateway for
safari and game parks

 No fall in visitation
experienced during the
GFC
 Average annual growth
of 8.1% between 2006
and 2010
 Tourist visitation was
estimated as 11.6 million
in 2010

Hanoi, Vietnam

Vietnam, ‘the hidden
charm’. Hanoi ‘the
hinterland between the
rivers’ .
Hanoi brands itself as a
destination for ancient
architecture and history,
multiculturalism, affordable
and tropical biodiversity.

 Average annual growth
of 9% for tourist
visitation to Vietnam
 Visitation fell in 2009,
however subsequently
increased by 34% in
2010
 Tourist visitation to
Vietnam peaked in 2010
at 5 million

Tropical experience with sea
and rainforest. Vietnam has
significant differences to
Cairns-Townsville otherwise
in being relatively
inexpensive, and a
possessing a huge diversity
of accessible culture and
dining experiences.

 Trips and cruises in Ha
Long Bay
 Ancient Hanoi, the Old
Quarter and pagodas
and temples
 Hanoi’s lake 18 beautiful
lakes
 Truc Bach Lake park,
referred to the ‘lungs of
the City’
 Vietnamese culture
(tours, food, shopping,
craft)
 Ecotourism

Darwin

Tropical, Indigenous culture,
wildlife (Kakadu, crocodiles).

 Tourist visitation peaked
in the Northern Territory
in 2000 at 425,000
 Visitation has decreased
at an average annual
rate of 4.8%
 Tourist visitation in 2010
was recorded at 259,000

Tropical Australia
experience. Has a very high
government promotional
spend per visitor.

 Exploring the famous
Kakadu National Park
 Gate way to Alice Springs
and Ayres Rock
 Darwin and Mindil Beach
markets
 Fishing and crocodile
tours
 Hiking and camping
opportunities
 Indigenous cultural
experience opportunities

 Strategies prior to 2000,
e.g. ‘Never never’
campaign, Kakadu
development

Kauai Island, Hawaii

‘Island of Discovery’. Lush
tropical climate and
landscape, with key
activities based on
ecotourism and adventure.

 Tourist visitation was hit
hard in 2001 and 2007
however is currently
recovering
 Tourist visitation was

Relatively high cost and
remote destination, reef and
rainforest major component
of tourism product, some
cultural aspects

 Tropical landscape and
ecotourism
 Water activities (e.g.
Fishing, windsurfing,
kayaking)

 Kauai Tourism Strategic
Plan 2006 – 2015
 Hawaii’s Tourism
Strategic Plan 2005 2015
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Destination

Key Features

Recent Tourism
Performance
estimated at 309,185 in
2009

Singapore

Ultra-modern, cultural,
events, family destination,
parks and surrounding
natural assets, business
tourism

 Average annual growth
of 2.3% over the past
decade
 Tourism visitation fell by
5.9% between 2007 and
2009
 Tourism visitation was
estimated as 9.7 million
in 2009

Similarity to CairnsTownsville

Appeal to Experience
Seekers

(Polynesian).

 Hiking and camping
 Colonial history
 Island culture

High cost destination,
tropical. Traditionally
considered a relatively
‘bland’ destination is
currently working hard to
develop cultural assets to
benefit tourism and
attractiveness to global
skilled workers.

 Cultural aspects (events,
foods, performance, arts)
 Ultra-modern cityscape
 Stylish accommodation

Successful Development
Strategies

Source: AECgroup
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3.43

Competitor Destination Case Studies

14.1.1 Introduction to Case Study Destinations
Case studies that further examine two of the international competitor destinations for
International Experience Seekers are presented below.
Costa Rica and Wellington NZ are examined further for the following reasons:


The destinations have a level of similarity with the Cairns and Townsville tourism
regions, not-with-standing some significant some differences. Notably Costa Rica has
similarities to Cairns in the nature-based and adventure tourism focus and Wellington
has similarities to Townsville in being a small city with no one standout tourism
attractor;



The destinations have demonstrated good performance in attracting international
tourists in recent years, including solid performance through the GFC;



The destinations have been critically acclaimed as tourism destinations;



The destinations, for different reasons, appeal more strongly to International
Experience Seekers than other tourist psychographic types;



The destinations’ tourism successes is at a level that could be seen as where Cairns
and Townsville regions may aspire to; and



The destinations have been active in developing their tourism industries and market,
with their tourism success based on more than simply organic growth.

14.1.2 Costa Rica
Background
Costa Rica is a small isthmus nation in Central America with a population of
approximately 4.5 million. Despite a difficult political history throughout the 19th and
early 20th centuries, Costa Rica has maintained a stable democratic system for the past
60 years. As such, significant development in the Country’s tourism sector has been
possible, with international visitation reaching 2.01 million in 2010 making it the most
visited country in Central America. Costa Rica has a rich and diverse natural environment
and is home to approximately 5% of the world’s biodiversity. Costa Rica has very
successfully developed its reputation as one of the world’s leading markets for eco /
sustainable tourism. The foundations for growth in Costa Rica’s ecotourism industry can
be traced back to a series of government policies, conservation practices, organisation
participation and strategic marketing initiatives. The following discussion provides a case
study of the successes and learnings from the development of Costa Rica’s tourism
industry.
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Figure 14.1: Map of Costa Rica

Source: Google Images

Features & Products
Costa Rica’s tourism products are almost entirely based around its natural assets. The
Costa Rican Government manages a highly regarded and accessible National Park
system, which is considered to be the Country’s key tourism asset. Costa Rica’s National
Parks are regarded as amongst the most beautiful and user friendly in the world, and
include rainforest, temperate forest, alpine forest, desert, grassland, wetlands and
tropical coastal regions.
In addition to being a highly regarded nature tourism destination, Costa Rica has gained
a reputation as being a provider of ‘sustainable’ tourism. As a ‘sustainable’ destination,
Costa Rica aims to provide tourism experiences that result in minimal impact to the
environment. Costa Rica pioneered the coveted certification for sustainable tourism (CST)
accreditation, which has proved to be highly successful in appealing to eco-tourists, as
most are relatively environmentally conscious.
Costa Rica brands itself as a safe place for tourists to travel. The nation has had a stable
political system since 1949, which has resulted in a relatively harmonious social
environment relative to other Central and South American countries.
Visitor Markets
Initially the visitor market to Costa Rica was primarily constituted of scientists and nature
enthusiasts. The extensive visitation from scientific and research organisations lead to
the establishment of a regional presence of these organisations and ultimately highly
credible exposure of the destination through publications and documentaries. Through a
number of governmental and industry measures, Costa Rica was able to successfully
leverage from the scientific presence and reputation this provided of the nature-based
assets, which resulted in wide-spread tourist visitation growth throughout the 1990’s and
2000’s. Growth in tourist visitation to Costa Rica has been significant over the past
decade (6.3% average annual growth), with approximately 50% of tourists originating
from the USA and 20% from Europe. The majority of tourists that travel to Costa Rica
participate in nature-based tourism (i.e. visiting National Parks).
Critical Success Factors
Costa Rica is widely applauded as a success story for tourism development. Costa Rica’s
tourism industry was fortunate in many ways, including access to rich and diverse
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environments, political stability and social harmony, and proximity to the USA during a
period of economic boom. However, Costa Rica’s Government and industry also
implemented several key initiatives that accelerated development in the Nation’s naturebased tourism sector, including the implementation of government conservation policies,
the development of key tourism organisations, the development of highly regarded
ecotourism products and accreditations, and the implementation of the hugely successful
branding program; No Artificial Ingredients.
The development of the nature-based tourism industry in Costa Rica was a result of a
number of government and private industry initiatives, as opposed to an overall plan or
strategy. In 1970, the Costa Rican Government established a National Parks scheme,
which aimed to preserve the Country’s unique biodiversity. The introduction of the
National Parks scheme contributed to the first wave of tourist visitation, which was
primarily international scientists and environmental enthusiasts. Visitation from scientists
lead to the establishment of many research organisations and projects in Costa Rica,
which provided the region with considerable exposure, particularly from scientific
publications, documentaries and word-of-mouth. Such exposure displayed the credibility
of the destination for credible nature experiences far more successfully to International
Experience Seekers than traditional tourism marketing could. Despite nature-based
tourism in Costa Rica growing in popularity, the Costa Rican Tourism Board did not fully
shift its attention to this market until the mid 1990’s. It was during this period that
several critical success factors came to fruition, which lead to rapid growth in Costa Rica’s
tourism industry in the late 1990’s and 2000’s. These factors included:


The U.S. Adventure Travel Association recognising Costa Rica as the number one
ecotourism destination in the world;



The development of highly regarded certification for sustainable tourism (CST); and



The hugely successful No Artificial Ingredients branding initiative.

These factors played a major role in increasing Costa Rica’s eco / sustainable reputation
and sustained growth in tourism visitation over the last 15 years. The CST encouraged
tourism operators to focus on sustainable tourism development and has provided Costa
Rica’s ecotourism industry with an exceptional reputation. The No Artificial Ingredients
branding initiative is considered to be one of the most successful tourism marking
programs and is still used to this day. The brand was able to take the seriousness out of
technically appropriate ecotourism and present holiday opportunities to potential tourists,
whilst it also cleverly captured a broad range of conventional tourism activities and
attractions.
In summary, Costa Rica’s critical success factors included the following:


Impressive existing environmental and nature assets;



Political stability since 1949;



Proximity to and achieving an excellent reputation with the USA;



A combination of government and private industry measures;



Establishment of the National Parks scheme;



Generating interest and destination credibility through scientific organisations;



Government tax and trade incentives for the tourism industry throughout the 1980’s;



Successfully securing funding for conservation from international sources (NGOs,
bilateral assistances organisations and the World Bank);



Pioneering a carbon off-setting program in the 1990’s to raise funding for
conservation (and later through the UN developed off setting program);



Successfully branding the ecotourism industry in Costa Rica on an international scale;
and



Establishment of the CST.

Similarities to the Cairns–Townsville Region
Despite considerable dissimilarities, in terms of location, source markets, culture, cost of
travel, wealth and language, the Cairns–Townsville region shares some of the
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fundamental ingredients that Costa Rica used as leverage for the development of its
tourism industry in the 1990’s. Similarities between the Cairns–Townsville region and
Costa Rica include:


Political stability (making it safe and easy for tourists to travel to);



Well established and widespread National Park system;



Diverse and high value natural environments; and



Tropical climate.

Whilst the Cairns–Townsville region is wealthier and more stable compared to Costa Rica,
a lack of widespread cultural experiences, access difficulties (to environmental assets and
from international markets) and higher travel costs represent comparative disadvantages
in terms of nature-based tourism development.
What can the Cairns–Townsville Region Learn from Costa Rica?
The Cairns–Townsville region can apply the following key lessons from Costa Rica’s
successful development of their ecotourism industry:


Focus on developing unique assets rather than conventional tourism products (which
face strong ongoing competition from other destinations);



Identify and develop key source markets (In Costa Rica’s case, the USA);



Support initiatives to be developed and implemented by both governments and
private industry;



Settle on a distinctive and durable branding program;



Leverage the potential of developing the nature-based tourism market in the region;
and



Pursue value through leveraging tourism development from other sectors that can
lend credibility to the destination for International Experience Seekers (in Costa Rica’s
case, scientific organisations).

14.1.3 Wellington, New Zealand
Background
Wellington, New Zealand, is the world’s most southernmost capital city and the country’s
‘cultural capital.’ Approximately 460,000 people (or 11.1% of New Zealand’s population)
live in the Wellington region. Wellington has an extensive coastline (497 kilometres) and
a maritime area of 786,000 hectares. Its diverse landscapes include 50,000 hectares of
regional parks and forests. There are extensive areas of parkland within the City courtesy
of early planning after settlement. The City is known for its uniqueness and style. Its
temperate climate, natural landscape, cultural experiences and connectedness with both
the North and South Island make the City an easy travel destination. Approximately 8
million visitor nights are spent in Wellington each year.
Wellington was included at number 4 on Lonely Planet’s 10 top cities to visit in 2011, an
annual collection of the world’s best trends, destinations, journeys and experiences for
the following year. Just prior to this accolade, it was named New Zealand’s favourite
destination in the Fly Buys/ Colmar Brunton Mood of the Traveller Survey, a quarterly
survey of 1,000 New Zealanders above the age of 18. 5 The following discussion provides
a case study of Wellington’s tourism industry.

5

http://www.wellington.govt.nz/aboutwgtn/glance/index.html;
http://www.wellington.govt.nz/services/history/1972.html;
http://www.destination-nz.com/destinations/explore-north-island/wellington-districts/29/;
Wellington: The Most Favourite Little Capital in the World:
http://www.wellingtonnz.com/media/wellington_most_favourite_little_capital_world;
Lonely Planet Acclaim for the Coolest Little Capital in the World:
http://www.wellingtonnz.com/media/lonely_planet_acclaim_coolest_little_capital_world.
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Table 14.2: Map of New Zealand showing Wellington

Source: Google Images

Features & Products
Wellington’s features of interest to tourists are comprised primarily of urban experiences,
including shopping, dining, sport, and arts, culture and heritage. These products are
supported by adventure, cruise and ecotourism experiences in the surrounding regions.
No single product, feature or experience is dominant, rather the destination is a collection
of secondary experiences that contribute to the Wellington character, culture and
experience.
Wellington hosts a number of international test matches and sporting event, such as the
Rugby World Cup in 2011. New Zealand’s unique fashion industry is well represented in
Wellington, with a number of local, international and New Zealand designers and
boutiques. Vintage shopping is also popular. Wellington is also renowned for its culinary
experiences, from award-winning restaurants to kerbside cafes. Positively Wellington
Tourism also advertises a number of wine escape tours. The arts and culture scene
includes a number of galleries and museums, eclectic street art, heritage streets and
buildings and a number of events and festivals. The top five cultural products in
Wellington in 2004 were:


Museum (49%);



Shopping for souvenirs (48%);
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Historic buildings (39%);



Exhibition of other New Zealand history (34%); and



Sites important to New Zealand History (33%). 6

Te Papa museum, which opened in 1998, is a world-leading museum that offers
interactive heritage experiences and natural science showpieces. It was visited by more
than a million people within six months of its opening. Other cultural and heritage
experiences include the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, Royal NZ Ballet, National
Opera, parliamentary buildings and three professional theatres. Wellington is also the film
capital of New Zealand and offers visitors a unique insight into the country’s film scene.
Its role as the filming and post-production base of The Lord of the Rings movie trilogy
from 1999 to 2003 helped catapult New Zealand Film into a hundred million dollar
industry.
Wellington is located close to prime wildlife locations such as Kapiti Island and Hutt River,
and has a number of nature trails, regional parks, forest reserves and botanic gardens.
The Department of Conservation also manages large areas for hiking and camping.
Interactive and more urbane nature experiences can also be had at the Wellington Zoo
and at Zealandia, an award-winning eco-attraction.
Cruise tourism is a key market for Wellington and is booming in line with the rest of the
country. The total economic impact of the industry on Wellington is estimated at around
$32 million NZ. A 74% increase in bookings is expected over 2009 to 2011, including the
effects of the Rugby World Cup. 7
Wellington, like the rest of the country is developing a reputation for sustainable tourism.
The City is the ‘greenest’ in the country, with the highest public transport usage (30%)
and more people walking or biking to work. This sustainability focus is echoed through
both industry and consumer-focussed responsible tourism initiatives, for example
“Qualmark” and the “100% Pure” campaign (discussed below).
Visitor Markets
The majority New Zealand’s tourists are domestic tourists, with $12.9 billion expended in
the year ended March 2010, compared with $9.5 billion from international tourists. 8
Around 5% of domestic tourists (or 520,000 persons) travelled to Wellington from within
New Zealand for holiday purposes. The key markets for international ‘holiday’ visitors to
New Zealand include Australia, the United Kingdom, USA, China and Japan, with Australia
making up around 40% of international visitors in 2009. The number of holiday arrivals
to Wellington from Australia has been increasing steadily since 2008, with approximately
26,500 arrivals in May 2011. 9 For both the domestic and international tourist market,
Wellington is differentiated from other locations in New Zealand by its unique style and
array of urban experiences.
Critical Success Factors
The recent strong growth of Wellington’s tourism industry is attributable to the combined
initiatives of the government of New Zealand (including Tourism New Zealand), the
Wellington City Council, Positively Wellington Tourism (PWT) and industry through a
number of domestic and international marketing strategies and conservation initiatives.

6 Demand for Maori Cultural Tourism, December 2005, Report prepared by Colmar Brunton for Tourism New
Zealand
and
the
Ministry
of
Tourism
http://www.tourismresearch.govt.nz/Documents/Research%20Reports/Maori%20In%20Tourism/Final%20Report%20Demand%20f
or%20Maori%20Tourism.pdf
7

Media
releases:
http://www.centreport.co.nz/latest-news/cruise-friendly-destination-hits-record;
http://www.wellingtonnz.com/media/cruise_passengers_forecast_spend_13_3_million_capital_summer.

8

9

Figures are in New Zealand dollars.

Key
Tourism
Statistics,
27
June
2011,
Ministry
of
Economic
http://www.tourismresearch.govt.nz/Documents/Key%20Statistics/KeyTourismStatisticsJune2011.pdf.

Development:

Tourism
Sector
Profile,
Domestic
Travel
by
New
Zealand
Residents,
November
2009:
http://www.tourismresearch.govt.nz/Documents/Tourism%20Sector%20Profiles/Domestic%20Tourism.pdf.
New Zealand Regional Tourism Forecasts 2010-2016 Wellington RTO, August 2010. Tourism Strategy Group,
Ministry
of
Economic
Development.
http://www.tourismresearch.govt.nz/Documents/RTO%20Forecasts/2010/Wellington.pdf.
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As one of the first countries in the world to establish a national organisation for tourism
(in 1901), the government of New Zealand has always had a strong role in the
industry. 10 The key leadership organisations for tourism in Wellington include Positively
Wellington Tourism and Tourism New Zealand. The Tourism Strategy Group, within the
Ministry of Economic Development, was established in 2010 and replaced the Ministry of
Tourism and advises government on how to maximise the value tourism adds to the New
Zealand economy. 11 Industry support is also provided through the New Zealand Tourism
Industry Association. Research and monitoring is conducted by the Tourism Research
Council of New Zealand.
Marketing & Joint Venture Partnerships
Positively Wellington Tourism (PWT), the regional tourism organisation for the City, is a
not-for profit council controlled organisation. It receives funding through the Downtown
Levy, a targeted rate paid by commercial property owners in the Wellington CBD and
receives further funding from project-based partnerships with surrounding businesses
and tourism businesses. Wellington is marketed by PWT as New Zealand’s ultimate urban
destination, and has recently adopted the tagline “coolest little city in the world” following
its recognition by Lonely Planet. Commercial guest nights have grown by more than 60%
in Wellington since the organisations inception in 1997. 12
PWT is one of 29 Regional Tourism Organisations (RTOs) in New Zealand. RTOs are
responsible for promoting the region to domestic and international tourists and acts as a
bridge between tourism operators, national tourism bodies and local and central
government. 13
PWT’s long term marketing strategy draws on the theme of Wellington as a unique,
‘boutique’ city. The domestic marketing campaign Spoil Yourself in Wellington saw
domestic commercial accommodation guest nights increase by 13.8% over the five years
to 2011. 14 This was despite declining overall domestic travel due to the recession. The
2009 campaign There’s No Place Like Wellington aimed to increase direct visitor arrivals
from Australia to help overcome awareness challenges in that market. A $1.5 million NZ
media campaign was carried out in Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne and included brand
advertising followed by supporting activity with airlines, accommodation operators and
online travel agents. $100,000 of the fund was allocated to pre and post campaign
performance monitoring. The project was funded through the International Tourism
Marketing Joint Venture Partnerships Fund 2009/10, a country-wide program for joint
development of the industry through dollar for dollar matched funding by Tourism New
Zealand to RTOs. The campaign led to a 10% increase in arrivals over the following year
and a 178% increase in user traffic on WellingtonNZ.com. 15 The organisation has twice
been a finalist in the Communication Agencies Association (CAANZ), and has made
finalist in a number of other industry awards for their creative domestic marketing
campaigns.
These results demonstrate the success of Wellington’s coordinated marketing strategy
(government and industry), and collective approach to funding. The Wellington Visitor
Strategy 2015 focuses on product development, including accessibility and infrastructure,
targeted marketing and customer service. 16

10
Cloesen, U. (2007). Approaches Towards Nature Based Tourism in Australia and New Zealand. Asia Pacific
Journal of Tourism Research, Volume 8, Issue 1, pp 72-77.
11

The Tourism Strategy Group policy website: http://www.tourism.govt.nz/

12

http://www.wellingtonnz.com/about_us

13

Regional
Tourism
Organisations,
Ministry
of
Economic
Development
http://www.tourism.govt.nz/Our-Work/Local-Government-/Regional-Tourism-Organisations;

(March

2010):

http://www.wellingtonnz.com/media/positively_wellington_tourism_campaign_awards_again.
14

Media article (April 2011): http://www.etravelblackboard.com/article/117441/positively-wellington-tourismcampaign-finalist-in-caanz-media-awards.
15
Evaluation of International Tourism Marketing Joint Venture Partnerships 2009/10, December 2010, Ministry of
Economic
Development:
http://www.med.govt.nz/upload/FINAL%20Joint%20Venture%20Partnership%20Evaluation%202009_10.pdf
16
Wellington
Visitor
Strategy
http://www.wellingtonnz.com/files/uploads/About_Us/PWT_WGTN_Visitor_Strategy_2015.pdf.

2015:
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Wellington’s inclusion at number 4 on Lonely Planet’s 10 top cities to visit and its naming
as the “coolest little capital in the world” in 2011 has secured further media coverage for
Wellington and the country as a whole.
Sustainability Initiatives
Historically, much of New Zealand’s tourism has been based on nature-based
experiences, such as wilderness travel and camping. Nature-based and adventure travel
have become increasingly more sustainability centred with increasing awareness of
tourism impacts on the environment and a government regulated environmental
management system.
Sustainability is incorporated in the New Zealand Tourism Strategy 2015: “tourism is
valued as the leading contributor to a sustainable New Zealand economy.” Environmental
protection and enhancement is one of the key goals of the strategy. In line with this
sustainability theme, Tourism New Zealand uses the tagline ““New Zealand 100% Pure.”
A number of business programs were launched under this tagline to encourage business
responsibility and accountability including “Qualmark”, a standard of environmental
performance. Qualmark is a brandmark for New Zealand ecotourism which aims to
“protect legitimate ecotourism operators and ensure more consistent quality in the
tourism industry.” 17 Consumers are encouraged to choose responsible tourism
experiences endorsed by Tourism New Zealand. Experiences are rated by five key action
areas:


Energy efficiency;



Waste management;



Water conservation;



Community activities; and



Conservation initiatives.

Resources and suggestions for improving environmental performance are provided to
businesses through the website, publications by the Ministry of Tourism, and through the
Sustainable Tourism Advisers in Regions (STAR). The government subsidised program is
conducted by Positively Wellington Tourism and provides one-on-one expert advice on
how to improve business sustainability. Incentives for participation include a media
listing, quarterly workshops hosted by PWT and a STAR Partner logo on the
WellingtonNZ.com website. The Ministry of Tourism Sustainability Guide provides advice
for businesses on a range of sustainability topics including energy efficiency, respecting
cultural heritage, water conservation and sustainable design. 18 In 2009, almost 50% of
tourism operators had adopted a range of operational practices in the areas of energy,
water and waste minimisation.
Summary
In summary, Wellington’s critical success factors included the following:


Strong variety and diversity of urban experiences;



Impressive existing environmental and nature assets;



Connectedness with other areas of interest;



Focus on key source markets;

17
Cloesen, U. (2007). Approaches Towards Nature Based Tourism in Australia and New Zealand. Asia Pacific
Journal of Tourism Research, Volume 8, Issue 1, pp 72-77.
18

http://www.wellingtonnz.com/about_us/star

http://www.qualmark.co.nz/responsibletourism.php
http://tourism.govt.nz/Documents/Policy%20Website/Documents/SustainabilityBestPracticeGuides/Visitor%20Attr
actions.pdf
Wellington
Visitor
Strategy
http://www.wellingtonnz.com/files/uploads/About_Us/PWT_WGTN_Visitor_Strategy_2015.pdf;

2015:

http://www.tourismresearch.govt.nz/Documents/Scholarships/ScholarshipReport_RaymondMullan.pdf
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Collaborative funding for marketing initiatives by government and industry;



Coordinated marketing strategy and marketing pitch;



Maintenance and enhancement of natural assets and visitor experiences; and



Government subsidies for sustainability incentives.

Similarities to the Cairns–Townsville Region
The Cairns–Townsville region shares a number of similarities that Wellington used as
leverage for the development of its tourism industry. Townsville particularly has
similarities. Although a smaller city it shares a large base of events, attractions and
activities driven by the local population base that from an urban culture that tourists can
experience. Similarities between the Cairns–Townsville region and Wellington include:


High proportion of domestic short stay visitors;



Diverse and high value natural environments;



High proportion of Experience Seeker visitors; and



Integrated environmental management regulations and well established management
systems of natural assets.

Wellington is however a capital city, and both Townsville and Cairns have a lower
diversity of urban experiences (e.g. arts and culture); built on lower population sizes.
What can the Cairns–Townsville Region Learn from Wellington?
The Cairns–Townsville region can apply the following key lessons from New Zealand’s
successful development of their tourism industry:


Diversify lifestyle and community products as tourism contributors – suite of
secondary experiences can work to function as a primary attractor in itself;



Identify and develop key source markets (in Wellington’s case, Australia and
domestic);



Develop an incentive-based industry standard of environmental performance;



Collaborate with surrounding regions for marketing funding;



Provide government support for industry education and training in sustainable
business development and environmental management practices;



Develop collaborative initiatives (government and industry);



Improve customer experiences through
maintenance and improvements; and



Maintain a distinctive and durable branding program.

accommodation

and

infrastructure
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Disclaimer:
Whilst all care and diligence have been exercised in the preparation of this report, AEC Group Limited does not
warrant the accuracy of the information contained within and accepts no liability for any loss or damage that
may be suffered as a result of reliance on this information, whether or not there has been any error, omission
or negligence on the part of AEC Group Limited or their employees. Any forecasts or projections used in the
analysis can be affected by a number of unforeseen variables, and as such no warranty is given that a
particular set of results will in fact be achieved.
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Executive Summary
Background
As part of the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a
partnership between the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism
Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the
Wet Tropics Management Authority is seeking to develop a pilot Experience Development
Strategy (EDS) for the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs. The Strategy aims to identify
existing and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville that
function as tourism hubs providing a combination of urban tourism experiences and a
base for a range of day trip experiences into the surrounding Wet Tropics and Great
Barrier Reef. It aims to outline how the region can innovate, improve and renew the
experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to remain a competitive destination.

Experiences Audit Approach & Methodology
The tourism experiences audit report has included stakeholder workshops and individual
tourism industry stakeholder consultations and a detailed tourism product audit to profile
the regions experience tourism products and market. In order to make the analysis
manageable, the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area was divided into smaller, geographically
logical and more focused regions. The regions individually examined were:


The Atherton Tablelands;



Cairns CBD;



Cairns Urban;



Innisfail and Mission Beach;



Port Douglas and Daintree;



The Burdekin;



Charters Towers;



Magnetic Island;



Townsville CBD;



Townsville Urban; and



Tully and Hinchinbrook.

For each region, the analysis produced three key outputs:


A spider diagram illustrating strength of existing tourism product alignment with the
psychographic and interest indicators of five key types of International Experience
Seekers (Ready To Leave, Self-Challengers, Comfort & Learning, Cocoon Travellers
and Travel in Style);



Alignment of Experience Seeker psychographic indicators with Tourism Australia
defined experiences by region. The Tourism Australia defined ‘Australian’ experiences
of core interest to International Experience Seekers are Aboriginal Australia, Nature in
Australia, Outback Australia, Aussie Coastal Lifestyle, Food and Wine, Australian
Major Cities and Australian Journeys. The psychographic indicators of how
International Experience Seekers interpret these experiences are authentic personal
experiences, social interactions, meeting and interacting with the locals, experiencing
something different from their normal day-to-day life, understanding and learning
about different lifestyles and cultures, participating in the lifestyle and experiencing it,
rather than observing it, challenging themselves – physically, emotionally and/or
mentally, visiting authentic destinations that are not necessarily part of the tourist
route and exposure to unique and compelling experiences; and



Identified key existing and potential hero, secondary and supporting experiences for
each region. Hero experiences are defined as those experiences which are powerful
enough to significantly influence International Experience Seekers to choose Australia
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as a destination. Secondary experiences are powerful enough to change visitor’s
itineraries once they are in, or committed to coming to, Australia. Supporting
experiences are those that do not significantly influence travel plans or itineraries in
themselves however add significantly to the quality and depth of experience once at a
destination. In some cases, a recognised cluster of supporting experiences can act as
a hero or secondary experience in itself.
It is important to note that the assessments were not able to rate quality or authenticity
of experiences, only how experiences present in terms of alignment with key
International Experience Seeker interests.

Findings
It is clear that nature dominates the experiences both available and sought by
international tourists visiting the Cairns and Townsville areas. Whilst seemingly too
obvious, the research and consultation conducted for this study confirms that ‘reef and
rainforest’ are overwhelmingly the headline attractions for international tourists, with the
reef the number one ‘must see’. Baring extreme natural calamity, the same assets will
still be the region’s dominant tourism assets in a century’s time. Many of the experiences
(though not all) sought by international tourists coming to North Queensland are based in
these two natural assets. However, the way in which visitors seek to experience this
nature is changing, and much of the tourism product available in the Cairns and
Townsville areas is not well aligned to the interests of International Experience Seekers.
Table E.3 summarises the availability of Tourism Australia’s defined key experiences
relative to Experience Seeker indicators for the Cairns and Townsville areas.
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Table E.3: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for Cairns and Townsville Areas
Study Area

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in Australia

Outback Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Cairns CBD

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Cairns Urban

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Atherton Tablelands

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Innisfail and Mission
Beach

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Port Douglas and
Daintree Area

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Townsville CBD

Weak to Some
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Townsville Urban

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Magnetic Island

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Burdekin

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences
to Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Charters Towers

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Tully and
Hinchinbrook

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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Summary of Cairns Area & Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
‘Cairns’ and more notably the Cairns CBD is the key destination for the majority of
International visitors to the North and Far North Queensland regions. However, Cairns
itself is not the key tourism product of interest; rather this is the daytrips and
surrounding regions. Tourism product that has developed in Cairns is increasingly
isolated from locals, their culture, and their activities. The Cairns tourism industry has
become very effective at providing reasonable to excellent quality, packaged activities,
products and tours for tourists. This current product has the advantage of being easy to
plan, itemise, package and sell, and has been successful in the past. The issue from the
perspective of the International Experience Seeker is that it can be very hard in Cairns to
stop feeling like a tourist or holidaymaker. International Experience Seekers would rather
feel like a guest, traveller or voyager. They want to feel like they are seeing the real,
genuine and ‘hidden’ aspects of their destinations, warts and all. In Cairns itself, the
previous success and high levels of professionalism in much of the industry paradoxically
contributes to the destination being less attractive for the International Experience
Seeker. Furthermore, many locals in Cairns seek to escape from the ‘tourist scene’ and
so are often recreating in different areas and seeking not to interact with tourists in the
city.
The regions surrounding Cairns are generally considerably stronger in their appeal
(existing and potential) to International Experience Seekers. Indeed accessing the
regions (including the Great Barrier Reef) is the reason that most International
Experience Seekers would be spending time in Cairns itself. The regions generally have
more appeal to the International Experience Seeker because they have stronger
connections to nature, rural life, Indigenous culture and journeys. There is also some
appeal in that the regions are generally less developed and less tourism-focussed. From
an International Experience Seeker’s perspective, however, product and experiences of
interest in the regions can be patchy, with much of the industry developed around
achieving a ‘quick grab’ of the attention of more traditional types of tourists making short
visits from a base in Cairns.
Cairns, and also Port Douglas, are still the foremost destinations from which to
experience the Great Barrier Reef. Great Barrier Reef experiences for the Cairns and Port
Douglas areas are identified in the Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit (EC3 Global,
2009) as:


Learn to dive and snorkel with a range of options including helmet dives;



The adrenalin package – skydiving, jet skiing, heli-tours;



The thrill of an encounter with marine life (including the Great 8) in the ‘wild’ on an
adventure dive;



Fishing adventures on the reef;



See where the rainforest meets the reef; and



Catch your first glimpse of the reef from above.

Whilst the current audit was focussed on terrestrial product, it has been clear through the
background research and consultations that the Great Barrier Reef is the clear dominant
asset for Cairns and much of its regions. This is just as true for International Experience
Seekers. The region successfully provides a range of options to experience the reef, from
short snorkelling trips on large, comfortable catamarans, to extended live-on-board
diving adventures that travel to relatively undiscovered and remote reef diving locations.
Existing and potential experiences for the Cairns Area by focus region is summarised in
Table E.4.
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Table E.4: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Cairns Area1 Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive
International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Cairns CBD

The melting pot of tourists, migrants
and itinerants using Cairns as a base
to explore the reef and rainforest

 ‘Barefoot’ people / culture
 Setting / vista of the city / esplanade
and inlet
 Markets (though concern that they
decreasingly reflect a genuine North
Queensland culture)
 Tropical smells
 Compact, relatively well serviced CBD

 CBD that reflects North Queensland’s
culture, character and regional
offerings. CBD as an entree to the
region and its experiences
 Genuine interaction with North
Queensland locals
 Tropical Garden CBD
 Reflection of links to Papau New Guinea
and South East Asia
 Sense of links to history, town of
itinerants and migrants
 Positive interaction with Indigenous
people (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders)

The Cairns CBD itself has relatively little to
directly offer the International Experience
Seeker. There is a perception that Cairns CBD is
primarily a dormitory and sales desk for
experiences in the region, and the results of the
product audit largely confirm this.

Cairns Urban

Tropical Road Journey (as part of
larger regional touring routes)

 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Mix of Australian cultures (large
proportion of Cairns’ residents are
relatively recent migrants from
elsewhere in Australia)
 Tropical Gardens (e.g. Botanic Gardens,
Sugarworld Gardens)
 Northern Beaches and beachside
communities
 Rainforest experiences (though many
considered ‘shallow’ and overpackaged)
 Classic tourist attractions (Zoos, tours,
shops)

 Local lifestyle immersion

The Cairns Urban area has much to offer
tourists. From an International Experience
Seeker’s perspective, much of the available
product and experiences are perceived as high
quality, but sterilised from the Cairns
community and culture. It would appear the
sterilisation of the industry has occurred both
as the industry has sought to develop more
professional and packaged product and as
locals have sought to escape the ‘tourist scene’
as it has grown in dominance in the city.

Atherton
Tablelands

Immersion in tropical highlands / hill
country atmosphere (mist, rainforest,
farms, wildlife)

 Touring Atherton Tablelands (carbased) diverse landscapes (rainforests,
lakes, waterfalls, towns, landscape,
heritage, agriculture and food areas)
 Wildlife interactions
 Adventure sports and events
 Camping
 Swimming in lakes, creeks and rivers
 Markets

 In-depth rainforest experiences
 Other forms of touring (cycle, walk,
horse-riding, etc)
 Interaction with local Indigenous
people, culture and history
 Adventure sports and events

The Atherton Tablelands is foremost a nature
destination, however it presents a large
diversity of landscapes and experiences. Some
parts of the Atherton Tablelands have a strong
tourist presence (particularly Kuranda) however
the majority of the region displays a mix of
farmers, lifestyle settlers and visitors. Visitation
to the Atherton Tablelands has traditionally
been dominated by inter-regional tourists.
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Innisfail and
Mission
Beach Area

Laid-back tropical beach, islands, reef
and water activities

 Nature interactions (wildlife)
 History (architecture and culture, e.g.
pubs, Innisfail CBD)
 Extreme / adventure activities (white
water rafting, skydive)
 Swimming and walking waterholes,
creeks and rivers
 Warm rain
 Journey through tropical landscape

 Local community (eccentrics, artists,
health and wellbeing, accommodation
of wildlife into lifestyles)
 Indigenous culture and farm discovery
 Food and produce
 Innisfail region Italian Culture

The Innisfail and Mission Beach area present a
relatively good potential alignment with
International Experience Seeker interests. The
focus of the area is Mission Beach, which has
traditionally been one of the destinations that
North Queenslanders holiday at. Mission
Beach’s major appeal (the laid-back and
secluded feel) is not always maintained.
The Innisfail and hinterland part of this area
has no clear tourism centre. This is not
necessarily an issue for Experience Seekers,
provided the region is able to be experienced as
day-trips or as a touring region.

Port Douglas

Boutique tropical resort town, base
to reef and rainforest







From an International Experience Seeker
perspective Port Douglas does not have
clear underdeveloped experiences. The
only observation is that there is a need to
protect the character of the destination if it
desired that it continues to work for
International Experience Seekers.

Port Douglas presents a very different tourist
proposition to the other areas considered in this
audit. It is the most successful destination in
the study in appealing to the ‘Stylish Traveller’
and the town is clearly foremost about tourism.
At the same time, the majority of Port
Douglas’s development has not detracted from
a sense of North Queensland character. Port
Douglas is arguably the most successful
destination in this study for appealing to
international visitors for its destination value,
rather than as primarily a base to explore the
reef and rainforest. There is a clear need is to
protect and build on its existing successes.

Daintree Area

Immersion in nature - world-famous,
ancient rainforest

 Wildlife interactions
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest

 Community character - eccentricity and
creativeness
 Tune to nature’s cycles
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest
 Involvement, interaction with rainforest
research and learning
 Wet season experience (‘Rainforest in
the rain’)

The Daintree area has developed credibility in
containing some of the highest quality
rainforest in the world. From an International
Experience Seeker’s there are some excellent
products in the area, however most are
relatively shallow. There is also the impression
driving through much of the Daintree that it
presents a lot of cheap and cheerful products
and experiences rather than the in-depth
experiences one may expect to find from an
internationally recognised wilderness.

Dining and shopping
Resort Town beach
Resort Activities (golf, spas, etc)
People watching / spotting
Lifestyle town culture

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
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Summary of Townsville Area & Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
In tourism terms the Townsville Region is a strong contrast to the Cairns region. Tourist
numbers, particularly international tourists, are a fraction of Cairns’ numbers. Whilst the
Wet Tropics Management Area extends to the northern boundary of the Townsville urban
area, the city itself experiences much dryer winters and a less reliable wet season than
further north.
The Great Barrier Reef is a major contributor to the Townsville economy and lifestyle
(Townsville has the largest cluster of tropical reef researchers in the world) however
there are minimal opportunities for visitors to access the reef, other than some notable
more advanced diving tours. Townsville is home to Reef HQ (a reef aquarium) however
this mainly serves as an important supporting experience rather than a true attractor
(hero or secondary) experience. An issue for Townsville is that the reef is at least twice
the distance from port than it is from Mission Beach, Cairns or Port Douglas. This
increases the cost, complexity and risk of running commercial operations to visit the reef.
Great Barrier Reef Experiences identified by EC3 Global in their audit (2009 Great Barrier
Reef Experiences Audit) for the Townsville area are:


Have a ‘hands-on’ learning experience and contribute to the conservation of the
world’s largest living structure;



Actively contribute to the conservation of the reef;



Learn to dive / snorkel in one of the seven natural wonders of the world;



Experience natural events such as coral spawning; and



Get your thrills from a deep sea adventure dive.

Whilst from a low base, tourism in Townsville has grown at a respectable pace in recent
years. The lifestyle appeal of Townsville has improved dramatically in recent years (since
about 2000) with the improved lifestyle infrastructure and economic growth driving
Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) and business visitors, as well as traditional holiday
tourists.
The regions surrounding Townsville in general do not have a strong tourism focus. The
most tourism focused is Charters Towers, however the region is still dominated by
agriculture (primarily beef) and mining in its outlook.
Whilst Cairns’ tourism industry is too sterilised from the local people and culture to
appeal strongly to International Experience Seekers, much of the Townsville region is
hidden and difficult to access and interact with for international tourists. A small number
of international tourists will stay long periods in Townsville and seek to involve
themselves in the local lifestyle (behavior characteristic of some Experience Seekers)
however a large number that do visit move on relatively quickly to other destinations.
Existing and potential experiences for the Townsville Area by focus region is summarised
in Table E.5.
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Table E.5: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Townsville Area1 Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to
drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Townsville
CBD

No existing hero experiences have
been noted for the Townsville CBD.
Whilst a small number of
international tourists spend a
significant amount of time in the
Townsville CBD, for the vast majority
it is a side-trip or overnight stop on
the way to something else.

 Immersion in an authentic Australian
tropical city, built for locals to enjoy –
access local lifestyle
 Events for locals (sports, festivals)
 Being served by locals, experiencing
with locals rather than other tourists
 Reef education and interpretation
 North Queensland pride
 Escape the tourist scene
 Evening walks (Castle Hill, Strand, etc)

 Immersion in a small, vibrant and
authentic Australian tropical city
 Genuine local interactions (locals able
and prepared to explain region)
 Indigenous experiences
 Interaction with local knowledge
community (academics and
researchers)

The Townsville CBD is the focus of tourism to
the region and where almost all international
tourists who spend time in the region gravitate
to at some point. Unfortunately Townsville’s
CBD has deteriorated significantly since the
1980s and has been poorly utilised even by
locals. Significant revitalisation investments
have been made in the Townsville CBD in
recent years, however it is too early to note if
this is having a significant impact on tourism.

Townsville
Urban Area

No existing hero experiences for
International Experience Seekers
have been identified for the
Townsville Urban area.

 Community Events (e.g. sporting
matches, festivals)
 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Bush camping / rough beach camping
 Northern Beaches
 Birdwatching (Paluma)
 Rainforest wildlife and immersion
(Paluma)

 ‘Beach hut culture’
 Inshore boating and islands (Cape
Cleveland to Palm Group)

The Townsville Urban area generally has very
little product offering for tourists. A number of
attractive natural attractions exist which some
self-drive international tourists access.

Magnetic
Island

Tropical Island ‘Escape’ Community







 Truly sustainable / self-sufficient
holiday community

Magnetic Island has traditionally functioned as
a holiday island for North Queensland residents.
This function has declined over recent years
whilst visitation from the rest of Australia and
international visitors has increased, but not to
the level that would compensate the reduction
in inter-regional visitors.
Magnetic Island has a limited range of tourism
experiences available, some of which is indepth but much of which is keyed into
providing limited activities for inter-regional
visitors. The core product for Magnetic Island is
the setting of much of its accommodation that
immerses an escape holiday lifestyle into a
bush island setting.

Wildlife interactions
Secluded tropical island beaches
Island time
Alternative / eccentric locals
Landscape (Boulders, hoop pines and
sea)
 Do meet local people
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Burdekin

No existing hero experiences from
the perspective of International
Experience Seekers have been
identified.






Farming culture
Bush camping
Cane fires
Working, thriving contemporary country
town
 Fishing, gathering and hunting






The Burdekin region is a highly agriculture
focussed region with minimal tourism product.
Mostly, the region does not consider itself to
have an interest in tourism. The region does
experience an inflow of international
backpackers each year and there is also a
reasonable level of camping and caravanning in
the region by inter-regional and inter-state
visitors.

Charters
Towers

Immersion in country, ghosts and
heritage (‘stay in an old pub at
night’)

 See real cowboys walking down the
street
 See horse sports events where most of
the spectators are locals
 Spend time on a working cattle station;
 Local events (e.g. Goldfield Ashes)
 Bush camping
 Real-life bush town (main street)

 White Mountains (nature, landscape
and indigenous experiences)*
 Locals that engage and inform tourists
 Mining industry and heritage
exploration

Charters Towers is the most tourist focussed of
the Townsville regions, however tourism is still
a relatively minimal contributor to the local
economy and environment compared to much
of the Cairns region.
The primary experiences of Charters Towers
relate to its mining and heritage, and the
country town atmosphere. There is some
evidence that both domestic and international
tourists are increasingly seeking inland Australia
experiences, and Charters Towers seems to be
benefiting from this.

Tully and
Hinchinbrook
Area

Hinchinbrook Island








 Inshore boating – Hinchinbrook
Channel and islands
 Migrant culture (Italian, Finnish,
Kannaka)

The Tully and Hinchinbrook area is noted for a
number of highly recognised natural assets but
relatively minimal tourism activity compared to
the regions further north. Most of the natural
attractions serve as side-trips or day-tours for
independently travelling international visitors.
Tully Gorge and Wallaman Falls are particularly
popular detours for travellers. Hinchinbrook
Island is noted as being a significant (but
niche) attractor of international visitors in its
own right.
Tully and Hinchinbrook also attract significant
numbers of domestic and intra-regional
tourists, with fishing and camping the major
drawcards.

Wallaman Falls
Tully Gorge
Wetlands
Fishing and crabbing
Birdwatching
Swimming in rivers and creeks
(waterholes)

Wetlands and wildlife
Hut culture
Italian / Greek migrant culture
Sugar Mill

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
* Note: White Mountains is just beyond the ‘daytrippable’ area of this study (similar to Undara Lava Tubes) but has the potential to be a significant hero experience in its own right that impacts on Charters Towers.
Source: AECgroup
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15. Introduction
As part of the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a
partnership between the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism
Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the
Wet Tropics Management Authority is seeking to develop a pilot Experience Development
Strategy (EDS) for the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs. The Strategy aims to identify
existing and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville that
function as tourism hubs providing a combination of urban tourism experiences and a
base for a range of day trip experiences into the surrounding Wet Tropics and Great
Barrier Reef. It aims to outline how the region can innovate, improve and renew the
experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to remain a competitive destination.
As the EDS is also a pilot, it is also required that the report be prepared with advice,
lessons learnt and findings that will be used by the Destination Management Planning
Working Group to help with preparing best practice EDS’s for other locations.
It is required that the Strategy considers issues relating to products, facilities, services
and information for Experience Seekers including:


Commercial opportunities;



Access issues;



Investment potential;



Skills and labour requirements;



Conservation opportunities;



Marketing needs;



Visitor management issues;



Product development; and



Infrastructure requirements.

A Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit has already been completed. It is anticipated that
the EDS will build on this audit for reef-based experiences and undertake more
fundamental research to underpin the land-based opportunities development.

3.44

Project Objectives
The deliverables required for the EDS itself as per the Statement of Requirement are:


Detailed Project Plan: Timeframes, methodology, process for engagement with the
Cairns-Townsville EDS Project Management Committee, consultation details and a
communication plan to be developed following a project initiation workshop with the
Cairns-Townsville EDS Project Management Committee;



Consultation Results Report;



Draft Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan;



Final Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan;



Experience Development Plan Implementation Plan: Sets out clear priorities,
resource requirements (human and financial), timeframes, milestones, and
responsibilities for delivery along with a simple performance monitoring framework;
and



Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan Summary Report: Short
summary of the EDS outlining key elements for policy makers, commercial operators
and investors.

The project also requires the following deliverables be prepared:


Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan Preparation Lessons Report:
Advice/findings from the EDS of use in assisting the Working Group to integrate best
practice into EDSs in other locations; and
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Approximately 45 minute presentation to a full day workshop organised by the
Destination Management Planning Working Group and participation in discussions
throughout the event.

3.45

Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report is to profile the Cairns and Townsville region’s Experience
Seeker tourism products, through detailed stakeholder consultation (via regional
workshops) and a tourism product audit to summarise all available assets in the region
and identify gaps that exist in the market. This report represents the third of five reports
under development in this project.

3.46

Approach & Methodology
The tourism experiences audit report has included stakeholder workshops and
consultation and a detailed tourism product audit to profile the regions experience
tourism products and market. The methodology used to undertake this research is
detailed below.

15.1.1 Consultation Process
Consultations undertaken at the stage of the preparation of this experiences audit report
have included:


Individual phone and person-to-person discussions with tourism industry operators
and representatives throughout the course of the project to date;



Limited invitation ‘focus group’ workshops help by AECgroup with tourism industry
operators and representatives from the 19th of April 2011 to the 6th of May 2011.
Workshops were held in Ayr, Townsville, Charters Towers, Ingham, Tully, Atherton
Tablelands, Cairns and Mossman Gorge. Target attendances were 10-12 people with
actual attendance varying from five to fourteen. Invitees were selected from across
sectors of the terrestrial tourism industry in the relevant region. Workshops ran
between two and four hours depending on the quantity of feedback from the groups;
and



Individual informal consultations with tourism operators, visitor information centres
and other tourism involved businesses through ‘cold calling’ on businesses throughout
the region. Approaches were targetted at ‘front-line’ managers and workers, who
were most exposed to direct discussions and feedback from international tourists in
the region. These informal consultations were conducted during the days prior to
each workshop with between nine and twenty operators consulted in each region
(Burdekin, Townsville, Charters Towers, Hinchinbrook, Cassowary Coast, Atherton
Tablelands, Cairns and Port Douglas/Daintree). The informal consultations were
useful for gaining insight from operators who would not normally attend workshops or
undertake formal consultations.

Further consultations will be conducted throughout the development of the Experiences
Development Strategy and results recorded in this report and others updated as
required.
15.1.2 Experience Tourism Product Audit Process
The experience tourism product audit involved building a model capable of scoring
individual assets, summarising the results by region and product type and presenting the
information in graphical form. The following steps were taken to achieve this:


Develop sub-regions for the Cairns-Townsville region;



Identify tourism product categories;



Identify all tourism assets in each region and align them under the appropriate
tourism product category;



Score each product using a 1 to 5 scoring system, with the following meaning;
o

Score of 1 = clearly and overwhelmingly detracts from experience;
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o

Score of 2 = clearly detracts from experience;

o

Score of 3 = neutral or uncertain alignment with experience;

o

Score of 4 = clear alignment with experience;

o

Score of 5 = clear and outstanding alignment with experience;



Determine the average score per product category for each Experience Seeker type;
and



Plot the results on a spider graph for each tourism sub-region.

15.1.3 Experience Seeker Types
Research by AECgroup into the Experience Seeker psychographic has revealed five key
types of Experience Seeker of relevance to the Cairn-Townsville Tourism Market. These
types of Experience Seeker are outlined in Table 8.1. Key markers of each type of
Experience Seeker used to assess alignment of existing products and experiences have
been identified and are also presented in Table 8.1.
Table 15.1: Experience Seeker Types and Markers
Experience
Seeker Type

Type Description

Markers

Ready To Leave

18-24yrs, immerse in people & culture, value
for money, not driven by comfort







Self-Challengers

25-54yrs, seek challenging experiences, see
destination before discovered

 Local Culture/ Events/ People/ Language
(Contemporary)
 Clubs/bars
 Hiking/Cycling/Wilderness
 Indigenous Culture
 Local Food/Wine (Local Produce)
 Local Markets
 Travel in comfort & enjoy luxuries

Comfort &
Learning

Older, married, safety is important, see
places before discovered & understand
destination, not risk averse






Modest Accommodation
Camping
Diving/ Snorkelling
Hiking
Local Culture/ Events (Contemporary)








Luxury Accommodation
Famous Landmarks
Guided Tours
Cultural Activities/ Events (Contemporary
and Indigenous)
Photography
Local Food/Wine (Local Produce)
Shopping
Hiking
Local Markets
Bird/Animal Watching

Cocoon Travellers

Young, affluent, married, fit, happy to be
'tourists', no interest in immersing in local
culture or seeking unique experience, looking
for 'multiple experiences'







Moderate/ Luxury Accommodation
Golf
Hiking/ Wilderness
Food/ Wine (Fine Dining)
Relaxing
Shopping

Travel in Style

Superior vacation experience affirms status,
all age groups, single, travel a big part of life,
not seeking adventure








Luxury/ Resort Accommodation (Prestige)
Sightseeing
Cruises
Health Spas
Golf
Less likely to visit/stay in towns

Source: Tourism Australia, AECgroup
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16. Experience Product Audit
An audit of available ‘experiences’ is a useful starting point to consider the Cairns and
Townsville region from the perspective of the International Experience Seeker tourist.

3.47

Background
The challenge in developing an experience audit is that experiences are by their nature
difficult to define and capture in a systematic and objective fashion. The approach taken
in this audit has been to utilise a conventional tourism product audit, and then rank
alignment of these products with the provision of defined experience types known to be
sort by International Experience Seeker tourists. This approach still fails to capture
factors such as quality and authentic, and fails to capture broader experiences that may
not be directly related to identifiable tourism products. However it provides a relatively
objective, repeatable and systematic approach to understanding the existing value of
regions to International Experience Seeker tourists.
A comprehensive audit of tourism products throughout the Cairns and Townsville region
has been undertaken in order to appropriately profile available Experience Seeker
tourism products and identify potential gaps in the product offering. The audit has
involved identifying tourism products by smaller regions, grouping them by type and
systematically scoring them on a one to five scale for factors of interest to each
Experience Seeker personality.
For the preparation of the product audit, the Cairns and Townsville tourism regions were
broken into smaller, geographically logical and more focused regions. The regions
considered were:


The Atherton Tablelands;



Cairns CBD;



Cairns Urban;



Innisfail and Mission Beach;



Port Douglas and Daintree;



The Burdekin;



Charters Towers;



Magnetic Island;



Townsville CBD;



Townsville Urban; and



Tully and Hinchinbrook.

Tourism products identified for assessment were grouped and summarised under the
following categories:


Hotels / accommodation;



Shopping / markets (Townsville CBD, Cairns CBD and Port Douglas only);



Bars, nightlife, restaurants (Townsville CBD, Cairns CBD and Port Douglas only);



Tours;



Nature destinations;



Events; and



Attractions (miscellaneous).

Tourism products were subject to grading on a one to five scale in relation to
compatibility and appeal to individual experiences sort by each Experience Seeker type.
In total, 34 experience types across five core types of Experience Seekers were graded
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for each tourism product. Results were summarised under each tourism product category
(as an average) for each tourism sub-region.

3.48

Tourism Audit Interpretation
The results from the tourism audit provided each tourism product category with a
average score between one and five for each of the five Experience Seeker type and subregion. The results are presented using a spider diagram for each region, with five axis
representing the five Experience Seeker types. The following sub-sections discuss the
appropriate approach to interpreting the results of the tourism experiences audit on the
spider diagrams.

16.1.1 General Compatability of Product Offering for Experience Seekers
The spider diagram can be interpreted to indicate the compatibility of average of tourism
products offered in the respective region for Experience Seeker tourists. Note for regions
with low average scores, certain products may still exist with very high compatibility.
Furthermore some products may be under-rated in their appeal due to factors such as
quality and authenticity not attempting to be captured in the application of ratings.
Generally speaking, a high score represents high product compatibility and a low score
presents low product compatibility. Figure 16.1 depicts both high (left diagram) and low
(right diagram) tourism product compatibility for all five Experience Seeker types. In the
left diagram (Figure 16.1), Hotels/Accommodation scores highly under each Experience
Seeker type, meaning tourism products in the area have clear, identifiable appeal to all
types of Experience Seekers. In the right diagram (Figure 16.1) scores for
Hotels/Accommodation are low, indicating the region has limited product that aligns with
experiences sort by International Experience Seekers.
Figure 16.1: High Compatibility vs. Low Compatibility

Source: AECgroup

16.1.2 Orientation of Product Offering for Experience Seekers
Figure 16.1 depicted a scenario where the tourism product scored equally amongst the
five Experience Seeker types. In reality, this is unlikely to be the case, as each
Experience Seeker is different in terms of preferences and ultimately the tourism product
that aligns with their preferences. Tourism products for a region are more likely to appeal
to particular types of Experience Seekers, and in some cases, one type alone, as regions
develop a certain level of specialisation to particular segments of the tourist market.
Figure 16.2 depicts the difference in a region with broad appeal across the five
Experience Seeker types and a region with appeal to one of the five Experience Seeker
types. The left diagram (Figure 16.2) represents appeal across the five types of
Experience Seekers, as the product is scored equally among Experience Seeker types.
This means that Hotels/Accommodation is relatively evenly compatible to all Experience
Seeker types. In practice, this would result from different accommodation establishments
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in the region appealing to different segments of the market, rather than single
establishments appealing to all five Experience Seeker types.
The right diagram (Figure 16.2) represents a specialised product alignment for one type
of Experience Seeker. In this case Hotels/Accommodation for this particular region is
more compatible with the Travel in Style Experience Seeker, meaning accommodation in
the region is generally high quality, exclusive and prestigious.
Figure 16.2: Broad Product Appeal vs. Specialised Product Appeal

Source: AECgroup

16.1.3 Combining Product Types
Figure 16.1 and Figure 16.2 have shown examples of spider diagrams featuring one
tourism product category. However, the tourism product audit characterised tourism
products under several tourism product categories. Figure 16.4 portrays a typical spider
graph with all assessment tourism product categories overlayed on the same graph.
Grouping product categories together forms an Experience Seeker profile for the
respective region and allows categories to be compared with one another.
Figure 16.3: Multiple Tourism Product Types Compared

Source: AECgroup
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16.1.4 Identifying Gaps
One of the key aims of the tourism product audit is to identify potential gaps in tourist
product offering. In most cases, gaps in tourism products will exist when there is a
current market for a particular Experience Seeker type, yet the product offering does not
reflect the market. For example, Figure 16.4 depicts a region with Attractions
(miscellaneous) highly compatible with Comfort and Learning Experience Seekers.
However, the Hotels/Accommodation offered in the area is skewed towards the Travel in
Style Experience Seeker. This disparity would warrant further consideration.
The results may indicate that there is a gap in appropriate accommodation facilities to
cater for the Comfort and Learning Experience Seekers visiting the region’s tourism
attractions. It may be assumed that the Travel in Style Experience Seeker would not
likely be staying in the region unless there were also other tourism product types that
appealed to them. In this case, the product may be beyond the region being considered,
but still accessible.
Figure 16.4: Identifying Gaps in Tourism Product Orientation

Source: AECgroup
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3.49

Cairns Area Experience Audit

16.1.5 Cairns CBD
16.1.5.1 Regional Description
The Cairns CBD region aligns with Cairns’ core central business district, which includes
Cairns Central Shopping Centre, the City, the Port of Cairns, the marina and the
esplanade. Cairns CBD is a focal point for tourism activity in the Cairns region, with the
majority of accommodation, dining facilities, tour desks, and tour services to the
surrounding regions.
16.1.5.2 Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Cairns CBD area are:


Cairns CBD has a strong function as a dormitory and tour desk to the attractions of
the surrounding regions (led by reef than rainforest). There was little surprise that
Cairns CBD in itself does not demonstrate significant product alignment with
Experience Seekers for most product types;



There is an increasing tendency for tourists in Cairns to bargin hunt, and the industry
feels it is in a race to the bottom with discounting to win customers;



There are few ‘locals’ in Cairns CBD either living or visiting, most people are tourists,
itinerant workers and relatively recent immigrants from the southern states;



Some operators in Cairns CBD claimed to be doing well in specialised areas.
Businesses that depend on ‘walk-in’ patronage seemed to be doing worse than those
that connected with tourists before they arrived to Cairns;



The setting of Cairns’ CBD in the landscape was seen as a major asset;



The reef continues to dominate enquiries from tourists in Cairns;



The mix of people and cultures is seen as an asset for Cairns CBD;



A major complaint from tourists was that Cairns is expensive; and



There is a perception that Cairns CBD has become a tourist enclave that is somewhat
sterilised from the rest of the region. Cairns CBD is not considered to reflect North
Queensland.

16.1.5.3 Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit suggests a low to moderate compatibility for Experience
Seekers within Cairns CBD itself, with some exceptions in the Tours and
Shopping/Markets categories. Tours and Shopping/Markets display strongest alignment
with Comfort & Learning, Self Challengers and Cocoon Travellers Experience Seekers,
however, is very weak for Travel in Style Experience Seekers, recording 3.10 or less in all
categories excluding Tours.
Cairns CBD’s Tours and Shopping/Market tourism products are the most appealing for
Experience Seeker travellers. The region’s Tour products are most compatible with
Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers. The region’s Shopping/Market tourism products
are most compatible for Self Challengers, with high scoring products including the Pier
Marketplace, the Esplanade Market Stalls, City Place Market Stalls and Rusty’s Markets.
Note for Shopping/Market the assessment considers the type of retail provided, but not
the quality or authenticity of the retail product.
The remaining product categories of Events, Attractions, Hotels/Accommodation and
Bars, Nightlife and Restaurants have relatively weak compatibility with Experience
Seekers. Hotels/Accommodation is best suited to Cocoon travellers and is relatively weak
in alignment for other Experience Seeker types.
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Figure 16.5: Cairns CBD – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seekers Type
Ready to
Leave
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Challengers

Shopping/markets (tourist
focussed)
Events
Attractions (Miscellaneous)
Hotels/Accomodation
Bars, Nightlife and Restaurants

Cocoon
Travellers

Source: AECgroup
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Learning
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16.1.5.4 Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.1
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in the Cairns CBD. Note that as per the product audit, quality of authenticity of experiences is very difficult to capture in this
assessment.
Table 16.1: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Cairns CBD
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

N/A

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

N/A

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

N/A

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Very Weak
Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Overall

Weak to Very
Weak Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

Cairns CBD only aligns with four major Australian Experiences: Aboriginal Australia, Nature in Australia, Aussie Coastal Lifestyle and Food and
Wine. Of these Aboriginal Australia and Food and Wine experiences have the clearest potential to be delivered in an authentic way to
International Experience Seekers. Cairns CBD could also serve as an important melting of, and entree to, other Australian experiences, such as

10
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Nature in Australia, Outback Australia, Aussie Journeys and Aussie Coastal Lifestyle (tropical). Whilst Cairns CBD cannot be the authentic
experience, it can more authentically and comprehensively present and celebrate the experiences of the broader region.

11
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16.1.5.5 Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Cairns CBD have been identified based on the audit and consultations conducted to
date. These are presented in Table 16.2 below.
Table 16.2: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Cairns CBD
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Melting pot of tourists, migrants and itinerants using
Cairns as a base to explore the reef and region

CBD that reflects North Queensland’s culture,
character and regional offerings. CBD as an entrée to
the region and its experiences.

Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
‘Barefoot’ people / culture

Genuine interaction with North Queensland locals

Setting/vista of the city / esplanade / inlet

Tropical garden CBD

Markets (though concern that they decreasingly reflect
a genuine North Queensland culture)

Reflection of links to Papau New Guinea and South
East Asia

Tropical smells

Sense of links to history, town of itinerants and
migrants

Compact, relatively well-serviced CBD

Positive interaction with Indigenous people (Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islanders)

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

Cairns CBD is clearly a tourist-driven location and it would struggle to present as
anything else. Throughout its history Cairns has grown through attracting visitors,
migrants and itinerates. Today, these visitors, migrants and itinerates are more from
distant parts of Australia and overseas, rather than broader North Queensland.
There is a sense however that in recent decades Cairns CBD has largely locked out the
rest of North Queensland. Currently, the CBD is largely perceived as a dormitory from
which to access the reef and surrounding regions. Through better embracing its tropical
location and surrounding regions and cultures, Cairns CBD could work more as entree
and place of celebration of North Queensland experiences and culture.

12
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16.1.6 Cairns Urban
16.1.6.1 Regional Description
The ‘Cairns Urban’ region refers to the remaining urbanised area of Cairns, excluding the
CBD. Tourism highlights include Cairns South / Gordonvale, Redlynch and surroundings,
Smithfield and the Northern Beaches. The tourism product offering includes
accommodation, retail, natural assets, beaches, entertainment and other activities. The
Smithfield and Northern Beaches area has the greatest tourism product offering, with
Skyrail, Tjapukai Aboriginal Park, Cable Ski Park, and seven beaches.
16.1.6.2 Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Cairns area are:


Suburban Cairns had much to offer tourists, although suburban attractions were
mostly considered underutilised. Examples included the botanic gardens, Mt Whitfield,
Crystal Cascades and many of the northern beaches;



Palm Beach is considered one of the most successful destinations in recent years, and
one where some unique North Queensland character exists in a tourist destination;



There is a perception that many locals still view tourism as an interloper industry in
Cairns. The perception is that tourists may not be as welcomed in suburban Cairns by
locals;



The main route through Cairns is dominated by strip retail, accommodation and
tourist products. This contributes to an inauthentic presentation of the region;



Much of Cairns’ tourism products have evolved to successfully provide relatively small
‘bytes’ of experiences for package tourists. These products generally are of minimal
interest to most types of International Experience Seekers;



The drive from Cairns to Port Douglas is well-regarded and appreciated by tourists;
and



There are many ‘small experiences’ in the Cairns urban area, such as waterholes,
parks and beaches which are well utilised by locals. These experiences present the
opportunity for tourists to feel that they are participating in the lifestyle – rather than
simply observing it, and seeing the more authentic side of Cairns.

16.1.6.3 Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit for the Cairns Urban region has revealed a moderate to high
compatibility for Experience Seekers in certain categories, particularly the Tours and
Events product categories. The product offering is by no way complete for any Experience
Seeker type. Ready to Leave and Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers have relatively
compatible Tours, and Self Challengers find the region’s Events most appealing, however
there is limited compatibility with multiple product categories for each Experience Seeker
type.
The
region’s
Nature
Destinations,
Attractions
(Miscellaneous)
and
Hotels/Accommodation have relatively weak compatibility with al Experience Seeker
types.
Generally speaking, Cairns Urban tourism products are of minimum appeal to Experience
Seekers. However, the region does have a number of Tours and Events products that
work in its favour. High scoring Tours include Heritage 4WD Tours, Down Under Tours,
Tropical Horizon Tours, Wilderness Challenge, Trek North Safaris and the Cairns Explorer,
and high scoring Events include the Cairns Show and the Palm Cove Fiesta. Gaps in
experience tourism products exist in the remaining categories, particularly in
Hotels/Accommodation which only exhibits moderate alignment with one type of
Experience Seeker (Comfort & Learning). The considerable accommodation offering
within Cairns Urban region is likely dependent on other types of tourists to the
Experience Seeker psychographic.
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Figure 16.6: Cairns Urban – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seeker Type
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Source: AECgroup
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16.1.6.4 Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.3
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in the Cairns Urban Area.
Table 16.3: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Cairns Urban Area
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Overall

Some
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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For the Cairns Urban Area, there is a clear interaction with local’s households and lifestyles with nature that is less apparent in much of the
CBD. The coastal journey from Innisfail to Port Douglas / Daintree is already well regarded by tourists and an increasingly popular means to
experience the area. Throughout this area International Experience Seekers have greater possibilities for experiences alongside locals, such as
swimming in waterholes and beaches, eating at towns, dining strips and barbeques and walking through gardens, parks and forests. As such,
whilst the Cairns CBD may be the point to be introduced to the region and mix with other visitors, the Cairns Urban Area is where International
Experience Seeker can mix with locals in activities and experiences.

16
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16.1.6.5 Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Cairns Urban area have been identified based on the audit and consultations
conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.4Table 16.2 below.
Table 16.4: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Cairns Urban Area
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Tropical Road Journey
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Swimming in waterholes and creeks

Local lifestyle immersion

Mix of Australian cultures (large proportion of Cairns’
residents are relatively recent migrants from elsewhere
in Australia)
Tropical gardens (e.g. botanic gardens)
Northern Beaches and beachside communities
Rainforest experiences (though many considered
‘shallow’ and overly packaged)
Classic tourist attractions (Zoos, tours, shops)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

A clear hero experience to specifically define the Cairns Urban Area Experience to
International Experience Seekers has not been identified. However the Cairns Urban Area
is a key part of the tropical road journey, which is an increasingly popular experience.
There are many supporting experiences that are accessed along the journey with strong
potential to access both traditional tourist and more authentic local experiences
throughout the journey.
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16.1.7 Atherton Tablelands
16.1.7.1 Regional Description
The Atherton Tablelands represents the inland area between Innisfail and Cairns including
the towns of Ravenshoe, Millaa Millaa, Herberton, Malanda, Yungaburra, Atherton,
Kuranda and Mareeba. The region is positioned upon a natural plateau amongst lush
rainforest. The region has significant fruit and vegetable crops due to the relatively cool
climate and regular rainfall, although some parts are relatively dry (e.g. Mareeba and
Herberton). In terms of tourism products, the Tablelands is foremost a nature based
destination, with several large lakes, areas of rainforest, wetlands and waterfalls.
16.1.7.2 Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Atherton Tablelands are:


Nature dominates the attraction of the Atherton Tablelands;



The region’s waterfalls are highly recognised by interstate and international visitors
and often sought after;



The region has long been popular with visitors from within the North Queensland
region. Camping, fishing and ‘escaping to the cool’ are seen as major drivers of interregional tourism;



Most itineraries for interstate and international visitors to Far North Queensland seem
to give limited time to the Tablelands. The Atherton Tablelands is considered to be
dense with attractions and visitors often express surprise at how much there is to
potentially see;



Food/wine, settler history, landscape history, in-depth nature and wilderness
experiences, adventure sports and indigenous culture are considered to be
underdeveloped aspects of the Atherton Tablelands tourist offering;



Kuranda has developed a specialised niche primarily catering to providing products to
short-duration visitors (few hours) with little likelihood of returning. Kuranda is not
generally felt to be integrated with the rest of the Tablelands, and some operators
were concerned that many visitors may feel that they have experienced the
Tablelands based on a visit to Kuranda;



Many international visitors to the Cairns region do not plan for the Tablelands in their
itineraries or devote only a day or less to it; and



It is felt that the Atherton Tablelands has proven it has much to offer visitors,
however the region has largely not been successful developing cut-through in
markets that may want to visit for long periods. It is also felt that the Atherton
Tablelands largely fails to deliver nature beyond relatively short and shallow
experiences.

16.1.7.3 Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit for the Atherton Tablelands region demonstrates moderate
product alignment for Experience Seekers. Tourism products generally appeal to the
Comfort & Learning Experience Seeker, and to a lesser extent, Self Challengers and
Cocoon Travellers. Product offering that is compatible with Travel in Style and Ready to
Leave Experience Seekers is limited.
The Atherton Tablelands Tours and Natural Destinations are highly appealing to Comfort
& Learning Experience Seekers, with Skyrail, the Kuranda rail tour, the WWII Amphibious
Duck tour, Blazing Saddles, Wildlife Mountain Safari, Kangaventure, Mount Hypipmee
Crater, the Mareeba Tropical Savannah and Wetland Reserve and Barron Gorge all
scoring highly.
Hotels/Accommodation products in the Tablelands are most suited for Cocoon Travellers,
and are relatively neutral amongst the other Experience Seeker types. The region’s
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Events products are most suited for Self Challengers – in particular the Kuranda Spring
Festival, the Mutchilba Mango Mardi Gras, Tastes of the Tablelands and the Atherton
Show.
The results from the tourism product audit reflect the Atherton Tabelands’ as a nature /
eco-tourism destination, which particularly appeals to Comfort and Learning Experience
Seekers. The nature and diversity of tours operated in the region adds an informative
and relaxed approach for experiencing the area, and aligns quite strongly with Comfort
and Learning Experience Seekers interests. However, accommodation in the region is
more suited for Cocoon Travellers, indicating that the region is less accommodating for
Comfort and Learning Experience Seekers to stay for extended periods.
Figure 16.7: Atherton Tablelands – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience
Seekers Type
Ready To
Leave
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3.80
3.70
3.60
3.50
3.40
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Self‐
Challengers

3.30
3.20
3.10

Tours
Nature Destinations
Attractions
(Miscellaneous)
Events

3.00

Hotels/Accomodation

Cocoon
Travellers

Comfort &
Learning

Source: AECgroup
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16.1.7.4 Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.5
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in the Atherton Tablelands.
Table 16.5: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Atherton Tablelands
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Overall

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

The Atherton Tablelands displays existing experiential strengths around Nature in Australia and Australian Journeys with a high density and
diversity of landscapes and attractions within a relatively small area. The region also has some experiences with further development potential
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around Food and Wine and Aboriginal Australia. Whilst parts of the Atherton Tablelands align with Outback Australia the experiences in this
category available within a day-trip of Cairns are mostly relatively weak.
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16.1.7.5 Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Atherton Tablelands have been identified based on the audit and consultations
conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.6 below.
Table 16.6: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Atherton Tablelands
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Immersion in tropical highlands / hill country
atmosphere (mist, farms, rainforest, wildlife)

In-depth rainforest experiences
Touring (drive, cycle, walk, horse-riding, etc)

Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Touring Atherton Tablelands (car-based) diverse
landscapes (rainforests, lakes, waterfalls, towns,
landscape, heritage, agriculture and food areas)

Interaction with local Indigenous people, culture and
history (was most dense concentration of aboriginal
nations in Australia)

Wildlife interactions

Adventure sports and events (i.e. those that include
significant uncontrolled natural and environmental
variables) e.g. mountain biking, adventure racing,
motorcross, climbing, water-skiing, whitewater
rafting/kayaking

Adventure sports and events (i.e. those that include
significant uncontrolled natural and environmental
variables) e.g. mountain biking, adventure racing,
motorcross, climbing, water-skiing, whitewater
rafting/kayaking
Camping
Swimming in lakes, creeks and rivers
Local produce
Markets
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

The Atherton Tablelands has a strong base of product of potential interest to the
International Experience Seeker. As the region retains a strong agricultural industry base
and much of its tourism product was developed to service inter-regional tourists (or more
independent international tourists), it is generally easier to experience the region in a
more in-depth and authentic way than the Cairns CBD and urban area.
Due to its density of attractions, variable landscape and cooler climate, the Atherton
Tablelands is well suited to a touring experience. At present touring is almost entirely
conducted by car. With appropriate infrastructure development, the region also has
potential for walk or cycle touring.
Rainforest experiences on the Atherton Tablelands are widely available, although the
well-know experiences are often relatively shallow. More in-depth experiences are often
very difficult for visitors to discover and access. The Tablelands has not as a whole had
great success in gaining recognition as a place to visit by international tourists, and
hence much of its tourism development catering to the international market is focussed
on providing short accessible experiences.
.
16.1.8 Innisfail & Mission Beach
16.1.8.1 Regional Description
‘Innisfail and Mission Beach’ incorporates Babinda, Innisfail, Mission Beach and Dunk
Island. The core of tourism activity in this region occurs around Mission Beach and Dunk
Island.
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16.1.8.2 Consultation Findings
In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Cassowary Coast region are:


Reef continues to dominate the ‘must-see’ attractions for international visitors to the
region;



Being in nature and the potential for wildlife interactions is considered the key
attraction of staying in Mission Beach;



The region is also significant for adventure offerings (skydive, white-water rafting)



Not seen as too touristy;



Mission Beach area is still popular with North Queenslanders;



Area is relatively spread out, dining and transport can be inconsistent, best suits
independent travellers;



The beach at Mission Beach is noted as an experience in itself, due to the setting of
rainforest and Dunk Island and the relative lack of other people; and



Self-drive tourists are more important in the Mission Beach and Innisfail region, with
less tour bus activity from Cairns compared to the north of Cairns and inner
Tablelands.

16.1.8.3 Product Audit and Findings
The product audit for Innisfail and Mission Beach has revealed moderate to high product
compatibility, particularly in the categories of Events, Tours and Nature Destinations.
Tourism products in the region generally appeal to Self Challengers, Ready to Leave and
Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers. Product offering in the Innisfail and Mission
Beach is more limited for Travel in Style and Cocoon Traveller Experience Seekers.
The region’s Events rate as the strongest aligned product to Experience Seekers, with
relatively high scores for Self Challengers and Comfort & Learning. High scoring events
from the product audit include the Innisfail Show, the Mission Beach Film Festival, the
Feast of Three Saints, the Great Pyramid Race and Country Fair. The Tours product
category also scores highly, particularly for Ready to Leave and Self Challenger
Experience Seekers. High scoring Tours included Mission Beach Charters, Eco Adventures
and Cultural Camp, Barrajack Encounters and Kurrimine Beach Horse Rides. Nature
Destinations are relatively evenly distributed among Experience Seeker types, with
particular interest to Ready to Leave Experience Seekers. Hotels/Accommodation and
Attractions (Miscellaneous) achieved relatively poor outcomes for all Experience Seeker
types.
The Innisfail and Mission Beach region has a relatively good product offering that is
compatible with Experience Seekers. The region’s events have strong cultural aspects,
which are particularly appealing to Self Challengers and Comfort and Learning Experience
Seekers. However, the region has relatively poor product alignment in
Hotels/Accommodation for all Experience Seeker types.
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Figure 16.8: Innisfail and Mission Beach – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience
Seeker Type
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Source: AECgroup
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16.1.8.4 Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.7
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in the Innisfail and Mission Beach area.
Table 16.7: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Innisfail and Mission
Beach Area
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Overall

Some
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Weak
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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In terms of Australian Experiences available in the Innisfail and Mission Beach area, the most dominant is the Nature in Australia experiences.
The potential for encounters with wildlife moving throughout backyards, town streets and beaches is however, consider supporting (depth
building) to the coastal lifestyle experience. Mission Beach is a clear display of tropical Aussie Coastal Lifestyle with an idealic tropical beach
and genuine laid-back atmosphere. The close coastal islands, inner reef, sailing and watersports potential and simply the quality and relative
quiet of the beaches is the core experience. To an international tourist, Mission Beach would likely present as still somewhat undiscovered, safe
and accessible tropical beach experience.
Despite some notable exceptions (e.g. the Feast of the Senses Festival) the Innisfail and Mission Beach area is weak in providing Food and
Wine experiences. Some notable Aboriginal Australia experiences are available, however, these experiences are not a clear part of the region’s
offering. Adventure activities (skydiving, white water rafting etc) are available and build on the location and sense of nature. The road journey
through the region, with considerable opportunities for side-trips and detours to beaches, attractions and even the Atherton Tablelands is one
of the dominant experiences for the region, and one that is increasingly popular with international tourists.
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16.1.8.5 Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Innisfail and Mission Beach area have been identified based on the audit and
consultations conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.8 below.
Table 16.8: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Innisfail and Mission
Beach Area
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Laid-back tropical beach, islands, reef and water
activities
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Nature interactions (wildlife)

Local community (eccentrics, artists, health and
wellbeing, accommodation of wildlife into lifestyles)

History (architecture and culture, e.g. pubs, Innisfail
CBD)

Indigenous culture and farm discovery

Extreme / adventure activities (white water rafting,
skydive)

Food and produce

Swimming and walking waterholes, creeks and rivers

Innisfail region Italian Culture

Warm rain
Journey through tropical landscape
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

The primary experience identified for the Innisfail and Mission Beach area is the
experience of lodging on a quiet and idyllic tropical beach surrounding by nature and
wildlife. This experience may only, however, be of primary interest to some International
Experience Seekers.
A range of other experiences exist in the region, however for the most part they are
supporting experiences rather than those with the clarity and credibility to be
international draw-cards in their own right. As with much of the Cairns-Townsville region,
a major experience for the Innisfail and Mission Beach area is the journey through the
region, discovering various towns and points of interest within the tropical setting.
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16.1.9 Port Douglas & Daintree
16.1.9.1 Regional Description
The Port Douglas and Daintree region includes the beach town of Port Douglas, Mossman
and the Daintree wetlands and estuaries. Port Douglas is regarded as one of the more
tourism focused areas in the broader Townsville and Cairns regions, providing relaxing
beaches and a broad range of accommodation. The Daintree is also another popular
tourist destination, as it is home to the famous Daintree wetlands and estuaries. The
region has an array of ecotourism focused products, including accommodation and tours.
16.1.9.2 Consultation Findings
Key points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and representatives
from the Port Douglas and Daintree areas are:


It is felt that the Daintree should be able to present as the most in-depth/ genuine
rainforest destination in the Far North;



Many tourists do not make it past rainforest visits around Cairns – either through lack
of knowledge or lack of promotion of the Daintree whilst in Cairns;



Daintree rainforest experiences have been somewhat sanitised by regulations and a
‘race to the bottom’ by operators;



Daintree community has no locals – is a present day pioneer community. Residents
have to be innovative to find solutions to simple issues due to the environment and
isolation;



The Daintree community feels that they live by the cycles of nature more closely than
others;



Port Douglas has been successful in developing a sense of prestige, although recent
years have seen significant discounting to try to maintain occupancies;



Port Douglas is mostly comprised of non-locals, itinerates and lifestyle seekers;



Port Douglas is a tourist village, but not considered to be overly ‘touristy’;



Port Douglas does not cater for budget travellers, e.g. few backpackers;



Port Douglas and region has a relatively strong corporate events market (both
domestic and international);



The Reef dominates the major ‘thing to do’ from Port Douglas; and



Shopping and dining is a significant part of the Port Douglas experience.

16.1.9.3 Product Audit & Findings
The tourism product audit for Port Douglas and the Daintree has revealed a moderate
compatibility with Experience Seekers. Tourism products are most clearly aligned for Self
Challengers (Shopping/Markets and Events), and to a lesser extent, Comfort & Learning
(Shopping/Markets and Events) and Cocoon Traveller (Shopping/Markets and Nature
Destinations) Experience Seekers. Products that are compatible with Travel in Style and
Ready to Leave Experience Seekers are relatively limited in the region as a whole,
however Port Douglas records the highest levels of product compatibility with Travel in
Style Experience Seekers of any area considered in the Cairns-Townsville Experiences
Audit.
The region’s Shopping/markets have the greatest compatibility, scoring high for Self
Challengers, Comfort & Learning and Cocoon Traveller Experience Seeker types. The
region’s markets and shops have a cultural twist, incorporating Indigenous culture, local
food and produce, and arts and crafts, which are appealing to Experience Seekers.
The region’s Events also scored relatively well, particularly for Self Challengers and
Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers. The region only hosts a small number of events
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each year, however, they all possess aspects that align with experiences sort by
Experience Seekers.
The remaining product categories (Attractions, Bars, Tours, Nightlife and Restaurants,
and Hotels/Accommodation) have relatively limited compatibility with Experience
Seekers. Hotels/Accommodation in the region is most strongly aligned to Cocoon
Traveller Experience Seekers, although the alignment is still only moderate, and scores
poorly for all other Experience Seeker types.
The results from the tourism product audit suggest Port Douglas’ assets
(Shopping/markets and Events) provide it with a strong basis for further Experience
Seeker tourism development and it may also have the strongest potential to further
develop the Travel in Style Experience Seeker type. The Daintree’s tourism product is
centred around Nature Destinations and Tours, however these product categories have as
a whole scored relatively low in terms of alignment to Experience Seekers.
Hotels/Accommodation product offering is relatively weak in alignment, and is not in itself
likely a significant drawcard to attract Experience Seeker travellers to the region.
Figure 16.9: Port Douglas and the Daintree – Orientation of Tourism Products by
Experience Seeker Type
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Source: AECgroup
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16.1.9.4 Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences
Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.9
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in the Port Douglas and Daintree area.
Table 16.9: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Port Douglas and Daintree
Area
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

Overall

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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The Port Douglas and Daintree area is the most tourism focussed region of those defined in this study and also has the most comprehensive
product offering for International Experience Seekers. The coast highway from Cairns to Port Douglas and the Bloomfield Track (Daintree to
Cooktown road) are highly regarded journeys. Although these journeys are short by Australian standards, this is not the case for many
international visitors. Port Douglas has a developed food and wine sector with a number of venues reflecting on the unique environment or
regional ingredients. The beach at Port Douglas is also well patronised by both tourists and locals and with its accessibility to accommodation
and the town centre provides a tropical version of the Australian village beach.
The Mossman and Daintree area has developing Aboriginal Australia experiences and a strong focus on Nature in Australia. For the Daintree
itself, Nature in Australia experiences are in the Clear Experience Availability to Outstanding Experience Availability, with the sense of
immersion in nature imposing on all Daintree experiences. However the area is limited in presenting in-depth and involved experiences (other
than possibly the Bloomfield Track journey) that would lend further credibility to the entire destination.
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16.1.9.5 Identified Experiences
Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Port Douglas and Daintree area have been identified based on the audit and
consultations conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.10 below.
Table 16.10: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Port Douglas and
Daintree Area
Existing

Potential

1

Hero Experiences
Boutique tropical resort town (Port Douglas), base to
reef and rainforest
Immersion in nature - world-famous, ancient rainforest
(Daintree)
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Dining and shopping (Port Douglas)

Community character - eccentricity and creativeness
(Daintree)

Resort Town beach (Port Douglas)

Tune to nature’s cycles (Daintree)

Resort Activities (golf, spas, etc) (Port Douglas)

Indigenous culture and interpretation of the rainforest
(Daintree)

People watching / spotting (Port Douglas)

Involvement, interaction with rainforest research and
learning (Daintree)

Lifestyle town culture (Port Douglas)

Wet season experience (‘Rainforest in the rain’,
Daintree)

Wildlife interactions (Daintree)
Indigenous culture and interpretation of the rainforest
(Daintree)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

Port Douglas is a true resort town. Whilst a base to experiencing the reef and rainforest,
as a resort town it also delivers an identifiable package of experiences (beach, dining,
luxury, shopping) within the town that is of attraction to some types of International
Experience Seeker. In particular, Port Douglas is the only destination in the CairnsTownsville region that this study identifies as having significant appeal to the Travel in
Style Experience Seeker. Ensuring a continued appeal to this type of Experience Seeker
should lend the credibility to the destination to appeal to a broad range of International
Experience Seekers and non-Experience Seekers.
The Daintree’s hero experience relates to a full immersion experience in the rainforest
and nature. The basis for this experience is clear however the area is still inconsistent in
the delivery of this image and lacks major cut-through hero images of the experience.
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3.50

Cairns Area Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
‘Cairns’ and more notably the Cairns CBD is the key destination for the majority of
International visitors to the North and Far North Queensland regions. However, Cairns
itself is not the key tourism product of interest; rather this is the daytrips and
surrounding regions. Tourism product that has developed in Cairns is increasingly
isolated from locals, their culture, and their activities. The Cairns tourism industry has
become very effective at providing reasonable to excellent quality, packaged activities,
products and tours for tourists. This current product has the advantage of being easy to
plan, itemise, package and sell, and has been successful in the past. The issue from the
perspective of the International Experience Seeker is that it can be very hard in Cairns to
stop feeling like a tourist or holidaymaker. International Experience Seekers would rather
feel like a guest, traveller or voyager. They want to feel like they are seeing the real,
genuine and ‘hidden’ aspects of their destinations, warts and all. In Cairns itself, the
previous success and high levels of professionalism in much of the industry paradoxically
contributes to the destination being less attractive for the International Experience
Seeker. Furthermore, many locals in Cairns seek to escape from the ‘tourist scene’ and
so are often recreating in different areas and seeking not to interact with tourists in the
city.
The regions surrounding Cairns are generally considerably stronger in their appeal
(existing and potential) to International Experience Seekers. Indeed accessing the
regions (including the Great Barrier Reef) is the reason that most International
Experience Seekers would be spending time in Cairns itself. The regions generally have
more appeal to the International Experience Seeker because they have stronger
connections to nature, rural life, Indigenous culture and journeys. There is also some
appeal in that the regions are generally less developed and less tourism-focussed. From
an International Experience Seeker’s perspective, however, product and experiences of
interest in the regions can be patchy, with much of the industry developed around
achieving a ‘quick grab’ of the attention of more traditional types of tourists making short
visits from a base in Cairns.
Cairns, and also Port Douglas, are still the foremost destinations from which to
experience the Great Barrier Reef. Great Barrier Reef experiences for the Cairns and Port
Douglas areas are identified in the Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit (EC3 Global,
2009) as:


Learn to dive and snorkel with a range of options including helmet dives;



The adrenalin package – skydiving, jet skiing, heli-tours;



The thrill of an encounter with marine life (including the Great 8) in the ‘wild’ on an
adventure dive;



Fishing adventures on the reef;



See where the rainforest meets the reef; and



Catch your first glimpse of the reef from above.

Whilst the current audit was focussed on terrestrial product, it has been clear through the
background research and consultations that the Great Barrier Reef is the clear dominant
asset for Cairns and much of its regions. This is just as true for International Experience
Seekers. The region successfully provides a range of options to experience the reef, from
short snorkelling trips on large, comfortable catamarans, to extended live-on-board
diving adventures that travel to relatively undiscovered and remote reef diving locations.
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Table 16.11: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Cairns Area1 Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to
drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Cairns CBD

The melting pot of tourists, migrants
and itinerants using Cairns as a base
to explore the reef and rainforest

 ‘Barefoot’ people / culture
 Setting / vista of the city / esplanade
and inlet
 Markets (though concern that they
decreasingly reflect a genuine North
Queensland culture)
 Tropical smells
 Compact, relatively well serviced CBD

 CBD that reflects North Queensland’s
culture, character and regional
offerings. CBD as an entree to the
region and its experiences
 Genuine interaction with North
Queensland locals
 Tropical Garden CBD
 Reflection of links to Papau New Guinea
and South East Asia
 Sense of links to history, town of
itinerants and migrants
 Positive interaction with Indigenous
people (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders)

The Cairns CBD itself has relatively little to
directly offer the International Experience
Seeker. There is a perception that Cairns CBD is
primarily a dormitory and sales desk for
experiences in the region, and the results of the
product audit largely confirm this.

Cairns Urban

Tropical Road Journey (as part of
larger regional touring routes)

 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Mix of Australian cultures (large
proportion of Cairns’ residents are
relatively recent migrants from
elsewhere in Australia)
 Tropical Gardens (e.g. Botanic Gardens,
Sugarworld Gardens)
 Northern Beaches and beachside
communities
 Rainforest experiences (though many
considered ‘shallow’ and overpackaged)
 Classic tourist attractions (Zoos, tours,
shops)

 Local lifestyle immersion

The Cairns Urban area has much to offer
tourists. From an International Experience
Seeker’s perspective, much of the available
product and experiences are perceived as high
quality, but sterilised from the Cairns
community and culture. It would appear the
sterilisation of the industry has occurred both
as the industry has sought to develop more
professional and packaged product and as
locals have sought to escape the ‘tourist scene’
as it has grown in dominance in the city.

Atherton
Tablelands

Immersion in tropical highlands / hill
country atmosphere (mist, rainforest,
farms, wildlife)

 Touring Atherton Tablelands (carbased) diverse landscapes (rainforests,
lakes, waterfalls, towns, landscape,
heritage, agriculture and food areas)
 Wildlife interactions
 Adventure sports and events
 Camping
 Swimming in lakes, creeks and rivers
 Markets

 In-depth rainforest experiences
 Other forms of touring (cycle, walk,
horse-riding, etc)
 Interaction with local Indigenous
people, culture and history
 Adventure sports and events

The Atherton Tablelands is foremost a nature
destination, however it presents a large
diversity of landscapes and experiences. Some
parts of the Atherton Tablelands have a strong
tourist presence (particularly Kuranda) however
the majority of the region displays a mix of
farmers, lifestyle settlers and visitors. Visitation
to the Atherton Tablelands has traditionally
been dominated by inter-regional tourists.
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Innisfail and
Mission
Beach Area

Laid-back tropical beach, islands, reef
and water activities

 Nature interactions (wildlife)
 History (architecture and culture, e.g.
pubs, Innisfail CBD)
 Extreme / adventure activities (white
water rafting, skydive)
 Swimming and walking waterholes,
creeks and rivers
 Warm rain
 Journey through tropical landscape

 Local community (eccentrics, artists,
health and wellbeing, accommodation
of wildlife into lifestyles)
 Indigenous culture and farm discovery
 Food and produce
 Innisfail region Italian Culture

The Innisfail and Mission Beach area present a
relatively good potential alignment with
International Experience Seeker interests. The
focus of the area is Mission Beach, which has
traditionally been one of the destinations that
North Queenslanders holiday at. Mission
Beach’s major appeal (the laid-back and
secluded feel) is not always maintained.
The Innisfail and hinterland part of this area
has no clear tourism centre. This is not
necessarily an issue for Experience Seekers,
provided the region is able to be experienced as
day-trips or as a touring region.

Port Douglas

Boutique tropical resort town, base
to reef and rainforest







From an International Experience Seeker
perspective Port Douglas does not have
clear underdeveloped experiences. The
only observation is that there is a need to
protect the character of the destination if it
desired that it continues to work for
International Experience Seekers.

Port Douglas presents a very different tourist
proposition to the other areas considered in this
audit. It is the most successful destination in
the study in appealing to the ‘Stylish Traveller’
and the town is clearly foremost about tourism.
At the same time, the majority of Port
Douglas’s development has not detracted from
a sense of North Queensland character. Port
Douglas is arguably the most successful
destination in this study for appealing to
international visitors for its destination value,
rather than as primarily a base to explore the
reef and rainforest. There is a clear need is to
protect and build on its existing successes.

Daintree Area

Immersion in nature - world-famous,
ancient rainforest

 Wildlife interactions
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest

 Community character - eccentricity and
creativeness
 Tune to nature’s cycles
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest
 Involvement, interaction with rainforest
research and learning
 Wet season experience (‘Rainforest in
the rain’)

The Daintree area has developed credibility in
containing some of the highest quality
rainforest in the world. From an International
Experience Seeker’s there are some excellent
products in the area, however most are
relatively shallow. There is also the impression
driving through much of the Daintree that it
presents a lot of cheap and cheerful products
and experiences rather than the in-depth
experiences one may expect to find from an
internationally recognised wilderness.

Dining and shopping
Resort Town beach
Resort Activities (golf, spas, etc)
People watching / spotting
Lifestyle town culture

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup

2
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3.51

Townsville Area Experience Audit

16.1.10 Townsville CBD
16.1.10.1

Regional Description

The Townsville CBD tourism region encompasses Townsville’s City centre, Mariners
Peninsula, the Strand beachfront, North Ward, Castle Hill, Palmer Street / South
Townsville, Reid Park and the Civic Theatre. Townsville CBD accounts for the majority of
tourism activity in Townsville, including almost all of the region’s accommodation and
restaurant facilities.
16.1.10.2

Consultation Findings

In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Townsville CBD are:


Townsville does not regard itself as a tourist destination and most tourism ‘product’
has a strong dependence on locals. Much of the accommodation available is focussed
business visitors or inter-regional visitors;



Much of Townsville’s international visitation is stopovers on the east coast road trip;



International tourists who do stay for significant periods in Townsville report enjoying
the feel of a real / authentic Australian town. Many only discover what it has to offer
by accident;



Appeal is as an escape from the tourist trail;



Townsville can be difficult to discover as a tourist and locals are not always
considered approachable. However there is a sense of being served by locals rather
than itinerant tourism workers;



Townsville is well known for the reef in some circles and is often a disappointment
that tourists cannot access (other than options for advanced divers such as Yongala);



Townsville is focussed on developing a CBD with infrastructure and events to appeal
to locals. Much of this infrastructure and events appeals to tourists;



International tourists in Townsville still ask primarily for reef experiences (also, to a
lesser degree rainforest). There is disappointment that access to the reef from
Townsville for tourists is generally unavailable; and



Tourists is Townsville key more into the local lifestyle (particularly in winter), rather
than do the tourist things.

16.1.10.3

Product Audit & Findings

The tourism product audit for Townsville CBD has revealed a weak to moderate
compatibility with Experience Seekers. The current product offering in Townsville CBD
primarily appeals to Comfort & Learning and Self Challengers Experience Seeker types,
and to a lesser extent, Cocoon Travellers. Tourism product offering aligning with Travel in
Style Experience Seekers is limited, and is more likely related to product which is
significantly utilised by locals.
Townsville CBD’s Shopping/markets are most compatible with Self Challengers, followed
by Comfort & Learning and Cocoon Travellers, with the region’s markets (including
Cotters and Strand Night Markets) scoring the highest.
The region’s Events appeal to Self Challengers and, to a less extent, Comfort & Learning
Experience Seekers. Townsville CBD’s high scoring events are primarily cultural themed,
including the Townsville Cultural Festival, the Palmer Street Jazz Festival and the
Australia Chamber Music Festival.
Results also reveal a moderate compatibility of Tours for Comfort and Learning and
Hotels/Accommodation with Cocoon Travellers Experience Seekers.
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Townsville CBD has the moderately well aligned base in terms of attractions and
entertainment for Experience Seekers. This is possibly because much of the product
available to tourists is primarily supported by local demand, and hence needs to provide
more depth to attract repeat visitation. However, the region is lacking facilities that align
with Experience Seekers around basic needs, including Hotels/Accommodation and
restaurants.
Figure 16.10: Townsville CBD – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seeker
Ready to Leave
3.60
3.50

Shopping/markets
(tourist focussed)

3.40

Events

3.30

Travel in Style

3.20

Self‐Challengers
Tours

3.10
3.00

Attractions
(Miscellaneous)
Hotels/Accomodation

Cocoon Travellers

Comfort & Learning

Bars, Nightlife and
Restaurants

Source: AECgroup
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16.1.10.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences

Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.12
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in the Townsville CBD.
Table 16.12: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Townsville CBD
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Social interactions

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Overall

Weak to Some
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

The Townsville CBD has relatively weak experiences of interest to International Experience Seekers. The dominant experience available is a
display of Aussie Coastal Lifestyle, with events and activities on The Strand and Cleveland Bay immensely popular with residents. These
experiences vary in their accessibility to international visitors.
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16.1.10.5

Identified Experiences

Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Townsville CBD have been identified based on the audit and consultations conducted
to date. These are presented in Table 16.13 below.
Table 16.13: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Townsville CBD
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Immersion in a small, vibrant and authentic Australian
tropical city
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Immersion in an authentic Australian tropical city, built
for locals to enjoy – access local lifestyle

Genuine local interactions (locals able and prepared to
explain region)

Events for locals (sports, festivals)

Indigenous experiences

Being served by locals, experiencing with locals rather
than other tourists

Interaction with local knowledge community
(academics and researchers)

Reef education and interpretation
North Queensland pride
Escape the tourist scene
Evening walks (Castle Hill, Strand, etc)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

The Townsville CBD does not currently display any clear hero experiences which would
significantly cut through and appeal to the International Experience Seeker. Townsville’s
existing appeal is as a genuine city, where a tourist can be without feeling like a tourist.
This experience is of interest to the International Experience Seeker if they recognise it
exists to be accessed. The issue with Townsville is that at times the CBD can be too shut
down and tourists are left with the impression that there is nothing for them. As the city
grows, and the CBD becomes increasingly vibrant and active, the appeal of the
Townsville CBD to niches of International Experiences Seekers should develop. A
comparative location which has developed this potential would be Wellington (New
Zealand) which is not a ‘tourist city’ but appeals as a vibrant and appealing place to visit
and simply immerse oneself in New Zealand life.
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16.1.11 Townsville Urban
16.1.11.1

Regional Description

‘Townsville Urban’ represents the remaining area in the Townsville Local Government
Area (excluding the CBD). The key tourism areas in ‘Townsville Urban’ include the
Riverway complex, Dairy Farmers Stadium, Pallarenda, the Northern Beaches (Bushland,
Saunders, Toolakea, Toomulla, Rollingstone and Balgal) and Paluma and Crystal Creek.
Tourism products in suburban areas of Townsville primarily include events based at
Riverway and Dairy Farmers Stadium. The northern areas of ‘Townsville Urban’ have a
nature focus, with beaches in the coastal regions and rainforest in the mountain region of
Paluma.
16.1.11.2

Consultation Findings

In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Townsville Urban area are:


The primary source of international tourists in the Townsville urban area is the east
coast touring route;



International tourism activity is minimal in most areas of the Townsville urban area,
limited mostly to overnight stops whilst passing through;



The Paluma and Rollingstone area get some international tourists who have sort out
the destination. The primary driver of their visitation tends to be nature and
birdwatching; and



Townsville urban areas are relatively undiscovered from an international tourism
perspective. There is minimal tourism infrastructure with many of the products of
potential interest to tourists targeted at local visitors.

16.1.11.3

Product Audit & Findings

The tourism product audit for Townsville Urban has revealed relatively weak product
compatibility for Experience Seekers. Product compatibility was evenly scored among the
Experience Seeker types, excluding Travel in Style, which recorded minimal product
compatibility.
In terms of tourism product offering, Townsville Urban is probably best known for its
events, which include the National Rugby League, Horse Racing, the Townsville Show, the
Black River Rodeo and music festivals. However, despite some events possessing
elements that appeal to Experience Seekers, on average, events in the area have
relatively weak compatibility. Tours and Nature Destinations were the most appealing
products, as the region includes the Northern Beaches and Paluma rainforest areas.
Tours scored well with Comfort & Learning and Nature Destinations were most appealing
to Ready to Leave Experience Seekers.
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Figure 16.11: Townsville Urban – Orientation of Tourism Products and Experience Seeker
Type
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Source: AECgroup
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16.1.11.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences

Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.14
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in the Townsville Urban area.
Table 16.14: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Townsville Urban Area
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Social interactions

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Overall

Weak to Very
Weak Experiences

Some
Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

Experiences to appeal to the International Experience Seeker in the Townsville Urban area are overall relatively weak despite some notable
exceptions. The area of key exceptions is Nature in Australia. There are also some notable experiences potentially available around
experiencing Aussie Coastal Lifestyle. Lastly the popular east coast road journey passes through the Townsville Urban area although for many
tourists the Townsville section is transited rather than toured, with the Townsville CBD being the most visited stop in the section.
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16.1.11.5

Identified Experiences

Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Townsville Urban area have been identified based on the audit and consultations
conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.15 below.
Table 16.15: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Townsville Urban Area
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Community Events (e.g. sporting matches, festivals)

‘Beach hut culture’

Swimming in waterholes and creeks

Inshore boating and islands (Cape Cleveland to Palm
Group)

Bush camping / rough beach camping
Northern Beaches
Birdwatching (Paluma)
Rainforest wildlife and immersion (Paluma)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

No hero experiences for International Experience Seekers have been identified for the
Townsville Urban area. There is significant international tourism passing through the
Townsville Urban area however at this stage available experiences are generally at the
supporting level.
There is evidence of some international tourists visiting the Paluma and Rollingstone
areas as a destination. This is a small niche market with the primary interest being birdwatching and nature. These visitors are likely to be within the International Experience
Seeker psychographic and for these visitors, birdwatching and nature is a secondary or
even in rare cases a hero experience.
.
.
.
.
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16.1.12 Magnetic Island
16.1.12.1

Regional Description

Magnetic Island is positioned off the coast of Townsville and is accessible by regular ferry
connections, which take approximately 20 minutes. The Island is a popular tourist
destination and provides a variety of products. There are several small townships on the
Island, including Picnic Bay, Nelly Bay, Arcadia and Horseshoe Bay. Much of the Island is
National Park land, providing walking trails, landscape and wildlife watching
opportunities.
16.1.12.2

Consultation Findings

In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from Magnetic Island are:


Magnetic Island is the most recognised destination in the Townsville region for
international tourists, however its recognition and visitation levels are well below
destinations in Far North Queensland;



Nature is a major component to the island experience;



Magnetic Island is both loved and despised for its quirky community;



As a destination Magnetic Island is being utilised less by local tourists, which is
leading to loss of infrastructure and businesses in tourism; and



Magnetic Island is perceived by some international tourists as an ‘escape’ from the
east coast touring / party trail.

16.1.12.3

Product Audit & Findings

Magnetic Island’s tourism product audit has revealed that the region has excellent
accommodation options for Experience Seekers, with Tours and Events forming more
specialist markets among Experience Seeker types. Hotels/Accommodation has scored
high compatibility with all Experience Seeker types, excluding Travel in Style Experience
Seekers. Magnetic Island is therefore unique amongst in the regions considered in this
experiences audit in that Hotels/Accommodation is the leading product category for
alignment with Experience Seeker interests. Tours recorded a moderately compatible
score for Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers, and Events appeal mainly to Cocoon
Traveller Experience Seekers.
Excluding Hotels/Accommodation product categories are fairly evenly distributed among
Experience Seekers types, except for Travel in Style. Travel in Style Experience Seekers
have negligible compatibility with all of the product categories in the region.
Magnetic Island has a unique basis for Experience Seeker tourism, with accommodation
forming a basis to appeal to a broad range of Experience Seeker types. Other elements of
experience tourism do exist on the island, but they are relatively specialist among
Experience Seeker types. Product development could focus on broadening the scope of
Attractions, Events, Nature Destinations and Tour products offered on the island, to
provide a more rich experience for of Experience Seeker types, however, it is equally
important that the region does not compromise its accommodation based experiences.
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Figure 16.12: Magnetic Island – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seeker
Type
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16.1.12.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences

Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.16
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available on Magnetic Island.
Table 16.16: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for Magnetic Island
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Social interactions

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Very Weak
Experiences

Outstanding
Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Overall

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Very Weak to
Weak Experiences

N/A

N/A

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

Magnetic Island offers clear experiences around Nature in Australia and Aussie Coastal Lifestyle. The nature experience is significantly different
to that offered elsewhere in the Townsville and Cairns regions, with a dry tropical island dominated by wildlife such as koalas, wallabies,
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cockatoos and currawongs. The Aussie Coastal Lifestyle experience is also relatively unique, with Magnetic Island considered an island suburb
of Townsville, and alternative community and a holiday community.
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16.1.12.5

Identified Experiences

Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
Magnetic Island have been identified based on the audit and consultations conducted to
date. These are presented in Table 16.17 below.
Table 16.17: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for Magnetic Island
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Tropical Island ‘Escape’ Community

Truly sustainable / self-sufficient holiday community

2

Supporting (‘Depth Creating’ ) Experiences
Wildlife interactions
Secluded tropical island beaches
Island time
Alternative / eccentric locals
Landscape (Boulders, hoop pines and sea)
Do meet local people
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

Magnetic Island is primarily a destination that provides an ‘escape’ with the coastal
lifestyle, nature and community contributing to this escapism. As identified in the Product
Audit, the key experience on Magnetic Island is the accommodation itself, with this often
being nestled amongst bush, wildlife and beaches. Other activities and products are
generally supporting or part of the accommodation experience.
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16.1.13 Burdekin
16.1.13.1

Regional Description

The Burdekin region lies approximately one hour south of Townsville City and is
characterised by one of Australia’s largest sugarcane growing regions. The Burdekin’s
built assets include the towns of Home Hill, Ayr and Giru, however, most of the tourism
activity occurs around the regions natural assets and coastal areas. The Burdekin River /
Delta, Alva Beach, Groper Creek, the Barratta’s, Jerona and the Cromarty Wetlands
provide a number of tourism experiences, including fishing, boating, water sports,
camping, caravanning and hiking.
16.1.13.2

Consultation Findings

In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Burdekin are:


The Burdekin is foremost an agricultural town and much of the community does not
see tourism as of significance to the region;



The most significant tourism in the Burdekin is ‘grey nomads’, which generally come
to the region in winter for the warmth and fishing;



International tourism in the region is primarily related to younger travellers staying to
undertake casual agricultural work;



Tourists are interested in the cane industry (farms, mills and fires) however attempts
to present these products to tourists have failed;



There is good participation in local events by international tourists working in the
region;



The potential of wetlands and wildlife in the Burdekin for tourism has been long
recognised, but there is minimal access to these experiences at present; and



The Burdekin has a melting pot culture, but this is not well displayed.

16.1.13.3

Product Audit and Findings

The tourism product audit in the Burdekin has revealed low product compatibility for
Experience Seekers, with no product category exceeding an average score of 3.35. The
results from the audit are not unsurprising, as the region is primarily regarded as a major
agricultural producing region, with a limited focus on tourism. The region’s highest
scoring products include Hotels/Accommodation (for Ready to Leave, Comfort and
Learning and Cocoon Traveller Experience Seekers), Events (for Ready to Leave and Self
Challenger Experience Seekers) and Nature Destinations (for Comfort and Learning
Experience Seekers).
Despite recording low scores, the Burdekin has the potential to further develop its
Experience Seeker products. The region’s tourism product categories scored relatively
evenly, suggesting that the region presents a weak, but relatively broad-based product
offering.
The status as an agricultural region and a weak compatibility in
Hotels/Accommodation for Ready to Leave Experience Seekers may mean opportunity for
the region to improve its attractiveness to backpacker style Experience Seekers beyond
being a base for labouring or fruit picking work.
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Figure 16.13: Burdekin – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seeker Type
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Source: AECgroup
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16.1.13.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences

Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.18
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in the Burdekin.
Table 16.18: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Burdekin
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Social interactions

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Overall

Weak to Very
Weak Experiences

Weak
Experiences to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

The Burdekin currently has relatively weak experiences available to the International Experience Seeker. The most developed experiences are
around Aussie Coastal Lifestyle, Australian Journeys and Nature in Australia however experiences in these areas are all lacking in accessibility
for international visitors. Perhaps the experiences area with the greatest potential for future development is Nature in Australia.
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16.1.13.5

Identified Experiences

Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Burdekin have been identified based on the audit and consultations conducted to
date. These are presented in Table 16.19 below.
Table 16.19: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Burdekin
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Farming culture

Wetlands and wildlife

Bush camping

Hut culture

Cane fires

Italian / Greek migrant culture

Working, thriving contemporary country town

Sugar Mill

Fishing, gathering and hunting
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

No identified hero experiences for International Experience Seekers have been identified
for the Burdekin. There is potential to develop further some significant supporting
experiences to be accessed by international tourists touring through the region or from
day-trips
from
Townsville.
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16.1.14 Charters Towers
16.1.14.1

Regional Description

The Charters Towers region is situated south west of the City of Townsville and includes
the City of Charters Towers and the surrounding areas. Charters Towers has a rich
history, centred around the gold rush in the late 19th century. At its peak, Charters
Towers was the second largest centre in Queensland, and many of the relics from this
time are still visible. These days Charters Towers still services a thriving mining industry,
with gold and silver the main spoils. There are also healthy beef cattle and agricultural
industries in the area.
16.1.14.2

Consultation Findings

In summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Charters Towers are:


Tourism in Charters Towers seems to be performing reasonably well in recent years –
though the driver is domestic tourists;



International tourists to Charters Towers are increasing. There seems to be growing
interest from international and domestic tourists to tour the inland routes of
Australia;



Heritage, gold and cattle dominate the history and present day experiences in
Charters Towers;



North Queensland tourists visit the Charters Towers region primarily for events and
camping. International visitors are more likely to stay in town;



Being able to experience an underground mining experience is considered a key
missing experience for the region;



Opening hours of services for visitors can be an issue;



Charters Towers is genuinely ‘country’, visitors will see people walking down the
street with big hats and belt buckles. Horse ownership is very high and horse sports
are popular; and



Tourism in not very visible in Charters Towers.

16.1.14.3

Product Audit & Findings

The tourism product audit for Charters Towers has revealed a moderate alignment with
Experience Seekers. The region has scored relatively strongly in Tours (for Ready to
Leave and Comfort & Learning Experience Seekers) and Nature Destinations (for Ready
to Leave and Cocoon Traveller Experience Seekers).
Generally speaking, the product offering in Charters Towers is most compatible for Ready
to Leave Experience Seekers, with strong scores in both Tours and Nature Destinations.
However, there is a notable product alignment for Comfort & Learning (in Tours) and
Cocoon Travellers (in Nature Destinations).
Compatibility in Hotels/Accommodation, Events and Attractions are relatively weak
among all Experience Seeker types.
The results from the product audit reflect Charters Towers’ potential strength in natural
assets and the environment, although accessibility currently limits the potential of many
of these attractions. The region is surrounded by several National Parks and lies in the
heart of the Burdekin River and Dam catchment area. Otherwise, tours showcasing the
heritage of the region are the strongest aligning product type.
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Figure 16.14: Charters Towers – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience Seeker
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16.1.14.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences

Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.20
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in Charters Towers.
Table 16.20: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences in Charters Towers
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Social interactions

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Overall

Some
Experiences to
Weak Experiences

Some
Experiences

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak to Very
Weak Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

The clearest experiences for Charters Towers lie with Outback Australia and Australian Journeys. The heritage and country experiences of
Charters Towers will remain at the core of its tourist experiences into the foreseeable future. There is also potential to further develop Nature in
Australia and Aboriginal Australia experiences in the Charters Towers region.
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16.1.14.5

Identified Experiences

Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
Charters Towers have been identified based on the audit and consultations conducted to
date. These are presented in Table 16.21 below.
Table 16.21: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for Charters Towers
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Immersion in country, ghosts and heritage (‘stay in an
old pub at night’)

White Mountains (nature, landscape and indigenous
experiences)*

Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
See real cowboys walking down the street

Locals that engage and inform tourists

See horse sports events where most of the spectators
are locals

Mining industry and heritage exploration

Spend time on a working cattle station
Local events (e.g. Goldfield Ashes)
Bush camping
Real-life bush town (main street)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
*Note: White Mountains will be beyond a day-trip distance from Townsville
Source: AECgroup

2

Charters Towers has some of the most complete heritage streetscapes and buildings in
Australia, derived from the phenomenal wealth generated by the town’s gold booms of
1871 to 1917. This heritage and character is of interest to International Experience
Seekers are relatively accessible for international visitors, though still largely off the
tourist trail. This experience has been categorised as a hero experience, although it is
more of the level where it would likely interest International Experience Seekers to
change their itineraries to experience (e.g. tour the inland route), rather than come
specifically to Australia to experience (i.e. a secondary experience). Supporting
experiences in Charters Towers are primarily available through its potential to provide
genuine Australian bush experiences and characters.
White Mountains is also noted as a potential hero and certainly secondary experience
based on the quality of its landscapes, flora and fauna and Indigenous art and heritage.
White Mountains is mostly inaccessible at present. It is also beyond a day trip distance
from Townsville. In this way, it is perhaps more similar to the Undara Lava Tubes from
Cairns.
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16.1.15 Tully & Hinchinbrook
16.1.15.1

Regional Description

The Tully and Hinchinbrook region includes Ingham, Lucinda, Hinchinbrook Island and
Tully. The region is characterised by significant sugarcane and fruit crop areas, coastal
beaches and wetlands, inland mountainous and rainforest areas and small townships.
16.1.15.2

Consultation Findings

The Tully and Hinchinbrook regions were the hardest hit regions by Cyclone Yasi. The
consultations were delayed due to the cyclone, however industry in these regions were
still largely preoccupied by the recovery effort when consultations were undertaken. In
summary, points noted from consultations with tourism industry operators and
representatives from the Tully and Hinchinbrook region are:


Nature is the dominant feature of the Tully and Hinchinbrook region;



Inter-regional tourism to the region is strongly dominated by fishing;



The region’s strong migrant history and culture is largely inaccessible to visitors.
There is concern that culture is being lost without being recorded or remembered. It
is recognised that the culture is highly valuable for tourism, however the cost and
difficulty of bringing associated experiences to market are prohibitive;



Hinchinbrook Island, Wallaman Falls and Tully Gorge are strong nature based
destinations. There is also a multitude of smaller attractions and waterholes;



Hinchinbrook Island is a niche hero experience (International tourists are known to
come to Australia specifically to experience the Thorsbourne Trail);



Most international tourists in the region stay one night, or are working in the banana
industry (based from Cardwell or Tully). If visitors stay more than one night will
normally head to Wallaman Falls or Tully Gorge;



Tully Gorge has a strong basis of adventure activities – the attraction of these is the
nature setting as well as the activity itself; and



Much of the region has poor services for tourists – for example minimal dining options
and unhospitable opening hours.

16.1.15.3

Product Audit & Findings

The tourism product audit for Tully and Hinchinbrook has revealed a moderate
compatibility distributed relatively evenly among Experience Seeker types. There is a
small concentration of product compatibility for Comfort & Learning, scoring strongly in
Hotels/Accommodation and moderately in Tours and Events.
Hotels/Accommodation is the most strongly aligned product category for Tully and
Hinchinbrook scoring high compatibility for Comfort & Learning and moderately for Self
Challengers. Tours is the second most compatible category, scoring moderately for
Comfort & Learning and Ready to Leave Experience Seekers.
Tully and Hinchinbrook is best known for its natural assets, including Hinchinbrook Island,
beaches, national parks and rainforest regions. Despite some stand-out attractions, these
assets have on average scored relatively weak compatibility with Experience Seekers,
meaning further development around these assets is required for them to reach their full
potential.
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Figure 16.15: Tully and Hinchinbrook – Orientation of Tourism Products by Experience
Seeker Type
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16.1.15.4

Alignment of Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences

Tourism Australia has defined those major Australian experiences of considerable interest to International Experience Seekers. Table 16.22
cross-references those major Australian experiences with core Experience Seeker psychographic indicators in the context of experiences
currently available in the Tully and Hinchinbrook area.
Table 16.22: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for the Tully and Hinchinbrook
Area
Australian Experience Sought
Experience Seeker
Psychographic Indicator

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in
Australia

Outback
Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Authentic personal experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Social interactions

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Meeting and interacting with the
locals

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Experiencing something different
from their normal day-to-day life

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Understanding and learning about
different lifestyles and cultures

Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Participating in the lifestyle and
experiencing it, rather than
observing it

Some Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Weak Experiences

Challenging themselves – physically,
emotionally and/or mentally

Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Visiting authentic destinations that
are not necessarily part of the
tourist route

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Exposure to unique and compelling
experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Overall

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

Some
Experiences to
Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some
Experiences

Very Weak to
Weak Experiences

N/A

Some
Experiences

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup

The strongest experience availability for the Tully and Hinchinbrook Area is currently based on Nature in Australia. For most of region, the
sense of nature is an inclusion into a wide range of activities. The region also has a collection of relatively in-depth and genuine Aboriginal
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Australia experiences available. Whilst these experiences are still mostly underdeveloped and niche, they align well with the interests of
International Experience Seekers.
Other experiences areas of note for the region are Aussie Coastal Lifestyle (particularly small beach / recreational fishing communities) and
Australian Journeys.
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16.1.15.5

Identified Experiences

Existing and potential experiences of likely interest to International Experience Seekers in
the Tully and Hinchinbrook area have been identified based on the audit and
consultations conducted to date. These are presented in Table 16.23 below.
Table 16.23: Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Tully and Hinchinbrook
Area
Existing

Potential

Hero1 Experiences
Hinchinbrook Island

Inshore boating – Hinchinbrook Channel and islands

Supporting (‘Depth Creating’2) Experiences
Wallaman Falls

Migrant culture (Italian, Finnish, Kannaka)

Tully Gorge
Wetlands
Fishing and crabbing
Beach camping?
Birdwatching
Swimming in rivers and creeks (waterholes)
1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would
likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the visit).
Source: AECgroup

2

The key existing hero experience for the region is Hinchinbrook Island, and more
specifically the Thorsbourne Trail. Whilst a restricted and relatively niche product,
Hinchinbrook Island is known to be a specific attractor of international tourists to
Australia. Other major nature-based experiences in the area, such as Wallaman Falls,
Tully Gorge and Tyto Wetlands are also relatively well know, but are for most visitors
experiences to be had along the coastal road tour, rather than primary attractors in
themselves.
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3.52

Townsville Area Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
In tourism terms the Townsville Region is a strong contrast to the Cairns region. Tourist
numbers, particularly international tourists, are a fraction of Cairns’ numbers. Whilst the
Wet Tropics Management Area extends to the northern boundary of the Townsville urban
area, the city itself experiences much dryer winters and a less reliable wet season than
further north.
The Great Barrier Reef is a major contributor to the Townsville economy and lifestyle
(Townsville has the largest cluster of tropical reef researchers in the world) however
there are minimal opportunities for visitors to access the reef, other than some notable
more advanced diving tours. Townsville is home to Reef HQ (a reef aquarium) however
this mainly serves as an important supporting experience rather than a true hero or
secondary (attractor) experience. An issue for Townsville is that the reef is at least twice
the distance from port than it is from Mission Beach, Cairns or Port Douglas. This
increases the cost, complexity and risk of cancelations in running commercial operations
to visit the reef. Great Barrier Reef Experiences identified by EC3 Global in their audit
(2009 Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit) for the Townsville area are:


Have a ‘hands-on’ learning experience and contribute to the conservation of the
world’s largest living structure;



Actively contribute to the conservation of the reef;



Learn to dive / snorkel in one of the seven natural wonders of the world;



Experience natural events such as coral spawning; and



Get your thrills from a deep sea adventure dive.

Whilst from a low base, tourism in Townsville has grown at a respectable pace in recent
years. The lifestyle appeal of Townsville has improved dramatically in recent years (since
about 2000) with the improved lifestyle infrastructure and economic growth driving
Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) and business visitors, as well as traditional holiday
tourists.
The regions surrounding Townsville in general do not have a strong tourism focus. The
most tourism focused is Charters Towers, however the region is still dominated by
agriculture (primarily beef) and mining in its outlook.
Whilst Cairns’ tourism industry is too sterilised from the local people and culture to
appeal strongly to International Experience Seekers, much of the Townsville region is
hidden and difficult to access and interact with for international tourists. A small number
of international tourists will stay long periods in Townsville and seek to involve
themselves in the local lifestyle (behaviour characteristic of some Experience Seekers)
however a large number that do visit move on relatively quickly to other destinations.
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Table 16.24: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Townsville Area1 Experiences that are considered to be significant enough
to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Townsville
CBD

No existing hero experiences have
been noted for the Townsville CBD.
Whilst a small number of
international tourists spend a
significant amount of time in the
Townsville CBD, for the vast majority
it is a side-trip or overnight stop on
the way to something else.

 Immersion in an authentic Australian
tropical city, built for locals to enjoy –
access local lifestyle
 Events for locals (sports, festivals)
 Being served by locals, experiencing
with locals rather than other tourists
 Reef education and interpretation
 North Queensland pride
 Escape the tourist scene
 Evening walks (Castle Hill, Strand, etc)

 Immersion in a small, vibrant and
authentic Australian tropical city
 Genuine local interactions (locals able
and prepared to explain region)
 Indigenous experiences
 Interaction with local knowledge
community (academics and
researchers)

The Townsville CBD is the focus of tourism to
the region and where almost all international
tourists who spend time in the region gravitate
to at some point. Unfortunately Townsville’s
CBD has deteriorated significantly since the
1980s and has been poorly utilised even by
locals. Significant revitalisation investments
have been made in the Townsville CBD in
recent years, however it is too early to note if
this is having a significant impact on tourism.

Townsville
Urban Area

No existing hero experiences for
International Experience Seekers
have been identified for the
Townsville Urban area.

 Community Events (e.g. sporting
matches, festivals)
 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Bush camping / rough beach camping
 Northern Beaches
 Birdwatching (Paluma)
 Rainforest wildlife and immersion
(Paluma)

 ‘Beach hut culture’
 Inshore boating and islands (Cape
Cleveland to Palm Group)

The Townsville Urban area generally has very
little product offering for tourists. A number of
attractive natural attractions exist which some
self-drive international tourists access.

Magnetic
Island

Tropical Island ‘Escape’ Community







 Truly sustainable / self-sufficient
holiday community

Magnetic Island has traditionally functioned as
a holiday island for North Queensland residents.
This function has declined over recent years
whilst visitation from the rest of Australia and
international visitors has increased, but not to
the level that would compensate the reduction
in inter-regional visitors.
Magnetic Island has a limited range of tourism
experiences available, some of which is indepth but much of which is keyed into
providing limited activities for inter-regional
visitors. The core product for Magnetic Island is
the setting of much of its accommodation that
immerses an escape holiday lifestyle into a
bush island setting.

Wildlife interactions
Secluded tropical island beaches
Island time
Alternative / eccentric locals
Landscape (Boulders, hoop pines and
sea)
 Do meet local people
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Burdekin

No existing hero experiences from
the perspective of International
Experience Seekers have been
identified.






Farming culture
Bush camping
Cane fires
Working, thriving contemporary country
town
 Fishing, gathering and hunting






The Burdekin region is a highly agriculture
focussed region with minimal tourism product.
Mostly, the region does not consider itself to
have an interest in tourism. The region does
experience an inflow of international
backpackers each year and there is also a
reasonable level of camping and caravanning in
the region by inter-regional and inter-state
visitors.

Charters
Towers

Immersion in country, ghosts and
heritage (‘stay in an old pub at
night’)

 See real cowboys walking down the
street
 See horse sports events where most of
the spectators are locals
 Spend time on a working cattle station;
 Local events (e.g. Goldfield Ashes)
 Bush camping
 Real-life bush town (main street)

 White Mountains (nature, landscape
and indigenous experiences)*
 Locals that engage and inform tourists
 Mining industry and heritage
exploration

Charters Towers is the most tourist focussed of
the Townsville regions, however tourism is still
a relatively minimal contributor to the local
economy and environment compared to much
of the Cairns region.
The primary experiences of Charters Towers
relate to its mining and heritage, and the
country town atmosphere. There is some
evidence that both domestic and international
tourists are increasingly seeking inland Australia
experiences, and Charters Towers seems to be
benefiting from this.

Tully and
Hinchinbrook
Area

Hinchinbrook Island








 Inshore boating – Hinchinbrook
Channel and islands
 Migrant culture (Italian, Finnish,
Kannaka)

The Tully and Hinchinbrook area is noted for a
number of highly recognised natural assets but
relatively minimal tourism activity compared to
the regions further north. Most of the natural
attractions serve as side-trips or day-tours for
independently travelling international visitors.
Tully Gorge and Wallaman Falls are particularly
popular detours for travellers. Hinchinbrook
Island is noted as being a significant (but
niche) attractor of international visitors in its
own right.
Tully and Hinchinbrook also attract significant
numbers of domestic and intra-regional
tourists, with fishing and camping the major
drawcards.

Wallaman Falls
Tully Gorge
Wetlands
Fishing and crabbing
Birdwatching
Swimming in rivers and creeks
(waterholes)

Wetlands and wildlife
Hut culture
Italian / Greek migrant culture
Sugar Mill

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
* Note: White Mountains is just beyond the ‘daytrippable’ area of this study (similar to Undara Lava Tubes) but has the potential to be a significant hero experience in its own right that impacts on Charters Towers.
Source: AECgroup

2
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17. Summary of Key Experiences
Table 17.1 summarises the availability of Tourism Australia’s defined key experiences
relative to Experience Seeker indicators for the Cairns and Townsville areas. It is clear
that nature dominates the experiences both available and sought by international tourists
visiting the Cairns and Townsville areas. Whilst seemingly too obvious, the research and
consultation conducted for this study confirms that ‘reef and rainforest’ are
overwhelmingly the headline attractions for international tourists, with the reef the
number one ‘must see’. Baring extreme natural calamity, the same assets will still be the
region’s dominant tourism assets in a century’s time. Many of the experiences (though
not all) sought by international tourists coming to North Queensland are based in these
two natural assets. However the way in which visitors seek to experience this nature is
changing, and much of the tourism product available in the Cairns and Townsville areas is
not well aligned to the interests of International Experience Seekers.
It is important to note that the assessment is not able to rate quality or authenticity of
experiences, only how experiences present in terms of alignment with key International
Experience Seeker Interests.
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Table 17.1: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for Cairns and Townsville Areas
Study Area

Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in Australia

Outback Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Cairns CBD

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Cairns Urban

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Atherton Tablelands

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Innisfail and Mission
Beach

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

Port Douglas and
Daintree Area

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to
Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Townsville CBD

Weak to Some
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Townsville Urban

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Magnetic Island

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Burdekin

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences
to Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Charters Towers

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Tully and
Hinchinbrook

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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Table 17.2, Table 17.3, Table 17.4 and Table 17.5 summarise the core identified
experiences of interest to International Experience Seekers in a hierarchy from hero
experiences of broad market appeal, to supporting experiences of niche market appeal.
This hierarchy is explained further below


Hero Experiences: Hero experiences are those experiences which are primary
drivers of traveller behaviour, those experiences which in themselves cause tourists
to travel to a particular destination. For the purpose of this summary hero are
dominant experiences powerful enough to be a major reason for international tourist
to come over to Australia and North Queensland. Hero experiences are than further
broken down into those which are considered to have broad appeal across the various
types of International Experience Seekers, and those which are considered to mostly
appeal to specific types or niches of Experience Seekers.



Secondary Experiences: For the purpose of this summary secondary experiences
are those not usually powerful enough to be a significant reason for international
tourists to come over to Australia and North Queensland, but powerful enough to
significantly change the itinerary of international tourists who have already decided to
come to Australia or are in Australia. Secondary experiences are again further broken
down into those which are considered to have broad appeal across the various types
of International Experience Seekers, and those which are considered to mostly appeal
to specific types or niches of Experience Seekers.



Supporting Experiences: Supporting experiences are those which are not in
themselves significant justification to visit a destination (although a strong,
recognised collection of supporting experiences can become a primary experience in
itself, such as many metro/urban destinations). Generally they lack the clarity of
image or ‘wow’ factor to gain significant recognition with tourists before they reach
their destination. However the supporting experiences often fill the majority of time
for travellers once they arrive, and may even have a stronger impact than the
primary experiences on how the tourist ends up perceiving the destination, and the
stories and recommendations (or otherwise) they take away with them. International
Experience Seeker are known to be powerful propagators of their impressions with
their views highly respected both by other experience seekers and the nonexperience seeker tourist psychographics. Hence understanding the supporting
experiences is just as important as understanding the primary experiences.
Once again, the supporting experiences identified have been further broken down into
those which are considered to have broad appeal across the various types of
International Experience Seekers, and those which are considered to mostly appeal to
specific types or niches of Experience Seekers.

The experiences summarised in Table 17.2, Table 17.3, Table 17.4 and Table 17.5 have
been reworded from the descriptions given in the rest of the study to take on the more
subjective description style used to present experiences in the Great Barrier Reef
Experiences Audit (2009).
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Table 17.2: Summary of Existing Experiences in the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Region with Broad Market Appeal for International Experience Seekers
Hero Experiences1

Secondary Experiences2

Dive or snorkel the Great Barrier Reef and immerse yourself in the world’s greatest kaleidoscope
of marine life

Discover where laid-back tropical beaches, islands, reef, rainforest and a few locals come
together off the beaten track at Mission Beach

Make your own adventure and head out on a great Australian road trip into North Queensland

Experience complete sensory immersion in Daintree’s world-famous, ancient rainforests

Live it up in the boutique tropical resort town of Port Douglas

Melt into the bustle of tourists, migrants and itinerants passing through Cairns

Smell, hear and feel some of the world’s oldest rainforests

Escape from the mainland into the Magnetic Island bush island community
Get amongst the country, ghosts and heritage at Charters Towers
Supporting Experiences3

Stroll the CBD and absorb the tropical vista of Cairns’ esplanade, inlet and mountains

See if you recognize some faces on the street at Port Douglas

Positive interaction with Indigenous peoples (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islands) in Cairns city

Hang out with the Australian expats scene at Port Douglas

Explore the many markets across North Queensland’s cities and towns

Escape the tourist scene in Townsville

Inhale thick tropical air and smells in the Cairns CBD

Do what the locals do and take an evening walk along the Strand or up Castle Hill

Catch up on all those loose ends in the Cairns CBD before your next adventure

Open up your understanding and experience the Great Barrier Reef on dry land in Townsville

Join people from across Australia to live a bit of the Cairns lifestyle

See where the rugged Australian bush and an tropical island getaway merge on Magnetic Island

See how the locals ‘rough it’ at the Cairns Northern Beaches and beachside communities

Walk down the street with real cowboys at Charters Towers

Explore where the city of Cairns nestles into the rainforests

Try on a hat and boots and hand out at to some bush events in Charters Towers

Chill out, just be a tourist for a day and take advantage of the first class visitor attractions
throughout Cairns

Get out onto a working cattle station

Tour the highland Atherton Tablelands by car and discover diverse landscapes, rainforests, lakes,
villages and towns, waterfalls, agriculture and food

Rough it a little with bush camping along North Queensland’s inland route

Get out into the wilderness and see what wildlife and nature finds you

Get a real steak and beer at Charters Towers

Learn how food is grown, produced and eaten in the tropics

Be drenched by Wallaman Falls, Australia’s highest falls

Mix it with the other famous and beautiful people dining and shopping at Port Douglas

Experience the raw power of moving water as you shoot the rapids in Tully Gorge

Be seen on the beach at Port Douglas (or Palm Cove)

Stroll the CBD and absorb the tropical vista of Cairns’ esplanade, inlet and mountains

Escape the paparazzi (or just life) in five stars at a Port Douglas Resort
1

Experiences that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit Australia or North Queensland.
Experinces that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experiences Seekers to adjust or change their itineraries once committed to, or in, North Queensland.
3
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
2
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Table 17.3: Summary of Existing Experiences in the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Region with Niche Market Appeal or Appeal to Limited Segments of
International Experience Seekers
Hero Experiences1

Secondary Experiences2

Immerse yourself in the highland rainforests, farms and villages of the Atherton Tablelands
Set out into the forests to sport birds and creatures that you can’t find anywhere else
Walk, sail or kayak the rugged tropical Hinchinbrook Island
Supporting Experiences3
Liberate your feet and leave your shoes at home when you go out in Cairns

Stir up a North Queenslander and see them fire up their famous regional pride

Dive bomb with the local kids into one of North Queensland’s many lakes, waterfalls, waterholes
and creeks

Seek out birds and wildlife that you won’t see anywhere else

Experience the tropics with the heightened senses that adrenaline brings by trying extreme and
adventure sports, activities and events

See how long you can resist submitting to ‘island time’ on Magnetic Island

Set up camp for a while in the bush or on a beach

Get a debate going with a local on Magnetic Island

Spot the heritage across North Queensland’s towns and cities

Escape the mainland with North Queensland families holidaying on Magnetic Island

Learn to love the warmth and wet and experience the rainforest in its natural element

Find out how Australians learnt to farm in the tropics

Hang out in Townsville and learn why locals love living in Australia’s biggest tropical town

Experience a contemporary thriving and working country town of Ayr

Book into an event, sporting match or show in Townsville and participate with some of the
keenest crowds in Australia

Get some tips from the locals on how to fish, gather and hunt for a feed

1

Experiences that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit Australia or North Queensland.
Experinces that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experiences Seekers to adjust or change their itineraries once committed to, or in, North Queensland.
3
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
2
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Table 17.4: Summary of Potential or Largely Underdeveloped Experiences in the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Region with Broad Market Appeal for
International Experience Seekers
Hero Experiences1

Secondary Experiences2
Sample life in a truly sustainable and self-sufficient community on Magnetic Island
Begin to explore North Queensland’s culture, character and regional offerings from Cairns CBD
Sample life in a truly sustainable and self-sufficient community on Magnetic Island
Begin to explore North Queensland’s culture, character and regional offerings from Cairns CBD
Sample life in a truly sustainable and self-sufficient community on Magnetic Island
Begin to explore North Queensland’s culture, character and regional offerings from Cairns CBD
Supporting Experiences3

Learn how the North was made exploring the mining industry and heritage

Learn how Australia’s Indigenous people interpret the bush and rainforest

Explore the swamps and wetlands where the wildlife finds sanctuary during the region’s dry
season

Meet up with local Indigenous people and see how they live today and in history

Buy, beg, steal or borrow your way onto a boat and get out to explore the hidden bays and
inshore islands

Find out how Australians have come to live and love the tropics

Ask a local for directions to a waterhole for a swim

Learn how waves of migrants kept reinventing Cairns to result in the town of today

Take the time to attune your senses to the tropical rainforest’s cycles in the Daintree

Recharge in a tropical garden CBD

See how food is grown, produced and eaten in the tropics

Escape to the hills and beaches of Cairns and see what the locals get up to

1

Experiences that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit Australia or North Queensland.
2
Experinces that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experiences Seekers to adjust or change their itineraries once committed to, or in, North Queensland.
3
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
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Table 17.5: Summary of Potential or Largely Underdeveloped Experiences in the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Region with Niche Market Appeal or Appeal to
Limited Segments of International Experience Seekers
Hero Experiences1

Secondary Experiences2

Camp and hike White Mountains’ maze of gorges, wildflowers and aboriginal art

Drop in on Townsville and take in the lifestyle of Australia’s largest tropical city

Experience the rainforest, bush and coast by foot, bike, paddle, sail or climb
Spend time with local Indigenous people and find out how they understand and appreciate this
environment
Take a touring holiday of the Atherton Tableland villages, rainforests and farms by bike, car, foot
or horse
Immerse yourself in the rainforest and completely disconnect from the outside world
Supporting Experiences3
Experience the centre of the modern sugar industry with a trip through a sugar mill

Meet the characters who came to the Daintree, and how they have come to adapt to and
become inseparable from the rainforest

Hire a shack or beach hut and rough it a little on a tropical beach

Meet the migrant peoples who built North Queensland, and see how they have held onto their
cultures (with a few unique North Queensland twists)

Meet up with some of the world leading researchers working to unlock the secrets of North
Queensland’s natural world

Meet the locals at Mission Beach – they are all a little bit different

Get involved with the research effort to understand the ancient Daintree rainforest

Feel Cairns’ connection to the Pacific and South East Asia

1

Experiences that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit Australia or North Queensland.
2
Experinces that are considered to be motivating enough to drive International Experiences Seekers to adjust or change their itineraries once committed to, or in, North Queensland.
3
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup
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Executive Summary
As part of the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a
partnership between the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism
Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the
Wet Tropics Management Authority is seeking to develop a pilot Experience Development
Strategy (EDS) for the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs. The Strategy aims to identify
existing and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville that
function as tourism hubs providing a combination of urban tourism experiences and a
base for a range of day trip experiences into the surrounding Wet Tropics and Great
Barrier Reef. It aims to outline how the region can innovate, improve and renew the
experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to remain a competitive destination.
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan has been developed with a sole
focus on a single, specific segment of the tourism market – that being the International
Experience Seeker psychographic as defined by Tourism Australia. As such it does not
cover issues and needs that may exist but are of limited value to developing the appeal
of the region to International Experience Seekers. Whilst the focus on a single market
segment may appear limiting, Experience Seekers are both the best fit segment from
international markets for Australia’s (and North Queensland’s) tourism proposition and
are also at the ‘leading edge’ of tourism trends and are known to have a disproportionate
influence over the behaviour of other segments of the tourism market. Hence, success
with the Experience Seeker market will also carry over to improve the region’s prospects
with other types of tourists.

Experience Development Plan Development
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan presents recommended strategies
with detailed explanations for innovating, improving and renewing the experience for
Experience Seeker tourists. In order to help contextualise the region through the
development of the plan and strategy the Cairns-Townsville area was broken into a
number of tourism precincts and visions for their appeal to Experience Seekers are
presented for each of these precincts.
Strategies in the Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan build on all of the work
prepared undertaken for the Experience Development Strategy project including:


Experience Seeker Product Alignment Framework Report;



Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area Context Review Report;



Cairns-Townsville Experiences Audit Report;



Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit Report (EC3 Global, 2009);



Individual phone and person-to-person discussions with tourism industry operators
and representatives;



Industry workshops conducted across the Cairns-Townsville tourism regions; and



Individual informal consultations with tourism operators, visitor information centres
and other tourism involved business across the Cairns-Townsville tourism regions.

Outcomes from the above work and the strategy directions have also been workshopped
with the Project Steering Committee consisting of representatives from the Wet Tropics
Management Authority, Tourism Queensland, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and
Townsville Enterprise Limited.

Existing Experience Availability
Available experiences of relevance to the International Experience Seeker tourism market
for the Cairns–Townsville region were audited and presented in a previous report (CairnsTownsville Tourism Experiences Audit Report). Preparation of the Experiences Audit
utilised stakeholder workshops, individual tourism industry stakeholder consultations and
a detailed tourism product audit to profile experiences in a region by tourism precinct.

i
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A clear outcome from the Experiences Audit is that nature dominates the experiences
both available and sought by international tourists visiting the Cairns and Townsville
areas. Whilst seemingly too obvious a conclusion, the research and consultation
conducted for this study confirms that ‘reef and rainforest’ are overwhelmingly the
headline attractions for international tourists, with the reef the number one ‘must see’.
Baring extreme natural calamity, the same assets will still be the region’s dominant
tourism assets in a century’s time. Many of the experiences (though not all) sought by
international tourists coming to North Queensland are based around these two natural
assets.
The value of the underlying reef and rainforest assets was found to be strong for enabling
true hero experiences of appeal to Experience Seekers. However, delivery of experiences
based on these assets is not always of a depth, or form, that is likely to satisfy most
Experience Seekers. There are also weaknesses across much of the region in delivering
secondary and supporting experiences, i.e. experiences which are not considered as a
reason to visit but contribute significantly to satisfaction with the region for tourists once
they are in the region. For example, the ability to interact in a genuine way with locals
and local contemporary culture is weak in many parts of the Cairns-Townsville region.

Key Issues in Developing Tourism Hub Experiences
A range of general issues to the performance of the tourism sector in the CairnsTownsville tourism region have been raised and explored through the process of
developing the Experience Development Strategy. These issues (and other more minor
ones) have been considered in developing the recommended strategies in this plan. Core
issues which are noted as particularly significant to the industry’s potential success with
Experience Seekers are:


Cost of Business and Product Delivery: North Queensland and Australia in
general, is a very expensive destination for international tourists both in terms of the
cost and time to travel here, the cost of living whilst here and cost of activities. The
cause is primarily due to the strength of the Australian dollar. Business operating
costs are also relatively high due to regulatory requirements and high labour costs.
The high cost of operating in Australia makes it more difficult to provide the in-depth
and high value experiences that International Experience Seekers seek;



Access: The hero experiences of the Cairns-Townsville region are dominated by
those associated with the reef and rainforest. However, developing access to much of
the region’s wilderness areas can be difficult particularly for commercial operations.
As a result, many commercial tours visit relatively shallow and publicly accessible
areas (e.g. short board walks on the edge of a rainforest wilderness). This level of
access can appear as poor value to International Experience Seekers;



Impediments to Authenticity, Spontaneity and Innovation: Australian
businesses are amongst the most regulated in the world with the resulting advantage
that products and services have a high minimum standard of quality and safety.
However, the burden of regulations also creates higher costs and risks to pursuing
new business concepts, with a result that products can gravitate towards the same
tried and tested concepts. There is precedent in reducing the regulatory burden to the
establishment of new businesses in order to nurture innovation, risk-taking and
development of a more interesting product mix for consumers;



Community Attitudes to Tourism: Most Experience Seekers enjoy opportunities to
interact with local communities in a genuine way. However, many areas in the CairnsTownsville region have low community interest in tourists. As a result, not all areas
are able to maximise their appeal to Experience Seekers;



Market Feedback Inefficiency: Australia and North Queensland is a ‘trip of a
lifetime’ for many international tourists due to the cost and distance to visit. The
international tourism market is dominated by travellers experiencing and learning
about the region as they go. There is little opportunity for international travellers to
try different experiences and return to those that suit them the best. As a result there
is relatively poor direct market feedback to favour those experiences which are
delivered as best suiting International Experience Seekers;

ii
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Previous Tourism Development Trends: The tourism industry in the Cairns region
in particular was very successful in developing tourism products to suit its markets
through the 1990s. However, since this time market trends have changed and
international destination competitors have copied the Cairns successes with new
products and experiences. Much of the tourism products and experiences developed
previously are not so well suited to current key markets, such as the International
Experience Seeker; and



Competition from Other Destinations: North Queensland is not unique in the
world in possessing high quality reef and rainforest. Many other destinations have
become much better at utilising their reef and rainforest assets for tourism in recent
years, often by learning from the successes of the Cairns tourism industry through
the 1990s. Furthermore, many of the competing destinations are closer to key source
markets and are much cheaper to visit than Australia. Assets that were clear
competitive advantages for North Queensland in the past are less unique today.

Vision by Precincts
In order to prepare this strategy, the Cairns-Townsville region was broken down into a
number of tourism precincts. Visions for each of these precincts that encapsulate the
personality and character of appeal to Experience Seekers were developed as part of the
process to developing the strategy.
Table 17.6: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism
Australia Defined Experiences for Cairns and Townsville Areas
Study Area

Vision is to...

Key Experience

Cairns CBD

…be a bustling port of call which introduces the
culture and character of North Queensland

The hero experience for the Cairns CBD is
being a part of the hub of activity where
visitors resupply, plan and organise their
expeditions to the world heritage reefs and
rainforests

Cairns Urban

...be where tourists meander and discover the
sites, attractions and glimpses of North
Queensland lifestyles

The Cairns Urban experience is just being a
tourist, visiting the tourist attractions and
tourist sites but also discovering the town,
landscape and local people

Atherton
Tablelands

...be widely regarded and recognised as a
destination for touring and exploration

The Atherton Tablelands hero experience is
losing oneself in the patchwork of
rainforests, farms, villages, lakes,
waterfalls, lodges and food producers
whilst meandering about the region

Innisfail Region

...be an ‘escape’ for touring and discovering the
working centre of the wet tropics

The Innisfail region hero experience is
discovering the working wet tropics, away
from the tourist crowds

Mission Beach

..live the secluded tropical dream

The Mission Beach hero experience is laidback and off the beaten track experiencing
tropical beaches, islands, reef, rainforest
and a few interesting locals

Daintree

...make every activity and experience indivisible
from nature and its influences

The hero experience is to feel completely
immersed within the rainforest world,
experiencing constant reminders from all
senses (sights, sounds, smells, touches) of
the presence of the rainforest

Port Douglas

...be a boutique resort town with an
aspirational reputation

The hero experience is the feeling of selfsatisfaction from holidaying in a famous
resort town exclusive enough that the rich
and famous come to relax and play

Townsville CBD

...be the North’s intimate centre for commerce
and lifestyle

The hero experience for Townsville CBD is
living in a small, thriving tropical city away
from tourists

Townsville Urban

...access the urban tropical lifestyle that locals
love

The key experience for the Townsville
urban area is being amongst contemporary
urban tropical Australia
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Study Area

Vision is to...

Key Experience

Magnetic Island

...be a unique sustainable and secluded bush
island community escape

The hero experience of Magnetic Island is
the feeling of escape into another world
with its quirky people and combination of
bush and tropical island

Burdekin

...be a thriving, contemporary rural community
and lifestyle

The key experience for the Burdekin is
experiencing the lifestyle of a
contemporary, thriving agricultural town

Charters Towers

...be a real country town of heritage, ghosts
and rural industry

The hero experience for Charters Towers is
absorbing the heritage and country flavour

Tully and
Hinchinbrook

...be a remote wildernesses for adventurous
nature-based tourists

The hero experience for Tully and
Hinchinbrook is adventuring in the wet
tropics wilderness

Source: AECgroup

Experience Development Plan Recommendations
The recommendations for improving the visitor experience in the Cairns–Townsville
region for Experience Seekers are diverse and extend into subjects that would not
normally be pursued as part of a tourism strategy. This is due to the unique interests and
characteristics of the Experience Seeker psychographic. Critical is that most Experience
Seekers are not satisfied by being ‘just tourists’ when they travel and instead seek to
immerse themselves within local communities, cultures and activities in an active and
participatory way. As such, for North Queensland to significantly improve its success with
this tourism market segment it must appreciate that local community and social
development is as necessary as opening up sights and attractions.
Community Development and Education
Recommendations for community development and education involve:


Making Communities Tourism Aware;



Great Communities in Which to Live are Great Communities to Visit;



Where, What, How and Why Guides;



Lifestyle North Queensland; and



Community Ambassadors.

These recommendations focus on building and accessing the special characteristics of
North Queensland’s communities.
Industry Education, Skills and Labour Requirements
Recommendations for industry education, skills and labour requirements involve:


Who is the International Experience Seeker?



Being Personal and Authentic Online; and



Quality and Accreditations.

The Experience Seeker is a valuable psychographic to pursue for tourism, however, it is
not always an easy market to understand or to successfully communicate too. There is a
general lack of understanding of this market in the North Queensland tourism
community.
Communication and Marketing
Recommendations for communication and marketing involve:


Where are the Experience Seekers of the Future?



Active and Accessible Online Community;



Real Experiences, Images and Stories;



Indigenous Knowledge and Context;
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Aspirational Port Douglas;



Generate Credible Opinions; and



Regional Destinations Live.

Experience Seekers are generally sceptical of marketing however they can be effectively
communicated to particularly through modern media and online, although this can be
resource intensive.
Commercial Opportunities
Recommendations for commercial opportunities involve:


Tourism / Industry Partnerships;



Small Operator Laws and Regulations Revision;



Bringing Life to Heritage Spaces; and



Individual Operators Co-operative.

Much of the North Queensland region has a well developed tourism industry and
commercial gaps are not numerous. From the perspective of International Experience
Seekers facilitating more ‘cottage industry’ operators that reflected local culture and
speciality interests in the region would be advantageous.
Product and Destination Development
Recommendations for product and destination development involve:


The Where, What, How and Why of Indigenous Experiences;



Finding North Queensland in the Cairns CBD;



Beginning the Reef and Rainforest Experience in Cairns;



Tully to Hinchinbrook Wilderness Adventures;



Experiencing Contemporary Indigenous Communities;



Food, Culture and North Queensland;



Daintree Wilderness Hero Experience;



Visit Self Sufficient Communities;



Tour Atherton Tablelands;



Mission Beach and Experiencing the Reef;



Beyond Just Reef and Rainforest;



White Mountains; and



Great Tropical Drive.

North Queensland contains a wealth of potential product and destinations of interest to
Experience Seekers and the core assets of reef and rainforest appeal as high quality and
of durable interest. However, there are many gaps in enabling the more in-depth
experiences associated with the region’s product and destinations that Experience
Seekers typically seek. Secondary and supporting experiences can also be weak from an
Experience Seekers perspective.
Planning and Architecture
Recommendations for planning and architecture involve:


Localising Streetscapes;



Guiding Built Character;



Tourism Free Areas;



Conserving Port Douglas; and
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Inseparable Daintree and Rainforest.

The recommendations do not aim to provide strict guidance to planning and architecture
in the North Queensland region but rather introduce International Experience Seeker
tourists as another factor in broader planning and design issues.

Implementation
An Experience Development Plan is a new approach to tourism development and
represents a departure from previous tourism strategies with its tight focus on one key
segment of the broader tourism market. Given the far-reaching scope of
recommendations in this plan a range of key stakeholders have been noted as being
relevant to achieving the outcomes sought. Many other stakeholders need to be
ultimately involved in implementing many of the strategies if outcomes are to be
maximised.
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan acts as a guiding document to
inform future work and actions by a range of private and public sector stakeholders both
within and beyond tourism stakeholders. It is not a strategy that can be implemented by
a single stakeholder in a serious of step-by-step actions. This is not an intentional
outcome but a result of the needs for the region to make significant improvements in its
appeal to International Experience Seekers.
Ultimately, Experience Seekers are most interested in visiting destinations which locals
love and actively make the most of their environment, assets, community and culture.
Experience Seekers want to feel part of local lifestyles and understand how locals enjoy
the region. The benefit of this need for broad reaching strategies is that success in
implementing them will also result in flow-on success across other interests, from
stronger and more liveable communities to improved destination reputation and appeal
with other types of tourists.
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18. Introduction
As part of the Australian Government’s National Long-term Tourism Strategy a
partnership between the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET), Tourism
Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and the
Wet Tropics Management Authority is seeking to develop a pilot Experience Development
Strategy (EDS) for the Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs. The Strategy aims to identify
existing and potential world class visitor experiences for Cairns and Townsville that
function as tourism hubs providing a combination of urban tourism experiences and a
base for a range of day trip experiences into the surrounding Wet Tropics and Great
Barrier Reef. It aims to outline how the region can innovate, improve and renew the
experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to remain a competitive destination.
As the EDS is also a pilot, it is also required that advice, lessons learnt and findings be
collected that will be used by the Destination Management Planning Working Group to
help with preparing best practice EDS’s for other locations.
It is required that the Strategy considers issues relating to products, facilities, services
and information for Experience Seekers including:


Commercial opportunities;



Access issues;



Investment potential;



Skills and labour requirements;



Conservation opportunities;



Marketing needs;



Visitor management issues;



Product development; and



Infrastructure requirements.

A Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit has already been completed. The EDS builds on
this audit for reef-based experiences and one more fundamental research undertaken
specifically to underpin the land-based opportunities development.

3.53

Purpose of this Report
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan outlines how the region can
innovate, improve and renew the experience for Experience Seeker tourists in order to
remain a competitive destination. It is important to reiterate that the plan is developed
specifically in the context of the International Experience Seeker psychographic, which
generally comprises 20% to 30% of international tourists. Hence some recommendations
may have minimal value for other tourist psychographics, although many are likely to be
beneficial for the development of broader tourism markets. Experience Seekers can be
considered ‘leading tourists’, in the sense that they are often the first wave of visitors to
a new and upcoming destination and that their opinions and views on destinations have a
powerful effect in influencing other types of tourist’s travel choices.

3.54

Approach and Methodology
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan builds on previous reports and work
prepared for the Experience Development Strategy including:


Experience Seeker Product Alignment Framework Report;



Cairns-Townsville Tourism Area Context Review Report;



Cairns-Townsville Experiences Audit Report;



Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit Report (EC3 Global, 2009);



Individual phone and person-to-person discussions with tourism industry operators
and representatives;
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Industry workshops conducted across the Cairns-Townsville tourism regions; and



Individual informal consultations with tourism operators, visitor information centres
and other tourism involved business across the Cairns-Townsville tourism regions.

Results from the above work and strategy directions have also been workshopped with
the Project Steering Committee consisting of representatives from the Wet Tropics
Management Authority, Tourism Queensland, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and
Townsville Enterprise Limited.

3.55

Study Area
The Cairns-Townsville Tourism Hubs study area is defined by the hubs of Cairns and
Townsville and the regions surrounding which are generally utilised for day-trips from
Cairns or Townsville.
For the Cairns Tourism Hub the study area has been defined to extend to Tully / Mission
Beach to the south, to the Atherton Tablelands to the West and Daintree to the north. For
the Townsville Tourism Hub the study area has been defined to extend to the Burdekin
Region to the south, Charters Towers to the west and Tully/ Mission Beach to the north.
The study regions are depicted in Figure 10.1 below.
Figure 18.1: Cairns and Townsville Tourism Hubs EDS Study Areas

Source: Google Earth, AECgroup

Inner reefs and islands which are generally visited as day-trips from Cairns or Townsville
are also considered, however outer reef areas and those accessed from outside of
Cairns/Port
Douglas
or
Townsville
areas
are
not.
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19. Review of Experiences Audit
The Cairns–Townsville Tourism Area Tourism Experiences Audit Report was developed as
an input to preparing this Plan. Development of the Audit included stakeholder workshops
and individual tourism industry stakeholder consultations and a detailed tourism product
audit to profile the each regions experience tourism products and markets.
A clear outcome from the Experiences Audit is that nature dominates the experiences
both available and sought by international tourists visiting the Cairns and Townsville
areas. Whilst seemingly too obvious a conclusion, the research and consultation
conducted for this study confirms that ‘reef and rainforest’ are overwhelmingly the
headline attractions for international tourists, with the reef the number one ‘must see’.
Baring extreme natural calamity, the same assets will still be the region’s dominant
tourism assets in a century’s time. Many of the experiences (though not all) sought by
international tourists coming to North Queensland are based around these two natural
assets.
Table 19.1 summarises the availability of Tourism Australia’s defined key experiences
relative to Experience Seeker indicators for the Cairns and Townsville areas.
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Table 19.1: General Experience Seeker Psychographic Indicators Alignment with Tourism Australia Defined Experiences for Cairns and Townsville Areas
Aboriginal
Australia

Nature in Australia

Outback Australia

Aussie Coastal
Lifestyle

Food and Wine

Australian Major
Cities

Australian
Journeys

Cairns CBD

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

N/A

Cairns Urban

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Atherton Tablelands

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Innisfail and Mission
Beach

Some Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Port Douglas and
Daintree Area

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability

Weak to Some
Experiences

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Weak to Some
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Townsville Urban

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Some Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Magnetic Island

Very Weak
Experiences

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

N/A

Clear Experience
Availability to Some
Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

N/A

Burdekin

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

Weak Experiences
to Some
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Weak Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Charters Towers

Some Experiences
to Weak Experiences

Some Experiences

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Weak to Very Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Tully and
Hinchinbrook

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

Some Experiences
to Clear Experience
Availability

N/A

Some Experiences

Very Weak to Weak
Experiences

N/A

Some Experiences

Study Area

Townsville CBD

Note: Scale is Very Weak Experiences, Weak Experiences, Some Experiences, Clear Experience Availability, Outstanding Experience Availability
Source: AECgroup
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3.56

Cairns Area & Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
‘Cairns’ and more notably the Cairns CBD is the key destination for the majority of
International visitors to the North and Far North Queensland regions. However, Cairns
itself is not the key tourism product of interest; rather this is the daytrips and
surrounding regions. Tourism product that has developed in Cairns is increasingly
isolated from locals, their culture, and their activities. The Cairns tourism industry has
become very effective at providing reasonable to excellent quality, packaged activities,
products and tours for tourists. This current product has the advantage of being easy to
plan, itemise, package and sell, and has been successful in the past. The issue from the
perspective of the International Experience Seeker is that it can be very hard in Cairns to
stop feeling like a tourist or holidaymaker. International Experience Seekers would rather
feel like a guest, traveller or voyager. They want to feel like they are seeing the real,
genuine and ‘hidden’ aspects of their destinations, warts and all. In Cairns itself, the
previous success and high levels of professionalism in much of the industry paradoxically
contributes to the destination being less attractive for the International Experience
Seeker. Furthermore, many locals in Cairns seek to escape from the ‘tourist scene’ and
so are often recreating in different areas and seeking not to interact with tourists in the
city.
The regions surrounding Cairns are generally considerably stronger in their appeal
(existing and potential) to International Experience Seekers. Indeed accessing the
regions (including the Great Barrier Reef) is the reason that most International
Experience Seekers would be spending time in Cairns itself. The regions generally have
more appeal to the International Experience Seeker because they have stronger
connections to nature, rural life, Indigenous culture and journeys. There is also some
appeal in that the regions are generally less developed and less tourism-focussed. From
an International Experience Seeker’s perspective, however, product and experiences of
interest in the regions can be patchy, with much of the industry developed around
achieving a ‘quick grab’ of the attention of more traditional types of tourists making short
visits from a base in Cairns.
Cairns, and also Port Douglas, are still the foremost destinations from which to
experience the Great Barrier Reef. Great Barrier Reef experiences for the Cairns and Port
Douglas areas are identified in the Great Barrier Reef Experiences Audit (EC3 Global,
2009) as:


Learn to dive and snorkel with a range of options including helmet dives;



The adrenalin package – skydiving, jet skiing, heli-tours;



The thrill of an encounter with marine life (including the Great 8) in the ‘wild’ on an
adventure dive;



Fishing adventures on the reef;



See where the rainforest meets the reef; and



Catch your first glimpse of the reef from above.

Whilst the current audit was focussed on terrestrial product, it has been clear through the
background research and consultations that the Great Barrier Reef is the clear dominant
asset for Cairns and much of its regions. This is just as true for International Experience
Seekers. The region successfully provides a range of options to experience the reef, from
short snorkelling trips on large, comfortable catamarans, to extended live-on-board
diving adventures that travel to relatively undiscovered and remote reef diving locations.

3.57

Townsville Area & Alignment with Great Barrier Reef Audit
In tourism terms the Townsville region is a strong contrast to the Cairns region. Tourist
numbers, particularly international tourists, are a fraction of Cairns’ numbers. Whilst the
Wet Tropics Management Area extends to the northern boundary of the Townsville urban
area, the city itself experiences much dryer winters and a less reliable wet season than
further north.
The Great Barrier Reef is a major contributor to the Townsville economy and lifestyle
(Townsville has the largest cluster of tropical reef researchers in the world), however,
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there are minimal opportunities for visitors to access the reef, other than some notable
more advanced diving tours. Townsville is home to Reef HQ (a reef aquarium) however
this mainly serves as an important supporting experience rather than a true hero
(attractor) experience. An issue for Townsville is that the reef is at least twice the
distance from port than it is from Mission Beach, Cairns or Port Douglas. This increases
the cost, complexity and risk of cancellations in running commercial operations to visit
the reef. Great Barrier Reef Experiences identified by EC3 Global (2009) for the
Townsville area are:


Have a ‘hands-on’ learning experience and contribute to the conservation of the
world’s largest living structure;



Actively contribute to the conservation of the reef;



Learn to dive / snorkel in one of the seven natural wonders of the world;



Experience natural events such as coral spawning; and



Get your thrills from a deep sea adventure dive.

Whilst from a low base, tourism in Townsville has grown at a respectable pace in recent
years. The lifestyle appeal of Townsville has improved dramatically in recent years (since
about 2000) with the improved lifestyle infrastructure and economic growth driving
Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) and business visitors, as well as traditional holiday
tourists.
The regions surrounding Townsville in general do not have a strong tourism focus. The
most tourism focused is Charters Towers, however the region is still dominated by
agriculture (primarily beef) and mining in its outlook.
Whilst Cairns’ tourism industry is too sterilised from the local people and culture to
appeal strongly to International Experience Seekers, much of the Townsville region is
hidden and difficult to access and interact with for international tourists. A small number
of international tourists will stay long periods in Townsville and seek to involve
themselves in the local lifestyle (behaviour characteristic of some Experience Seekers)
however a large number that do visit move on relatively quickly to other destinations.

3.58

Summary of Key Experiences
Table 19.2 and Table 19.3 summarise the core identified experiences of interest to
International Experience Seekers in a hierarchy from hero experiences of broad market
appeal, to supporting experiences of niche market appeal.
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Table 19.2: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Cairns Area
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Cairns CBD

The melting pot of tourists, migrants
and itinerants using Cairns as a base
to explore the reef and rainforest

 ‘Barefoot’ people / culture
 Setting / vista of the city / esplanade
and inlet
 Markets (though concern that they
decreasingly reflect a genuine North
Queensland culture)
 Tropical smells
 Compact, relatively well serviced CBD

 CBD that reflects North Queensland’s
culture, character and regional
offerings. CBD as an entree to the
region and its experiences
 Genuine interaction with North
Queensland locals
 Tropical Garden CBD
 Reflection of links to Papau New Guinea
and South East Asia
 Sense of links to history, town of
itinerants and migrants
 Positive interaction with Indigenous
people (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders)

The Cairns CBD itself has relatively little to
directly offer the International Experience
Seeker. There is a perception that Cairns CBD is
primarily a dormitory and sales desk for
experiences in the region, and the results of the
product audit largely confirm this.

Cairns Urban

Tropical Road Journey (as part of
larger regional touring routes)

 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Mix of Australian cultures (large
proportion of Cairns’ residents are
relatively recent migrants from
elsewhere in Australia)
 Tropical Gardens (e.g. Botanic Gardens,
Sugarworld Gardens)
 Northern Beaches and beachside
communities
 Rainforest experiences (though many
considered ‘shallow’ and overpackaged)
 Classic tourist attractions (Zoos, tours,
shops)

 Local lifestyle immersion

The Cairns Urban area has much to offer
tourists. From an International Experience
Seeker’s perspective, much of the available
product and experiences are perceived as high
quality, but sterilised from the Cairns
community and culture. It would appear the
sterilisation of the industry has occurred both
as the industry has sought to develop more
professional and packaged product and as
locals have sought to escape the ‘tourist scene’
as it has grown in dominance in the city.

Atherton
Tablelands

Immersion in tropical highlands / hill
country atmosphere (mist, rainforest,
farms, wildlife)

 Touring Atherton Tablelands (carbased) diverse landscapes (rainforests,
lakes, waterfalls, towns, landscape,
heritage, agriculture and food areas)
 Wildlife interactions
 Adventure sports and events
 Camping
 Swimming in lakes, creeks and rivers
 Markets

 In-depth rainforest experiences
 Other forms of touring (cycle, walk,
horse-riding, etc)
 Interaction with local Indigenous
people, culture and history
 Adventure sports and events

The Atherton Tablelands is foremost a nature
destination, however it presents a large
diversity of landscapes and experiences. Some
parts of the Atherton Tablelands have a strong
tourist presence (particularly Kuranda) however
the majority of the region displays a mix of
farmers, lifestyle settlers and visitors. Visitation
to the Atherton Tablelands has traditionally
been dominated by inter-regional tourists.
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Innisfail and
Mission
Beach Area

Laid-back tropical beach, islands, reef
and water activities

 Nature interactions (wildlife)
 History (architecture and culture, e.g.
pubs, Innisfail CBD)
 Extreme / adventure activities (white
water rafting, skydive)
 Swimming and walking waterholes,
creeks and rivers
 Warm rain
 Journey through tropical landscape

 Local community (eccentrics, artists,
health and wellbeing, accommodation
of wildlife into lifestyles)
 Indigenous culture and farm discovery
 Food and produce
 Innisfail region Italian Culture

The Innisfail and Mission Beach area present a
relatively good potential alignment with
International Experience Seeker interests. The
focus of the area is Mission Beach, which has
traditionally been one of the destinations that
North Queenslanders holiday at. Mission
Beach’s major appeal (the laid-back and
secluded feel) is not always maintained.
The Innisfail and hinterland part of this area
has no clear tourism centre. This is not
necessarily an issue for Experience Seekers,
provided the region is able to be experienced as
day-trips or as a touring region.

Port Douglas

Boutique tropical resort town, base
to reef and rainforest







From an International Experience Seeker
perspective Port Douglas does not have
clear underdeveloped experiences. The
only observation is that there is a need to
protect the character of the destination if it
desired that it continues to work for
International Experience Seekers.

Port Douglas presents a very different tourist
proposition to the other areas considered in this
audit. It is the most successful destination in
the study in appealing to the ‘Stylish Traveller’
and the town is clearly foremost about tourism.
At the same time, the majority of Port
Douglas’s development has not detracted from
a sense of North Queensland character. Port
Douglas is arguably the most successful
destination in this study for appealing to
international visitors for its destination value,
rather than as primarily a base to explore the
reef and rainforest. There is a clear need is to
protect and build on its existing successes.

Daintree Area

Immersion in nature - world-famous,
ancient rainforest

 Wildlife interactions
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest

 Community character - eccentricity and
creativeness
 Tune to nature’s cycles
 Indigenous culture and interpretation of
the rainforest
 Involvement, interaction with rainforest
research and learning
 Wet season experience (‘Rainforest in
the rain’)

The Daintree area has developed credibility in
containing some of the highest quality
rainforest in the world. From an International
Experience Seeker’s there are some excellent
products in the area, however most are
relatively shallow. There is also the impression
driving through much of the Daintree that it
presents a lot of cheap and cheerful products
and experiences rather than the in-depth
experiences one may expect to find from an
internationally recognised wilderness.

Dining and shopping
Resort Town beach
Resort Activities (golf, spas, etc)
People watching / spotting
Lifestyle town culture

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
Source: AECgroup

2
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Table 19.3: Summary of Identified Existing and Potential Experiences for the Townsville Area
Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Townsville
CBD

No existing hero experiences have
been noted for the Townsville CBD.
Whilst a small number of
international tourists spend a
significant amount of time in the
Townsville CBD, for the vast majority
it is a side-trip or overnight stop on
the way to something else.

 Immersion in an authentic Australian
tropical city, built for locals to enjoy –
access local lifestyle
 Events for locals (sports, festivals)
 Being served by locals, experiencing
with locals rather than other tourists
 Reef education and interpretation
 North Queensland pride
 Escape the tourist scene
 Evening walks (Castle Hill, Strand, etc)

 Immersion in a small, vibrant and
authentic Australian tropical city
 Genuine local interactions (locals able
and prepared to explain region)
 Indigenous experiences
 Interaction with local knowledge
community (academics and
researchers)

The Townsville CBD is the focus of tourism to
the region and where almost all international
tourists who spend time in the region gravitate
to at some point. Unfortunately Townsville’s
CBD has deteriorated significantly since the
1980s and has been poorly utilised even by
locals. Significant revitalisation investments
have been made in the Townsville CBD in
recent years, however it is too early to note if
this is having a significant impact on tourism.

Townsville
Urban Area

No existing hero experiences for
International Experience Seekers
have been identified for the
Townsville Urban area.

 Community Events (e.g. sporting
matches, festivals)
 Swimming in waterholes and creeks
 Bush camping / rough beach camping
 Northern Beaches
 Birdwatching (Paluma)
 Rainforest wildlife and immersion
(Paluma)

 ‘Beach hut culture’
 Inshore boating and islands (Cape
Cleveland to Palm Group)

The Townsville Urban area generally has very
little product offering for tourists. A number of
attractive natural attractions exist which some
self-drive international tourists access.

Magnetic
Island

Tropical Island ‘Escape’ Community







 Truly sustainable / self-sufficient
holiday community

Magnetic Island has traditionally functioned as
a holiday island for North Queensland residents.
This function has declined over recent years
whilst visitation from the rest of Australia and
international visitors has increased, but not to
the level that would compensate the reduction
in inter-regional visitors.
Magnetic Island has a limited range of tourism
experiences available, some of which is indepth but much of which is keyed into
providing limited activities for inter-regional
visitors. The core product for Magnetic Island is
the setting of much of its accommodation that
immerses an escape holiday lifestyle into a
bush island setting.

Wildlife interactions
Secluded tropical island beaches
Island time
Alternative / eccentric locals
Landscape (Boulders, hoop pines and
sea)
 Do meet local people
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Focus Region

Key Existing Hero Experiences1

Key Existing Supporting Experiences2

Identified Underdeveloped
Experiences

Notes

Burdekin

No existing hero experiences from
the perspective of International
Experience Seekers have been
identified.






Farming culture
Bush camping
Cane fires
Working, thriving contemporary country
town
 Fishing, gathering and hunting






The Burdekin region is a highly agriculture
focussed region with minimal tourism product.
Mostly, the region does not consider itself to
have an interest in tourism. The region does
experience an inflow of international
backpackers each year and there is also a
reasonable level of camping and caravanning in
the region by inter-regional and inter-state
visitors.

Charters
Towers

Immersion in country, ghosts and
heritage (‘stay in an old pub at
night’)

 See real cowboys walking down the
street
 See horse sports events where most of
the spectators are locals
 Spend time on a working cattle station;
 Local events (e.g. Goldfield Ashes)
 Bush camping
 Real-life bush town (main street)

 White Mountains (nature, landscape
and indigenous experiences)*
 Locals that engage and inform tourists
 Mining industry and heritage
exploration

Charters Towers is the most tourist focussed of
the Townsville regions, however tourism is still
a relatively minimal contributor to the local
economy and environment compared to much
of the Cairns region.
The primary experiences of Charters Towers
relate to its mining and heritage, and the
country town atmosphere. There is some
evidence that both domestic and international
tourists are increasingly seeking inland Australia
experiences, and Charters Towers seems to be
benefiting from this.

Tully and
Hinchinbrook
Area

Hinchinbrook Island








 Inshore boating – Hinchinbrook
Channel and islands
 Migrant culture (Italian, Finnish,
Kannaka)

The Tully and Hinchinbrook area is noted for a
number of highly recognised natural assets but
relatively minimal tourism activity compared to
the regions further north. Most of the natural
attractions serve as side-trips or day-tours for
independently travelling international visitors.
Tully Gorge and Wallaman Falls are particularly
popular detours for travellers. Hinchinbrook
Island is noted as being a significant (but
niche) attractor of international visitors in its
own right.
Tully and Hinchinbrook also attract significant
numbers of domestic and intra-regional
tourists, with fishing and camping the major
drawcards.

Wallaman Falls
Tully Gorge
Wetlands
Fishing and crabbing
Birdwatching
Swimming in rivers and creeks
(waterholes)

Wetlands and wildlife
Hut culture
Italian / Greek migrant culture
Sugar Mill

1

Experiences that are considered to be significant enough to drive International Experience Seekers to visit the region.
Experiences that are not considered in themselves significant enough to attract International Experience Seekers, however would likely significantly add to the experience of the region (and resulting satisfaction with the
visit).
* Note: White Mountains is just beyond the ‘daytrippable’ area of this study (similar to Undara Lava Tubes) but has the potential to be a significant hero experience in its own right that impacts on Charters Towers.
Source: AECgroup

2
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20. Key Issues in Developing Experiences
A range of general issues to the performance of the tourism sector in the CairnsTownsville tourism areas have been raised and explored through the process of
developing the Experience Development Strategy. Core issues which are noted as
particularly significant to the industry’s potential success with International Experience
Seekers are discussed below.

3.59

Cost of Business & Product Delivery
In 2010 the International Monetary Fund (IMF) ranked Australia as having the 7th highest
GDP per capita in the world and the CIA World Factbook ranked Australia as the 6th
highest country in GDP per capita term. The only countries with a higher GDP per capita
according to the IMF were Luxembourg, Norway, Qatar, Switzerland, United Arab
Emirates and Denmark. Australian GDP per capita was 17.5% higher than the USA, 30%
higher than Japan, 37% higher than Germany, 54% higher than the United Kingdom and
73% higher than New Zealand. These differences are likely even greater at the time of
writing (mid 2011) due to the strengthening Australian dollar.
The reality is that by world standards Australians are very wealthy. Businesses are
expensive to buy and develop, wages are expensive and regulations and procedures are
relatively strict. Australia is a long haul destination for most of our key markets to travel
to. In comparison to competing destinations Australia is expensive to get to, expensive to
get around and expensive to do things once here. Throughout the consultations
conducted for the preparation of this study there was consistent feedback that
international visitors were commenting that Australia was more expensive than they
expected. There is also some feeling from visitors that many of the country’s assets are
locked up or excessively charged to access. This can be perceived as mean-spirited from
a country which is expected to be wealthy enough to invest heavily in public
infrastructure and publicly accessible goods.
Australia’s economic outlook is relatively robust and there are no indications that the cost
of an Australian visit will get significantly cheaper for international tourists in the short or
medium term. Rather, industry needs to appreciate how international tourists perceive
Australia in terms of costs and standards and deliver product and experiences
accordingly. A common mindset may be that Australia is competing at a cost level similar
to New Zealand, Canada or maybe the United Kingdom whereas in reality Australia is
more like Norway or Switzerland in terms of costs within the country and is significantly
more expensive to get to for many source markets. An Australian holiday is beyond what
is affordable for most households in the developed world. In choosing Australia visitors
are foregoing a large range of cheaper and easier destinations.

3.60

Access
The Cairns-Townsville tourism area’s hero and secondary experiences (and many of its
supporting experiences) are derived from the region’s natural assets. However, access
into many of the region’s best natural assets is difficult and / or restricted to a relatively
superficial level. For tourism operators, gaining access approvals to develop new
infrastructure into natural areas or even to operate tours is perceived as time-consuming,
troublesome and expensive. As a result, most tour operators travel between the same
features on the fringes of the real assets, many of which are fully and easily accessible to
the general public. The opportunity for tours to access exclusive areas of public
wilderness, something that would be of unique business value, is limited. The result can
be perceived as poor value by International Experience Seekers.
There are genuine reasons for some of the difficulties developing access to North
Queensland’s natural areas. Australia expects, and is able to afford, a high level of
environmental responsibility and takes a very low risk approach to any development or
activity that may impact on its natural systems. This is an advantage to the point that it
provides a high level of security that the very natural assets that drive the region’s
tourism industry will be preserved. Many of North Queensland’s natural assets may only
be accessed through private land, and most landholders are unwilling to except the risks
of having public access through their properties. Lastly, the cost of developing and
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maintaining infrastructure in the tropics, with events such as cyclones, floods and
vegetation growth rates that quickly overtake neglected trails, is excessive compared to
many other parts of the world.
None-the-less, the perception can be for international tourists that much of North
Queensland is held closely and not to be shared. This contrasts to destinations such as
the USA, which generally provides a very high level of public accessibility to its natural
attractions.

3.61

Impediments to Authenticity, Spontaneity & Innovation
Australia has some of the strictest regulations regarding the establishment and conduct
of business activities in the world. This is especially the case for tourism businesses
seeking to operate in the natural areas that are North Queensland’s most important
tourism assets. The upside of the high level of regulation is that products and services
provided in Australia are generally very safe, reliable and responsible.
The downside to the high level of regulation is that only relatively well resourced
businesses can work through all of the barriers to entry. Potential tourism providers that
may have strong skills of interest to the tourist market may not have the skills or interest
in working through detailed regulations, particularly for an unproven business idea. As
the cost and time burden of entering some business types is considerable, less risks are
taken in trying to develop and invest in growing new products and experiences. The
result can be an industry that gravitates towards providing the same tried and tested
low-risk formulas, and therefore struggles to innovate and take advantage of new
opportunities and market directions. Innovation is also stifled by the nature of detailed
regulations, which often struggle to deal with new or different approaches to those
considered in their design. This result is apparent in parts of the Cairns and Townsville
tourism industry.
There is precedent in deliberately minimising the burden of establishing businesses in
order to nurture innovation, risk-taking and development of a more interesting product
mix for consumers. One of the best known examples in Australia is the Victorian Liquor
Control Reform Act of 1998, which dramatically cut the costs and burdens of establishing
small bars in Victoria. The resulting proliferation of small bars across the laneways and
alleys of Melbourne has been hailed a major success and is partly behind a major renewal
of tourist interest in Melbourne. Almost every state in Australia has now tried to replicate
the Melbourne example with new liquor licensing laws, to varying degrees of success. It
would appear that many of the reforms in other states have not been prepared to
liberalise their laws to the same degree as Victoria, and hence the pace of development
and innovation of new bars has been subsequently lower.

3.62

Community Attitudes to Tourism
International Experience Seekers place high value on opportunities to interact with local
people in a genuine way. Through interacting with locals, Experience Seekers hope to be
less tourists and more travellers or guests, and hope to learn more about the day-to-day
lifestyles of the people at the places they visit.
Many areas in the Cairns and Townsville tourism area have low community interest in
tourists. A number of communities give regular feedback that ‘they don’t want to be a
tourist town’ or ‘tourism doesn’t really matter here’. In some of the local economies
where tourism is a major contributor, many locals can appear to resent the presence of
tourists and the tourism industry.
As a result the tourist experience, particularly in some of the more mature destinations
such as Cairns, can be of inhabiting a ‘parallel universe’ of tourism accommodation,
tourism tours, tourism focussed eateries and tourism workers (many of which may be
itinerants to the area themselves). The visitor experience is easily sterilised from the
general community and local community, lifestyles and activities in a ‘tourist bubble’.
This ‘tourism bubble’ is acceptable to International Experience Seekers where it is an
expected and integral part of the destination and experience. For example, few people,
Experience Seekers included, would expect interaction with locals to be a feature of a
visit to Port Douglas or Noosa (these are seen as high quality tourist-driven towns)
although these destinations can present a type of ‘expatriate’ community of regular
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visitors and lifestyle residents in a genuine fashion. For some destinations, for example
Las Vegas, the scale and nature of the tourism bubble is in large part the hero experience
itself, even for Experience Seeker types. However, if visiting a destination such as the
Tuscany region (Italy) or the South Island of New Zealand, being left with the impression
of not being allowed to go beyond the tourism bubble is unsavoury for the International
Experience Seeker.
Probably the most important thing is to deliver an experience consistent with
expectations. For parts of North Queensland, there is a gap between expectations and
experiences for many visitors. This raises two possible solutions, either bring visitors
expectations in line with reality, or change the visitor experience.

3.63

Market Feedback Inefficiency
For many international tourists, even the relatively wealthy and regular travellers that
typify International Experience Seekers, a visit to Australia is a trip of a lifetime and not
likely to be repeated – or only repeated after a long absence.
Most international visitors will have little in-depth knowledge of the range of products and
experiences available in their next destination. They are likely to use a relatively shallow
pool of information, viewed through the additional barriers of an unfamiliar environment,
culture and often language, to decide on their itinerary. Experience Seekers conduct
more detailed research, but it is still hard for them to gather detailed information on
aspects of their destination from afar. As such, there is a persistent information
irregularity where the seller (the Cairns and Townsville tourism industry) knows far more
about the product it is providing than the buyer (the stream of mostly one-off
international visitors).
There is little direct market feedback in terms of regular customers of tourism
experiences returning to those operations, attractions and experiences that best meet
their desires. International Experience Seekers rely heavily on word-of-mouth, reviews
and the like to make their decisions. However if an International Experience Seeker visits
Destination A and undertakes Tour X that doesn’t meet their needs their feedback is
likely to be ‘Went to Destination A and did a tour that was shallow and touristy’ or ‘Went
to Destination A and it was shallow and touristy’. It is very unlikely that the feedback
would be along the lines of ‘Went to Destination A and took a tour that wasn’t my thing,
but I still recommend that your go because there are probably other tours that I didn’t do
which are better’.
The usual market mechanisms do not work efficiently where there is low repeat visitation
and information transfer between actual and potential customers is not efficient. Even
traditional market feedback mechanisms conducted by many operators are not likely to
pick up the issues of dissatisfaction by International Experience Seekers for two reasons:
1.

Many international tourists are quite polite and are not inclined to give negative
feedback; and

2.

International Experience Seekers are generally experienced travellers with a good
sense of value and quality. Although a tour / product / experience may not meet their
expectations, they are likely to judge that the product is good for what it is (i.e. suits
other types of tourists) even though it was too shallow / touristy in terms of what
they were really looking for.

The key learning is that for the Cairns and Townsville tourism areas, which represent a
‘trip of a lifetime’ for most international visitors, classic free-market mechanisms will be
inefficient in driving the tourism industry to maximise its service style to the international
tourism market. Perhaps the good news is that evolving information media and
communication methods online is improving the opportunity to both reduce information
flow inefficiencies and access improved preference information directly from source
markets.

3.64

Previous Tourism Development Trends
The most developed and mature tourism industry in the Cairns and Townsville tourism
areas is located on the coastal strip between the Cairns CBD and Port Douglas (including
Kuranda and reef trips). Through the 1990s in particular many in the industry in this area
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focused on developing product to suit its core market, relative short stay and itinerated
tourists from Japan. Whilst there has always been a significant market from international
visitors from other countries, the Japanese market was the largest single component, and
therefore had the most powerful impact on the style of tourism product developed.
The Cairns industry was largely very successful in developing a tourism experience for
Japanese itineraries in the 1990’s. However, the Japanese market has since declined and
younger Japanese have changing tourism preferences. The product and experiences so
successfully developed is not as suited to other markets, and generally is not of high
appeal to International Experience Seekers. Newer developing markets in Asia have
significantly different desires and expectations to the 1990’s Japanese market, and hence
have not grown to replace the declining Japanese market.
Parts of the Cairns based tourism industry in particular has been so successful in meeting
the needs of an older Japanese market, that it is somewhat locked into a product and
itinerary style that is not always a particularly good match for the International
Experience Seeker.

3.65

Competition from Other Destinations
Cairns was one of the first destinations in the world to succeed in leveraging its reef and
rainforest assets for large-scale tourism in the late 1980s and 1990s. Since this time, a
host of destinations in Asia, the Pacific and South America have aggressively pursued the
international tourism market and many have looked to Cairns for inspiration. The
successful developments and products that Cairns pioneered have now been replicated
around the world.
For International Experience Seekers, who seek more in-depth and genuine experiences
than conventional tourists, North Queensland’s international competitor destinations are
increasingly offering experiences that better address their needs. They are generally able
to do so more easily and cheaper than Australia with lower wages, costs and regulatory
hurdles. For example, whilst many rainforest tours in North Queensland have been
successful, they are based around a single or half day. Destinations in South East Asia
and South America now offer 3-7 day tours or longer marketed as complete immersion
experiences. These tours often incorporate a range of activities such as hiking, biking,
rafting, kayaking, boat tours and vehicle trips to move to different locations each night.
Whilst North Queensland can argue that its rainforests and reefs are unique, to a
potential Experience Seeker from the northern hemisphere the rainforests of Borneo,
Costa Rica or the Amazon are every bit as unique and exotic as those of North
Queensland.
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21. Vision by Precincts
Queensland’s current global tourism brand is Queensland, Where Australia Shines.
Tropical North Queensland also has a specific global tourism brand Adventurous by
Nature.
In order to prepare this strategy, the Cairns-Townsville tourism area was broken down
into a number of tourism precincts. Visions for each of these precincts that encapsulates
the personality and character that appeals to Experience Seekers were developed as part
of the process to developing the strategy.

Cairns CBD
The vision for the Cairns CBD is to be a bustling port of call which introduces the
culture and character of North Queensland.
The hero experience for the Cairns CBD is being a part of the hub of activity where
visitors resupply, plan and organise their expeditions to the world heritage reefs and
rainforests.
Lonely Planet describes Cairns as ‘unashamedly a tourist town’. The tourist town feel is
irrevocably a part of the Cairns experience, and should be enhanced and taken to the
level of a world class tropical destination rather than rejected in any artificial attempt to
make Cairns a homely town.

Cairns Urban
The vision for the Cairns Urban area is to be where tourists meander and discover
the sites, attractions and glimpses of North Queensland lifestyles.
The Cairns Urban experience is just being a tourist, visiting the tourist attractions and
tourist sites but also discovering the town, landscape and local people.
Even Experience Seekers enjoy traditional tourist attractions at times and in the right
context. However the Cairns Urban experience is not judged to be of the level of true
hero experience now, or in the foreseeable future, in the context of International
Experience Seeker.
The Cairns Urban area is relatively large and diverse. It contains a large number of
traditional tourist assets and attractions, many of which are very good in their own ways,
and also in parts introduces the local suburban tropical lifestyle. The stand-out area is the
Cairns CBD to Port Douglas route, which is a classic tour in itself and offers a multitude of
traditional tourist and non-touristy attractions and detours along the way.

Atherton Tablelands
The vision for the Atherton Tablelands is to be widely regarded and recognised as a
destination for touring and exploration.
The Atherton Tablelands hero experience is losing oneself in the patchwork of rainforests,
farms, villages, lakes, waterfalls, lodges and food producers whilst moseying about the
region.
The Atherton Tablelands is not best experienced as a side-trip or a day-trip; however this
seems to be how many international tourists to the region attempt to access it. Rather it
presents a combination of parts that should be sampled over a tour to create the
Atherton Tablelands experience. For the Atherton Tablelands the hero experience is
contained in the process of the touring itself, just as the Great Ocean Road region or the
south of France are recognised as regions to be toured rather than visited. The rolling
vistas and pleasant ‘eternal spring’ tropical highlands climate add to the appeal of touring
the Atherton Tablelands.
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Innisfail Region
The vision for the greater Innisfail area is to be an ‘escape’ for touring and
discovering the working centre of wet tropics.
The Innisfail region experience is discovering the working wet tropics, away from the
tourist crowds.

Mission Beach
The vision for Mission Beach is to live the secluded tropical dream.
The Mission Beach hero experience is the laid-back and off the beaten track experience of
tropical beaches, islands, reef, rainforest and a few interesting locals

Daintree
The vision of the Daintree to appeal to the International Experience Seeker is to make
every activity and experience indivisible from nature and its influences.
The hero experience is to feel completely immersed within the rainforest world,
experiencing constant reminders from all senses (sights, sounds, smells, touches) of the
presence of the rainforest.
With a little time and help interpreting the surroundings, visitors can hope to begin to
become attuned to the rainforests rhythms and cycles.

Port Douglas
The vision for Port Douglas is to be a boutique resort town with an aspirational
reputation.
The hero experience is the feeling of self-satisfaction from holidaying in a famous resort
town exclusive enough that the rich and famous come to relax and play.
All of the trappings of a true resort town – excellent food, shopping, resorts, spas, etc are
implicit as part of the Port Douglas experience – they do not need to be promoted
strongly in themselves. Port Douglas also happens to be a superior base from which to
tour the reef and rainforest – ideally in style.

Townsville CBD
The vision for the Townsville CBD is to be North Queensland’s contemporary capital
reflecting the region’s strength of economy and lifestyle.
The hero experience for Townsville CBD is living in a small, thriving tropical city away
from tourists.
It is likely to take some time for this experience to develop to significant hero level of
International Experience Seekers. The key interest for International Experience Seekers
in Townsville is the local contemporary culture, activity and vibrancy reflected in the CBD,
rather than any attraction per se. This local activity and vibrancy is not yet fully
developed. Townsville is home to a multitude of industries, including the largest cluster of
tropical marine researchers in the world. Whilst in Cairns visitors can see the reef as a
tourist, in Townsville they may be able to learn about the reef from the scientists
studying it.

Townsville Urban
The vision for the Townsville urban area is to access the urban tropical lifestyle that
locals love.
The key experience for the Townsville urban area is being amongst contemporary urban
tropical Australia.
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This experience is unlikely to act as a true hero experience for any significant numbers of
International Experience Seekers in the foreseeable future. For International Experience
Seekers the Townsville Urban Area is where it is possible to escape the tourist trail and
immerse oneself in the grain and detail of contemporary urban Australia. Townsville has a
diverse economy with education, defence, regional services, research, manufacturing and
trade prominent. This broad-based economy forms a backdrop to a genuine experience
for visitors where they can escape the tourist scene.

Magnetic Island
The key vision for Magnetic Island is to be a unique sustainable and secluded bush
island community escape.
The hero experience of Magnetic Island is the feeling of escape into another world with its
quirky people and combination of bush and tropical island.
Magnetic Island has a clearly unique landscape and community. The sense of its
uniqueness and disconnection from the mainland is part of its character, and is generally
well captured by the accommodation options on the Island. Further enhancement of the
Island’s unique character is expected through measures to make it more self-sufficient in
energy and other needs.

Burdekin
The vision for the Burdekin is to be a thriving, contemporary rural community and
lifestyle.
The key experience for the Burdekin is experiencing the lifestyle of a contemporary,
thriving agricultural town.
The Burdekin is unlikely to develop true hero experiences status for International
Experience Seekers in the foreseeable future. However, it is not without interest to
International Experience Seekers already in the region. The Burdekin has the largest and
most consistent sugar growing area in North Queensland and is also a significant
producer of fruit and vegetable crops. Much of its potential for International Experience
Seekers is currently hidden and underutilised.

Charters Towers
The vision for Charters Towers is to be a real country town of heritage, ghosts and
rural industry.
The hero experience for Charters Towers is absorbing the heritage and country flavour.
Charters Towers has increasingly captured the interest of visitors with its heritage and
mining industry the key attraction. The history of Charters Towers has been relatively
well preserved and antique fittings and equipment can be found throughout the town with
little searching. It is also increasingly attracting international visitors, although from a
relatively low base. Charters Towers is able to provide an authentic country Australia
atmosphere, with people wearing hats and big belts everyday sights walking through the
streets.

Tully & Hinchinbrook
The vision for the Tully and Hinchinbrook area is to be a remote wildernesses for
adventurous nature-based tourists.
The hero experience for Tully and Hinchinbrook is adventuring in the wet tropics
wilderness.
The Tully and Hinchinbrook area has some relatively well recognised tourism assets, but
overall the region is relatively undiscovered by international visitors. This extends to both
its cultural and natural values. The region has some of the wildest wilderness areas in the
study including Hinchinbrook Island and Girringun National Park.
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22. Experience Development Plan
The recommendations outlined below present an ambitious suite of strategies and actions
to support the Cairns-Townsville tourism region in improving its appeal to International
Experience Seekers. Strategies have been developed within the overarching
considerations of the psychographic preferences of Experience Seekers.

3.66

Community Development & Education

22.1.1 Making Communities Tourism Aware
Community Development and Education

Recommendation 1
Making Communities Tourism Aware
Broad Aims:

 To improve understanding within North Queensland of the role and benefits of
tourism to the local economy and community.
 To improve understanding within North Queensland of the expectations and
desires of tourists when visiting their communities.

Target Experiences:

 Secondary experiences improvement for all types of International Experience
Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Tourism Queensland.
 Local Governments (Burdekin Shire Council, Townsville City Council, Charters
Towers Regional Council, Palm Island Council, Hinchinbrook Shire Council,
Cassowary Coast Regional Council, Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council, Cairns
Regional Council and Tablelands Regional Council).

Intended Outcome:

 Communities across North Queensland possessing a stronger and more accurate
understanding of the contribution of tourism.

Tourism constitutes a significant to major industry across the Cairns-Townsville region.
Even those areas which generally consider their level of tourism activity to be minimal
often have tourism industries at or above the national average in terms of contribution to
the local economy. Additionally, tourism activity sustains infrastructure and community
assets that are of significant benefit to the lifestyles of local residents.
Some of the areas which have a high reliance on tourism also have high levels of
indifference or even attitudes that can be perceived as antagonistic to tourists.
Communities are perfectly entitled to pursue a future without tourism (or with minimal
tourism) if that suits the majority of the community. However such a decision needs to
be taken by communities within the full light of understanding the associated impacts and
consequences.
International Experience Seekers are more sensitive than other tourist psychographics to
the attitudes of local communities, as they highly value the opportunity to interact with
local people and communities in a genuine way. Communities that want to grow their
appeal to International Experience Seekers need to consider how the community presents
and interacts with tourists.
For communities that embrace tourism, there is need to improve understanding of what
tourists, particularly in target psychographics such as Experience Seekers, are expecting
and seeking from the destinations they visit. There is a role to work with local
governments to increase the awareness of the relevance and importance of tourism
within communities across North Queensland.
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22.1.2 Great Communities in Which to Live are Great Communities to Visit
Community Development and Education

Recommendation 2
Great Communities in Which to Live are Great
Communities to Visit
Aims:

 To strengthen community culture and social capital across North Queensland.
 To better recognise and reflect the contributing cultures and groups within
communities.

Target Experiences:

 Secondary experiences improvement for all types of International Experience
Seeker.
 For fringes/niches of the International Experience Seeker market, North
Queensland community may become a hero experience.

Key Stakeholders:

 Local Governments (Burdekin Shire Council, Townsville City Council, Charters
Towers Regional Council, Palm Island Council, Hinchinbrook Shire Council,
Cassowary Coast Regional Council, Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council, Cairns
Regional Council and Tablelands Regional Council).

Intended Outcome:

 Stronger sense of community, local culture and community values that translates
into more inviting and engaging communities to visit.

International Experience Seekers value genuine experiences and interaction with the
environment and communities that they visit. Communities that are strong, active,
vibrant and connected in themselves will also be seen as more enjoyable, interesting and
welcoming for Experience Seeker tourists. The term ‘social capital’ is used loosely here to
describe the intangible social networks, social norms, goodwill and fellowships that form
a tangibly strong community.
Communities with strong social capital have a strong basis to build their appeal to
International Experience Seekers. Furthermore, strong communities may feel that their
identities are less threatened by tourists, and therefore be more comfortable with and
engaged with visitors. International Experience Seekers rely strongly on independent
reviews, blogs and word-of-mouth to learn about potential destinations to visit and by
these means incorporate perceptions on relatively intangible factors such as social capital
into their decision process. Therefore, whilst not traditionally seen as a tourism
development activity, from the perspective of a strategy for International Experience
Seekers, community culture and social capital development is both a valid and highly
important pursuit.
The needs for building community culture and social capital vary significantly across the
communities of North Queensland. Some communities feel that they are rapidly losing
their rural, migrant and/or Indigenous cultures where other communities are feeling that
they are falling behind in maintaining a strong community spirit in the face of strong
migration from elsewhere in Australia. Community culture and social capital development
needs to be led from the community level, with a role for stakeholders from the State
and Federal level, including from tourism, to act in support.
TripAdvisor Review – from Port Douglas, sometime in the future
We went to the Esplanade Markets yesterday – it was a wonderful day! There were local
performances and some gorgeous locally made art and jewellery. There’s a great
community spirit about the place. I had a long conversation with one of the designers
about her life in this part of the world. She recommended we stop in at one of her
favourite restaurants – a little off the beaten track, and tell them that she had
recommended it. ‘They’ll hook you up with some good people to take you out too’.
It was just what we needed! The community have been very welcoming during our stay.
We will definitely be back again!
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22.1.3 Where, What, How and Why Guides
Community Development and Education

Recommendation 3
Where, What, How and Why Guides
Aims:

 To develop detailed and objective guides to key features of interest to International
Experience Seekers.

Target Experiences:

 To improve understanding of, and reduce perceived barriers to accessing, the full
range of hero, secondary and supporting experiences.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Advance Cairns.
 Large number of regional and State stakeholders required to support the
development of content for the Guidebooks.

Intended Outcome:

 Detailed guides to North Queensland the serve as references to the depth, detail
and diversity of experiences in the region to both visitors and residents.

Solid information of any depth regarding the North Queensland region can be surprisingly
hard to find and access. Particularly for Far North Queensland, information is
overwhelmed by tourism sales brochures and websites, that are attention grabbing, but
provide very little to help the International Experience Seeker gain, or know where to
look for, the more in-depth understanding of the region and its people that they seek.
Other information on the region is relatively scattered, and finding information on specific
needs can be difficult and necessitate consulting several, seemingly unrelated sources.
International Experience Seekers rely heavily on neutral sources such as reviews, blogs
and word-of-mouth in deciding on destinations to visit. However actual information
gathering about a destination will include substantive reviews of traditional media and
information sources. International Experience Seekers generally take more time to learn
about and understand a destination than other types of tourists. As strong value-seekers,
they want to ensure that they get the most from their visit by ensuring they are exposed
to the best experiences possible.
A large portion of North Queensland’s residents, particularly in Townsville and Cairns, are
also relatively recent migrants to the region. Many of these people have a relatively
limited understanding of what the region has to offer. It is common to ask a North
Queensland resident about what there is to do, and get only a very limited list of the
most obvious tourist attractions.
Developing detailed guidebooks to the region would be a major exercise, however would
lay the foundations to a more informed community and a more complete visitor
experience in North Queensland. Guides should be translated and adapted as required to
key foreign language markets. North Queensland is as foreign to a Chinese tourist as
China is to an Australian tourist – with this difference an attraction for the Experience
Seeker psychographic. However for such visitors detailed information extending to the
norms of local culture would be most valuable and interesting.
It is suggested that four key sections of such a guide, or even four separate guides
themselves, be developed to align with the major interest areas of International
Experience Seekers in Australia. These would be:


Communities and Indigenous North Queensland Guide;



Nature, Outdoors and Adventure North Queensland Guide;



Coast, Beaches and Islands North Queensland Guide; and



Food and Produce North Queensland Guide.

A section for advertisements and a traditional tourism promotional introduction may be
warranted for the project. However, the detailed body of the guide should be objective,
free of explicit sales and promotional language and focussed on comprehensively
providing information surrounding the experiences availability (both freely and
commercially). Experience Seekers are both well educated to, and highly sceptical of,
traditional advertising and infomercial formats and will largely reject the guide if it does
not present as authoritative, objective and balanced.
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It is envisioned that the development of guides would be heavily supported at the local
and council level but coordinated by the regional tourism bodies. Councils would be
encouraged to use the guides as an extension to the community guides that many
already produce and supply to residents. The experiences guides, for example, could be
provided to all new home buyers and new residents. A virtual support tool / online
community linked to the guide should also be developed, particularly as more and more
tourist use smartphones to access web-based information on the move.

22.1.4 Lifestyle North Queensland
Community Development and Education

Recommendation 4
Lifestyle North Queensland
Aims:

 To help locals and potential visitors alike better understand the depth and nuances
of North Queensland lifestyles and culture.

Target Experiences:

 To develop stories and marketing collateral of hero, secondary and supporting
experiences in North Queensland.

Key Stakeholders:

 Tourism Queensland.
 Tourism Australia.

Intended Outcome:

 Video portraits of the ‘real’ North Queensland lifestyle, community and culture.
 Enhanced understanding of North Queensland lifestyle, community and culture
locally and overseas.
 Reference collection of North Queensland stories.
 Potentially short professional documentaries to be aired around the world to
promote the North Queensland destination through local stories.

Tourism Queensland and Tourism Australia have been at the forefront of using
competitions involving new media formats to create user generated exposure of tourism
experiences in the nation. Some of these campaigns have been extraordinarily effective
at both understanding the tourism appeal of the destinations and gaining cost-effective
international exposure.
The focus of competitions to date has been on the tourist experience. International
Experience Seekers differ from other types of tourists in that they are typically seeking to
access local lifestyles, cultures and experiences rather than what they perceive to be
experiences just for tourists. An issue for many parts of North Queensland is a relatively
low level of awareness and appreciation of local lifestyle and what makes it so unique,
special and of interest to visitors. Without a conscious community appreciation of, and
ability to express, local lifestyles benefits to others visitors will continue to find genuine
North Queensland culture and lifestyle difficult to access.
A competition from across North Queensland would call for amateur video portraits of life
and living in North Queensland to be submitted. The usual processes of submitting, public
voting, judging, finals listing and media exposure and presentation of prizes to the
winner/s would be used to generate interest in the competition. Submitters would be
asked to focus on unique, authentic and hidden aspects of living in North Queensland
with ideas particularly sought regarding communities and culture; nature, adventure and
outdoors; coast, beaches, reef and islands; and food and produce to align with the key
interest areas of International Experience Seekers in Australia.
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The stories developed through the competition would be used both to promote North
Queensland to visitors, and to reinforce local identity and pride within North Queensland.
It is envisioned that the best entries could potentially be expended and reproduced to
professional standards as a serious of short documentaries featuring the real lifestyle of
North Queensland. These documentaries could have value both to promote the region to
attracting skilled workers from elsewhere in Australia, and to promote the region
internationally to Experience Seekers. A similar example would be the Global Village and
Thalassa short documentaries on SBS, which are mostly derived from France’s public
broadcaster, and provide significant insight into destinations primarily in France.
Response to friend’s email from somewhere in Germany, sometime in the future
Well actually we got the idea one night watching Das Erste before dinner. There’s this
show on about Australia. Two old farmers dressed in khaki’s just like the Crocodile Hunter
(so people in Australia really do wear that stuff?) are in this tiny aluminium boat in a
river full of man-eating crocodiles. They’re pulling up pots with crabs in them that have
huge claws that can take a finger clean off. The guys let them free in the little boat, then
chase them round and eventually stand on them with their bare feet and tie them up.
To cut a long story short we are off to North Queensland, Australia next year so Dax can
prove his manliness. Do you know anyone that has been there?

22.1.5 Community Ambassadors
Community Development and Education

Recommendation 5
Community Ambassadors
Aims:

 To improve the ability of tourists in North Queensland to interact with locals.

Target Experiences:

 Secondary experiences improvement for all types of International Experience
Seeker.
 Improved ability to access information and guidance on hero, secondary and
supporting experiences for all types of International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Tourism Queensland
 Local Governments (Burdekin Shire Council, Townsville City Council, Charters
Towers Regional Council, Palm Island Council, Hinchinbrook Shire Council,
Cassowary Coast Regional Council, Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council, Cairns
Regional Council and Tablelands Regional Council).

Intended Outcome:

 A network of registered community ambassadors across North Queensland.
 Recognition by tourists of the badges or signs that indicate a community
ambassador.
 Better interaction by International Experience Seekers with local people and
experiences.

International Experience Seekers have a high interest in meeting and interacting with
locals in a genuine fashion, rather than been corralled through a series of interactions
within a tourism industry ‘bubble’.
North Queenslanders are not always the most approachable people, and visitors can
quickly become shy to ask for directions, advice or simply strike up a chat. A program of
developing community ambassadors as people visitors know that they can talk to for real
advice in North Queensland could assist in making North Queensland communities more
accessible and friendly in feel for visitors.
It is envisioned that community ambassador participants would be distinguished by a
special logo worn as a badge or located on their businesses and potentially homes. The
logo would distinguish them as someone who is willing for a friendly chat about the
region with visitors. Community ambassadors would at a minimum be registered, and be
provided with a suite of materials and/or basic training to improve their understanding of
the region and of international visitor needs. Information would need to be provided to
tourists regarding the program, how to recognise participants and what the participants
can help with.
It is recommended that the community ambassador program be trialled first in a small
community or two, in order to refine the project before extending it to other parts of
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North Queensland. The program would be most successful beyond the trial scale, as its
recognition by both travellers and potential participants increased. Industry Education,
Skills & Labour Requirements

22.1.6 Who is the International Experience Seeker?
Industry Education, Skills and Labour Requirements

Recommendation 1
Who is the International Experience Seeker?
Aims:

 To educate industry as to the characteristics of International Experience Seekers.

Target Experiences:

 Hero, secondary and supporting experiences improvement, through style of
tourism industry interactions, for all types of International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Australia.

Intended Outcome:

 Broader understanding across the North Queensland industry of the Experience
Seeker psychographic and how to improve products, experiences and information
provided to them.

International Experience Seekers are the key target market for Tourism Australia for
reasons including their relatively high incomes, high expenditures, regular travel
patterns, willingness to travel long distances and above average desire to see remote and
regional areas. International Experience Seekers also tend to be trusted and valued
opinion providers in their home markets and can have a powerful effect in recommending
(or otherwise) destinations to other travellers. However International Experience Seekers
are also relatively educated and experienced travellers with a strong sense of value, they
are sceptical of traditional marketing and much media. They seek authentic and genuine
experiences and destinations which are often off the usual tourist trail.
Across North Queensland, many tourism operators have a relatively limited
understanding of International Experience Seekers, the way they think, and the types of
communication that they value. This general lack of understanding impedes the ability of
the industry to both develop appropriate products and market themselves to
International Experience Seekers. Whilst parts of the North Queensland tourism industry
have become very professional and polished in delivering certain tourist products and
services, these styles of products are in many cases unappealing to International
Experience Seekers. In a sense, International Experience Seekers generally prefer to see
themselves as guests, visitors and travellers rather than tourists. Australia’s tourism
industry was amongst the first to make ‘casual and professional’ synonymous and not
mutually exclusive. For International Experience Seekers, the industry may now need to
combine ‘genuine, spontaneous and professional’.
There is a need for broad training of the North Queensland tourism industry with regard
to International Experience Seekers. Training should cover:


Why they are worth targeting;



What distinguishes them;



What they are seeking;



How to communicate and market to them; and



The sorts of experiences locally that may appeal to them.
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Training should start with local tourism organisations and Visitor Information Centre staff,
and extend to the broader tourism industry operators and staff. Community education,
discussed elsewhere, whilst covering different items, is also of importance.
Response in a thread ‘Anything worthwhile in North Queensland?’ on a traveller
forum, sometime in the future
At first it seems like the place is just for tourists. Well, actually the place is mostly for
tourists but look around and there are other things going on. It is just a matter of asking
the right people. If you are thinking about heading over this way I suggest you search
back through the threads on this forum and find out who and what is good for you. There
is a network of true travellers amongst everything else in North Queensland and many of
them post on the forum.
22.1.7 Being Personal & Genuine Online
Industry Education, Skills and Labour Requirements

Recommendation 2
Being Personal and Genuine Online
Aims:

To develop the online communication and marketing capacity of North Queensland’s
tourism industry

Target Experiences:

Improved marketing of hero, secondary and supporting experiences to all types of
International Experience Seekers mostly before they come to Australia

Key Stakeholders:

Townsville Enterprise Limited
Tourism Tropical North Queensland
Tourism Queensland

Intended Outcome:

Broader understanding across the North Queensland tourism industry of how to use
the online world to communicate to target markets.

International Experience Seekers are noted as being sceptical of much traditional media
and marketing methods. This can present major challenges for marketing. At the same
time, the rapid evolution of online communication methods and resources means that in
some ways, it is easier to communicate with potential customers, including International
Experience Seekers, than it has ever been. Tourism businesses need to increasingly
communicate directly and personally with prospective customers prior to them even
reaching Australia – something that the more successful tourism businesses in North
Queensland are noted as already doing.
Online communication is complicated and may involve websites, blogs, forum postings,
social networking sites, emails and direct online conversations (e.g. Messenger or
Skype). Passive web pages are now lost in the volume of sites uncovered in a search and
work best as a source of reference information to be directed to, rather than as a
marketing tool in themselves.
Industry education as to the best ways to use and maximise the effectiveness of online
communication and marketing methods is required. The downside of much of the
successful online communication methods is that it is time-consuming and therefore
resource intensive. The online communication in a sense replaces talking to potential
customers on the phone – but is able to provide a richer information flow. The cost of
engaging personally with potential customers online will need to be evaluated individually
by businesses against the benefits of better reaching and conversion of potential
customers.
Traveller forum post, from somewhere in the USA, sometime in the future
So I am browsing the net and looking at this accommodation place in the rainforest
there. A chat window opens up and a message comes up:
‘Hi im jack – anythign I can help yo with?’
Poor guy can’t type but I can make out the message. I am not sure whether I should just
ignore him – but decide that would be rude.
‘Well, planning a trip out your way and just starting to look around at some options’
I reply.
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‘no wories, what ae the main htings you want to experience on your trip?’
Anyway, he then sizes me up pretty quick with a couple of other questions. In the end
given my childhood obsession with the Jungle he suggests that the tours I was looking at
just won’t cut it. He suggests a four day full immersion tour that goes deep into the
forest and we won’t see or hear civilisation for the entire period. Also gives us the best
chance of seeing some wildlife. Of course he also suggests that after that I spend a
couple of nights being pampered and living the good life at their establishment.
I am good with that. But I better check out that tour he suggests first. He has given me
the Skype address of the guy who runs it and tells me I will only get him on Tuesday
nights as he is usually in the jungle (rainforest he calls it) other nights.

22.1.8 Quality & Accreditations
Industry Education, Skills and Labour Requirements

Recommendation 3
Quality and Accreditations
Aims:

 To provide benchmark accreditation levels for in-depth knowledge of Natural Areas.

Target Experiences:

 Improved delivery of hero, secondary and supporting experiences to all types of
International Experience Seeker.
 Improved selection of experiences by all types of International Experience Seekers
based on accreditation levels.

Key Stakeholders:

 Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority.
 Wet Tropics Management Authority.
 Tourism industry groups.

Intended Outcome:

 To raise the ceiling of knowledge expectations for tourism operators using the
Great Barrier Reef and/or Wet Tropics World Heritage Area as a basis to their
product.

As discussed in section 3.63Error! Reference source not found. the traditional market
mechanisms for independent consumers to choose and support the most suitable goods
and services does not work efficiently where there is little repeat business and
information transfer between past and future customers is inefficient. This situation is
apparent for international tourism to Australia, where most visitors come on a one-off
‘trip-of-a-lifetime’. International Experience Seekers are better at researching
destinations before travelling however are still faced with generally rather poor or onesided information on many of the goods and services they will seek to utilise.
A standard approach to providing consumers with improved information in such markets
is for businesses to apply for independent accreditation of their operations through a
widely accepted organisation. Examples may be the financial strength and sustainability
ratings provided of businesses, governments and financial products by Standard & Poors
and Moodys, the ratings of restaurants by Michelin and rating of business quality control
standards by various International Standards Organisation (ISO) standards.
Some accreditation schemes are already popular within the North Queensland industry.
For example the Eco Certification Program provides levels of certification to the
environmental and social sustainability of the tourism service. This certification also
serves as some proxy to the quality of experience available. However there is not an
accreditation scheme in place which rates the quality or depth of knowledge of Wet
Tropics or Great Barrier Reef nature-based tourism experiences. North Queensland does,
however, have an industry led scheme for tropical savannah operators (Savannah
Guides).
There is potential for quality accreditation schemes to be developed for Great Barrier
Reef operations and Wet Tropics operations. Alternatively, existing recognised schemes
could be expanded to cover or certify Great Barrier Reef and Wet Tropics specific needs.
There is value in this approach, as a major difficulty in establishing new schemes is
achieving critical mass of recognition by the market. The development or
expansion/modification of such schemes could be significantly industry led. Quality
industry operators typically support the development of schemes which they see as
providing a competitive advantage. Scheme development would also benefit from the
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involvement of the relevant statutory bodies (Wet Tropics Management Authority and
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority) and these bodies have already done some work
to progress the concept.
The Eco Certification Program is widely recognised and there would be little value in
trying to duplicate certifying sustainability issues. Instead, it is recommended that
certification frameworks focus on the quality, depth and knowledge delivered on the
relevant ecosystem for nature-based experience providers. Developing suitable
frameworks that are regarded as fair, transparent, easily understood but comprehensive
will require considerable further work with industry but is achievable.
It is recommended that schemes by completely voluntary for participation by businesses.
The incentive for businesses to be involved would be the potential for better market
perception. In the short term, when the scheme is relatively poorly recognised, it may be
helpful to have an incentives or prizes program for highly performing certified businesses
to stimulate uptake.

3.67

Communication & Marketing

22.1.9 Where are the Experience Seekers of the Future?
Communication and Marketing

Recommendation 1
Where are the Experience Seekers of the
Future?
Aims:

 To understand and develop the markets for International Experience Seeker
tourists from developing countries.

Target Experiences:

 Hero, secondary and supporting experiences promotion for all types of
International Experience Seeker in developing countries.

Key Stakeholders:






Intended Outcome:

 For North Queensland to become a market leader as a destination for Experience
Seekers from up-and-coming developing nations, particularly in Asia.

Tourism Queensland.
Tourism Australia.
Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
Townsville Enterprise Limited.

Current International Experience Seekers visiting North Queensland are overwhelmingly
derived from markets in Northern Europe (e.g. Germany, France, UK) and North America
(USA, Canada). Japan, whilst traditionally a major market for Far North Queensland and
a significant source of International Experience Seekers generally, does not appear to
view North Queensland as a major destination for experience seeking, with few Japanese
tourists noted as demonstrating typical Experience Seeker tourist preferences in North
Queensland. Whilst these markets form the core of the North Queensland tourism
industry and have potential for future growth in Experience Seekers, there are major
developing markets of Experience Seekers in other countries which have the potential for
major growth.
China, for example, is the most obvious current example and has recently grown to be
Australia’s third largest source market. Whilst the average Chinese income is still
relatively low, the sheer size of the population and the rapid economic growth occurring
ensures that there is a large and rapidly growing niche with the means to travel to
expensive destinations like Australia. China is a massive and highly diverse market
however research to date conducted by Australia and other countries indicate a high
proportion of Chinese align with the Experience Seeker psychographic as tourists. Other
markets in Asia are also potentially rich sources for Experience Seekers, for example,
South Korea, Taiwan and India.
Experience Seekers are seeking of contrasting destinations and experiences to their
everyday lives. For Asian Experience Seekers, Australia is a dramatic contrast in terms of
landscape, space, culture and language – more so than it would be for North American or
most European visitors. The fact that there are more challenges for an Asian Experience
Seeker to tour North Queensland than for an American one is potentially an asset.
Tourism Australia and Tourism Queensland have recently stepped up their efforts to
understand and develop the Chinese and other developing markets. For example, the
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Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism has funded a Strategic Tourism
Investment Grant for the project: Lifting Quality in the China Tourism Market. This
project is understood to progress some, but not all (at this stage) of the issues relevant
to North Queensland development of the Chinese Experience Seeker market. For North
Queensland there needs to be:


Education of the industry regarding the developing markets and correction of any
prevalent industry preconceptions (e.g. that Chinese will just want short, easy tour
packages);



Interpretation and widespread dissemination of information regarding these markets
to industry via Tourism Tropical North Queensland and Townsville Enterprise Limited;



Development of programs to break down visitation barriers e.g. language appropriate
materials and staff, China approved tours, cultural needs; and



Research into the experiences sought and satisfaction with experiences when in North
Queensland for these markets. Ideally research could also be conducted within the
source markets. Market research should be designed with professional survey
psychologist advice to ensure they uncover real preferences, rather than simply
recording stated preferences (which can be misleading).

Developing new markets of Experience Seekers will be difficult and much work needs to
be undertaken at this stage even just to better understand what further work needs to be
done within the industry. However for a number of reasons, including that these markets
are hard to develop (and therefore suit professional, relatively well resourced industry
such as Australia’s), they should be pursued.

22.1.10 Active & Accessible Online Community
Communication and Marketing

Recommendation 2
Active and Accessible Online Community
Aims:

 To develop an online presence for North Queensland’s tourism industry that is
current with trends and the way that Experience Seekers access and digest
information.

Target Experiences:

 Direct delivery of information on hero, secondary and supporting experiences to all
types of International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 Cutting edge and evolving online presence for North Queensland that
communicates effectively with International Experience Seekers.

International Experience Seekers are relatively sceptical of traditional marketing and tend
to base decisions on destinations to visit on sources other than marketing material.
Whilst this presents a challenge for marketing to this group, the online environment also
provides a means to reach out and communicate internationally which did not exist until
very recently. The North Queensland tourism industry needs to grasp the online world in
order to maximise its interaction with the International Experience Seeker Market.
Passive online presences (e.g. web pages) are increasingly just a bare minimum level of
online involvement. It is recommended that staff at the Tourism Queensland level be
dedicated to providing real-time online interactivity for potential visitors to North
Queensland. Roles for the team would include:


Posting blogs and tweets as to what conditions are like and what is happening in
North Queensland;



Responding to questions and providing advice on traveller and specific relevant
interest group (e.g. diving) online communities and forums (e.g. Virtual Tourist,
Lonely Planet Forums). Posters would identify themselves as representatives of
Tourism Queensland; and



Providing real time conversations with enquirers through media such as Windows Live
Messenger.

Staff with languages relevant to key target markets should also be engaged.
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The model of online marketing is labour intensive. In a sense, it resembles old fashioned
lead generation through making phone calls and approaching people in person – however
with a much greater reach and for the potential for thousands of viewers to read each
conversation. One advantage of the move to online media is that a distributed workforce
(even potentially internationally) of casual, part-time or even volunteer representatives
can be engaged. For example, it is conceivable that a young North Queenslander
travelling Europe for a holiday earns pocket money by being a real-time online resource
for Tourism Queensland several days per week.
Facebook post from Singapore updating travel plans, sometime in the future
Those Australians just make it so easy to want to come visit their country. I was floating
a few ideas for my next trip on travellerspoint.com and some girl who is with the tourism
authority over there posts. She says definitely do South Africa and Botswana at some
point (she did and it was great) but if my interest was tribal cultures I should take
another look at Australia. If I am interested, she suggested I post some thoughts on
what I would like to experience and she is sure she could come up with a few ideas in
North Queensland that would surprise me.
Well I am not changing my plans for South Africa this year but I am going to see what
she can come up with. After all, I haven’t yet worked out where to go next year...

22.1.11 Real Experiences, Images & Stories
Communication and Marketing

Recommendation 3
Real Experiences, Images and Stories
Aims:

 To collate experiences, images and stories from North Queensland which resonate
with International Experience Seekers.

Target Experiences:

 Hero, secondary and supporting experiences from across North Queensland.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 Database that can be utilised by organisations and industry to communicate with
and market North Queensland to International Experience Seekers.

International Experience Seekers are relatively difficult to influence through traditional
marketing means. In general, the psychographic is well educated and experienced in how
destinations are sold. Instead of being influenced by marketing campaigns, Experience
Seekers look to reviews, documentaries, trusted opinion pieces, blogs, forums, word-ofmouth and objective information sources to help them make decisions.
Whilst traditional marketing may have minimal success with Experience Seekers, it is still
important to communicate to the market and get messages out that they will use to form
an opinion to visit. To do so requires a different set of collateral to that used for
traditional marketing. Collateral should be non-tourist focussed, authentic, genuine and
not afraid of being a little amateurish. Other work has mentioned that being amateurish
is a good thing when marketing to Experience Seekers where this demonstrates
authenticity. Whilst collateral does not need to pretend that it is not for the purposes of
marketing (doing so would be inauthentic in itself), it should reflect scenes and images
that are plausible, natural or can’t be manufactured.
A database of experiences, images and stories should be collated from North Queensland
that can be drawn upon for development of a variety of collateral materials to support
communicating to International Experience Seekers. For example images may be used in
the preparation of guides, or by special interest reviews of (say) walks, dives or tours in
North Queensland. Stories may be drawn upon to help a television segment being shot in
North Queensland to focus on some hidden gems or interesting local culture for their
segment, rather than simply visiting the same postcard areas that are already in the
public’s consciousness.
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22.1.12 Indigenous Knowledge & Context
Communication and Marketing

Recommendation 4
Indigenous Knowledge and Context
Aims:

 Develop a unique Indigenous seasonal and landscape interpretive guide to assist a
more detailed appreciation and experience of North Queensland.

Target Experiences:

 Hero and secondary experiences enhancement and supporting experiences delivery
for all types of International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Wet Tropics Management Authority.
 North Queensland Dry Tropics.

Intended Outcome:

 Indigenous seasonal and landscape systems and stories to help colour the North
Queensland experience for International Experience Seekers.

International Experience Seekers value experiencing different cultures and settings to
that which they are accustomed to. Yet Australia can have trouble highlighting its key
cultural features, particularly to our key Experience Seeker markets in Europe and North
America.
The most internationally identifiable unique culture in Australia is that associated with
Australia’s Indigenous people. In the most part, Indigenous culture in Australia is
confined to remnant Indigenous communities and families with minimal influence on
contemporary Australia. For example, most North Queenslanders still view the region’s
seasons and landscape through European concepts although intuitive and more revealing
systems were developed by Indigenous Australians. One of the results is that North
Queensland’s tourism industry is highly seasonal, with tourists focussing on the ‘winter’
as the best time to visit, and low appreciation of values of the region at other times of
the year
International Experience Seekers are perhaps the best market to pursue to grow offseason and shoulder-season visitation, but require reason to consider these times to
travel. Indigenous classifications of seasons and landscapes open up the possibilities of
equally rich or richer experiences throughout the year. An excellent example of this is the
Indigenous seasonal calendar developed for Kakadu (Northern Territory), that classifies
six seasons based on prevailing weather conditions and the responses of the region’s
plants and animals (used in the story below).
It is recommended that Indigenous knowledge be harnessed where acceptable with
Indigenous groups to develop a seasonal and landscape guide of the wet and dry tropics
regions of North Queensland. This guide would be used as a basis to promoting,
understanding and interpreting the region and available experiences throughout the year.
Update within a University newsletter, UK, by a researcher doing a short
sabbatical in North Queensland, sometime in the future
So we arrived in what we thought was the start of winter – but it was actually Yegge. You
see Australia really is very different to back home and summer, autumn, spring and
winter just doesn’t work well to describe what is going, particularly in the tropics. The
Aboriginals in their 40,000 or so years of observing the seasons came up with a more
appropriate system. So Yegge is like the aftermath of the rainy season, there is still a bit
of humidity in the air and the waterholes are full but the ground is drying out and there
should be a bit of burning off of the bush taking place. Locals are optimistic and relaxed,
as the rainy season storms and floods are finished and the cool time of year stretches
ahead.
Next time I am going to have to come over to experience the Guneumeleng season, or
the build-up as it is colloquially known. It’s getting and hot and humid then, but the rains
haven’t really started. Apparently the animals are moving about, getting to their wet
season (Gudjewg) haunts and trees are flowering so as to set seed during the rains. The
locals supposedly go a bit nuts this time of year as the heat and humidity keeps building
but the rain won’t fall to relieve the heat. Here in North Queensland they even have a
term for the effects on the local mood – ‘Mango Madness’, as Guneumeleng is also when
the mangoes start fruiting.
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22.1.13 Aspirational Port Douglas
Communication and Marketing

Recommendation 5
Aspirational Port Douglas
Aims:

 To uphold Port Douglas as an aspirational resort town destination.

Target Experiences:

 Maintenance of the profile of hero, secondary and supporting experiences for
Travel in Style Experience Seekers.

Key Stakeholders:

 Port Douglas and Daintree Tourism.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 Port Douglas being the destination that most tourists see as being a little above
what they normally would be able to access.
 Port Douglas not losing its credibility with the leading edge of the Travel in Style
segment.

Port Douglas is the only destination in the Cairns-Townsville tourism area with significant
demonstrated success with the Travel in Style segment of the Experience Seeker market.
Typifying a Travel in Style destination is a level of exclusiveness that sees celebrities and
major business and political figures feeling comfortable holidaying at them. Travel in
Style tourists are a segment of Experience Seekers; however the experiences they
pursue are authentic and unique as much through their expense and exclusiveness as
their undiscovered nature or authentic interactions.
It is important that Port Douglas continues to nurture its relevance to key Travel in Style
tourists such as celebrities, major business and political figures whose reputations lend
credibility to the destination. The vast majority of visitors to Port Douglas will not be true
Travel in Style types; however a large portion of the visitors who come will do so because
of its reputation with this crowd. The local nickname of ‘Port Smugness’ should not be
taken as an insult to the resort town – in reality it captures well the confident sense of
self-satisfaction of a superior destination that the town requires to trade upon.
It is recommended that Port Douglas consciously seeks to preserve and enhance its
credibility with the true Travel in Style tourist. Unlike other segments of Experience
Seekers that North Queensland may target, Port Douglas needs to focus on high
production value imagery and aspirational scenes. The destination should provide the
utmost in polished professional service and products. The non-touristy, real and
deliberately amateurish impressions which is recommended for communicating with the
bulk of the Experience Seeker market is not appropriate for Port Douglas.
Should Port Douglas lose its credibility with the true Travel in Style and therefore its
genuinely aspirational status, the focus of its promotional style may need to change. In
such a context, the overly professional and polished image may present as inauthentic
and contrived, and likely work against Port Douglas’s appeal with Experience Seekers.
However, as it stands, Port Douglas’s unique standing should be preserved and enhanced
where possible.
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22.1.14 Generate Credible Opinions
Communication and Marketing

Recommendation 6
Generate Credible Opinions
Aims:

 To expose North Queensland as a destination through formats that International
Experience Seekers will accept.

Target Experiences:

 Promote hero, secondary and supporting experiences to all types of International
Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Tourism Queensland.
 Tourism Australia.

Intended Outcome:

 Increased number of credible articles and reviews based on North Queensland
experiences in international media.
 Increased number of documentaries and TV segments shown internationally that
feature North Queensland natural and cultural experiences.

International Experience Seekers are known to be sceptical of traditional marketing. In
order to develop exposure for North Queensland with International Experience Seekers
requires a combination of leveraging the opinions of existing Experience Seeker visitors
(who tend to influence their networks back at home), using the online world to improve
direct and personalised communications and exposing North Queensland experiences
through ‘neutral’ and credible images, written pieces, blogs, radio stories and film and TV
pieces. This last avenue is considered here.
International Experience Seekers are not necessarily seeking ‘tourist’ information –
indeed many would rather consider themselves as visitors, guests or travellers as
opposed to tourists. Hence exposure through opinion pieces and neutral media should
focus on North Queensland nature, culture, lifestyle and experiences rather than tourism
images and experiences. For example, a documentary covering research work being
conducted in the rainforests of the Daintree is more likely to stimulate an International
Experience Seekers interest in visiting North Queensland’s rainforests than a segment
covering some of the things tourists can do and places they can stay in the Daintree.
Opinion pieces and neutral media worth focussing on for promoting North Queensland
include:


Magazines, journals and online communities for special interests relevant to North
Queensland experiences, such as adventure sports, bushwalking, diving, sailing,
birdwatching, fishing, photography, dining, travelogues, 4x4 and trail bike riding;



Celebrity magazines / blogs for Port Douglas;



International TV station and radio station producers with shows that may find articles
of interest in North Queensland’s landscape, nature, culture, lifestyle or economy;



Documentary producers;



Film producers and book writers; and



Popular bloggers and social media posters.

A more ambitious project would be for a series of short documentaries covering North
Queensland stories around landscape, nature, culture, lifestyle and economy to be
sponsored by Tourism Queensland / Tourism Australia. The ultimate aim would be to see
these productions translated and syndicated for broadcast around the world. Story
concepts could be developed with inspiration from local submissions such as suggested in
the Lifestyle North Queensland Competition (Section 22.1.4). An example of this style of
work would be the largely French short documentaries aired in Australia on SBS through
their Global Village and Thalassa shows.
The role for the North Queensland tourism industry in developing opinion pieces and
neutral media exposure is to provide incentives to writers, producers and editors to cover
North Queensland without attaching too many strings or editorial control. Incentives
could include free or in-kind support whilst in North Queensland from local guides and
experts, assistance with contacts and resources, access to story and image libraries (such
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as the collated experiences, images and stories recommended in section 22.1.11) and
straight out financial incentives.
Summary of a travel review, published in a weekend newspaper magazine,
sometime in the future
We visited Tropical North Queensland as guests of Tourism Queensland. Sure, they
sponsored us and gave us plenty of information on what to see and do, but overall, they
just let us get on with our thing. Which was good, because we really wanted to find out
about the full North Queensland story.
At first, Cairns seems much the same as it has always been. Tourism here is in your face,
there are no shortages of places to eat, stay and book trips to the ever popular reef and
rainforest. But at the same time, there is more. Public places are, well, more public in
focus – there are little snippets of information, images, creations everywhere that lead
you into thinking more about what there is in the region. I think I learnt more about the
tropical rainforests in my first two hours walking the streets of Cairns then I did in my
entire three day stay 10 years ago.
And options to experience the rainforest? Well there are still plenty of cheesy tours. But
there are other options to. A professional guides cooperative promises to change your
understanding of the forest or your money back. Tag along tours with the local
bushwalking club – you cover your own costs and gear and you can tag along into all
sorts of wild and wonderful places.
So what did I do? Well, it all sounds wonderful but I went with a more traditional guided
bus, sights and walk tour. They promote themselves as customising their itinerary dayto-day to take in the best experiences on offer at that particular time. Sounds a bit
amateurish but it really works. For my trip, there had been good rain up at Mt Lewis
overnight that was expected to bring out the creepy crawlies. And sure enough, as the
sun set and we sat quietly in the dark, thousands of fireflies emerged from the forest
floor and crawled up the trees and bushes turning the forest into a galaxy of twinkling
stars. From my stroll around Cairns CBD last night I knew the fireflies were actually male
beetles trying to find a mate. And that once their show started to subside it would be
time to start looking for glow-in-the-dark fungi.

22.1.15 Regional Destinations Live
Communication and Marketing

Recommendation 7
Regional Destinations Live
Aims:

 To develop community information screens to stimulate interest in available
experiences at key locations.

Target Experiences:

 Hero, secondary and supporting experiences promotion to all types of International
Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 To provide a live and active introduction to the regions in the CBD.
 To introduce a sense of activity, vibrancy and connection to various destinations
from the CBD.

The Cairns-Townsville tourism area is large and diverse and it can be difficult for
International Experience Seekers to judge all of the possibilities to visit and experience
various localities. This is particularly the case for destinations which have notable
consumer barriers to their access, for example the Daintree River crossing to the
Daintree or the ferry to Magnetic Island. A process of educating and providing preexperiences to visitors starting from their home countries should be pursued.
Cairns CBD is envisaged in this strategy as a port of call, a place to take stock, get your
bearings, interact with other travellers and prepare for a range of adventures and
experiences in the North Queensland region. In order to better introduce the regions and
North Queensland in Cairns, a series of outdoor community information screens could be
installed in a key public space, such as at the Esplanade lagoon or at Cairns City Mall. A
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screen would represent a community or destination and by edited by local tourism
organisation volunteers with content commercially objective in nature. For example a
community screen for the Daintree might include feeds such as ‘Good rain last night –
forest looks great’, ‘Cassowary hanging around the Mt Sorrow track yesterday’, ‘JCU
researchers here today getting ready to head out and tag bats tomorrow’ and ‘Fresh
jackfruit at the store this morning’ with accompanying images, voiceovers or short
videos. The aim would be to create a sense of activity, vibrancy and introduction to the
regions that visitors could access before finalising tours or day-trip itineraries. The
format, if informative and genuine would interest International Experience Seekers,
however, is also possibly of even greater value to the broader tourist market.
With the cost of screens and digital feeds increasingly competitive, the screens could be
replicated at other key points. For example, the Daintree community information screen
may also be replicated at the Daintree River Crossing, to help entice travellers to make
the trip across the river. The feed would also be posted to the internet for travellers to
access through smart phones and computers.
Obvious destinations for which to trial the community information screen concept would
be screens for the Daintree, Kuranda and the Atherton Tablelands located in the Cairns
CBD. The concept probably fits best for Cairns and the Far North region although a
community information screen for Magnetic Island located on Townsville’s Strand or
Jezzine Point development may also be a good fit.
Trip account posted on a popular scuba diving forum, sometime in the future
We got to Cairns that afternoon and the forecast was not good. If we were going to see
the reef we would need to swim, because no boats were going out in these conditions.
Feeling somewhat despondent we dumped our gear at the hotel and went for a wander.
There were plenty of signs up and tour desks with ‘things to do’ but it all looked
unsatisfying. Eventually, we found Cairns’ mall, grabbed an ice cream and sat down for a
break. We sat down in front of a screen which was for the Atherton Tablelands and heard
about the mountain bike race being held up there over the next two days.
A few quick phone calls and we had a bus booked for the next morning. A bit more
googling back at the hotel and we had a solid itinerary for the next two days which
finished at the after party for the mountain bike race. We sent a message to the guys
who were planning to do the same reef trip and they are going to head up to the
Tablelands too. The reef can wait til next time.

3.68

Commercial Opportunities

22.1.16 Tourism / Industry Partnerships
Commercial Opportunities

Recommendation 1
Tourism / Industry Partnerships
Aims:

 To facilitate the development of commercial relationships and partnerships that
enable new experiences to be available for visitors.

Target Experiences:

 Secondary experiences delivery for all types of International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Advance Cairns.
 Department of Education, Economic Development and Innovation.

Intended Outcome:

 Commercial relationships that allow visitor access to local assets where the
owner/operators have minimal incentive to allow tourism access.

A significant number of interesting features of the North Queensland economy and
lifestyle to International Experience Seekers lie outside of the conventional tourism
industry. Examples raised during consultations include high interest in visiting sugar
mills, mines and farms. Very few experiences based around these assets are
commercially available in the Cairns-Townsville tourism area.
The economics of diversifying industrial businesses with a tourism component are not
generally favourable. In order to bring in tourists, businesses need to establish booking
and payment systems (they are normally only business to business operators), dedicate
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staff who would otherwise be focussed on the core business or employ new staff, gain
appropriate liability insurance, develop a tour structure and ensure no other operations of
the business conflict with tour times. In most cases, the costs of establishing and running
the tourism operation and the conflicts it creates with reducing focus on the core
business is not worth the additional income. Those industrial businesses that do operate
tourism components generally do so as either a public relations exercise or due to the
personal interests of one of the business owners (e.g. one of the partners in a farming
enterprise).
Therefore, there is little incentive for industrial businesses to develop tourism
components, even though there is demand. In order to bring such product to market it
would preferable to outsource the tourism component to tourism focused operators. In
order to stimulate the development of such relationships, there is a role for local business
development work to identify potential industrial businesses open to the model, potential
tourism partners, and assist negotiation of operational agreements acceptable to all
parties.
22.1.17 Small Operator Laws & Regulations Revision
Commercial Opportunities

Recommendation 2
Small Operator Laws and Regulations Revision
Aims:

 To reduce the burden of laws and regulators on potential small tourism operators.

Target Experiences:

 Innovative and authentic delivery of hero, secondary and supporting experiences
for all types of International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Department of Education, Economic Development and Innovation.

Intended Outcome:

 To stimulate the provision of more diverse, authentic and genuine tourism services
and product throughout North Queensland.

International Experience Seekers have a strong interest in what they perceive as genuine
and authentic interactions with local people, culture and lifestyles. By its nature, these
interests are most easily provided by sole or small operators, which are more likely to be
providing tourism services as much for enjoyment as for profit, and do not need to follow
the more systemised approaches essential to maintain quality in larger operations. Larger
operators are important in the tourism sector, but a vibrant community of small,
innovative and personal operators is particularly valuable to Experience Seekers.
Potential sole or small tourism operators are generally interested in the sector as they
have strong interests or specialist unique skills that they feel are in demand. However
these same sole or small tourism operators rarely have strong business acumen, the
ability to navigate complex approvals and legislative systems nor large reservoirs of
funds and time. Where barriers (e.g. legislative, cost and time) to entry are high,
businesses will rationally favour low risk, proven ideas and business models, and larger
businesses which can achieve economies of scale. As discussed in sections 3.59 and 3.61,
excessive barriers to entry for small business tend to result in the stifling of product and
service innovation and an evolution to ‘sameness’ in competing businesses.
Other industries and indeed sections of the tourism industry have recognised these issues
and brought in laws and reforms to reduce the barriers to small, innovative businesses
establishing. The classic example of success is the Victorian Liquor Control Reform Act of
1998, which dramatically cut the costs and burdens of establishing small bars in Victoria.
Almost every state in Australia has now tried to replicate the Melbourne experience with
new liquor licensing laws, to varying degrees of success. Other areas have reduced the
burden on Bed and Breakfast (B&B) establishments. For example Victoria has recently
removed the need for B&Bs to be licensed to supply liquor to guests.
A network of smaller, more authentic tourism businesses in North Queensland would
provide colour and depth to the local experience for International Experience Seekers.
Potential tourism services that have been raised as options for North Queensland but for
the difficulties of laws and regulations are:


Small cooking and food classes, for example an Italian lady who may want to provide
cooking classes each Monday night from her home;



B&Bs;
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Accommodation provision through beach huts and private holiday homes;



Touring of inshore islands and rivers for fishing expeditions on small boats;



Small guided trips into wilderness areas; and



Occasional farm tours, for example a farming family who may be interested in
showing tourists through their property in the off-season.

A thorough review of all relevant regulations is a complex task, and of course there needs
to remain a balance between maintaining standards of safety and quality. However as the
Liquor Control Reform Act of 1998 demonstrated well, there are considerable benefits in
terms of developing vibrancy and culture in less strident approaches to regulation. The
Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation recently released a
Regulatory Simplification Plan 2009-13 however the plan gives minimal attention to the
specific needs of tourism, particularly in relation to industry catering to International
Experience Seekers preferences.
The Department of Employment, Economic
Development and Innovation would likely be best placed to undertake a thorough review
of laws and regulations governing tourism operations in Queensland with the view to
improving the environment to stimulate innovation, authentic product delivery and
developments that better showcase the depth of culture and assets in Queensland.
Summary of post on a Travel and Food forum, sometime in the future
The guy at the front desk of our hotel asked us if we had any plans tomorrow night. ‘No,
we didn’t have anything specific’ we indicated.
‘Well, if you are up for something a bit different, rather than going to some restaurant for
dinner, there is a Sicilian lady who does cooking classes once a month. It’ll cost you
about the same as a restaurant, but you get to learn how to make the meal, learn about
North Queensland and Italian food, and you eat as you go. She only takes 8 people so if
you are interested you should try to book now.’
We quickly glanced at each other – this was nothing like what we had expected to get in
North Queensland – but sounded fun. ‘Book us in’.
‘Ok, looks like there will be six of you tomorrow. Also, her husband can seem a bit
grumpy at first, but don’t let that put you off – he is just a bit uncomfortable at first’
Not really sure how this was going to turn out we dutifully turned up to the house at 6
the next night. To cut a long story short it was great. We had no idea that this sort of
thing existed. ‘Us Italians never starve - we will eat anything’ she would proclaim as she
would recount childhood stories of searching under rocks for freshwater shrimp at the
river whilst her mother did the washing or the first Christmas that they tried a bush
turkey for dinner (get a younger one, maybe fatten it up first). They had been in the
region since teenagers and started working the cane farm before mechanical harvesters
made it easy. And her husband opened up after a few drinks and started winding us all
up with stories of floods, cyclones, crocodiles and snakes. We never caught onto his
name.
When it was all done we said our goodbyes and stumbled home with one eye in the grass
for those snakes we had just heard so much about. That night we slept soundly under a
roaring ceiling fan.
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22.1.18 Bringing Life to Heritage Spaces
Commercial Opportunities

Recommendation 3
Bringing Life to Heritage Spaces
Aims:

 To use underutilised heritage buildings in North Queensland to bring further
diversity and interest to tourism.

Target Experiences:

 Secondary experiences improvement for all types of International Experience
Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Local Councils.
 Department of Infrastructure and Planning.

Intended Outcome:

 To improve the viability of tourism use of heritage buildings.
 To add more unique buildings to the tourism product mix in North Queensland.

A number of the towns and cities in North Queensland hold considerable presences of
heritage and period buildings. Particularly notable is Innisfail and Charters Towers,
however many other examples exist.
In general, utilisation of heritage and period buildings in regional Australia can be poor
for any purposes. The cost of maintaining and modifying heritage buildings, the need for
many to have significant works to bring them to current access, efficiency and safety
standards and the complications of approvals for works means that developing new
spaces for accommodation, dining, commercial uses and the like can often be the
cheaper and less risky option. As a result, North Queensland has many examples of
heritage and period buildings that are vacant, or are used for relatively low value uses
that require minimal modifications or approvals.
Many jurisdictions around the world have developed adaptive reuse policies for old or
heritage spaces. The details vary, but generally the policies involve streamlined
processes, relaxation of some requirements and even cash incentives to renovate, modify
and utilise heritage and old buildings for modern uses. Whilst these policies are not
usually just focussed on tourism uses, tourism uses are a natural fit for many of these
buildings, due to their central city and town locations and their special architectural
character.
An adaptive reuse policy for to stimulate tourism uses of heritage and period buildings in
North Queensland would serve to both stimulate investment in the update of older
buildings and bring a limited style of product to the North Queensland tourism offering,
providing tourists better and more direct linkages to the region’s history.

22.1.19 Individual Operators Co-operative
Commercial Opportunities

Recommendation 4
Individual Operators Co-operative
Aims:

 To provide a means for sole and part-time operators to participate in providing
tourism experiences.

Target Experiences:

 Improved hero, secondary and supporting experiences delivery for all types of
International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Advance Cairns.
 Department of Education, Economic Development and Innovation.

Intended Outcome:

 Stimulate a variety of small operators to enter the industry providing unique and
authentic tourism options.

Businesses in Australia and Queensland in general are very highly regulated by world
standards, with a suite of standards, certifications and approvals often required before
trade can be undertaken. These regulations have the benefit of upholding confidence in
Australian goods and services standards and safety. However they can also create
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significant barriers of entry to smaller operators, or potential operations more interested
in providing goods and services at an artisan or hobby scale.
International Experience Seekers are in general attracted to authentic services, products
and experiences, where they feel that the value of product is enhanced by it being
produced not entirely for profit. A classic example is the Bed and Breakfast (B&B)
industry, in which the vast majority of operators make no real profits and barely cover
costs because they are very small and generally inefficient accommodation providers. The
industry, however, is sustained as operators who provide the service enjoy interacting
with their guests and work as much for enjoyment as profit. Tourists who stay in B&Bs
generally do so because they enjoy the authentic style of accommodation and
interactions with the owners, rather than because of superior prices or the objective
quality of the accommodation. This behaviour is typical of the Experience Seeker
psychographic across the products and services they consume.
The lack of small, artisan or hobby focused tourism services in North Queensland is a
competitive disadvantage for the region compared to many other international
destinations. A co-operative arrangement may be one solution to pooling resources for
small, hobby and part-time tourism operators to reduce their barriers of entry. In the
long-run, being a member of a co-operative of small tourism operators could develop to
be a mark of quality in itself, as it is for some similar co-operatives of mountain or hiking
guides in other countries or with the Savannah Guides Association already in North
Queensland.
Trip account on a hikers forum, sometime in the future
On recommendation we had contacted the local guides co-op with plans of what we
intended to do. They suggested a couple of members who were experienced with the
area and may be willing to guide us. Negotiating price and terms would be between us
and the individual guides. So we researched some reviews and blogs about the suggested
guides and decided Dan would be our man – if he was keen.

3.69

Product and Destination Development

22.1.20 The Where, What, How and Why of Indigenous Experiences
Product Development

Recommendation 1
The Where, What, How and Why of Indigenous
Experiences
Aims:

 To improve North Queensland’s potential as a destination to experience Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander cultures through a defined network or trail of Indigenous
Australia experiences.

Target Experiences:

 Possible hero and secondary experience development and significant supporting
experiences development for all types of International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 Detailed guides to North Queensland the serve as references to the depth, detail
and diversity of experiences in the region to both visitors and residents.

Indigenous Australia is of strong interest to International Experience Seekers and
international tourists in general. North Queensland currently has a relatively weak
Indigenous Australia experiences offering, despite scattered notable exceptions.
International Experience Seekers are generally seeking Indigenous Australia experiences
which:


Help them learn about and understand traditional Indigenous cultures;



Help them learn about and understand contemporary Indigenous cultures and
lifestyles and how traditional culture has been integrated with modern lifestyles;



Enable them to interact in a genuine and free way with Indigenous people; and
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Do not present contrived experiences or representations of Indigenous culture.

North Queensland, particularly parts of the Wet Tropics area, is home to a large number
and diversity of Aboriginal tribal groups, with significant communities and cultures
existing today throughout the region. Existing tourism strategies relevant to North
Queensland, such as the Tropical North Queensland Tourism Opportunity Plan and
Townsville North Queensland Tourism Opportunity Plan have highlighted numerous
Indigenous tourism assets and opportunities. Whilst the majority of Indigenous people
are probably disinterested in working in the tourism industry (as is the case for the
broader population), there is strong potential for those who are interested in tourism
careers and businesses to improve the appeal of North Queensland to International
Experience Seekers.
A network, trail or map of Indigenous Australia experiences for North Queensland would
assist in both directing tourists to such experiences but also in presenting North
Queensland as a credible destination to learn more about Indigenous Australia. Such a
network or trail could be part of a general guidebook, but also involve specific resources
such as a website or network marketer. The network should also include public assets,
such as art sites or sacred areas permissible to allow public access to, as well as
mainstream Indigenous product and service providers.
22.1.21 Finding North Queensland in the Cairns CBD
Product Development

Recommendation 2
Finding North Queensland in the Cairns CBD
Aims:

 To highlight further depth in the Cairns CBD experience.

Target Experiences:

 Enhance secondary experiences for all types of International Experience Seekers.

Key Stakeholders:

 Cairns Regional Council.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 Create visible linkages in the Cairns CBD to its North Queensland history and
heritage.

The Cairns CBD is widely criticised as being overly touristy and isolated from the rest of
North Queensland. Whilst Cairns today is undeniably a tourist town, it has a rich history
of waves of settlement and development, and as a port and capital to much of the Far
North Queensland region. There is no reason that the Cairns CBD cannot be both a
tourist town and a place of reflection and celebration of the region’s history and culture.
Indeed, for International Experience Seekers, these two outcomes would be synergistic.
At present glimpses of the city’s past can be found, but the North Queensland history and
culture can be hard to find amongst the dominant tourist and retail presences.
Celebrating the links to the past and the rest of North Queensland could be achieved in a
variety of ways, including use of historical information signage on buildings and
landmarks throughout the CBD, attention to sensitive development of old buildings, and
preservation of areas for ‘North Queensland’ without tourism presences. Some of these
concepts are explored elsewhere in this strategy. Accentuating North Queensland culture
and history in the Cairns CBD should be a priority of future CBD planning by Council and
relevant State interests.
Traveller from South Korea’s email to aged parents, sometime in the future
I had expected Cairns itself to be overly touristy and glam from what people had told me
and in a way it was. But there was also more to the city than I had been led to believe.
Looks like the locals are doing more now to show off the city’s history and heritage and it
does add something.
Wondering through the Cairns CBD you can sometimes feel like you are simply a tourist
whose role is to buy some things and move on. However reading through the history of
the town and region you also get the alternative feeling that you may part of the latest
wave of migrants and visitors who have build this place, each over the previous, and
created its current day character and culture. It’s a nice feeling when it comes.
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22.1.22 Beginning the Reef & Rainforest Experience in Cairns
Product Development

Recommendation 3
Beginning the Reef and Rainforest Experience
in Cairns
Aims:

 To improve the function of Cairns CBD in providing tourists a detailed entree to the
surrounding regions, reef and rainforest.

Target Experiences:

 Provide entrees to hero and secondary experiences and enhance supporting
experiences for all types of International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:






Intended Outcome:

 High quality entrees to reef and rainforest experiences developed throughout the
Cairns CBD.
 A stronger sense of the potential of the experiences in North Queensland reflected
in the Cairns CBD.

Cairns Regional Council.
Wet Tropics Management Authority.
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority.
Tourism Queensland.

The Cairns CBD is not in itself of strong interest to International Experience Seekers
however most who visit the region will spend time in Cairns, either to base themselves
for reef, rainforest and regional adventures or to resupply. With Experience Seekers
coming through the city, Cairns CBD can do more to stimulate Experience Seekers
interests, provide ‘pre-experiences’ and help Experience Seekers begin to learn about the
region. Experience Seekers tend to seek greater levels of information regarding the
destinations they visit and activities they undertake than other types of tourists and the
Cairns CBD is an ideal place to access this information.
Detailed reef and rainforest interpretation should be publicly and freely available with
minimal commercial overtones. The most radical concept would involve creating
interpretive spaces throughout the CBD. For example, the Esplanade and Wharf areas
could contain numerous detailed exhibits explaining details of the reef and inlet
ecosystems, the CBD itself could contain planted rainforest areas with detailed
interpretation and the mall could include screens linking to images and short stories on
the various regions surrounding Cairns. To a degree, some of the tourist operators
already provide similar entrees in their venues (screens, pamphlets, aquariums) however
these are unable to provide the cohesion across the CBD, depth of information or genuine
/ objective reputation that a series of public installations could. Whilst touristy, the
concept would be perceived as genuine by many International Experience Seekers if it is
delivered in a high quality, comprehensive and non-commercial fashion.
A less radical approach would be to develop defined reef and rainforest interpretative
centres within the CBD. This is likely a simpler concept to develop, but is less valuable for
enlivening the entire CBD with a sense of being the start of a tropical adventure. It may
also give the impression to some types of tourists (though not likely Experience Seekers)
that they have been able to get a sufficient reef or rainforest experience without
venturing into the regions. Similarly industry has indicated that such tourists currently
feel they have seen the rainforest if they have been to Kuranda, and don’t consider there
is value in going further to places such as the Daintree, Atherton Tablelands or
Palmerston-Innisfail area. There are also some commercial interpretive experiences
already available in the CBD.
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22.1.23 Tully to Hinchinbrook Wilderness Adventures
Product Development

Recommendation 4
Tully to Hinchinbrook Wilderness Adventures
Aims:

 To develop the wilderness and adventure experiences niche based on Hinchinbrook
Island and the Tully to Hinchinbrook region.

Target Experiences:

 Develop product primarily for Self-Challenger Experience Seekers with naturebased interests.
 Enhance the credibility and ‘mystique’ of the area for all types of International
Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 Recognition of the region by International Experience Seekers as a hub for genuine
tropical wilderness and adventure experiences.

Hinchinbrook Island’s wilderness is a clear hero experience for North Queensland. Limited
numbers of international tourists travel to North Queensland primarily to walk the
Thorsbourne Trail on the Island. (The Thorsbourne Trail is routinely rated as one of the
best true wilderness walks in the world.) Although it appeals to only a niche market, even
within the International Experience Seeker psychographic, the reputation of the Island
has the potential to lend greater credibility to wilderness experiences throughout the
Tully to Hinchinbrook area. The Island itself is limited in accessibility with visitor numbers
strictly controlled. Potential for some further use of the Island for daytrips may exist
however such daytrips are unlikely to be sufficient to interest International Experience
Seekers beyond the secondary experience level.
The Hinchinbrook to Tully area is blessed with some significant in-depth wilderness and
nature assets and experiences. Some of these experiences are reasonably developed
however much is underutilised for various reasons, including poor recognition, poor
access, limited information availability and the generally low profile of tourism through
much of the region in general. Notable assets include:


Tully River – accessible white water rafting and kayaking in a rainforest setting;



Herbert River and Broadwater Creek wilderness white water rafting and kayaking
(including heli-drops into the headwaters of the rivers). The Herbert River is
considered the equal best extended white-water trip in Australia, along with the
Franklin River in Tasmania;



Various waterholes and falls (e.g. Murray River Falls, Blencoe Falls, Cardwell area
waterfalls, Broadwater State Forest, Wallaman Falls);



Significant wilderness walks (e.g. Wet Tropics Great Walk, Herbert River Gorge
(Juwun) Walk and Thorsbourne Trail);



Hinchinbrook Channel mangrove and wetlands system; and



Inshore Islands and reefs.

The Hinchinbrook to Tully natural and wilderness assets have the potential to satisfy the
more adventurous International Experience Seekers, due to their more rugged and
committed natures, but also because they are not mostly seen as tourist attractions. This
series of ‘Hinchinbrook Coast’ wilderness adventure experiences is best promoted through
niche networks, such as online communities, special interest magazines and enthusiast
events. Mass marketing approaches can be expensive, and are unlikely to be as
successful with niche self-challenger type Experience Seekers as more direct approaches.
Start of a trip report on a white-water kayakers community website, last year
If you haven’t heard about all the good stuff that is happening in North Queensland these
days – well you probably wouldn’t be reading this anyway.
The Tully River is a fantastic spot and offers excellent access, awesome scenery and
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some mad runs.
However we were ready to ratchet up the commitment levels. Upper Herbert River meant
5 days unsupported in the wilderness, sleeping in hammocks in the tropical rainforest,
grade 4-5 rapids and abseils with our kayaks to get around unrunnable falls. At the end a
helicopter will pick us up. You don’t get that back home!

22.1.24 Experiencing Contemporary Indigenous Communities
Product Development

Recommendation 5
Experiencing Contemporary Indigenous
Communities
Aims:

 To develop tourism potential in North Queensland Indigenous communities.

Target Experiences:

 Primarily secondary experiences for all types of International Experience Seeker.
Potential to develop to hero and secondary experiences for some niches of the
Experience Seeker market.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 Tourism developments from North Queensland Indigenous communities which are
sympathetic to International Experience Seekers (who are likely to be their major
market).

Indigenous communities in North Queensland have mixed reputations and are not
generally considered as tourist assets. However many possess features of particular
interest to the International Experience Seeker. Palm Island and Yarrabah for example
are in idyllic tropical settings with blue waters, beaches, rainforests and reefs. The culture
on the Palm Island is derived from a mix of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island groups
from across North Queensland which is unique. Yarrabah and Mossman Gorge have
communities of the original rainforest peoples of the region. The Girringun community
near Cardwell is renowned for its handicrafts. Many of the communities feel notably
different from the other parts of North Queensland, with some visitors describing them as
being like visiting other countries.
A number of Aboriginal Councils are keen to open up tourism uses. Palm Island, for
example, is interested in developing Sunday markets that day-trippers could access from
Townsville by ferry and a multi-day wilderness walk on the Island in a similar style to
near-by Hinchinbrook Island.
International Experience Seekers are a logical target market for North Queensland
Indigenous communities to develop tourism as they are typically interested in
contemporary Indigenous lifestyles and culture, are adventurous and not deterred by lack
of traditional tourist comforts, and seek new and hidden experiences that are off the
traditional tourist trail.
Tourist product and services development in North Queensland’s Indigenous communities
should occur in light of what is understood about the Experience Seeker psychographic.
Experience Seekers will be the most likely tourist psychographic to begin visiting these
communities when they are ready. There is need to extend the education of communities
and tourism operators of the ways of the Experience Seeker tourist to Indigenous
communities and potential Indigenous tourism operators.
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22.1.25 Food, Culture & North Queensland
Product Development

Recommendation 6
Food, Culture and North Queensland
Aims:

 To improve the regional character of food and cuisine throughout North
Queensland.

Target Experiences:

 To improve the availability and uniqueness of secondary experiences that all
International Experience Seeker visitors utilise.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 Improved information on how to present North Queensland food and cuisine.
 Increased use of North Queensland styles and ingredients throughout the region.

Food and cuisine is one of the most accessible means by which tourists can access local
cultures. All tourists eat at their destination, and hence food and cuisine can have a
significant impact on impressions formed of a destination. Whilst it may seem that North
Queensland does not have a particularly distinctive cuisine, there are many subtle
regional differences that could be better accentuated and celebrated as part of the North
Queensland experience. As with many local experiences of interest, locals are often
unable to identify North Queensland food characteristics. For example few locals would
know that North Queensland fish and chip shops are unique in primarily using mackerel
as their fish and prawn sandwiches originated in North Queensland. Regional cuisine does
not necessarily need to be about fine dining, indeed parts of the USA have had success
developing ‘cheeseburger trails’ and ‘sausage trails’.
Food and cuisine seems unlikely to develop into a hero experience for North Queensland
in the foreseeable future however it could form a very important component of the
supporting experiences. For example Port Douglas is already well regarded as a culinary
destination for fine dining, although it is unlikely that any significant number of tourists
visit it primarily for the culinary experiences. For International Experience Seekers it is
important to accentuate the local food differences rather than simply aim to promote a
high quality of produce and cuisine. The recent ‘Taste Paradise’ project aims to highlight
North Queensland produce however is still underdeveloped. For Experience Seekers the
‘Taste Paradise’ information is overly focussed on promoting commercial operators rather
than developing a story and understanding of the regional produce and cuisine.
A reference to North Queensland cuisine, produce and food would be a first step to
improving North Queensland’s food and cuisine interest to International Experience
Seekers. The reference is required at this stage primarily to capture and consolidate the
local traditions and expertise that exist and make them available for the commercial food
service sector to build upon. There is a fear in parts of North Queensland noted in the
consultations that that the existing food and cuisine traditions in North Queensland are
being rapidly lost. Developing such a reference would be a major piece of work with
detailed research work and consultations with individuals across the region required to
collate the food and cuisine catalogue from North Queensland. The background work may
be best suited to development as academic research projects before producing a more
concise and accessible summary reference for general consumption.
Food Snobs forum – trip report from Australia, sometime in the future
So to qualify for the North Queensland fish and chips trail a takeaway must use fish
caught in Queensland, have no more than three outlets, cook to order and be staffed by
12 year olds. Actually I made the last one up though we got served by lots of local kids
which was sometimes amusing.
Our findings after much sampling was that barramundi, coral trout and red emperor are
all superb fish but if you want real North Queensland fish and chips we recommend you
order local mackerel. Not only is it ubiquitous in North Queensland and absent
everywhere else we went in Australia but it is often near the cheapest option and its
robust flavour and texture compliments a good greasy crumb or batter rather than being
lost in it. As for chips we marginally preferred those made from dryland Charters Towers
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potatoes to those from the richer soils of the Atherton Tablelands which are perhaps
better suited to baking or mashing. Chips made from frozen potatoes from elsewhere
were acceptable. A skilled fryer attendant who managed to not under or over cook was
essential and rare (the best we tried had been twice cooked – we asked). If any fish and
chip shops in North Queensland are reading this – change your oil regularly! One place
we won’t mention must have fried a wet dog in their oil before our chips – judging by the
taste. Plain sea salt only please – chicken salt is an affront to the good name of poultry
and does not improve the taste of real potato. And lastly, only order chips if they are
served wrapped up tight in paper and let them sweat for five minutes before opening so
to achieve that perfect soft/crunchy result.

22.1.26 Daintree Wilderness Hero Experience
Product Development

Recommendation 7
Daintree Wilderness Hero Experience
Aims:

 To create a major public Daintree Wilderness Hero Experience.

Target Experiences:

 Develop product primarily for Self-Challenger Experience Seekers with naturebased interests.
 Enhance the prestige and credibility of Daintree hero, secondary and supporting
rainforest experiences to all International Experience Seekers.

Key Stakeholders:

 Wet Tropics Management Authority.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 To develop a major wilderness hero experience that will lend credibility to the
Daintree rainforest experience.

The Daintree trades as one of the most in-depth and genuine rainforest destinations in
the world. However, the experiences available in the Daintree do not always match the
promoted image. Much of the product developed in the Daintree has gravitated to
relatively short and comfortable bite-sized experiences to be taken in on short day-trips.
These types of experiences may be optimal for much of the tourism market however it
can leave the impression that there is nothing more to discover or experience in the
Daintree. The mystique of the Daintree, the impression that much more exists than can
be seen in a half-day drive and a tour or two is lacking.
The Daintree region holds considerable interest for the Self-Challenger segment of
International Experience Seekers however the product alignment with this market
segment is incomplete. Historically, the Bloomfield Track (4x4 track) was a credible hero
experience of the Daintree to appeal to Self-Challengers however with steady
improvements to the road and major improvements in vehicle and communications
technology the track is now regarded as a strait forward undertaking. Indeed, many
conventional vehicles now transit the track each dry season. Hence the Bloomfield Track
does not lend the in-depth credibility to the Daintree that it once did.
It is recommended that a major new wilderness hero experience be developed in the
Daintree rainforest. The hero experience would only be aimed at a very small proportion
of visitors to the region actually undertaking it (much like the Overland Track in
Tasmania), with the primary purpose of the experience to enhance the credibility,
reputation and mystique of the Daintree Rainforest for all tourists. Therefore, it is
suggested comfort and ease of the experience is of minimal concern compared to the
quality and depth of immersion in the Daintree rainforest.
The obvious major public wilderness experience that may be developed in the Daintree is
a major walk. For example, a small number of serious walkers currently hike into
Thorntons Peak from Forest Creek and back out over two or three days. This walk has
the attributes to be a start of a major walk that could possibly extend to link up with the
Mt Sorrow trail and then onwards to Roaring Meg Falls. A track does not need to be
created so much as a walkable route marked (e.g. with reflective markers on trees) –
although finding such a route in the rainforest is a significant challenge in itself. Other
potential major wilderness hero experiences (not necessarily a walking track) may have
potential. Key criteria that ideally would be met are:
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A true wilderness experience – requires full immersion in the rainforest to undertake;



Takes a route into parts of rainforest that cannot be accessed by other means;



Is a dedicated experience, for example, a walk does not simply follow a number of
roads and fire trails;



Requires multiple days to complete;



Can be travelled as a through-trip or circuit – does not require travelling back on the
same route; and



Captures some major landmarks and natural assets that typify the Daintree
environment.

22.1.27 Visit Self Sufficient Communities
Product Development

Recommendation 8
Visit Self Sufficient Communities
Aims:

 To enhance the feeling of escape and isolation in the Daintree and on Magnetic
Island.

Target Experiences:

 Secondary experiences for all types of International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville City Council.
 Cairns Regional Council.

Intended Outcome:

 A high level of self-sufficiency for the Daintree and Magnetic Island communities
that is visible and accessible by tourists as part of their experience.

Many parts of North Queensland are remote and difficult and expensive to provide basic
services such as power, water, sewerage and waste services. In many of these
communities, such as the Daintree, there is a great tradition of ‘making do’ and finding
alternative solutions to the issues. For others, like Magnetic Island, many services are
provided at high cost compared to comparable communities in less isolated localities.
Communities like the Daintree and Magnetic Island are also, as a whole, highly
environmentally conscious and seeking to find more sustainable ways of living. With the
world increasingly searching for more sustainable and less carbon intensive solutions,
there is a role for demonstration communities throughout the world that pioneer
technologies and demonstrate sustainable ways of living. Experiencing sustainable living
through immersing oneself in a sustainable destination is of interest to International
Experience Seekers.
The Daintree and Magnetic Island are perfect communities to leverage sustainability and
self-sufficiency as a core component of their experience offering to tourists. Both
communities:


Are high cost areas to provide power, water, sewerage and waste services through
traditional infrastructure delivery means;



Have a high affinity with the natural environment;



Have a high dependence on tourism; and



Are comprised of residents who mostly have a high interest in sustainability.

Given these components, it is a natural fit for these communities to pursue a range of
sustainability measures. Tourism adds only one of the reasons to do so.
Excerpt from a Travel Magazine article on Magnetic Island, sometime in the
future
You see, Magnetic Island is like living a hundred years ago and hundred years in the
future at the same time. Our accommodation was set in amongst the bush but we could
still hear the ocean in the early hours of the morning. We were up every morning at the
crack of dawn – which is when the local birdlife seems to best accommodate a yelling
competition that echo’s about the hills. It’s a great time to be up in the tropics anyway
and some of our fondest memories are of long lazy breakfasts out the back with parrots
and currawongs hustling for some scraps.
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Our power comes from a solar panel on the roof, our water from a tank out the side and
our rubbish needs to be sorted into a variety of small bins for local processing. The whole
Island is a bit like this. You could probably pick up Magnetic Island, plonk it on Mars, and
nobody on the Island would notice for three weeks. To me, this is was the place that put
the ‘vacation’ back into our holiday.

22.1.28 Tour Atherton Tablelands
Product Development

Recommendation 9
Tour Atherton Tablelands
Aims:

 Utilisation of the Atherton Tablelands for touring by tourists by various modes (e.g.
horseriding, walking, cycling).

Target Experiences:

 Potential hero experience for some niches of all types of International Experience
Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Tablelands Regional Council.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 To create a network of trails on the Atherton Tablelands to enable touring by
tourists via a multiple of means.

The Atherton Tablelands exhibits a unique diversity of landscapes, natural and farming
areas, climates, towns, historic areas and attractions within a relatively small area.
Feedback from tourists is that they are regularly surprised by how much there is
contained in the region. With its range of landscapes and features of interest and its
relatively cool climate, the Atherton Tablelands is perfectly suited to casual touring.
Significant towns are generally within about 10 kilometres of each other. The entire area
roughly bordered by the towns of Atherton, Lake Tinaroo, Yungaburra, Butchers Creek,
Millaa Millaa, Ravenshoe and Herberton is about 25 kilometres by 40 kilometres in size.
This area is smaller than Flinders or King Island and only about a quarter the size of
Kangaroo Island yet contains the majority of the features of interest to tourists.
At present, the only viable way to tour the Atherton Tablelands for international tourists
is by hire car or on some limited tourist bus tours. These can be good ways to experience
the area, but also mean tourists often fail to capture the depth of experiences on the
Tablelands.
A series of trails and laneways across the Atherton Tablelands would open up the region
to a style of experience not currently available in North Queensland. Routes could pass
through forests, farms, along back roads and through towns. Tourers could stay at the
many accommodation establishments scattered throughout the Atherton Tablelands
and/or camp on the trails, and they could dine at the various towns along the way.
The development of trails requires a series of negotiations with a large number of land
holders and managers to determine potential routes. In order to create the best touring
experience, the trails should wind between the many points of interest on the tablelands,
but try to avoid utilising existing roads so far as possible. An excellent example is the
relatively recently developed Great Ocean Walk in Victoria, which connects a number of
small towns and points of interest along the Great Ocean Road, however establishes a
new route that takes in significant natural and farming areas. Some trails already exist
on the Atherton Tablelands, however they are far from presenting a coherent network by
which one can tour between the major attractions on offer.
It is recommended that the trail development project be led by the Tablelands Regional
Council, with support from Tourism Queensland and Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
Support from other State agencies, such as the Department of Infrastructure and
Planning and Department of Environment and Resource Management will also likely be
required.
Online guestbook entry to a small accommodation house’s website, sometime in
the future
We were only going to spend one day on the tablelands but our hosts had it all planned
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out. They showed us some maps, attenuating them with scribbled notes as they talked,
fitted some helmets and adjusted the seats on the bikes.
The plan was to cycle a series of lanes and paths and take in some of the Tablelands best
features. This was no adventure however. Breakfast, morning tea, lunch, afternoon tea
would all be had at various establishments along the way with dinner and drinks whilst
waiting to be picked up and taken back to our accommodation. Great service guys and
recommend you to anyone!
22.1.29 Mission Beach & Experiencing the Reef
Product Development

Recommendation 10
Mission Beach and Experiencing the Reef
Aims:

 To enable Mission Beach to fully leverage its accessibility to inshore islands and the
Great Barrier Reef.

Target Experiences:

 Hero experience and secondary and supporting experience availability for
International Experience Seekers at Mission Beach.

Key Stakeholders:

 Cassowary Coast Council.
 Department of Infrastructure and Planning.

Intended Outcome:

 A safe harbour constructed at Mission Beach which significantly reduces the impact
of weather on the ability to operate boats for tourists from the area.

Mission Beach is a relatively laid-back destination of idyllic tropical beach, islands and
reef experiences. The Great Barrier Reef is close to Mission Beach, as it is to Cairns and
Port Douglas, and an islands and reef trip is reported as the most popular request for
visitors when in Mission Beach. Visiting the Great Barrier Reef is a key hero experience
for International Experience Seekers just as it is for most international tourists to North
Queensland. However Mission Beach itself has a character that is better suited to some
types of Experience Seekers than Cairns or Port Douglas.
Unlike Cairns and Port Douglas there is no safe boat harbour in the Mission Beach. This
means that boats that operate island and reef trips are fully exposed to wind and waves
when refuelling, resupplying and embarking and disembarking passengers. This increases
the number of times such trips need to be cancelled and creates significant additional risk
to operating a boat tour business from Mission Beach. It also impacts on Mission Beach’s
tourism industry as visitors who seek a reef trip are more likely to pass Mission Beach in
favour of Cairns or maybe Port Douglas where there is less risk that they won’t be able to
get to the Great Barrier Reef for their once in a lifetime trip to Australia.
Plans for a safe harbour at Mission Beach are currently being promoted by the Mission
Beach business community. The proposal is a good fit for improving the appeal of the
area to International Experience Seekers.
22.1.30 Beyond Just Reef & Rainforest
Product Development

Recommendation 11
Beyond Just Reef and Rainforest
Aims:

 To provide a greater diversity of wilderness and nature based assets in North
Queensland.

Target Experiences:

 Secondary experiences development for all types of International Experience
Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 Wilderness and nature-based sites across North Queensland the serve to slow
tourists in the region.

Many types of Experience Seekers have a strong interest in nature-based experiences.
Other tourists travelling to North Queensland, including International Experience Seekers,
are also known to have a relatively strong interest in nature-based experiences. Notably,
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the two dominant tourism assets for North Queensland, the Great Barrier Reef and the
rainforests, create a nature focussed expectation of the region.
Experience Seekers tend to seek a more detailed and complete understanding and
interaction with the destinations they visit, including with the natural environment. As
discussed elsewhere in this strategy, there is scope to improve the depth of the region’s
reef and particularly rainforest experiences for International Experience Seekers.
However there is also potential to improve accessibility and interpretability of the region’s
nature-based and wilderness areas other than reef and rainforest. Whilst the reef and
rainforest will remain the dominant attractions with broad market hero experience
appeal, other wilderness and nature-based assets could contribute significantly to
secondary, supporting and even niche hero experiences for the region.
Generally underutilised wilderness and nature assets in North Queensland include the
region’s wetlands (including mangrove areas and seasonal freshwater wetlands) and
inland wilderness areas (such as White Mountains, Valley of Lagoons area and inland
areas of the Atherton Tablelands). There is already increasing interest from international
visitors to see the inland parts of Australia which assets such as Undara Lava Tubes have
exploited.
Key to developing the use of the region’s wetlands and alternative wilderness areas is to
develop accessibility to the assets that enable visitors to experience the area at a variety
of levels. Whilst some of these areas are accessible to some level, most are poorly
promoted and very few enable more in depth exploration and interpretation.
Trip report on a intra-corporate social webspace, Bangalore, India, sometime in
the future
Sure, we have crocodiles here in India but in Australia they are much more common and
get really big. Raahi was obsessed with getting a photo of one in the wild so he could
post in on his Facebook page and impress the girls back home. That meant various
detours and trips to local swamps.
Well I think we saw everything but a crocodile – pigs, eels, deer (just like home!),
turtles, snakes, kangaroos and innumerable birds of all shapes and sizes. I read just
about every information snippet available whilst Raahi frantically scanned for large
reptiles. These swamps were the prime land for the local Indigenous people with all sorts
of goodies to eat year round. Kind of like their Garden of Eden but with crocs I guess.

22.1.31 White Mountains
Product Development

Recommendation 12
White Mountains
Aims:

 To open up use of White Mountains National Park as a niche hero experience.

Target Experiences:

 Niche hero and secondary experience development for all types of International
Experience Seeker, led by Self Challengers.

Key Stakeholders:






Intended Outcome:

 Access developed to the better parts of White Mountains National Park and a
serious of trails established.

Charters Towers Regional Council.
Department of Environment and Resource Management.
Townsville Enterprise Limited.
Tourism Queensland.

White Mountains National Park is located about 140 kilometres south-west of Charters
Towers. It sits on the fringes of the study area for this strategy, in a similar position to
the more developed Undara Lava Tubes. A small section of the park is accessible from
the Flinders Highway however the most significant landscapes in the Park are currently
inaccessible to the public. Charters Towers Regional Council and the Department of
Environment and Resource Management are currently working to improve access to the
most valuable northwest end of the Park.
The landscape in the northwest of White Mountains National Park consists of a sandstone
plateau dissected by countless deep gorges. The escarpments are clothed with diverse
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floral communities that create extensive wildflower displays in late winter and spring and
the gorges form cool refuges rimmed by cliffs that contain numerous aboriginal paintings
and carvings. The closest comparison to the White Mountains landscape would be
Carnarvon Gorge in Central Queensland. The area sits at the junction of three major
catchments (Gulf of Carpentaria, Lake Eyre and Eastern Australia) and also possesses a
rich community of wildlife.
The quality of natural landscape in the White Mountains National Park has the potential to
see it develop as a significant niche hero experience for International Experience
Seekers, much as Hinchinbrook Island currently does. Beyond the niche market it may
attract, it also has the potential to significantly improve the reputation and credibility of
inland North Queensland for wilderness and aboriginal heritage experiences.
Developing White Mountains National Park will require access, camping, trails and basic
facilities to be established and promotion of the park and its attributes. Promotion of the
park, once adequate access has been developed, would be well suited to the leverage of
opinion pieces in specialist publications and neutral opinion pieces as outlined in section
22.1.9.
22.1.32 Great Tropical Drive
Accessibility

Recommendation 13
Great Tropical Drive
Aims:

 To build further the accessibility of touring the region for international visitors.

Target Experiences:

 Improvement of the usability of a key hero experience (the Australian Road trip)
and a range of associated experiences for all types of International Experience
Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Townsville Enterprise Limited.
 Tourism Tropical North Queensland.
 Tourism Queensland.

Intended Outcome:

 Updated and enhanced Great Tropical Drive project.

Self-driving is an increasingly popular mean by which international visitors experience
North Queensland. International Experience Seekers in particular enjoy the freedom that
self-driving enables to get off the beaten track and experience aspects of the destination
that may not be available through tourism tours. Self drive tourists also bring tourism
expenditure and activity into a range or remote and out-of-the-way areas which would
not otherwise see international visitors.
Tourism Tropical North Queensland, Townsville Enterprise Limited and Tourism
Queensland previously collaborated on the Great Tropical Drive – a series of drive loops
and itineraries presented as maps and a website that take in various areas and
landscapes across North and Far North Queensland. The project has been hailed as a
significant success; however the concept is approaching the need for refreshment and
update. The Great Tropical Drive could also be expanded in scope to the benefit of
Experience Seekers – who generally seek more detailed information and options to find
less visited areas.
It is recommended that the Great Tropical Drive be refreshed and further developed.
Further developments include:


Website maintenance and redevelop – for example to provide interactive maps
applicable for easy viewing on smart phones;



Development of layers of further detail on the routes. This could utilise or reference
from other work recommended in this strategy, such as the guides recommended in
section 22.1.3; and



Installation of signage across the routes to act as route confirmation to map
interpretation and improve tourist’s confidence in their wayfinding.

The current Great Tropical Drive information is successful from an Experience Seeker
credibility perspective in presenting relatively objective notes regarding the region, its
assets and experiences. Any direct commercial references are relatively subtle, or several
layers in. So far as an update of the Great Tropical Drive seeks to target Experience
Seekers, it needs to maintain this relatively objective perspective.
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Excerpt from an email summary of a holiday sent to friends, sometime in the
future
The great thing about a road trip is that you get to see places you might otherwise never
have thought to. The great Australian road trip had always been on our ‘to do’ list and
now the kids were a bit older we were confident we could manage it. And we the kids to
help with the route finding and choosing of destinations, using a neat little web
application of touring routes that the tourism authority has put together.

3.70

Planning & Architecture

22.1.33 Localising Streetscapes
Planning and Architecture

Recommendation 1
Localising Streetscapes
Aims:

 To accentuate and improve unique tropical characteristics of Cairns CBD
Streetscapes.

Target Experiences:

 Secondary experience improvements for all types of International Experience
Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Cairns Regional Council.

Intended Outcome:

 A range of developments on Cairns CBD streets that accentuate the tropical setting
and create a unique Cairns character.

The Cairns CBD is the dominant tourist stop in the entire study region and should present
a clear introduction to the entire North Queensland region. Whilst the CBD sits amongst
an impressive tropical backdrop, many parts of the CBD itself present a relatively poor
interpretation of the tropical setting. This is in contrast to some other parts of the city,
most notably the Flecker Botanic Gardens. Whilst it is impossible to create streetscapes
and landscapes equivalent to Collins Avenue (Flecker Botanic Gardens) in a CBD
environment, many other tropical destinations (e.g. Hawaii, Bali) more successfully
incorporate tropical landscapes into their inner city streetscapes.
Cairns Regional Council is currently finalising a new masterplan for the CBD. Current
drafts of the plan note that tropical character is defined strongly by plantings. It also puts
forth means to improve streetscapes through other measures such as better reflection of
Cairn’s cultural heritage. The strategy recommendation here is to reinforce that such
issues do impact significantly on the CBD’s attractiveness to tourists. In order to
maximise its interest to International Experience Seekers future developments in the
Cairns CBD need to accentuate and improve its reflection of the tropical landscape,
heritage and contemporary local culture and linkages to the regions.
22.1.34 Guiding Built Character
Planning and Architecture

Recommendation 2
Guiding Built Character
Aims:

 To provide a benchmark style guide to help coordinate the development character
of the Cairns CBD.

Target Experiences:

 Secondary experience improvements for all types of International Experience
Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Cairns Regional Council.

Intended Outcome:

 Developers in the Cairns CBD that consider the benchmark style guide in the initial
stages of planning future projects – reduced redrafting of plans at the development
application stage.
 More consistent development style across the CBD which contributes more
coherently to a unique Cairns character.

Development and architectural style is a relatively subjective appreciation that can
difficult to specify. Generally, developers are best left to develop and propose concepts as
they see best able to make fit. Some ideas may be generally disliked (and developers
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may review these based on feedback) but freedom also results in innovative and new
designs that can benefit development direction in a region.
Thinking again of the International Experience Seeker, this psychographic is most
impressed and attracted to development styles that reflect and accentuate local and
unique cultures, lifestyles, heritage, landscapes, climate and constraints. It is widely
considered that much of Cairns’ CBD developments have had relatively poor or mixed
success in displaying these aspects. Whilst creating strict guidelines to force
developments into better reflecting such aspects would be difficult and likely
counterproductive in stifling innovative approaches, providing better and more accessible
information on the themes that could be accentuated to improve the Cairns CBD
character would be beneficial. It is worth reiterating that most locals also seem to have a
relatively poor conscious understanding of North Queensland’s unique characteristics, and
this difficulty in defining the local factors likely extends to many developers and
architects.
It is recommended that development style guide for Cairns CBD in particular, but
possibly also broader Cairns and other parts of North Queensland, be developed which
provides rich information on the heritage, culture and other unique characteristics of
Cairns and North Queensland as a foundation guide to developers, architects and
designers to incorporate into their designs. The guide need not be prescriptive regarding
development style, as good architects and designers are adept at picking up on cues from
local information and incorporating this into locally relevant design.
Destination report on a Japanese travel and architecture forum, sometime in the
future
Of course Cairns CBD itself is a real hodgepodge of developments. At the same time,
however, I reckon there is a kind of thread that connects most of it. Maybe the tropical
heat causes architects to do some things differently. Some of what I saw is a bit Asian,
some of it is maybe a bit Caribbean and probably too much of it is a bit Miami. But look
hard enough and I think you will realise that most of it is a bit North Queensland. And for
that reason I am going to rate this CBD as a success.
22.1.35 Tourism Free Areas
Planning and Architecture

Recommendation 3
Tourism Free Areas
Aims:

 To sterilise parts of the Cairns CBD from visible tourism presences.

Target Experiences:

 New secondary experiences for all types of International Experience Seeker.

Key Stakeholders:

 Cairns Regional Council.

Intended Outcome:

 To enable areas of the Cairns CBD to retain a domestic character.

Many Experience Seekers seek to experience the real and genuine sides of the
destinations they visit, and are typically put off if they get the impression that they have
only accessed the tourism industry and tourist sights of the destination they visit. The
Cairns CBD is highly tourism focussed, which has its advantages, but which also means
the Experience Seekers can be put off staying there and locals don’t feel always they
belong. A quote adapted from a blog by a recent international visitor to Cairns sums up
how most International Experience Seekers are likely to react:
Cairns seems entirely designed to sell you food, accommodations and tours to the
Great Barrier Reef. After a short period, we were ready to move on and explore.
The visibility of the tourism sector in Cairns is natural given the dominance of the
industry and would be counterproductive to remove. Experience Seekers are unlikely to
appreciate a complete sterilisation of the industry as this would be inauthentic. However
it would be beneficial to work towards some sections of the inner Cairns CBD being free
of highly visible tourism. This would give Experience Seekers parts of the city where they
can ‘escape’ the tourism scene and also possibly encourage more locals to utilise the CBD
as sections would feel more for them. Tourism businesses could be encouraged to move
to tourism precincts through both incentives and planning restrictions in other parts of
the CBD.
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Environmental assets are managed to with different layers of tourism activity permitted
across different areas. This is to both preserve certain areas from excessive use but also
to avoid an overly commercial tourism character being dispersed across the entire area.
The recommended approach for the Cairns CBD is an extension of this concept to a CBD
area.
Story as recited in a lunch room (translated), Shanghai, sometime in the future
‘Where to for dinner?’ was the inevitable topic launched soon after we met up with Feng
and Qiang in the foyer. None of us knew the town at all but our guides had indicated in
the briefing that we would be fine to wonder about the city and discover it for ourselves.
We wondered about for a bit and there were plenty of options. There were even some
good Chinese places with Chinese menus but Qiang was determined to go somewhere
different. In the end we ended up in one corner of town that was a little quieter and
populated with a few restaurants that seemed to be well patronised. This must be were
the locals hang out. Nothing was written in Chinese so it was a little daunting but Qiang
was insistent. Which is all fine for him, as of course I have been delegated the task of
trying to order...

22.1.36 Conserving Port Douglas
Planning and Architecture

Recommendation 4
Conserving Port Douglas
Aims:

 To retain the generally successful style and character of Port Douglas.

Target Experiences:

 Maintenance of the profile of hero, secondary and supporting experiences for
Travel in Style Experience Seekers.

Key Stakeholders:

 Cairns Regional Council.
 Tourism Port Douglas and Daintree.

Intended Outcome:

 Port Douglas as a location that continues to generate success with the Travel in
Style type of International Experience Seeker.

Port Douglas is the only region in the Cairns-Townsville tourism area that has developed
significant success with the Travel in Style type of International Experience Seeker.
Travel in Style tourists are driven by the same fundamental drivers to seek, experience
and learn as all Experience Seekers, however they have the means to seek authenticity
and uniqueness through price exclusivity. For example, whilst other types of Experience
Seeker may seek uniqueness and authenticity by staying at a Bed and Breakfast in a
small country town and having dinner with the hosts, a Travel in Style tourist may seek
uniqueness and authenticity by staying at a 6 star resort, where the concierge meets
with them in their room to discuss arrangements to be made for the next day’s activities
and any additional service requirements and dinner is shared with celebrities and major
business figures at other tables.
Port Douglas’s success with this market is part due to some major investments in resorts
and promotion made in the 1980s, part due to its locational assets and part due to some
luck in attracting the right people and markets at the right times. However, a critical
aspect is that planning control in Port Douglas has been mostly successful in retaining a
tropical and village character, and melding this with the tourism sector. Port Douglas is
the most tourism focused of all the areas in North Queensland, and this has perhaps
helped it to retain a focus on creating the right conditions for tourism.
Whilst Port Douglas has suffered through the post global financial crisis tourism slump it
remains amongst the best positioned tourist destination in the Cairns-Townsville tourism
area to matching its market. For Port Douglas’ long term performance it is important that
it does not lose its prestigious reputation through short-term measures to maintain
visitor numbers such as moving down-market or relaxation of successful development
controls.
In the longer term, the key challenge for Port Douglas is developing recognition and
credibility with the Travel in Style market in the growing economies of Asia.
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22.1.37 Inseparable Daintree & Rainforest
Planning and Architecture

Recommendation 5
Inseparable Daintree and Rainforest
Aims:

 To preserve the unique experience of immersion in the wilderness throughout the
Daintree area.

Target Experiences:

 Enhanced hero, secondary and supporting experiences of immersion in the
Daintree rainforests.

Key Stakeholders:

 Cairns Regional Council.

Intended Outcome:

 Improved sympathy of all built structures in the Daintree to the rainforest
environment.
 Enhance the sense of total immersion in the Rainforest when in the Daintree.

The Daintree rainforests are reputed as amongst the most awe inspiring in the world.
Even Sir David Attenborough recently enthused about the quality of the wilderness in the
Daintree. Certainly, the rainforest in the Daintree is of the highest value. Furthermore the
Daintree region also includes some high quality and innovative accommodation
establishments and tours that present the rainforest in unique ways.
The Daintree Rainforest proper is generally reached by crossing the Daintree River Ferry.
After passing through this gateway, the Cape Tribulation Road winds through some
remarkable forests, but then also past some developments and signage that appear
cheap, cheerful and garish when viewed in the context of a world leading example of
rainforest wilderness.
For Experience Seekers, the Daintree experience is a complete immersion within the
rainforest environment. It is recommended the improved sympathy of developments in
the Daintree by stimulated through a local development style guide and / or additional
local planning controls developed in consultation with the Daintree community.
Travel update on Facebook, sometime in the future
You cross the Daintree River and it is like entering another world. The rainforest takes
over and is part of everything, it fills your senses wherever you look and overtakes your
thoughts. The shops, the roads, our accommodation, everything melts into the backdrop
of this awe-inspiring wilderness. It is as if civilisation has had to find ways to find little
niches that it can sustain itself within a forest that has changed little since before the
dinosaurs. After coming through Asia, where there is little grey area between rainforest
and human areas, the experience felt like a revelation.
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23. Implementation
An Experience Development Plan is a new approach to tourism development and
represents a departure from previous tourism strategies with its tight focus on one key
segment of the broader tourism market. Given the far-reaching scope of
recommendations in this plan a range of key stakeholders have been noted as being
relevant to achieving the outcomes sought. Many other stakeholders need to be
ultimately involved in implementing many of the strategies if outcomes are to be
maximised.
The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Plan acts as a guiding document to
inform future work and actions by a range of private and public sector stakeholders both
within and beyond tourism stakeholders. It is not a strategy that can be implemented by
a single stakeholder in a serious of step-by-step actions. This is not an intentional
outcome but a result of the needs for the region to make significant improvements in its
appeal to International Experience Seekers.
Ultimately, International Experience Seekers are most interested in visiting destinations
which locals love and actively make the most of their environment, assets, community
and culture. Experience Seekers want to feel part of local lifestyles and understand how
locals enjoy the region. The benefit of this need for broad reaching strategies is that
success in implementing them will also result in flow-on success across other interests,
from stronger and more liveable communities to improved destination reputation and
appeal with other types of tourists.
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